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PREFACE.

^ I
'HE following work is not a rcpublicatlon of a former trea-

tise by the Author, entitled, “ The Mathematical Analysis

of Logic.” Its earlier portion is indeed devoted to the same

object, and it begins by establishing the same system of funda-

mentxd laws, but its methods arc more general, and its range of

applications far wider. It exhibits the results, matured by some

years of study and reflection, of a principle of investigation re-

lating to the intellectual operations, the previous exposition of

which was ^vritten within a few weeks after its idea had been

conceived.

That portion of this work which relates to Logic presupposes

in its reader a knowledge of the most important terms of the

science, as usually treated, and of its general object. On these

pomts there is no better guide than Archbishop Whatcly’s

“ Elements of Logic,” or ilr. Thomson’s “ Outlines of the Laws

of Thought.” To the former of these treatises, the present re-

vival of attention to this class of studies seems in a great measure

due. Some acquaintance with the principles of Algebra is also

requisite, but it is not necessary that this application should have

been carried beyond the solution of simple equations. For the

study of those chapters which relate to the theory ofprobabilities,

a somewhat larger knowledge of Algebra is required, and espe-
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IV PREFACE.

dally of the doctrine of Elimination, and of the solution of Equa-

tions containing more than one unknown quantity. Preliminary

information upon the subject-matter will be found in the special

treatises on Probabilities in “ Lardner’s Cabinet CyclopaHlia,”

and the “ Libraiy of Useful Knowledge,” the former of these by

Professor Dc Morgan, the latter by Sir John Lubbock; and in

an interesting series of Letters translated from the French of

M. Quetelet. Other references will be given in the work. On a

first perusal the reader may omit at his discretion, Chapters 'x.,

XIV., and xix., together with any of the applications which he

may deem uninviting or irrelevant.

In different parts of the work, and especially in the notes to

the concluding chapter, will lie found references to various writers,

ancient and modem, chiefly designed to illustrate a certain view of

the history of philosophy. With respect to these, the Author

thinks it proper to add, that he has in no instance given a cita-

tion which he has not believed upon careful examination to be

supported either by parallel authorities, or by the general tenor

of the work from which it was taken. While he would gladly

have avoided the introduction of anything which might by pos-

sibility be construed into the parade of learning, he felt it to be

due both to his subject and to the truth, that the statements in

the text should be accompanied by the means of verification.

And if now, in bringing to its close a labour, of the extent of

which few persons will be able to judge from its apparent fruits,

he may be permitted to speak for a single moment of the feelings

with which he has pursued, and with which he now lays aside,

his task, he would say, that he never doubted that itwas worthy of

his best efforts ; that he felt that whatever oftruth it might bring

to light was not a private or arbitrary tiling, not dependent, as to

its essence, upon any human opinion. He was fully aware that

learned and able men maintmned opinions upon the subject of
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I’REFACE. V

Logic directly opposed to the views ujion which the entire argu-

ment and procedure of his work rested. While he believed those

opinions to be erroneous, he was conscious that his own views

might insensibly be wari)cd by an influence ofanother kind. He

felt in an especial manner the danger ofthat intellectual bias which

long attention to a {)articular as{>ect of truth tends to produce.

But he trusts that out of this conflict of opinions the same truth

will but emerge the more free from any personal admixture ; that

its different parts will be seen in their just proportion ; and that

none of them will eventually I>e too highly valued or too lightly

regarded because of the prejudices which may attach to the

mere form of its exposition.

To his valued friend, the Rev. George Stephens Dickson,

of Lincoln, the Author desires to record his obligations for much

kind assistance in the revision of this work, and for some impor-

tant suggestions.

5, Grenvillb-place, Cork,

>Vof. .30t^, 1853.
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NOTE.

In Prop. II., p. 261, by the “ absolute probabilities" of the events i, y, z . . in

meant simply what the probabilities of those events ought to be, in order that,

regarding them as independent, and their probabilities as our only data, the cal-

culated probabilities of the same events under the condition V should be p, q,r .

.

The statement of the appended problem of the um must be modified in a similar

way. The true solution of that problem, as actually stated, is p ^ cp, q' = cq,

in which c is the arbitrary probability of the condition that the ball drawn shall

be either white, or of marble, or both at once See p. 270, Case II.

Accordingly, since by the logical reduction the solution of all questions in

the theory of probabilities is brought to a form in which, from the probabilities

of simple events, s, t, Ac. under a given condition, P, it is required to determine

the probability of some combination, A, of those events under the same condi-

tion, the principle of the demonstration in Prop. IV. is really the following ;

—

“ The probability of such combination A under the condition P must be calcu-

lated as if the events s, t, Ac. were independent, and possessed of such probabi-

lities as would cause the derived probabilities of the said events under the same

condition P to be such as are assigned to them in the data." This principle I

regard as axiomatic. At the same time it admits of indefinite verification, as

well directly as through the results of the method of which it forms the basis.

I think it right to add, that it was in the above form that the principle first pre-

sented itself to my mind, and that it is thus that I have always understood it,

the error in the particular problem referred to haring arisen from inadvertence

in the choice of a material illustration.

/
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KRRATA.

r*ge 57, line II from bottom, /or y rtarf «.— 93, — ^*for is read be.

— 119, —. 0, the letter «’ imperfert, like e.

— „ — M’i reorf

— 120, — 1, last term, for z read z.

— 128, — 4 from bottom, ybr w read t.

~ »» — 6 from bottom, /or tw 4- x read xie + Jv.— — 8 from bottom, the letter w imperfect, like o.
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— 291, — I, for y + yJ read y + yz.— 297, — 10 from bottom, pre6x =— 306, — 4, ybr limit re<w/ limits.— 309, — 7, /or (I - <) read $y (1 - <).

— 313, — 13 from bottom, ybr S| s 0 read it = 0 .— 3l4, — 9 from bottom, omit the comma.

— 315, — 4 from bottom, for i| . . «« read ft i) ,

.

— 322, bottom lino, read the second term as i?xy.— 330, line 6, for y read
— 331, — 5 from bottom, /or pm read h'm.— 334, — 16, supplv the letter i.— 331, — 10 from Bottom, /or P| read x\,— 364,— 21, /or 91*4187 r«ad91“'4l87.
— 373, — 7, for p = r rend

p
- r.

— „ — 3, 5, and 6 from bottom, /or I read (H.— 385, — 6, for Xm read x».
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.
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— 391, — 5, omit namely.
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AN INVESTIGATION

OF

THE LAWS OF THOUGHT.

CHAPTER I.

NATl’KK AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK.

1 . ^I^HE design of the following treatise is to investigate the

fundamental laws ofthose ojieratlons ofthe mind by which

reasoning is performed; to give expression to them in the symboli-

cal language ofaCalculus,and upon this foundation to establish the

science ofLogic and construct its method ; to make that method

itself the basis of a general method for the application of the ma-

thematical doctrine ofProbabilities; and, finally, to collect from

the various elements of truth brought to view in the course of

these inquiries some probable intimations concerning the nature

and constitution of the human mind.

2 . That this design is not altogether a novel one it is almost

needless to remark, and it is well known that to its two mmn
practical divisions of Logic and Probabilities a very considerable

share of the attention of philosophers has been directed. In its

ancient and scholastic form, indeed, the subject of Logic stands

almost exclusively associated with the great name of Aristotle.

As it was presented to ancient Greece in the jiartly technical,

partly metaphysical disejuisitions of the Organon, such, with

scarcely any essential change, it has continued to the present

day. The stream of original inquiry has rather been directed

^wards questions of general philosophy, which, though they

B
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2 NATURB AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. [cHAP. I.

have arisen among the disputes of the logicians, have outgrown

their origin, and given to successive ages of speculation their pe-

culiar bent and character. The eras of Porphyry and Proclus,

of Anselm' and Abelard, of Ramus, and of Descartes, together

with the final protests of Bacon and Locke, rise up before the

mind as examples of the remoter influences of the study upon the

course of human thought, partly in suggesting topics fertile of

discussion, partly in provoking remonstrance against its own un-

due pretensions. The history of the theory of Probabilities, on

the other hand, has presented far more of that character of steady

growth which belongs to science. In its origin the early genius

of Pascal,—in its maturer stages of development the most recon-

dite ofall the mathematical speculations of Laplace,—were direct-

ed to its improvement ; to omit here the mention of other names

scarcely less distinguished tlian these. As the study of Logic has

been remarkable for the kindred questions of ^letaphysics to

which it has given occasion, so that of Probabilities also has been

remarkable for the impulse which it has bestowed upon the

higher departments of mathematical science. Each of these sub-

jects has, moreover, been justly regarded as having relation to a

speeulative as well as to a practical end. To enable us to deduce

correct inferences from given premises is not the only object of

Logic ; nor is it the sole claim of the theory of Probabilities that

it teaches us how to establish the business of life assurance on a

secure basis ; and how to condense whatever is valuable in the

records of innumerable observations in astronomy, in physics, or

in that field of social inquiry which is fast assuming a character

of great Importance. Both these studies have also an interest

of another kind, derived from the light which they shed upon

the intellectual powers. They instruct us concerning the mo<le

in which language and number serve as instrumental aids to the

processes of reasoning
; they reveal to us in some degree the

connexion between different powers of our common intellect;

they set before us what, in the two domains ofdemonstrative and

of probable knowledge, arc the essential standards of truth and

correctness,—standards not derived from without, but deeply

founded in the constitution of the human faculties. These ends

of speculation yield neither in interest nor in dignity, nor yet, it
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CHAP. I.] NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. 3

may be added, in imporUnoe, to the practical objects, with the

pursuit of which they have been historically associated. To un-

told the secret laws and relations of those high faculties of

thought by which all beyond the merely perceptive knowledge

of the world and of ourselves is attained or matured, is an object

which does not stand in need of commendation to a rational

mind.

3. But although certain parts of the design of this work have

been entertained by others, its general conception, its method,

and, to a considerable extent, its results, are believed to be ori-

^nal. For this reason 1 shall offer, in the present chapter, some

preparatory statements and explanations, in order that the real

aim of this treatise may be understood, and the treatment of its

subject facilitated.

It is designed, in the first place, to investigate the fundamen-

tal laws of those operations of the mind by which reasoning is

performed. It is unnecessary to enter here into any argument to

prove that the operations of the mind are in a certain real sense

subject to laws, and that a science ofthe mind is therefore possible.

If these are questions which admit of doubt, that doubt is not

to be met by an endeavour to settle the point of dispute d priori,

but by directing the attention of the objector to the evidence of

actual laws, by referring him to an actual science. And thus the

solution of that doubt would belong not to the introduction to

this treatise, but to the treatise itself. Let the assumption be

granted, that a science of the intellectual powers is possible, and

let us for a moment consider how the knowledge of it is to be

obtained.

4. Like all other sciences, that of the intellectual operations

must primarily rest upon observation,—the subject of such ob-

servation being the very operations and processes of which we
desire to determine the laws. But while the necessity of a foun-

dation in experience is thus a condition common to all sciences,

there are some special differences between the inodes in which

this principle becomes available for the determination of general

truths when the subject of inquiry is the mind, and when the

subject is external nature. To these it is necessary to direct

attention.

B 2
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4 NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. [cHAP. I.

The general laws of Nature are not, for the most part, imme-

diate objects of perception. They are either inductive inferences

from a large body of facts, the common truth in which they ex-

press, or, in their origin at least, physical hypotheses of a causal

nature serving to explain phaenomena with undeviating precision,

and to enable us to predict new combinations of them. They

are in all cases, and in the strictest sense of the term, probable

conclusions, approaching, indeed, ever and ever nearer to cer-

tainty, as they receive more and more of the confirmation of ex-

perience. But of the character of probability, in the strict and

proper sense ofthat term, they are never wholly divested. On the

other hand, the knowledge ofthe laws ofthe mind does not require

as its basis any extensive eollection of observations. The general

truth is seen in the particidar instance, and it is not confirmed

by the repetition of instances. We may illustrate this position

by an obvious example. It may be a question whether that for-

mula of reasoning, which is called the dictum of Aristotle, de omni

et nulln, expresses a primary law ofhuman reasoning or not ; but

it is no question that it expresses a general truth in Logic. Now
that truth is made manifest in all its generality by reflection

upon a single instance of its application. And this is both an

evidence that the particular principle or formula in question is

founded upon some general law or laws ofthe mind, and an illus-

tration of the doctrine that the perception ofsuch general truths

is not derived from an induction from many instances, but is in-

volved in the clear apprehension of a single instance. In con-

nexion with this truth is seen the not less important one that

our knowledge of the laws upon which the science of the intellec-

tual powers rests, whatever may be its extent or its deficiency, is

not probable knowledge. For we not only see in the particular

example the general truth, but we see it also as a certain truth,

—

a truth, our confidence in which will not continue to increase

with increasing experience of its practical verifications.

5. But if the general truths ofLogic are of such a natiu-e that

when presented to the mind they at once command assent,

wherein consists the tlifficulty of constructing the Science of

Logic ? Not, it may be answered, in collecting the materials of

knowledge, but in discriminating their nature, and determining
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CHAP. 1.] NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. 5

their mutual place and relation. All sciences consist ofgeneral

truths, but of those truths some only arc primary and fundamen-

tal, others are secondary and derived. The laws of elliptic mo-

tion, discovered by Kepler, are general truths in astronomy, but

they are not its fundamental truths. And it b so also in the

purely mathematical sciences. An almost boundless diversity of

theorems, which are known, and an infinite possibility of others,

as yet unknown, rest together upon the foundation of a few sim-

ple axioms ; and yet these are all general truths. It may be

added, that they arc truths which to an intelligence sufficiently

refined would shine forth in their own unborrowed light, with-

out the need of those connecting links of thought, those steps

of wearisome and often painful deduction, by which the know-

ledge ofthem is actually acquired. Let us define as fundamental

those laws and principles from which all other general truths of

science may be deduced, and into which they may all be again

resolved. Shall we then err in regarding that as the true science

of Logic which, laying down certain elementary laws, confirmed

by the very testimony of the mind, permits us thence to deduce,

by uniform processes, the entire chain of its secondary conse-

quences, and furnishes, for its practical applications, methods of

perfect generality ? Let it be considered whether in any science,

viewed either as a system of truth or as the foundation of a prac-

tical art, there can properly be any other test of the com|)leteness

and the fundamental character ofits laws, than the completeness

of its system of derived truths, and the generality of the methods

which it serves to establish. Other questions may indeed pro-

sent themselves. Convenience, prescription, individual prefe-

rence, may urge their claims and deserve attention. But as

req>ects the question of what constitutes science in its abstract

integrity, I apprehend that no other considerations than the

above are properly of any value.

6. It is designed, in the next place, to give expression in this

treatise to the fundamental laws of reasoning in the symbolical

language ofa Calculus. Upon this head it will suflSce to say, that

those laws are such as to suggest this mode of expression, and

to give to it a peculiar and exclusive fitness for the ends in view.
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6 NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. [CUAP. I.

There is not only a close analogy between the operations of the

mind in general reasoning and its operations in the particular

science of Algebra, but there is to a considerable extent an exact

agreement in the laws by which the two classes of operations are

conducted. Of course the laws must in both cases be determined

independently ; any formal agreement between them can only be

established a posteriori by actual comparison. To borrow the

notation of the science of Number, and then assume that in its

new application the laws by which its use is governed will remain

unchanged, would be mere hypothesis. There exist, indeed,

certain general principles founded in the very nature oflanguage,

by which the use of symbols, which are but the elements of

scientific language, is determined. To a certain extent these

elements are arbitrary. Their interpretation is purely conven-

tional : we are permitted to employ them in whatever sense we

please. But this permission is limited by two indispensable con-

ditions,—first, that from the sense once conventionally established

we never, in the same process of reasoning, depart ; secondly,

that the laws by which the process is conducted be founded ex-

clusively upon the above fixed sense or meaning of the s}rmbol8

employed. In accordance with these principles, any agreement

which may be established between the laws of the symbols of

Logic and those ofAlgebra can but issue in an agreement ofpro-

cesses. The two provinces of interpretarion remain apart and

independent, each subject to its own laws and conditions.

Now the actual investigations of the following pages exhibit

Logic, in its practical aspect, as a system of processes carried on

by the aid of symbols haring a definite interpretation, and sub-

ject to laws founded upon that interpretation alone. But at the

siune time they exhibit those laws as identical in form with the

laws of the general symbols of algebra, with this single addition,

viz., that the symbols of Logic are further subject to a special

law (Chap, ii.), to which the symbols of quantity, as such, are

not subject. Upon the nature and the evidence of this law it is not

purposed here to dwell. These questions will be fully discussed

in a future page. But as constituting the essential ground of

difference between those forms of inference with which Logic is
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CHAP. I.] NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. 7

conversant, and those which present themselves in the particular

science of Number, the law in question is deserving of more

than a passing notice. It may be said that it lies at the very

foundation of general reasoning,—that it governs those intellec-

tual acts of conception or of imagination which are preliminary to

the processes of logical deduction, and that it ^ves to the pro-

cesses themselves much of their actual form and expression. It

may hence be affirmed that this law constitutes the germ or semi-

nal principle, of which every approximation to a general method

in Logic is the more or less perfect development.

7. The principle has already been laid down (5) that the

sufficiency and truly ffindamental character of any assumed sys-

tem of laws in the science of Logic must partly be seen in the

perfection of the methods to which they conduct us. It rem^s,

then, to consider what the requirements of a general method in

Logic are, and how far they are fulfilled in the system of the pre-

sent work.

Logic is conversant with two kinds of relations,—relations

among things, and relations among facts. But as facts are ex-

pressed by propositions, the latter species of relation may, at

least for the puiqwses of Logic, be resolved into a relation among

propositions. The assertion that the fact or event .<4 is an inva-

riable consequent of the fact or event B may, to this extent at

least, be regarded as equivalent to the assertion, that the truth

of the proposition afiinning the occurrence of the event B always

implies the truth of the proposition affirming the occurrence of

the event A. Instead, then, of saying that Logic is conversant

with relations among things and relations among facts, we are

permitted to say that it is concerned with relations among things

and relations among propositions. Of the former kind of relations

we have an example in the proposition—“ All men are mortal

of the latter kind in the proposition—“ If the sun is totally

eclipsed, the stars will become visible.” The one expresses a re-

lation between ‘*men” and “mortal beings,” the other between

the elementary propositions—“ The sun is totally eclipsed
;”

“ The stars will become visible.” Among such relations I sup-

pose to be included those which affirm or deny existence with

respect to things, and those which affirm or deny truth with re-
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8 MATURE AMD DRSIGM OF THIS WORK. [CHAP. I.

spect to proportions. Now let those things or those propositions

among which relation is expressed be termed the elements of

the projiositions by which such relation is expressed. Proceed-

ing from this definition, we may then say that the premiset of any

logical argument express given relations among certain elements,

and that the conclusion must express an implied relation among

those elements, or among a part of them, i. e. a relation implied

by or inferentially involved in the premises.

8. Now this being premised, the requirements of a general

method in Logic seem to be the following :

—

1st. As the conclusion must express a relation among the

whole or among a part of the elements involved in the premises,

it is requisite that we should possess the means of eliminatii^

those elements which we desire not to appear in the conclusion,

and of determining the whole amount of relation implied by the

premises among the elements which we wish to retain. Those

elements which do not present themselves in the conclusion are,

in the language of the common Logic, called middle terms ; and

the species ofelimination exemplified in treatises on Logic consists

in deducing from two propositions, containing a common element

or middle term, a conclusion connecting the two remaining terms.

But the problem of elimination, as contemplated in this work,

possesses a much wider scope. It proposes not merely the elimi-

nation of one middle term from two propositions, but the elimi-

nation generally of middle terms from propositions, without

regard to the number of either of them, or to the nature of their

connexion. To this object neither the processes of Logic nor

those of Algebra, in their actual state, present any strict parallel.

In the latter science the problem of elimination is known to be

limited in the following manner;—From two equations we can

eliminate one symbol of quantity; from three equations two

symbols ; and, generally, from n equations n -
1 symbols. But

though this condition, necessary in Algebra, seems to prevail in

the existing Logic also, it has no essential place in Logic as a

science. There, no relation whatever can be proved to prevail

between the number of terms to be eliminated and the number

of propositions from which the elimination is to be efifected.

From the equation representing a single proposition, any num-
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CHAP. I.] NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. 9

bcr of symbols representing terms or elements in Logic may be

eliminated ; and from any number of equations representing pro-

positions, one or any other number of symbols of this kind may

be eliminated in a similar manner. For such elimination there

exists one general process applicable to all cases. This is one of

the many remarkable consequences of that distinguishing law of

the symbols of Logic, to which attention has been already

directed.

2ndly. It should be within the province of a general method

in Logic to express the final relation among the elements of the

conclusion by any admissible kind of proposition, or in any se-

lected order of terms. Among varieties of kind we may reckon

those which logicians have designated by the terms categorical,

hypothetical, disjunctive, <&c. To a choice or selection in the

order of the terms, we may refer whatsoever is dependent upon

the appearance of particular elements in the subject or in the

predicate, in the antecedent or in the consequent, of that propo-

sition which forms the “ conclusion.” But waiving the language

of the schools, let us consider what really distinct species of

problems may present themselves to our notice. We have seen

that the elements of the final or inferred relation may either be

things or propositions. Suppose the former case
;
then it might

be required to deduce from the premises a definition or description

of some one thing, or class of things, constituting an element of

the conclusion in terras of the other things involved in it. Or

we might form the conception of some thing or class of things,

involving more than one of the elements of the conclusion, and

require its expression in terms of the other elements. Again,

suppose the elements retained in the conclusion to be propo-

sitions, we might desire to ascertmn such points as the following,

viz., WTiethcr, in virtue of the premises, any of those propo-

sitions, taken singly, are true or false ?—Whether particular

combinations of them are true or false ?—Whether, assuming a

particular proposition to be true, any consequences will follow,

and if so, what consequences, with respect to the other propo-

sitions ?—Whether any particular condition being assumed with

reference to certain of the propositions, any consequences, and

what consequences, will follow with respect to the others ? and
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10 NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. [CHAP. I.

BO on. I say that these are general questions, which it should

fall within the scope or province of a general method in Logic to

solve. Perhaps we might include them all under this one state-

ment of the final problem of practical Logic. Given a set of

premises expressing relations among certain elements, whether

things or propositions : required explicitly the whole relation

consequent among any of those elements under any proposed

conditions, and in any proposed form. That this problem, under

all its asfiects, is resolvable, will hereafter appear. But it is not

for the sake ofnoticing this fact, that the above inquiry into the

nature and the functions of a general method in Log^c has been

introduced. It is necessary that the reader should apprehend

what are the specific ends of the investigation upon which we

arc entering, as well as the piinciples which are to guide us to

the attmnment of them.

9. Possibly it may here be smd that the Logic of Aristotle,

in its rules of syllogism and conversion, sets forth the elementary

processes of which all reasoning consists, and that beyond these

there is neither scope nor occasion for a general method. I have

no desire to point out the defects of the common Logic, nor do I

wish to refer to it any further than is necessary, in order to place

in its true light the nature of the present treatise. With this

end alone in view, I would remark :— 1st. That syllogism, con-

version, &C., arc not the ultimate processes of Logic. It will

be shown in this treatise that they are founded u{M>n, and are re-

solvable into, ulterior and more simple processes which constitute

the real elements of method in Logic. Nor is it true in fact that

all inference is reducible to the particular forms of syllogism and

conversion .— Vide Chap. xv. 2ndly. If all inference were re-

ducible to these two processes (and it has been mmntmned that

it is reducible to syllogism alone), there would still exist the

same necessity for a general method. For it would still be re-

quisite to determine in what order the processes should succeed

each other, as well as their jiarticular nature, in order that the

desired relation should be obtained. By the desired relation I

mean that full relation which, in virtue of the premises, connects

any elements selected out of the premises at will, and which,

moreover, expresses that relation in any desired form and order.
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If we may judge from the mathematical sdencca, which are the

most perfect examples of method known, this directive function

of Method constitutes its chief office and distincdon. The fun-

damental processes of arithmetic, for instance, are in themselves

but the elements of a possible science. To assign their nature is

the first business of its method, but to arrange their succession

is its subsequent and higher function. In the more complex

examples of logical deduction, and especially in those whicli form

a basis for the solution of difficult questions in the theory of

Probabilities, the aid of a directive method, such as a Calculus

alone can supply, is indispensable.

10. Whence it is that the idtimate laws of Logic are mathe-

matical in their form ; why they are, except in a single point,

identical with the general laws of Number ; and why in that jmr-

ticular point they differ ;—are questions upon which it might not

be very remote from presumption to endeavour to pronounce a

positive judgment. Probably they lie beyond the reach of our

limited faculties. It may, perhaps, be permitted to the mind to

atttun a knowledge of the laws to which it is itself subject, with-

out its being also given to it to understand their ground and

origin, or even, except in a very limited degree, to comprehend

their fitness for their end, as compared with other and conceivable

systems oflaw. Such knowledge is, indeed, unnecessary for the

ends of science, which properly concerns itself Avith what is, and

seeks not for grounds of preference or reasons of appointment.

These considerations furnish a sufficient answer to all protests

against the exhibition of Logic in the form of a Calculus. It is

not because we choose to assign to it such a mode of manifes-

tation, but because the ultimate laws ofthought render that mode

possible, and prescribe its character, and forbid, as it would

seem, the perfect manifestation of the science in any other form,

that such a mode demands adoption. It is to be remembered

that it is the business of science not to create laws, but to discover

them. We do not originate the constitution of our own minds,

greatly as it may be in our power to modify their character.

And as the laws of the human intellect do not depend upon our

will, BO the forms of the science, of which they constitute the ba-

sis, are in all essential regards independent ofindividual choice.
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11. Beside the general statement of the principles of the

above method, this treatise will exhibit its application to the

anal}'sis of a considerable variety of propositions, and of trains of

propositions constituting the premises of demonstrative argu-

ments. These examples have been selected from various writers,

they differ greatly in complexity, and they embrace a wide range

of subjects. Though in this particular respect it may appear to

some that too great a latitude of choice has been exercised, I do

not deem it necessary to offer any apology upon this account.

That Logic, as a science, is susceptible of very wide applications

is admitted ; but it is equally certain that its ultimate forms and

processes are mathematical. Any objection d priori which may
therefore be supposed to lie against the adoption of such forms

and processes in the discussion of a problem of morab or of ge-

neral philosophy must be founded upon misapprehension or false

analogy. It is not of the essence of mathematics to be conversant

with the ideas of number and quantity. Whether as a general

habit of mind it would be desirable to apply symbolical processes

to moral argument, is another question. Possibly, as 1 have

elsewhere observed,* the perfection of the method of Logic may

be chiefly valuable as an evidence of the speculative truth of its

principles. To supersede the employment ofcommon reasoning,

or to subject it to the rigour of technical forms, would be the last

desire of one who knows the value of that intellectual toil and

warfare which imparts to the mind an athletic vigour, and teaches

it to contend with difficulties, and to rely upon itself in emer-

gencies. Nevertheless, cases may arise in which the value of a

scientific procedure, even in those things which fall confessedly

under the ordinary dominion of the reason, may be felt and ac-

knowledged. Some examples of this kind will be found in the

present work.

12. The general doctrine and method of Logic above ex-

plained form also the basis ofa theory and corresponding method

of Probabilities. Accordingly, the development of such a theory

and method, upon the above principles, will constitute a distinct

object of the present treatise. Of the nature of this application

it may be desirable to give here some account, more especially as

* Mathematicftl Analysis of Logic. London : G. Bell. 1847.
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regards the character of the solutions to which it leads. In con-

nexion with this object some further detail will be requisite con-

cerning the forms in which the results of the logical analysis arc

presented.

The ground of this necessity of a prior method in Logic, as

the basis of a theory of Probabilities, may be stated in a few

words. Before we can determine the mode in which the expected

frequency ofoccurrence of a particular event is dependent upon

the known frequency ofoccurrence ofany other events, we must be

acquainted with the mutual dependence of the events themselves.

Speaking technically, we must be able to express the event

whose probability is sought, as a function of the events whose

probabilities are given. Now this explicit determination belongs

in all instances to the department of Logic. Probability, how-

ever, in its mathematical acceptation, admits of numerical mea-

surement. Hence the subject of Probabilities belongs equally to

the science of Number and to that of Logic. In recognising the

co-ordinate existence ofboth these elements, the present treatise

differs from all previous ones ; and as this difference not only

affects the question of the possibility of the solution of problems

in a large number of instances, but also introduces new and im-

portant elements into the solutions obtained, I deem it necessary

to state here, at some length, the peculiar consequences of the

theory developed in the following pages.

13. The measure of the probability of an event is usually

defined as a fraction, of which the numerator represents the num-

ber of cases favourable to the event, and the denominator the

whole number of cases favourable and unfavourable ; all cases

being supposed equally likely to happen. That definition is

adopted in the present work. At the same time it is shown that

there is another aspect of the subject (shortly to be referred to)

whieh might equally be regarded as fundamental, and whieh

would actually lea«l to the same system of methods and conclu-

sions. It may be added, that so far os the received conclusions

of the theory of Probabilities extend, and so far as they are con-

sequences of its fundamental definitions, they do not differ from

the results (supposed to be equally correct in inference) of the

methoil of this work.
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14 NATUBB AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. [cHAP. I.

Again, although questions in the theory of Probabilities

present themselves under various aspects, and may be variously

modified by algebraical and other conditions, there seems to be

one general type to which all such questions, or so much of each

ofthem as truly belongs to the theory of Probabilities, may be

referred. Considered with reference to the data and the quan-

tum, that type may be described as follows :— 1st. The data are

the probabilities of one or more given events, each probability

being either that of the absolute fulfilment of the event to which

it relates, or the probability of its fulfilment under ^ven sup-

posed conditions. 2ndly. The qua$itum, or object sought, is the

probability of the fulfilment, absolutely or conditionally, of some

other event differing in expression from those in the data, but

more or less involving the same elements. As concerns the data,

they are either causally given,—os when the probability ofa par-

ticular throw of a die is deduced from a knowledge of the consti-

tution of the piece,—or they are derived from observaUon of

repeated instances of the success or failure of events. In the

latter cose the probability of an event may be defined as the

limit toward which the ratio ofthe fevomable to the whole num-

ber of observed cases approaches (the uniformity of nature being

presupposed) as the observations ore indefinitely continued.

Lastly, as concerns the nature or relarion of the events in ques-

tion, an important distinction remmns. Those events are either

simple or compmtnd. By a compound event is meant one of

which the expression in language, or the conception in thought,

depends upon the expression or the conception of other events,

which, in relation to it, may be regarded as simple events. To
say “ it nuns,” or to say “ it thunders,” is to express the occur-

rence ofa simple event ; but to say “ it rains and thunders,” or

to say “ it either rains or thunders,” is to express that of a com-

pound event. For the expression of that event depends upon

the elementary expressions, “ it rains,” “ it thunders.” The cri-

terion of simple events is not, therefore, any supposed simplicity

in their nature. It is founded solely on the mode of their ex-

pression in language or conception in thought.

14. Now one general problem, which the existing theory of

Probabilities enables us to solve, is the following, viz. :—Given
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the probabilities ofany simple events : required the probability of

a given compound event, i. e. of an event compounded in a given

manner out of the given simple events. The problem can also

be solved when the compound event, whose probability is re-

quired, is subjected to given conditions, i. e. to conditions de-

pendent also in a given manner on the given simple events.

Beside this general problem, there exist also particular problems

of which the principle ofsolution is known. Various questions

relating to carues and effects can be solved by known methods

imder the particular hypothesis that the causes are mutually ex-

clusive, but apparently not otherwise. Beyond this it is not

clear that any advance has been made toward the solution of

what may be regarded as the general problem of the science, viz.

:

Given the probabilities of any events, simple or compound, con-

ditioned or unconditioned : required the probability of any other

event equally arbitrary in expression and conception. In the

statement of this question it is not even postulated that the

events whose probabiliries are given, and the one whose proba-

bility is sought, should involve some common elements, because

it is the office of a method to determine whether the data of a

problem are sufficient for the end in view, and to indicate, when

they are not so, wherein the deficiency consists.

This problem, in the most unrestricted form of its statement,

is resolvable by the method of the present treatise ; or, to speak

more precisely, its theoretical solution is completely given, and

its practical solution is brought to depend only upon processes

purely mathematical, such as the resolution and analysis ofequa-

tions. The order and character of the general solution may be

thus described.

15. In the first place it is always possible, by the preliminary

method of the Calculus of Logic, to express the event whose

probability is sought as a logical function of the events whose

probabilities are given. The result is of the following character

:

Suppose that X represents the event whose probability is sought,

A, B, C, &c. the events whose probabilities arc given, those

events being cither simple or compound. Then the whole rela-

tion of the event X to the events A, B, C, &c. is deduced in the

form of what mathematicians term a development, consisting, in
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16 NATURE AND DESIGN OF THIS WORK. [cHAP. I.

the most general case, of four distinct classes of terms. By the

first class ore expressed those combinations ofthe events A, B, C,

which both necessarily accompany and necessarily indicate the

occurrence of the event X ; by the second class, those combina-

tions which necessarily accompany, but do not necessarily imply,

the occurrence of the event X ; by the third class, those combi-

nations whose occurrence in connexion with the event X is im-

possible, but not otherwise impossible ; by the fourth class,

those combinations whose occurrence is impossible imder any cir-

cumstances. I shall not dwell upon this statement of the result

of the logical analysis of the problem, further than to remark

that the elements which it presents are precisely those by which

the expectation of the event X, as dependent upon our know-

ledge of the events A, B, C, is, or alone can be, affected. General

reasoning would verify this conclusion ; but general reasoning

would not usually avail to disentangle the complicated web of

events and circumstances from which the solution above de-

scribed must be evolved. The attainment of this object consti-

tutes the first step towai-ds the complete solution of the question

proposed. It is to lie noted that thus far the process of solution

is logical, i. e. conducted by symbols of logical significance, and

resulting in an equation intcrpretable into a proposition. Let this

result be termed theJinal logical equation.

The second step of the process deserves attentive remark.

From the final logical equation to which the previous step has

conducted us, are deduced, by inspection, a series of algebraic

equations implicitly involving the complete solution of the pro-

blem proposed. Of the mode in which this transition is effected

let it suffice to say, that there exists a definite relation between

the laws by which the probabilities of events are expressed as

algebraic functions ofthe probabilities of otlier events upon which

they depend, and the laws by which the logical connexion of

the events is itself expressed. This relation, like the other co-

incidences of formal law which have been referred to, is not

founded upon hypothesis, but is made known to us by observation

(1.4), and reflection. If, however, its rcsality were assumed d priori

08 the basis of the very definition of Probability, strict deduction

would thence lead us to the received numerical definition as a
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necessary consequence. The Theory of Probabilities stands, as

it has already been remarked (1. 1 2), in equally close relation to

Logic and to Arithmetic ; and it is indifferent, so far as results

arc concerned, whether we regard it as springing out of the lat-

ter of these sciences, or as founded in the mutual relations which

connect the two together.

16. There are some circumstances, interesting perhaps to the

mathematician, attending the general solutions deduced by the

above method, which it may be desirable to notice.

1st. As the method is independent of the number and the

nature of the data, it continues to be applicable when the latter

are insuflScient to render determinate the value sought. When
such is the case, the final expression of the solution will contain

terms with arbitrary constant coefficients. To such terms there

will correspond terms in the final logical equation (I. 15), the

interpretation of which will inform us what new data are re-

quisite in order to determine the values of those constants, and

thus render the numerical solution complete. If such data are

not to be obtained, we can still, by giving to the constants their

limiting values 0 and 1, detennine the limits within which tlie

probability sought must lie independently of all further expe-

rience. When the event whose probability is sought is quite in-

dependent of those whose probabilities are given, the limits thus

obtained for its value will be 0 and 1, as it is evident that they

ought to be, and the interpretation of the constants will only

lead to a re-statement of the original problem.

2ndly. The expression of the final solution will in all cases

involve a particular element of quantity, determinable by the so-

lution ofan algebraic equation. Now when that equation is of

an elevated degree, a difficulty may seem to arise as to the se-

lection of the proper root. There are, indeed, cases in which

both the elements given and the element sought are so obviously

restricted by necessary conditions that no choice remains. But

in eomplex instances the discovery of such conditions, by un-

assisted force of reasoning, would be hopeless. A distinct me-

thod is requisite for this end,—a method which might not

inappropriately be termed the Calculus of Statistical Conditions.

Into the nature of this method I shall not here further enter

c
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than to say, that, like the previous method, it is based upon the

employment of the “ final logical equation,” and that it definitely

assigns, 1st, the conditions which must be fulfilled among the

numerical elements of the data, in order that the problem may
be real, i. e. derived from a possible experience

;

2ndly, the nu-

merical limits, within which the probability sought must have

been confined, if, instead of being determined by theory, it had

been deduced directly by observation from the same system of

phsenomena from which the data were derived. It is clear that

these limits will be actual limits of the probability sought.

Now, on supposing the data subject to the conditions above as-

signed to them, it appears in every instance which I have exa-

mined that there exists one root, and only one root, of the final

algebraic equation which is subject to the required limitations.

Every source of ambiguity is thus removed. It would even seem

that new truths relating to the theory of algebraic equations

are thus incidentally brought to light. It is remarkable that

the special element of quantity, to which the previous discussion

relates, depends only upon the data, and not at all upon the

queesitum of the problem proposed. Hence the solution of each

particular problem imties the knot of diflSculty for a system of

problems, viz., for that system of problems which is marked by

the possession of common data, independently of the nature of

their quasita. This circumstance is important whenever from a

particular system of data it is required to deduce a series ofcon-

nected conclusions. And it further gives to the solutions of

particular problems that character of relationship, derived from

their dependence upon a central and fundamental unity, which

not unfrequently marks the application of general methods.

17. But though the above considerations, with others of a

like nature, justify the assertion that the method of this treatise,

for the solution of questions in the theory of Probabilities, is a

general method, it docs not thence follow that we are relieved in

all cases from the necessity of recourse to hypothetical grounds.

It has been observed that a solution may consist entirely of terms

affected by arbitrary constant coefficients,—may, in fact, be

wholly indefinite. The application of the method of this work to

some of the most important questions within its range would

—
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were the data of experience alone employed—present results of

this character. To obtain a definite solution it is necessary, in

such cases, to have recourse to hypotheses possessing more or less

of independent probability, but incapable of exact verification.

Generally speaking, such hypotheses will differ from the imme-

diate results ofexperience in partaking ofa logical rather tlian of a

numerical character ; in prescribing the conditions under which

phaenomena occur, rather than assigning the relative frequency

of their occurrence. This mrcumstance is, however, unimportant.

Whatever their nature may be, the hypotheses assumed must

thenceforth be regarded as belonging to the actual data, although

tending, as is obvious, to give to the solution itself somewhat of

a hypothetical character. With this understanding as to the

possible sources of the data actually employed, the method is

perfectly general, but for the correctness of the hypothetical ele-

ments introduced it is of course no more responsible than for the

correctness of the niunerical data derived from experience.

In illustration of these remarks we may observe that the

theory of the reduction of astronomical observations* rests, in

part, upon hypothetical grounds. It assumes certain positions

as to the nature of error, the equal probabilities of its occurrence

in the form of excess or defect, &c., without which it would be

impossible to obtain any definite conclusions from a system of

conflicting observations. But granting such positions as the

above, the residue of the investigation falls strictly within the

province of the theory of Probabilities. Similar observations

apply to the important problem which proposes to deduce from

the records of the majorities of a deliberative assembly the mean

probability of correct judgment in one of its members. If the

method of this treatise be applied to the mere numerical data,

the solution obtained is of that wholly indefinite kind above de-

scribed. And to show in a more eminent degree the insufficiency

of those data by themselves, the interpretation of the arbitrary

constants (I. 16) which appear in the solution, merely produces

* The Author designs to treat this subject either in a sepATAte work or in a

future Appendix. In the present treatise be avoids the use of the integral

calculus.

C 2
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a rc-etatcment of the original problem. Admitting, however,

the hypothesis of the independent formation of opinion in the

individual mind, either absolutely, as in the speculations of

Ijaplace and Poisson, or under limitations imjiosed by the actual

data, as will be seen in this treatise. Chap, xxi., the problem as-

sumes a far more definite character. It will be manifest that the

ulterior value of the theory of Probabilities must depend very

much upon the correct formation of such mediate hypotheses,

where the purely experimental data are insufficient for dejinite

solution, and where that further experience indicated by the in-

tcqirctation of the final logical equation is unattainable. Upon
the other hand, an undue readiness to form hypotheses in sub-

jects wliich from their very nature are placed beyond human
ken, must re-act upon the credit of the theory of Probabilities,

and tend to throw doubt in the general mind over its most legi-

timate conclusions.

18. It would, perhaps, be jiremature to speculate here upon

the question whether the methods of abstract science arc likely at

any future day to render service in the investigation of socud

problems at all commensurate with those which they have ren-

dered in various departments of physical inquiry. An attempt

to resolve this question ujK>n pure d priori grounds of reasoning

would be very likely to mislead us. For example, the conside-

ration of human frce-agcncy would seem at first sight to preclude

the idea that the movements of the social system should ever ma-

nifest that character of onlerly evolution which we arc prepared

to expect under the reign of a physical necessity. Yet already

do the researches of the statist reveal to us facts at variance with

such an anticipation. Thus the records of crime and |>auperism

present a degree of regularity unknown in regions in which the

disturbing influence of human wants and passions is unfclt. On
the other hand, the distemperature of seasons, the eruption of

volcanoes, the spread of blight in the vegetable, or of epidemic

maladies in the animal kingdom, things apparently or chiefly the

product of natural causes, refuse to be submitted to rcgul.tr and

apprehensible laws. “ Fickle as the wind,” is a proverbial ex-

pression. Reflection upon these points teaches us in some degree

to correct our earlier judgments. We learn that we arc not to
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oxjiect, under the dominion of necessity, an order perceptible to

human observation, unless the play of its producing causes is

sufficiently simple ; nor, on the other hand, to deem that free

agency in the individual is inconsistent with regularity in the

motions of the system of which he forms a component unit.

Human freedom stands out as an apparent fact of our conscious-

ness, while it is also, I conceive, a highly probable deduction of

analogy (Chap, xxii.) from the nature of that portion of the

mind whose scientific constitution we are able to investigate.

But whether accepted as a fiwt reposing on consciousness, or as

a conclusion sanctioned by the reason, it must be so inteqiretcd

as not to conflict with an established result of observation, viz.

:

that phamomcniv, in the production of which large masses of men

arc concerned, do actually exhibit a very remarkable degree of

regularity, enabling us to collect in each succeeding age the ele-

ments uj)on which the estimate of its state and progress, so far

as manifested in outward results, must depend. There is thus no

sound objection d priori against the jiossibility of that sjiecics of

data which is rcciuisitc for the experimental foundation of a

science of social statistics. Again, whatever other object this

treatise may accomplish, it is presumed that it will leave no

doubt as to the existence ofa system of abstract principles and of

methods founded upon those principles, by which any collective

iKxly of social data may be made to yield, in an explicit form,

whatever information they implicitly involve. There may, where

the data are exceedingly complex, be very great difficulty in ob-

taining this information,—difficulty due not to any innicrfection

of the theory, but to the hiborious character of the analytical

processes to which it jKiints. It is quite conceivable that in many

instances that difficulty may be such as only united effort could

overcome. But tliat we possess theoretically in all cases, and

practically, so far as the requisite labour of calculation may be

supplied, the means ofevolving from statistical records the seeds

of general truths which lie buried amid the mass of figures, is a

jtosition which may, I conceive, with perfect safety lx; affirmed.

19. But beyond these geneial positions I do not venture to

sjieak in terms of assunince. Whether the results which might

1)C exiiccted from the application of scientific methods to statis-
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tical records, over and above those the disooveiy of which re-

quires no such aid, would so far compensate for the labour in-

volved as to render it worth while to institute such investigations

u[X)n a proper scale of magnitude, is a point which could, jier-

haps, only be determined by experience. It is to be desired,

and it might without great presumption be expected, that in

this, as in other instances, the abstract doctrines of science should

minister to more than intellectual gratification. Nor, viewing

the apparent order in which the sciences have been evolved, and

have successively contributed their aid to the service ofmankind,

does it seem very improbable that a day may arrive in which si-

milar aid may accrue from departments of the field of knowledge

yet more intimately allied with the elements of human wel&re.

Let the speculations of this treatise, however, rest at present

simply upon their claim to be regarded as true.

20. I design, in the last place, to endeavour to educe from

the scientific results of the previous inquiries some general inti-

mations respecting the nature and constitution of the human

mind. Into the groimds of the possibility of this species of in-

ference it is not necessary to enter here. One or two general

observations may serve to indicate the track which 1 shall endea-

vour to follow. It cannot but be admitted that our views of

the science of Logic must materially influence, perhaps mainly

determine, our opinions upon the nature of the intellectual &cul-

ties. For example, the question whether reasoning consists

merely in the application of certain first or necessary truths,

with which the mind has been ori^nally imprinted, or whether

the mind is itself a seat of law, whose operation is as manifest

and as conclusive in the particular as in the general formula, or

whether, as some not undistinguished writers seem to maintain,

all reasoning is of particulars ; this question, I say, is one which

not merely afiects the science of Logic, but also concerns the for-

mation ofjust views of the constitution of the intellectual facul-

ties. Again, if it is concluded that the mind is by original

constitution a seat of law, the question of the nature of its sub-

jection to this law,—whether, for instance, it is an obedience

founded upon necessity, like that which sustains the revolutions

of the heavens, and preserves the order of Nature,—or whether
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it is a subjection of some quite distinct kind, is also a matter of

deep speculative interest. Further, if the mind is truly deter-

mined to be a subject of law, and if its laws also are truly assigned,

the question of their probable or necessary influence upon the

course of human thought in different ages is one invested with

great importance, and well deserving a patient investigation, as

matter both of philosophy and of history. These and other

questions I propose, however imperfectly, to discuss in the con-

cluding portion of the present work. They belong, perhaps, to

the donuun of probable or eonjectural, rather than to that of po-

sitive, knowledge. But it may happen that where there is not

sufficient warrant for the certainties of science, there may be

grounds of analogy adequate for the suggestion of highly pro-

bable opinions. It has seemed to me better that this discussion

should be entirely reserved for the sequel of the main business of

this treatise,—which is the investigation of scientific truths and

laws. Experience sufficiently instructs us that the proper order

of advancement in all inquiries after truth is to proceed from the

known to the unknown. There are parts, even of the philosophy

and constitution of the human mind, which have been placed

fully within the reach of our investigation. To make a due ac-

quaintance with those portions of our nature the basis of all en-

deavours to penetrate amid the shadows and uncertainties of that

conjectural realm which lies beyond and above them, is the

course most accordant with the limitations of our present con-

dition.
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CHAPTER II.

OF SIGNS IN GENERAL, AND OF THE SIGNS APPROPRIATE TO THE

SCIENCE OF LOGIC IN PARTICDLAB
; ALSO OF THE LAWS TO WHICH

THAT CLASS OF SIGNS ARE SUBJECT.

1 . ^
I
'HAT Language is an instrument of human reason, and

not merely a medium for the expression of thought, is a

truth generally admitted. It is propiosed in this chapter to in-

quire what it is that renders Language thus subservient to the

most important of our intellectual faculties. In the various

steps of this inquiry we shall be led to consider the constitution

of Language, considered as a system adapted to an end or pur-

pose ; to investigate its elements ; to seek to determine their mu-

tual relation and dependence ;
and to inquire in wliat manner they

contribute to the attainment of the end to which, as co-ordinate

juuts o' a system, they have respect.

In proceeding to these inquiries, it will not be necessary to

enter into the discussion of that famous question of the schools,

whether Language is to be regarded as an essential instrument

of reasoning, or whether, on the other hand, it is jKissible for us

to reason without its aid. I suppose this question to be beside

the design of the present treatise, for the following reason, viz.,

that it is the business of Science to investigate laws ; and that,

whether we regard signs as the representatives of things and of

their relations, or as the representatives of the conceptions and

operations of the human intellect, in studying the laws of signs,

we are in effect studying the manifested laws of reasoning. If

there exists a difference between the two inquiries, it is one which

does not affect the scientific expressions of formal law, which are

the object of investigation in the present stage of this work, but

relates only to the mode in which those results are presented to

the mental regard. For though in investigating the laws ofsigns,

u posteriori, the immediate subject of c.xamination is Language,

with the rules which gov ern its use ; while in making the internal
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processes of thought the direct object of inquiry, we appeal in a

more immediate way to our personal consciousness,—it will be

found that in both cases the results obtained are formally equi-

valent. Nor could we easily conceive, that the unnumbered

tongues and dialects of the earth should have preserved through

a long succession of ages so much that is common and universal,

were we not assured of the existence of some deep foundation of

their agreement in the laws of the mind itself.

2. The elements of which all language consists are signs or

symbols. Words are signs. Sometimes they are said to repre-

sent things ; sometimes the operations by which the mind com-

bines together the simple notions of things into complex concep-

tions ; sometimes they express the relations of action, passion, or

mere quality, which we perceive to exist among the objects ofour

experience ; sometimes the emotions of the perceiving mind. But

words, although in this and in other ways they fulfil the office of

signs, or representative symbols, are not the only signs which we
are capable of employing. Arbitrary marks, which speak only to

the eye, and arbitrary sounds or actions, which address themselves

to some other sense, are equally of the nature of signs, provided

that their representative office is defined and understood. In the

mathematieal sciences, letters, and the symbols +, -, =, &c., are

used as signs, although the term “ sign” is applied to the latter

class of symbols, which represent operations or relations, rather

than to the former, which represent the elements of number and

quantity. As the real imjiort of a sign does not in any way de-

pend upon its particular form or expression, so neither do the

laws which determine its use. In the present treatise, however,

it is with written signs that we have to do, and it is with reference

to these exclusively that the term “ sign” will be employed. The
essential properties of signs are enumerated in the following de-

fimition.

Definition .—A sign is an arbitrary mark, having a fixed in-

terpretation, and susceptible of combination with other signs in

subjection to fixed laws dependent ufiou their mutual interpre-

tation.

3. Let us consider the particulars involved in the above de-

finition separately.
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(1.) In the first place, a sign is an arbitrary mark. It is

clearly indifierent what particular word or token we associate

with a given idea, provided that the association once made is

permanent. The Romans expressed by the word “ civitas” what

we designate by the w’ord “ state.” But both they and we
might equally well have employed any other word to represent

the same conception. Nothing, indeed, in the nature ofLanguage

would prevent us from using a mere letter in the same sense.

Were this done, the laws according to which that letter would

require to be used would be essentially the same with the laws

which govern the use of “ civitas” in the Latin, and of “ state”

in the English language, so far at least as the use of those words

is regulated by any general principles common to all languages

alike.

(2.) In the second place, it is necessary that each sign should

possess, within the limits of the same discourse or process of

reasoning, a fixed interpretation. The necessity of this condi-

tion is obvious, and seems to be founded in the very nature of the

subject. There exists, however, a dispute as to the precise nature

of the representative ofiBce of words or symbols used as names in

the processes ofreasoning. By some it is maintained, that they

represent the conceptions ofthe mind alone ; by others, that they

represent things. The question is not ofgreat importance here,

as its decision cannot affect the laws according to which signs

are employed. I apprehend, however, that the general answer

to this and such like questions is, that in the processes ofreason-

ing, signs stand in the place and fulfil the ofiSce of the concep-

tions and operations of the mind ; but tliat ns those conceptions

and opemtions represent things, and the connexions and relations

of things, so signs represent things with their connexions and re-

lations ; and lastly, that as signs stand in the place of the con-

ceptions and operations ofthe mind, they are subject to the laws

of those conceptions and operations. This view will be more

fully elucidated in the next chapter ; but it here serves to explain

the third of those particulars involved in the definition ofa sign,

viz., its subjection to fixed laws of combination depending upon

t he nature of its interj)rctation.

4. The analysis and classification of those signs by which the
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operations ofreasoning are conducted will be considered in the

following Proposition

:

Proposition I.

AU the operoHone of Language, ae an inetnmwit of reaeoning,

may be conducted by a syttem of signs composed of thefoUotoing de-

ments, viz.

:

1st. Literal symbols, as x, y, ^e,, represetding things as subjects

of our conceptions.

2nd. Signs ofoperation, as + ,-,x, standing for those operadons

of the mind by which the conceptions of things are combined or re-

solved so as toform new conceptions involving the same dements.

3rd. The sign of identity, =

.

And these symbols of Logie are in their use subject to definite

laws, partly agreeing with and partly differing from the laws ofthe

corresponding symbols in the science ofAlgebra,

Let it be assumed as a criterion of the true elements of ra-

tional discourse, tliat they should be susceptible of combination

in the simplest forms and by the simplest laws, and thus com-

bining should generate all other known and conceivable forms of

language ; and adopting this principle, let the following classifi-

cation be considered.

CLASS I.

5. Appellative or descriptive signs, expressing either the name

of a thing, or some quality or circumstance belonging to it.

To this class we may obviously refer the substantive proper

or common, and the adjective. These may indeed be regarded as

differing only in this respect, that the former expresses the sub-

stantive existence of the individual thing or things to which it

refers; the latter implies that existence. If we attach to the

adjective the universally understood subject “ being” or “ thing,”

it becomes virtually a substantive, and may fpr all the essential

purposes ofreasoning be replaced by the substantive. Whether

or not, in every particular of the mental regard, it is the same

thing to say, “Water is a fluid thing,” as to say, “ Water is

fluid it is at least equivalent in the expression ofthe processes

of reasoning.
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It is clear also, that to the above class wc must refer any sign

which may conventionally be used to express some circumstance

or relation, the detailed exposition of which would involve the

use of many signs. The epithets of poetic diction are very fre-

quently of this kind. They are usually compounded adjectives,

singly fulfilling the office ofa raany-worded description. Homer’s
“ deep-eddying ocean” embodies a virtual description in the single

word /3a0uSiVi)C> And conventionally any other description ad-

dressed either to the imagination or to the intellect might eijually

be represented by a single sign, the use of which would in all es-

sential (loints be subject to the same laws as the use of the ad-

jective “ good” or “ great.” Combined with the subject “ thing,”

such a sign would virtually become a substantive ; and by a single

substantive the combined meaning both of thing and quality

might be expressed.

6. Now, as it has l.)cen defined that a sign is an arbitrary

mark, it is {lermissible to replace all signs of the sjiccies above

described by letters. Let us then agree to represent the class of

individuals to which a particular name or description is appli-

cable, by a single letter, as z. K the name is “ men,” for instance,

let X represent “ all men,” or the class “ men.” By a class is

usuidly meant a collection of individuals, to each of which a

jiarticular name or description may be applied ; but in this work

the meaning of the term will be extended so as to include the

case in which but a single individual c.xists, answering to the

required name or description, as well as the cases denoted by

the terms “ nothing” and “ universe,” which as “ classes”

should be understood to comprise respectively “ no beings,”

“ all beings.” Again, if an adjective, as “ good,” is employed

as a term of description, let us represent by a letter, as y, all

tilings to which the description “ good” is applicable, i. e. “ all

good things,” or the class “good things.” Let it further be

agreed, that by the combination xy shall be represented that

class of things to which the names or descriptions represented by

X and y arc simultaneously applicable. Thus, if x alone stands

for “ white tilings,” and y for “ sheep,” let xy stand for “ white

sheep and in like iiiimner, if z stand for “ homed things,” and

X and y retain their previous interpretations, let zxy represent
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“ horned white sheep,” i. e. that collection of things to which

the name “ sheep,” and the descriptions “ white” and “ homed”

are together applicable.

Let us now consider the laws to which the symbols x,y, &c.,

used in the above sense, are subject.

7. First, it is evident, that according to the above combina-

tions, the order in which two symbols are written is indifferent.

The expressions xy and yx equally represent that class of things

to the several members of which the names or descriptions x and

y are together applicable. Hence we have,

xy^yx. (1)

In the case ofx representing white things, and y sheep, either

of the members of this equation will represent the class of“ white

sheep.” There may be a difference as to the order in which the

conception is formed, but there is none as to the individual things

which are comprehended under it. In like manner, ifx represent

“ estuaries,” and y “ rivers,” the expressions xy and yx will in-

differently represent “ rivers that are estuaries,” or “ estuaries

that arc rivers,” the combination in this case being in ordinai-y

language that of two substantives, instead of that ofa substantive

and an adjective as in the previous instance. Let there be a

third symbol, as z, representing that class of things to which the

term “ navigable” is applicable, and any one of the following

expressions,

zxy, zyx, xyz, &c.,

vrill represent the class of “ navigable rivers that are estuaries.”

If one of the descriptive temis should have some implied re-

ference to another, it is only necessary to include that reference

expressly in its stated meaning, in order to render the above

remarks still applicable. Thus, if x represent “wise” and y
“ counsellor,” we shall have to define whether x implies wisdom

in the absolute sense, or only the wisdom ofcounsel. With such

definition the law xy= yx continues to be valid.

We are permitted, therefore, to employ the eymboh x, y, z, ^'c., in

the place ofthe eul/stantivee, adjectives, and descriptive phrases sulfect

to the rule of interpretation, that any expression in which several of

these symbols are written together shall represent all the objects or indi-
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mdwdt to which their eeoeral mecmingt are together apjJicable, and

to the IcoB that the order in which the eymbole succeed each other is

indifferent.

As the rule of interpretation has been suflSciently exempli-

fied, I shall deem it unnecessary always to express the subject

“ things” in defining the interpretation of a symbol used for an

adjective. When I say, let x represent “ good,” it will be un-

derstood that X only represents “ good” when a subject for that

quality is supplied by another symbol, and that, used alone, its in-

terpretadon will be “ good things."

8. Concerning the law above determined, the following ob-

servations, which will also be more or less appropriate to certain

other laws to bo deduced hereafter, may be added.

First, I would remark, that this law is a law of thought, and

not, properly speaking, a law of things. Difference in the order

of the qualities or attributes of an object, apart from all ques-

tions of causation, is a difference in conception merely. The law

(1) expresses as a general truth, that the same thing may be con-

ceived in different ways, and states the nature of that difference

;

and it does no more than this.

Secondly, As a law of thought, it is actually developed in a

law of Language, the product and the instrument of thought.

Though the tendency of prose writing is toward uniformity,

yet even there the order of sequence of adjectives absolute in

their meaning, and applied to the same subject, is indifferent,

but poetic diction borrows much of its rich diversity from the

extension of the same lawful fi'eedom to the substantive also.

The language of Milton is peculiarly distinguished by this spe-

cies of variety. Not only does the snbstantive often precede the

adjectives by which it is qualified, hut it is ftequently placed in

their midst. In the first few lines of the invocation to L^ht,

we meet with such examples as the following

:

“ Offspring of heaven first-hom.”

“ The rising world of waters dark and deep."

“ Bright effluence of bright essence increate."

Now these inverted forms are not simply the fruits ofa poetic

license. They are the natural expressions of a freedom sanc-
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tioncd by the intiniAte laws of thought, but for reasons ofconve-

nience not exercised in the ordinary use of language.

Thirdly, The law expressed by (1) may be characterized by

saying that the literal symbols z, y, z, are commutative, like the

symbols ofAlgebra. In saying this, it is not affirmed that the

process of multiplication in Algebra, of which the fundamental

law is expressed by the equation

xy = yx,

possesses in itself any analogy with that process of logical com-

bination which xy lias been made to represent above ; but only

that if the arithmetical and the logical process are expressed in

the same manner, their symbolical expressions will be subject to

the same formal law. The evidence of that subjection is in tlie

two cases quite distinct.

9. As the combination of two literal symbols in the form xy

expresses the whole of that class of objects to which the names

or qualities represented by x and y are together applicable, it

follows that if the two symbols have exactly the same significa-

tion, their combination expresses no more than either of the

symbols taken alone would do. In such case we should there-

fore have

xy = x.

As y is, however, supposed to have the same meaning as x, we

may replace it in the above equation by x, and we thus get

XX = X.

Now in common Algebra the combination xx is more briefly re-

presented by x’. Let us adopt the same principle of notation

here ; for the mode ofexpressing a particular succession of mental

operations is a thing in itself quite as arbitrary as the mode of

expressing a single idea or operation (II. 3). In accordance with

this notation, then, the above equation assumes the form

x» = X, (2)

and is, in fact, the expression of a second general law of those

symbols by which names, qualities, or descriptions, are symboli-

cally represented.
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The reader must bear in mind that although the symbols x

and y in the examples previously formed received significations

distinct from each other, nothing prevents us from attributing to

them precisely the same signification. It is evident that the

more nearly their actual significations approach to each other,

the more nearly does the class of things denoted by the combi-

nation xy approach to identity with the class denoted by x, as

well as with that denoted by y. The case supposed in the de-

monstration of the equation (2) is that of absolute identity of

meaning. The law which it expresses is practically exemplified

in language. To say “ good, good,” in relation to any subject,

though a cumbrous and useless pleonasm, is the same as to say

“good.” Thus “good, good” men, is equivalent to “good”

men. Such repetitions of words are indeed sometimes employed

to heighten a quality or strengthen an affirmation. But this

effect is merely secondary and conventional ; it is not founded in

the intrinsic relations of language and thought. Most of the

operations wliich we observe in nature, or perform ourselves, are

of such a kind that their effect is augmented by repetition, and

this circumstance prepares us to expect the some thing in lan-

guage, and even to use repetition when we design to speak with

emplmsis. But neither in strict reasoning nor in exact discourse

is there any just ground for such a practice.

10. We pass now to the consideration of another class ofthe

signs of speech, and of the laws connected with their use.

CLASS II.

11. Signs of those mental operations whereby we collect parts

into a whole, or separate a whole into its parts.

We are not only capable of entertaining the conceptions of

objects, os characterized by names, qualities, or circumstances,

applicable to each individual of the group under consideration,

but also of forming the aggregate conception ofa group ofobjects

consisting of (lartial groups, each of which is separately named

or described. For this purpose we use the conjunctions “and,”

“or,” &c. “ Trees and minerals,” “barren mountains, or fer-

tile vales,” are examples of this kind. In strictness, the words
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“ and,” “ or,” interposed between the terms descriptive oftwo or

more classes of objects, imply that those classes are quite distinct,

so that no member of one is found in another. In this and in

all other respects the words “ and” “ or” are analogous with the

sign 4 in algebra, and their laws are identical. Thus the ex-

pression “ men and women” is, conventional meanings set aside,

equivalent with the expression “ women and men.” Let x repre-

sent “ men,” y, “women ;” and let 4 stand for “ and" and “ or"
then we have

^ + y = y + *> (3)

an equation which would equally hold true if x and y represented

numbers, and 4 were the sign of arithmetical addition.

Let the symbol z stand for the adjective “ European,” then

since it is, in effect, the same thing to say “ European men and

women,” as to say “ European men and European women,” wc
have

z (jT 4 y) = rj 4 zy. (4)

And this equation also would be equally true were x, y, and z

symbols of number, and were the juxtaposition of two literal

symbols to represent their algebraic product, just as in the lo^cal

signification previously given, it represents the class ofobjects to

which both the epithets conjoined belong.

The above arc the laws which govern the use of the sign

4 , here used to denote the positive operation of aggregating

parts into a whole. But the very idea of an operation effecting

some, positive change seems to suggest to us the idea of an oppo-

site or negative operation, having the effect of undoing what the

former one has done. Thus we cannot conceive it possible to

collect parts into a whole, and not conceive it also possible to

separate a part from a whole. This operation we express in

common language by the sign except, as, “ All men except

Asiatics,” “ All states except those which are monarchical.”

Here it is implied that the things excepted form a part of the

things from which they are excepted. As we have expressed

the operation of aggregation by the sign 4 , so we may express

the negative operation above describetl by - minus. Thus if x

be taken to represent men, and y, Asiatics, i. c. Asiatic men,

D
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then the conception of “ All men except Asiatics” will be ex-

pressed hy X - y. And if we represent by x, “ states,” and by

y the descriptive property “ having a monarchical form,” then

the conception of “ All states except those which are monarchi-

cal” will be expressed by x - xy.

As it is indifferent for all the essential purposes of reasoning

whether we express excepted cases first or last in the order of

speech, it is also indifferent in what order we write any series of

terms, some of which are affected by the sign Thus we have,

as in the common algebra,

^-y = -y + -r- (5)

Still representing by x the class “ men,” and by y “ Asiatics,”

let z represent the atljective “ white.” Now to apjdy the ailjec-

tive “ white” to the collection of men expre.^sed by the phrase

“ Men except Asiatics,” is the same as to say, “ White men,

except white Asiatics.” Ilcncc we have

s(.x-y) = zx - zy. (6)

This is also in accordance with the laws of ordinary algebra.

The equations (4) and (6) may be considered ixs exemplifica-

tion of a single general law, which may be stated by ssiying, t/iaf

the literal symbols, x, y, z, §'c. are distributive in their operation.

The general fact which that law expresses is tliis, viz. :—If any

quality or circumstance is ascribed to all the members of a group,

formed either by aggregation or exclusion of partial groups, the

resulting conception is the same as if the quality or circumstance

were first ascribed to each mcml)cr of the partial groups, and the

aggregation or exclusion effected afterwards. That which is

ascribed to the members of the whole is ascribed to the memliers

of all its parts, howsoever those jwrts are connected together.

CLASS 111.

12. Signs by which relation is expressed, and by which we

form propositions.

Though all verbs may with propriety be referred to this class,

it is sufficient for the purposes of Logic to consider it as includ-

ing only the substantive verb is or are, since every other verb
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may be resolved into this element, and one of the signs included

under Class i. For as those signs are used to express quality or

circumstance of every kind, they may be employed to express

the active or passive relation ofthe subject of the verb, considered

with reference either to past, to present, or to future time.

Thus the Proposition, “ Caesar conquered the Gauls,” may be

resolved into “ Caesar is he who conquered the Gauls.” The

ground of this analysis I conceive to be the following :—Unless

we understand what is meant by having conquered the Gauls,

i. e. by the expression “ One who conquered the Gauls,” wc
cannot understamd the sentence in question. It is, therefore,

truly am element of that sentence ; another element is “ Caesam,”

and there is yet another required, the copula w, to show the

connexion of these two. I do not, however, affirm that there is

no other mode tham the above of contemplating the relation ex-

pressed by the proposition, “ Caesar conquered the Gauls but

only that the analysis here given is a correct one for the particu-

lau" point of view which has been taken, and that it suffices for

the purposes of logical deduction. It may be remarked that the

]>88sive and future participles of the Greek language imply the

existence of the principle which has been asserted, viz. : that the

sign is or are may be regarded as an element of every personal

verb.

13. The above sign, is or are, may be expressed by the sym-

bol =. The laws, or as would usually be said, the axioms which

the symbol introduces, are next to be considered.

Let us take the Proposition, “ The stars are the suns and the

planets,” and let us represent stars by x, suns by y, and planets

by 2 ; we have then

x^tj + z. (7)

Now if it be true that the stars are the suns and the planets, it

will follow that the stars, except the planets, are suns. This

would give the equation

.r - 2 = y, (8)

which must therefore be a deduction from (7). Thus a term 2

has been removed from one side of an equation to the other by

D 2
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changing its sign. This is in accordance with the algebraic rule

of transposition.

But instead of dwelling upon particular cases, we may at once

affirm the general axioms :—
1st. If equal things are added to equal things, the wholes are

equal.

2nd. If equal things are taken from equal things, the re-

mainders are equal.

And it hence appears that we may add or subtract equations,

and employ the rule of transposition above given just ns in com-

mon algebra.

Again : Iftwo classes of things, x and y, be identical, that is,

if all the members of the one arc members of the other, then

those members of the one class which |)osscs8 a given property z

will be identical with those members of the other which possess

the same property z. Hence if we have the equation

x = y ;

then whatever class or property z may represent, we have also

zx = zy.

This is formally the same as the algebraic law :— If both mcm-
l>crs of an equation are multiplied by the same quantity, the

products are equal.

In like manner it may be shown that if the corresponding

members of two equations arc multiplied together, the resulting

equation is true.

14. Here, however, the analogy of the present system with

that ofalgebra, as commonly stated, appears to stop. Sujipose it

true that those members of a class .r which possess a certain pro-

perty z are identical with those members of a class y w'liich j>os-

sess the same property z, it does not follow that the members of

the class x universally are identical with the members of the

class y. Hence it cannot be inferred from the equation

zx = zy,

that the equation

x = y

is al.so true. In other words, the axiom of algebraists, that both
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sides of an equation may be divided by the same quantity, has no

formal equivalent here. I say no formal equivalent, because, in

accordance with the general spirit of these inquiries, it is not

even sought to determine whether the mental operation which is

represented by removing a logical symbol, z, from a combination

zx, is in itself analogous with the operation of division in Arith-

metic. That mental operation is indeed identical with what is

commonly termed Abstraction, and it will hereafter appear that

its laws are dependent upon the laws already deduced in this

chapter. What has now been shown is, that there docs not

exist among those laws anything analogous in form with a com-

monly received axiom of Algebra.

Hut a little consideration will show that even in common
algebra that axiom does not possess the generality of those other

axioms which have been considered. The deduction of the

equation x = y from the equation zx = zy is only valid when it

is known that z is not equal to 0. If then the value r = 0 is

supposed to be admissible in the algebraic system, the axiom

above sbited ceases to be applicable, and the analogy before ex-

emplified remains at least unbroken.

15. However, it is not with the symbols of quantity generally

that it is of any importance, except as a matter of speculation, to

trace such affinities. We have seen (II. 9) that the symbols of

Logic are subject to the special law,

x‘‘ = X.

Now of the symbols of Number there are but two, viz. 0 and 1,

which arc subject to the same formal law. We know that 0* = 0,

and that 1 ; and the equation = x, considered as algebraic,

has no other roots than 0 and 1 . Hence, instead of determining

the measure of formal agreement ol' the symbols of Logic with

those of Numlxjr generally, it is more immediately suggested to

us to compare them with symbols of quantity admitting oidy of

the values 0 and 1 . Let us conceive, then, of an Algebra in

which the symbols .r, y, z, &c. admit indifferently of the values

0 and I, and of these values alone. The Liws, the axioms, and

the processes, ol'such an Algebra will be identical in their whole

extent with the laws, the axioms, and the processes of an Al-
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gcbra of Lo^c. Difference of interpretation will alone divide

them. Upon this principle the method of the following work is

established.

16. It now remains to show that those constituent parts of

ordinary language which have not been considered in the pre-

vious sections of this chapter are either resolvable into the same

elements as those which have been considered, or are subsidiary

to those elements by contributing to their more precise defi-

nition.

The substantive, the adjective, and the verb, together with

the particles and, except, we have already considered. The pro-

noun may be regarded as a particular form of the substantive or

the adjective. The adverb modifies the meaning of the verb, but

does not afifect its nature. Prepositions contribute to the ex-

pression of circumstance or relation, and thus tend to give pre-

cision and dettul to the meaning of the literal symbols. The

conjunctions if, either, or, are used chiefly in the expression of

relation among propositions, and it will hereafter be shown that

the same relations can be completely expressed by elementary

symbols analogous in interpretation, and identical in form and

law with the symbols whose use and meaning have been ex-

plained in this Chapter. As to any remaining elements of

speech, it will, upon examination, be found that they are used

either to give a more definite significance to the terms of dis-

course, and thus enter into the interpretation of the literal sym-

bols already considered, or to express some emotion or state of

feeling accompanying the utterance of a proposition, and thus do

not belong to the province of the understanding, with which

alone our present concern lies. Experience of its use will tes-

tify to the sufficiency of the classification which has been adopted.
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CHAPTER III.

EKRIVATION OF THE LAWS OF THE SYMBOLS OF LOGIC FROM THE

LAWS OF THE OPERATIONS OF THE HUMAN MIND.

• • E object of science, projierly so called, is the knowledge

of laws and relations. To be able to distinguish what

is essential to this end, from what is only accidentally associated

with it, is one of the most important conditions of scientific pro-

gress. 1 siiy, to distinguish between these elements, because a con-

sistent devotion to science does not require that the attention

should be altogether withdrawn from other s[>eculation8, often ofa

metaphysical nature, with which it is not unfrcqucntly connected.

Sucli questions, for instance, as the existence of a sustaining

gronnd of phasnomena, the reality of cause, the propriety of forms

of sjHjech implying that the successive states of things arc con-

nected by operations, and others of a like nature, may possess

a deep interest and significance in relation to science, ^vithout

being essentially scientific. It is indeed scarcely {lossible to

express the conclusions of natural science without borrowing

the language of these conceptions. Nor is there necessarily

any ])iiictical Inconvenience arising from this source. They who

believe, and they who refuse to believe, that there is more in the

relation ofcause and effect than an invariable order of succession,

agree in their interpretation of the conclusions of physical astro-

nomy. But they only agree because they recognise a common ele-

ment of scientific truth, which is iiulejKjndcnt of their piuticular

views of the nature of causation.

2. If this distinction is important in physical science, much

more docs it deserve attention in connexion witli the science of

the intellectiual jmwers. For the questions which this science

jircsents become, in expression at least, almost necessarily mixed

up with modes of thought and language, which betray a meta-

physical origin. 'I'lie idealist would give to the laws ofreasoning
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one form of expression ; the sceptic, if true to his principles, ano-

ther. They who regard the phacnomena with which we are con-

cerned in this inquiry as the mere successive states ofthe thinking

subject devoid ofany causal connexion, and they who refer them

to the operations of an active intelligence, would, if consistent,

equally differ in their modes ofstatement. Like difference would

also result from a difference ofclassification of the mental faculties.

Now the principle which I would here assert, as affording us the

only ground ofconfidence and stability amid so much of seeming

and of real diversity, is the following, viz., that ifthe laws in ques-

tion are really deduced from observation, they have a real existence

as laws of the human mind, independently of any metaphysical

theory which may seem to be involved in the mode of their state-

ment. They contain an element of truth which no ulterior cri-

ticism ui)on the nature, or even ujxm the reality, of the mind’s

operations, can essentially affect. Let it even be granted that

the mind is but a succession of states of consciousness, a series

of fleeting impressions uncaused from without or from within,

emerging out of nothing, and returning into nothing again,

—

the last refinement of the sceptic intellect,—still, as laws of suc-

cession, or at least ofa past succession, the results to which obser-

vation had led would remain true. They would require to be

interpreted into a language from whose vocabulary all such terms

as cause and effect, operation and subject, substance and attri-

bute, had been banished ; but they would still be valid as scien-

tific truths.

Moreover, as any statement of the laws of thought, founded

upon actual observation, must thus contain scientific elements

which are independent of metaphysical theories of the nature of

the mind, the practical application of such elements to the con-

struction of a system or method of reasoning must also be inde-

pendent of metaphysical distinctions. For it is upon the scien-

tific elements involved in the statement of the laws, that any

practical application will rest, just as the practical conclusions of

physical astronomy are independent of any theory of the cause

of gra\’itation, but rest only on the knowledge of its phamo-

inenal effects. And, therefore, as respects both the determi-
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nation of the laws of thought, and the practical use of them

when discovered, we are, for all really scientific ends, uncon-

cerned with the truth or falsehood of any metaphysical specula-

tions whatever. ,

3. The course which it appears to me to be expedient, under

these circumstances, to adopt, is to avail myself as far as possible

of the language of common discourse, without regard to any

theory of the nature and powers of the mind which it may be

thought to embody. For instance, it is agreeable to common
usage to say that we converse with each other by the communi-

cation of ideas, or conceptions, such communication being the

office of words ; and that with reference to any particular ideas or

conceptions presented to it, the mind possesses certain powers or

faculties by which the mental regard maybe fixed upon some ideas,

to the exclusion of others, or by which the given conceptions or

ideas may, in various ways, be combined together. To those

faculties or powers different names, as Attention, Simple Appre-

hension, Conception or Imagination, Abstraction, &c., have been

given,—names which have not only furnished the titles ofdistinct

divisions of the philosophy of the human mind, but passed into

the common language of men. Whenever, then, occasion shall

occur to use these terms, I shall do so without implying thereby

that I accept the theory that the mind possesses such and such

powers and faculties as distinct elements of its activity. Nor is

it indeed necessary to inquire whether such powers of the under-

standing have a distinct existence or not. We may merge these

different titles under the one generic name of Operations of the

human mind, define these operations so far as is necessary for the

purposes ofthis work, and then seek to express their ultimate laws.

Such will be the general order of the course which 1 shall pur-

sue, though reference will occasionally be made to the names which

common agreement has assigned to the particular states or ope-

rations of the mind which may fall under our notice.

It will be most convenient to distribute the more definite re-

sults of the following investigation into distinct Propositions.
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Proposition I.

4. To deduce the laws of the symbols of Ixtyic from a conside-

ration ofthose operations of the mind which are implied in the strict

use oflanguage as an inurnment of reasoning.

In every discourse, whether of the mind conversing with its

own thoughts, or of the individual in his intercourse with others,

there is an assumed or expressed limit within which the subjects of

its operation are confined. The most unfettered discourse is that

in which the words we use are understood in the widest possible

application, and for them the limits of discourse are co-extensive

with those ofthe universe itself. But more usually we confine our-

selves to a less spacious field. Sometimes, in discoursing ofmen
we imply (without expressing the limitation) that it is of men
only under ccrtiun circumstances and conditions that we speak,

as of civilized men, or ofmen in the vigour of life, or of men
under some other condition or relation. Now, whatever may be

the extent of the field within which all the objects of our dis-

course are found, that field may properly be termed the universe

of discourse.

5. Furthermore, this imiverse of discourse is in the strictest

sense the ultimate subject ofthe discourse. The oflSce ofany name

or descriptive term employed under the limitations supposed is not

to raise in the mind the conception ofall the beings or objects to

which that name or description is applicable, but only of those

which exist within the supposed universe of discourse. If that

universe of discourse is the actual universe of things, which it

always is when our words arc taken in their real and literal sense,

then by men we mean all men that e.rist

;

but if the universe of

discourse is limited by any antecedent implied imderstanding,

then it is oi' men under the limitation thus introduced that we
speak. It is in both cases the business of the word men to direct

a certain operation of the mind, by which, I'rom the proper uni-

verse of discourse, we select or fix upon the individuals signified.

6. Kxactly of the .same kind is the mental operation implied

by the use ofan adjective. Let, for instance, the univei'sc ofdis-

coui'se be the actual Universe. Then, as the word men directs
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US to select mentally from that Universe all the beings to which

the term “ men” is applicable ; so the adjective “ good,” in the

combination “ good men,” directs us still further to select men-

tally from the class of men all those who possess the further

quality “ good and if another adjective were prefixed to the

combination “ good men,” it would direct a further operation of

the same nature, having reference to that further quality which

it might be chosen to express.

It is important to notice carefully the real nature of the ope-

ration here described, for it is conceivable, that it might have

been different from what it is. Were the adjective simply aitri-

butive in its character, it would seem, that when a particular set

of beings is designated by men, the prefixing of the adjective

good would direct us to attach mentally to all those beings the

quality of goodness. But this is not the real ofiSce of the ad-

jective. The operation which we really perform is one of $e-

lectioH according to a prescribed principle or idea. To what fa^

culties of the mind such an operation would be referred, according

to the received classification of its powers, it is not important to

inquire, but I suppose that it would be considered as dependent

upon the two faculties of Conception or Imagination, and Atten-

tion. To the one of these faculties might be referred the forma-

tion of the general conception ; to the other the fixing of the

mental regard upon those individuals within the prescribed uni-

verse of discourse which answer to the conception. If, however,

as seems not improbable, the power of Attention is nothing more

than the powerofcontinuing the exercise ofany other faculty ofthe

mind, we might properly regard the whole of the mental process

above described as referrible to the mental faculty of Imagination

or Conception, the first step of the process being the conception

of the Universe itself, and each succeeding step limiting in a de-

finite manner the conception thus formed. Adopting this view, I

shall describe each such step, or any definite combination ofsuch

steps, as a definite act of conception. And the use of this term I

shall extend so as to include in its meaning not only the conception

of classes of objects represented by particular names or simple

attributes of quality, but also the combination of such concep-

tions in any manner consistent ivith the powers and limitations
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of the human mind ; indeed, any intellectual operation short

of that which is involved in the structure of a sentence or propo-

sition. The general laws to which such operations of the mind

are subject are now to be considered.

7. Now it will be shown that the laws which in the preced-

ing chapter have been determined d posteriori from the consti-

tution of language, for the use of the literal symbols of Logic,

are in reaUty the laws of that definite mental operation which

has just been described. We commence our discourse with a

certain understanding as to the limits of its subject, i. e. as to

the limits of its Universe. Every name, every term of descrip-

tion that we employ, directs him whom we address to the pef-

iormance of a certain mental operation ujion that subject. And
thus is thought communicated. But as each name or descriptive

term is in this vdew but the representative of an intellectual ope-

ration, that operation being also prior in the order of nature, it

is clear that the laws of the name or symbol must be ofa deriva-

tive character,—must, in fact, originate in those of the operation

which they represent. That the laws of the symbol and of the

mental process arc identical in expression will now be shown.

8. Let us then suppose that the universe of our discourse is

the actual universe, so that words are to be used in the full ex-

tent of their meaning, and let us consider the two mental opera-

tions unplied by the words “ white” and “ men.” The word
“ men” implies the operation of selecting in thought from its

subject, the universe, all men; and the resulting conception,

men, becomes the subject of the next operation. The operation

implied by the word “ white” is that of selecting from its subject,

“ men,” all of that class which are white. The final resulting

conception is that of “white men.” Now it is perfectly appa-

rent that if the operations above described h.-id been |X!rformed

in a converse order, the result would have been the same. Whe-
ther we begin by forming the conception of “ men,” and tlicn

by a second intellectual act limit that conception to “ white

men,” or whether we begin by forming the conception of “ white

objects,” and then limit it to such of that class as are “ men,” is

jKjrfectly indifferent so far as the result is concerned. It is ob-

vious that the order of the mental processes would be equally
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iiidifierent if for the words “white” and “men" we substituted

any other descriptive or appellative terms whatever, provided

only that their meaning was fixed and absolute. - And thus the

indifiTerence of the order of tw6 successive acts of the faculty of

Conception, the one of which furnishes the subject upon whicli

the other is supposed to operate, is a genend condition of the

exercise of that faculty. It is a law of the mind, and it is the

real origin of that law of the literal symbols of Logic which con-

stitutes its formal expression (1) Chap. ii.

9. It is equally clear that the mental operation above de-

scribed is of such a nature that its effect is not altered by repe-

tition. Suppose that by a definite act ofconception the attention

has been fixed uixm men, and that by another exercise of the

same faculty we limit it to those of the race who are white.

Then any further repetition of the latter mental act, by which

the attention is limited to white objects, does not in any way

modify the conception arrived at, viz., that of white men. This

is also an example of a general law of the mind, and it has its

formal expression in the law ((2) Chap, ii.) of the literal symbols.

10. Again, it is manifest that from the ctinceptions of two

distinct classes of things we can form the conception of that col-

lection of things which the two classes taken together compose

;

and it is obviously indifferent in what order of position or of

priority those classes are presented to the mental view. This is

another general law of the mind, and its expression is found in

(3) Chap. II.

11. It is not necessary to pursue this course of inquiry and

comparison. Sufficient illustration has been given to render ma-

nifest the two following positions, viz.

:

First, That the operations of the mind, by which, in the

exercise of its power of imagination or conception, it combines

and modifies the simple ideas of things or qualities, not less than

those operations of the reason which are exercised upon truths

and propositions, are subject to general laws.

Secondly, That those laws are mathematical in their form,

and that they are actually developed in the essential laws of

human language. Wherefore the laws of the symlwls of Logic
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are deducible from a consideration of the operations of the mind

in reasoning.

12. The remainder of this chapter will be occupied with

questions relating to that law of thought whose expression is

x' = X (II. 9), a law which, as has been implied (II. 15), forms

the characteristic distinction of the operations of the mind in its

ordinary discourse and reasoning, as compared with its operations

when occupied with the general algebra of quantity. An im-

portant part of the following inquiry will consist in proving that

the symbols 0 and 1 occupy a place, and are susceptible of an

interpretation, among the symbols of Logic ; and it may first be

necessary to show how particular symbols, such as the above,

may with propriety and advantage be employed in the represen-

tation of distinct systems of thought.

The ground of this propriety cannot consist in any commu-

nity of interpretation. For in systems of thought so truly

distinct as those of Logic and Arithmetic (I use the latter term

in its widest sense as the science of Number), there is, properly

speaking, no community of subject. The one of them is conver-

sant with the very conceptions of things, the other takes account

solely of their numerical relations. But inasmuch as the forms

and methods ofany system of reasoning depend immediately upon

the laws to which the symbols are subject, and only mediately,

through the above link of connexion, upon their interpretation,

there may be both propriety and advantage in employing the

same symbols in different systems of thought, provided that such

interpretations can be assipfned to them as shall render their for-

mal laws identical, and their use consistent. The ground ofthat

employment will not then be community of inteqiretation, but

the community of the formal laws, to which in their respective

systems they are subject. Nor must that community of formal

laws be established upon any other ground tlian that of a careful

observation and comparison of those results which are seen to

flow independently from the interpretations of the systems under

consideration.

These observations will cxpkun the process of inquiry adopted

in the following Proposition. The literal symbols of Logic are
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universally subject to the law whose expression is a’ = x. Of
the symbols of Number there are two only, 0 and 1, which sa-

tisfy this law. But each ofthese symbols is also subject to a law

peculiar to itself in the system of numerical magnitude, and this

suggests the inquiry, what interpretations must be given to the

literal symbols of Logic, in order that the same peculiar and

formal laws may be realized in the logical system also.

Proposition II.

13. To determine the logical value and significance of the

symbols 0 and 1.

The symbol 0, as used in Algebra, satisfies the following for-

mal law,

0 X y = 0, or Oy = 0, (1)

whatever number y may represent. That this formal law may bo

obeyed in the system of I^ogic, we must assign to the symbol 0

such an interpretation that the class represented by Oy may be

identical with the class represented by 0, whatever the class y
may be. A little consideration will show that this condition is

satisfied if the symbol 0 represent Nothing. In accordance with

a previous definition, we may term Nothing a class. In fact.

Nothing and Universe are the two limits of class extension, for

they are the limits of the possible interpretations of general

names, none of which can relate to fewer individuals than are

comprised in Nothing, or to more than are comprised in the

Universe. Now whatever the class y may be, the individuals

which arc common to it and to the class “ Nothing” arc identi-

cal tvith those comprised in the class “ Nothing,” for they arc

none. And thus by assigning to 0 the interpretation Nothing,

the law ( 1 ) is satisfied ; and it is not otherwise satisfied consis-

tently with the perfectly general character of the class y.

Secondly, The symbol 1 satisfies in the system of Number

the following law, viz.,

1 X y = y, or ly = y,

whatever number y may rejiresent. And this formal equation

being assumed as equally valid in the system of this work, in
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which I and y represent classes, it appears that the symbol 1

must represent such a class that all the individuals which are

found in any proposed class y arc also all the individuals 1y that

are common to that class y and the class represented by 1. A
little consideration will here show that the class represented by 1

must be “ the Universe,” since this is the only class in which

are found all the individuals that exist in any class. Hence the

respective interpretations of the symbols 0 and 1 in the system

of Logic are Nothing and Universe.

14. As with the idea of any class of objects as “ men,” there

is suggested to the mind the idea of the contrary class of beings

which are not men; and as the whole Universe is made up of

these t^vo classes together, since of every individual which it

comprehends we may affinn either that it is a man, or that it is

not a man, it becomes Important to inquire how such contrary

names are to be expressed. Such is the object of the following

Proposition.

Proposition III.

If X represent any class of objects, then tctU 1 - jt represent the

contrary or supplementary class of objects, i. e. the class including

all objects which are not comprehended in the class x.

For greater distinctness of conception let x represent the class

men, and let us express, according to the last Proposition, the

Universe by 1 ; now if from the conception of the tTniverse, as

consisting of “ men” and “ not-men,” wc exclude the conception

of “ men,” the resulting conception is that of the contrary class,

“ noUmen.” Hence the class “ not-men” will be represented by

1 - a:. And, in general, whatever class of objects is represented

by the symbol x, the contrary class will be expressed by 1 - x.

15. Although the following Proposition belongs in strictness

to a future chapter of this work, devoted to the subject of

maxims or necessary truths, yet, on account of the great impor-

tance of that law of thought to which it relates, it has been

thought proper to introduce it here.
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Proposition IV.

Thai axiom of metaphysicians which is termed the principle of

contradiction, and which affirms that it is impossible for any being to

possess a quality, and at the same time not to possess it, is a conse-

quence of the fundamental law of thought, whose expression is x‘= x.

Let us write this equation in the form

X - X* = 0,

whence we have

*(l-a:) = 0; • (1)

both these transformations being justified by the axiomatic laws

of combination and transposition (II. 13). Let us, for simplicity

of conception, give to the symbol x the particular interpretation

of men, then 1 - a: will represent the class of “ not-men”

(Prop. III.) Now the formal product of the expressions of two

classes represents that class of individuals which is common to

them both (II. 6). Hence «(1 - x) will represent the class

whose members are at once “ men,” and “ not men,” and the

equation (1) thus express the principle, that a class whose mem-

bers are at the same time men and not men does not exist. In

other words, that it is impossible for the same individual to be at

the same time a man and not a man. Now let the meaning of

the symbol x be extended fi:um the representing of “ men,” to

that of any class of beings characterized by the possession ofany

quality whatever; and the equation (1) will then express that it

is impossible for a being to possess a quality and not to possess

that quality at the same time. But this is identically that

“ principle of contradiction” which Aristotle has described as the

fundamental axiom of all philosophy. “ It is impossible that the

same quality should both belong and not belong to the same

thing. . . This is the most certain of all principles. . . Wherefore

they who demonstrate refer to this as an ultimate opinion. For

it is by nature the source of all the other axioms.”*

* T6 yap avrb apa v'Kapx^^v n cat p*) vvapx^i^ aSvvarov rtf avripKai garA

TO avr6. . . A^rtf dt) iracwv Itrri /3{/3aiorarif ritiv apx^y- •• irdvrtQ ot AiroSut-

vuvnc etc ravrriv avayovtrty itrxdrriv ioKav* ydp dpx^ cat rwv aXXwi'

a^uapAriar avrii wdvrmv.—Metaphytiea, Itl. 3.

E
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The above interpretation has been introduced not on account

of its iniinediatc value in the present system, but as an illustration

of a significant fact in the philosophy of the intellectual {lowers,

viz., that what has been commonly regarded as the fundamental

axiom of metaphysics is but the consequence of a law of thought,

mathematical in its form. I desire to direct attention also to the

circumstance that the equation (1) in which that fundamental

law of thought is expressed is an equation of the second degree.*

Without speculating at all in this chapter upon the question,

whether that circumstance is necessary in its own nature, we

may venture to assert that if it had not existed, the whole pro-

cedure of the understanding would have been different from wdiat

it is. Thus it is a consequence of the fact that the fiindamcntal

equation of thought is of the second degree, that we {lerform the

o{)cration of analysis and classification, by division into pairs of

* Should it here be said that the existence of the equation r< = x necessitates

also the existence of the equation - i, which is of the third degree, and then

inquired whether that equation docs not indicate a process of trichotomi/

;

the

answer is, that the equation = x is not interpretable in the system of logic.

For writing it in either of the forms

x(l-,)(l + x) =0, (2)

,(!_,)(_ 1_,) = 0, (3)

we see that its interpretation, if possible at all, must involve that of the factor

1 + X, or of the factor - 1 - x. The former is not interpretable, because we

cannot conceive of the addition of any class x to the universe 1 ; the latter is not

interpretable, because the symbol - 1 is not subject to the law x(l — x) = 0, to

which all class symbols are subject. Hence the equation x’ = x admits of no in-

terpretation analogous to that of the equation x> = x. Wore the former equation,

however, true independently of the latter, i. e. were that act of the mind which

is denoted by the symbol x, such that its second repetition should reproduce the

result of a single operation, but not its first or mere repetition, it is presumable

that wo should be able to interpret one of the forms (2), (3), which under the

actual conditions of thought we cannot do. There e.vist operations, known to

the mathematician, the law of which may be adequately expressed by the equa-

tion xs=x. Rut they are of a nature altogether foreign to the province of

general reasoning.

In saying that it is conceivable that the law of thought might have l)cen dif-

ferent from what it is, I mean only that we can frame such an hypothesis, and

study its consequences. The possibility of doing this involves no such doctrine

as that the actual law ofhuman reason is the product cither of chance or of arbi-

trary will.
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opposites, or, as it is technically said, by dichotomy. Now if the

equation in question had been of the third degree, still admitting

of interpretation as such, the mental division must have been

threefold in character, and we must have proceeded by a sjiecies

of trichotomy, the real nature of which it is impossible for us,

with our existing faculties, adequately to conceive, but the laws

of which we might still investigate as an object of intellectual

speculation.

16. The law of thought expressed by the equation (1) will,

lor reasons which are made apparent by the above discussion, be

occasionally referred to as the “ law of duality.”

E 2
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CHAPTER IV.

OF THE DIVISION OF PROPOSITIONS INTO THE TWO CLASSES OF

“primary" and “ secondary;” of the characteristic pro-

perties OF THOSE CLASSES, AND OF THE LAWS OF THE EXPRES-

SION OF PRIMARY PROPOSITIONS.

1
. I

^HE laws of those mental operations which are concerned

in the processes of Conception or Imagination having

been investigated, and the corresponding laws of the symbol^

by which they are representwl explained, we arc led to consider

the practical application of the results obtiuncd: first, in the

expression of the complex terms of propositions ; secondly, in

the expression of propositions ; and lastly, in the construction of

a general method of deductive analysis. In the present chapter

we shall be chiefly concerned with the first of these objects, as

an introduction to which it is necessary to establish the following

Proposition

:

Proposition I.

All logical propoaitionc mag be considered as belonging to one

or the other of two great dosses, to which the respective names of
“ Primary" or “ Concrete Propositions," and “ Secondary" or “ Ab-

stract Propositions^ may be given.

Every assertion that we make may be referred to one or the

other of the two following kinds. Either it expresses a relation

among things, or it expresses, or is equivalent to the expression of,

a relation among propositions. An assertion respecting the pro-

perties of things, or the phamomena which they manifest, or the

(^umstances in which they are placed, is, properly speaking, the

assertion of a relation among things. To say that “ snow is

white,” is for the ends of logic equivalent to saying, that “snow
is a white thing.” An assertion respecting facts or events, their

mutual connexion and dependence, is, for the same ends, generally

equivalent to the assertion, that such and such propositions con-
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cerning those events have a cert^ relation to each other as

respects their mutual truth or falsehood. The former class of

proiKwitions, relating to things, I call “ Primary the latter class,

relating to propositions, I call “ Secondary.” The distinction is

in practice nearly but not quite co-extensive with the common

logical distinction ofpropositions as categorical or hypothetical.

Forinstance, the propositions, “The sun shines,” “The earth

is warmed,” are primary ; the proposition, “ If the sun shines

the earth is warmed,” is secondary. To say, “ The sim shines,”

is to say, “ The sun is that which shines,” and it expresses a re-

lation between two classes ofthings, viz., “ the sun” and “ things

which shine.” The secondary proposition, however, given above,

expresses a relation ofdependence between the two primary propo-

sitions, “ The sun shines,” and “ The earth is warmed.” I do not

hereby affirm that the relation between these propositions is, like

that which exists between the facts which they express, a rela-

tion of causality, but only that the relation among the propo-

sitions so implies, and is so implied by, the relation among the

facts, that it may for the ends of logic be used as a fit repre-

sentative of that relation.

2. If instead of the proposition, “ The sun shines,” we say,

“ It is true that the sun shines,” we then speak not directly of

things, but of a proposition concerning things, viz., of the pro-

position, “ The sun shines.” And, therefore, the proposition in

which we thus speak is a secondary one. Every primary pro-

position may thus give rise to a secondary proposition, viz., to

that secondary proposition which asserts its truth, or declares its

falsehood.

It wlU usually happen, that the particles if, either, or, will

indicate that a proposition is secondary ; but they do not neces-

sarily imply that such is the case. The proposition, “ Animals

are either rational or irrational,” is primary. It cannot be re-

solved into “ Slither animals are rational or animals are irra-

tional,” and it does not therefore express a relation of dependence

between the two propositions connected together in the latter

disjunctive sentence. The particles, either, or, are in fact no

criterion of the nature of propositions, although it happens tlmt

they are more frequently found in secondary propositions. Even
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the conjunction ifmay be found in primary propositions. “ Men
are, if wise, then temperate,” is an example of the kind. It

cannot be resolved into “ If all men are wise, then all men are

temperate.”

3. As it is not my design to discuss the merits or defects of

the ordinary division of propositions, I shall simply remark here,

that the principle u]K>n which the present classification is founded

is clear and definite in its application, that it involves a real

and fundamental distinction in propositions, and that it is of

essential importance to the development of a general method of

reasoning. Nor does the fact that a primary proposition may

be put into a form in which it becomes secondary at all conflict

with the views here maintained. For in the case thus supposed,

it is not of the things connected together in the primary propo-

sition that any direct account is taken, but only of the propo-

sition itself considered as true or false.

4. In the expression both ofprimary and ofsecondary propo-

rtions, the same symbols, subject, as it will appear, to the same

laws, will be employed in tliis work. The diflference between

the two cases is a difference not of form but of interpretation.

In both cases the actual relation which it is the object of the

proposition to express will be denoted by the sign =. In the

expression of primary propositions, the members thus connected

will usually represent the “ terms” of a proposition, or, as they

arc more particularly designated, its subject and predicate.

Proposition II.

5. To deduce a general method, founded upon the enumeration of

possible varieties,for the expression ofany class or collection ofthings,

tchich may constitute a “ term” of a Primary Proposition.

First, If the class or collection of things to be expressed is

defined only by names or qualities common to all the individuals

of which it consists, its expression will consist of a single term,

in which the symbols expressive of those names or qualities will

be combined without any connecting sign, as if by the alge-

braic process of multiplication. Thus, if x represent opaque

substances, y polished substances, e stones, we shall have.
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xyz « opaque polished stones ;

(1 - z) = opaque polished substances which are not stones;

x(l ~^)(1 - z) ° ojiaque substances which are not polished,

and are not stones

;

and so on for any other combination. Let it be observed, that

each ofthese expressions satisfies the same law of duality, as the

individual symbols which it contains. Thus,

xyz X xyz = xyz ;

- ^) X (1 - 2) = ^(1 -

and so on. Any such term as the above we shall designate as

a “ class term,” because it expresses a class of things by means

of the common properties or names of the individual members of

such class.

Secondly, If we speak of a collection of things, different

portions of which are defined by different properties, names, or

attributes, the expressions for those different portions must be

separately formed, and then connected by the sign +. But if

the collection of which we desire to speak has been formed by

excluding from some wider collection a defined portion of its

members, the sign - must be prefixed to the symbolical expres-

sion of the excluded portion. Respecting the use of these sym-

bols some further obsen-ations may be added.

6. Speaking generally, the symbol + is the equivalent of the

conjunctions “and,” “or,” and the symbol -, the equivalent of

the prcfiosition “ except.” Ofthe conjunctions “ and” and “ or,”

the former is usually employed when the collection to be de-

scribed forms the subject, the latter when it forms the predicate,

of a proposition. “ The scholar and the man of the world de-

sire happiness,” may be taken as an illustration of one of these

cases. “ Things possessing utility are either productive of plea-

sure or preventive of pain,” may exemplify the other. Now
whenever an expression involving these particles presents itself

in a primary proposition, it becomes very important to know
whether the groups or classes separated in thought by them are

intended to be quite distinct from each other and mutually ex-

clusive, or not. Docs the expression, “ Scholars and men of the

world,” include or exclude those who are both ? Does the ex-
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pression, “ Either productive of pleasure or preventive of ptun,”

include or exclude things which possess both these qualities ? I

apprehend that in strictness of meaning the conjunctions “ and,”

“ or,” do possess the power of separation or exclusion here re-

ferred to; that the formula, “All x'a are either y’s or z's,”

rigorously interpreted, means, “ All x’a are either y’s, but not z’s,”

or, “ z’s but not y’a.” But it must at the same time be admitted,

that the “ jus et norma loquendi” seems rather to favour an oppo-

site interpretation. The expression, “ Either y’a or z’s,” would

generally be understood to include things that are y’s and z’s at

the same time, together with things which come under the one,

but not the other. Remembering, however, that the symbol +

does possess the separating power which has been the subject of

discussion, we must resolve any disjunctive expression which may
come before us into elements really separated in thought, and

then connect their respective expressions by the symbol +

.

And thus, according to the meaning implied, the expression,

“ Things which are either z’s or y’s,” will have two different sym-

bolical equivalents. If we mean, “ Things which arc z’s, but

not y’a, or y’s, but not z’s,” the expression will be

^(1 -y) + y(i -«);

the symbol z standing for z’s, y for y’a. If, however, we mean,

“ Things which are either z’s, or, if not z’s, then y’s,” the ex-

pression will be
z + y (1 - z).

This expression supposes the admissibility of things which are

both z’s and y’a at the same time. It might more fully be ex-

pressed in the form

zy + z (1 - y) + y (1 - z)

;

but this expression, on addition of the two first terms, only re-

produces the former one.

Let it be observed that the expressions above given satisfy

the fundamental la\v ofduality fill. IG). Thus we have

{z(l-y) + y(l -z)j’ = z (1 -y) + y(l - z),

{z + y(l-z))’ = z + y(l-z).

It will be seen hereafter, that this is but a particular manifesta-
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tion of a general law of expressions representing “ classes or

collections of things.”

7. The results of these investigations maj be embodied in

the following rule of expression.

Rule.—Express simple names or qualities bp the symbols x,y, z,

their contraries by x, 1 - y, 1 - ^c. ; classes of things

defined by common names or qualities, by connecting the correspond-

ing symbols as in multiplication ; collections of things, consisting of

portions different from each other, by connecting the expressions of

thoseportions by the sign+. In particular, let the expression, “ Either

x's ory’s," be expressed by x(\- y) + y(l-jr), when the dosses de-

noted by X and y are exdusive, 6y x + y (1 - *) when they are not

exclusive. Similarly let the expression, "Either x's, or y's, or z's,” be

expressed byx{\-y) (1 -«) + y (1 -x) (1 - z) + x (1 - x) (1 - y),

when the classes denoted by x, y, and z, are designed to be mutually

exdusive, 6y x + y (1 - x) + i (1 - x) (1 -y), when they are not meant

to be exclusive, and so on.

8. On this rule of expression is founded the converse rule of

interpretation. Both these will be exemplified with, perhaps,

sufficient fulness in the following instances. Omitting for bre-

vity the universal subject “ things,” or “ beings,” let us assume

X = hard, y = elastic, z = metals ;

and we shall have the following results

:

“ Non-elastic metals,” will be expressed by 3 (1 - y)

;

“ Elastic substances with non-elastic metals,” by y + x ( 1 - y)

;

“ Hard substances, except metals,” by x-y;

“ Metallic substances, except those which are neither hard nor

elastic,” by z-« (1 - x) (I - y), or by z (1 - (1 - x) (I - y))>

vide (6), Chap. II.

In the last example, what we had really to express was “ Metals,

except not hard, not elastic, metals.” Conjunctions used be-

tween adjectives are usually superfluous, and, therefore, must

not be expressed symbolically.

Thus, “ Metals hard and elastic,” is equivalent to “ Hard

elastic metals,” and expressed by xyz.

Take next the expression, “ Hard substances, except those
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which are metallic and non*eIa8tic, and those which are elastic

and non-mctallic.” Here the word those means hard substances,

so that the expression really means, Hard substances except hard

substances, metallic, non-elastic, and hard substances nan-metallic,

elastic; the word except extending to both the classes which

follow it. The complete expression is

X - (jrr(l-.y) + ay(l - ^))

;

or, ar - « (I - y) - xy (1 - 5).

9- The preceding Proposition, with the different illustrations

which have been given of it, is a necessary preliminary to the

following one, which will complete the design of the present

chapter.

Proposition III.

To deducefrom an examination of their possible varieties a gene-

ral method for the expression of Primary or Concrete Propositions.

A primary proposition, in the most general sense, consists of

two terms, between which a relation is asserted to exist. These

terms are not necessarily single-worded names, but may represent

any collection of objects, such as we have been engaged in consi-

dering in the previous sections. The mode of expressing those

terms is, therefore, comprehended in the general precepts above

given, and it only remiuns to discover how the relations between

the terms are to be expressed. This will evidently defiend upon

the nature of the relation, and more particularly upon the ques-

tion whether, in that relation, the terms are understood to be

universal or particular, i. e. whether we speak of the whole of

that collection of objects to which a term refers, or indefinitely of

the whole or of a part of it, the usual signification of the prefix,

“ some.”

Suppose that we wish to express a relation of identity be-

tween the two classes, “ Fixed Stars” and “ Suns,” i. e. to

express that “ All fixed stars arc suns," and “ All suns arc fixed

stars.” Here, if x stand for fixed stars, and y for suns, we shall

have
X = y

for the equation required.
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In the proposition, “ All fixed stars are suns,” the term “ all

fixed stars” would be called the subject, and “ suns” the predi-

cate. Suppose that we extend the meaning of the terms subject

and predicate in the following manner. By subject let us mean

the first term of any affirmative proposition, i. e. the term which

precedes the copula is or are ; and by predicate let us agree to

mean the second term, i. e. the one which follows the copula

;

and let us admit the assumption that either of these may be uni-

versal or particular, so that, in either case, the whole class may
be implied, or only a part of it. Then we shall have the follow-

ing Rule for cases such as the one in the last example :

—

10. Rule.— When both Subject and Predicate of a Proposition

are universal,form the separate expresnonsfor them, and connect tlkem

by the sign =.

This case will usually present itself in the expression of the

definitions of science, or of subjects treated after the manner of

pure science. Mr. Senior’s definition of wealth affords a good

example of this kind, viz.

:

“ Wealth consists of things transferable, limited in supply,

and either productive of pleasure or preventive of pain.”

Before proceeding to express this definition symbolically, it

must be remarked that the conjunction and is superfluous.

Wealth is really defined by its possession of three properties or

qualities, not by its composition out of three classes or collections

of objects. Onutting then the conjunction and, let us make

w * wealth.

t = things transferable.

s = limited in supply.

p = productive of pleasure,

r = preventive of pain.

Now it is plain from the nature of the subject, that the ex-

pression, “ Either jiroductive of pleasure or preventive of i)ain,”

in the above definition, is meant to be equivalent to “ Either pro-

ductive of pleasure ; or, if not productive of pleasime, preventive

of pain.” Thus the class of things which the above expression,

taken alone, would define, would consist of all things productive
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of pleasure, together with all things not productive of pleasure,

but preventive of pun, and its symbolical expression would be

p + {l-p)r.

If then we attach to this expression placed in brackets to denote

that both its terms are referred to, the symbols s and t limiting

its application to things “ transferable” and “ limited in supply,”

we obtain the following symbolical equivalent for the original

definition, viz.

:

ic = «f(/> + r(l -/?)). (1)

If the expression, “ Either productive ofpleasure or preventive of

pain,” were intended to point out merely those things which are

productive of pleasure without being preventive of pain, ( 1 - r),

or preventive of pain, without being productive of pleasure,

r (1 -^) (exclusion being made of those things which are both

productive of pleasure and preventive of pain), the expression in

symbols of the definition would be

(/>(l-r) + r(l-;>)j. (2)

All this agrees with what has before been more generally stated.

The reader may be curious to inquire what effect would be

produceil if we literally translated the expression, “ Things pro-

ductive of pleasure or preventive of psun,” by /> + r, making the

symbolical equation of the definition to be

w = st{p + r). (3)

The answer is, that this expression would be equivalent to (2),

with the additional implication that the classes of things denoted

by ttp and str are quite distinct, so that of things transferable

and limited in supply there exist none in the universe which are

at the same time both productive of pleasure and preventive of

pain. How the full import of any equation may be determined

will be explained hereafter. What has been smd may show that be-

fore attempting to translate our data into the rigorous language

of symbols, it is above all things necessary to ascertain the in-

tended import of the words we are using. But this necessity

cannot be regarded as an evil by those who value correctness of
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thought, and regard the right employment of language as both

its instrument and its safeguard.

1 1 . Let us consider next the case in which the predicate of

the proposition is particular, c. g. “ All men are mortal.”

In this case it is clear that our meaning is, “ All men arc

some mortal beings,” and we must seek the expression of the

predicate, “ some mortal beings.” Represent then by v, a class

Indefinite in every respect but tliis, viz., that some of its members

are mortal beings, and let x stand for “ mortal beings,” then will

vx represent “ some mortal beings.” Hence ify represent men,

the equation sought will be

y = vx.

From such considerations we derive the following Rule, for

expressing an affirmative universal proposition whose predicate

is particidar

:

Rulk .—Express as before the subject and the predicate, attach

to the latter the indefinite symbol v, and equate the expressions.

It is obvious that v is a symbol of the same kind as x, y, &c.,

and that it is subject to the general law,

= V, or o (1 - ») = 0.

Thus, to express the proposition, “ The planets are either

primary or secondary,” we should, according to the rule, proceed

thus:

Let X represent planets (the subject)

;

y = primary bodies

;

z = secondary bodies

;

then, assuming the conjunction “ or” to separate absolutely the

class of “ primary” from that of “ secondary" bodies, so far as

they enter into our consideration in the proposition given, we
find for the equation of the proposition

X = w (y(l - z) + z(l - y)). (4)

It may be worth while to notice, that in this cose the literal

translation of the premises intq the form

x-o(y + z) (5)
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would be exactly equivalent, v being an indefinite class symbol.

The form (4) is, however, the better, as the expression

y[\-z) + z(l -y)

consists of terms representing elasses quite distinct from each

other, and satisfies the fundamental law of duality.

K we take the proposition, “ The heavenly bodies are either

suns, or planets, or comets,” representing these classes of things

by to, X, y, z, resjiectlvely, its expression, on the supposition that

none of the heavenly bodies belong at once to two of the divi-

sions above mentioned, will be

1C = «{j;(l - y) (1 - z) + y (1 - ar) (1 -^) + ir(l - *) (1 -y)).

If, however, it were meant to be implied that the heavenly

bodies were either suns, or, ifnot suns, planets, or, ifneither suns

nor planets, fixed stars, a meaning which does not exclude the

supposition of some of them belonging at once to two or to all

three of the divisions of suns, planets, and fixed stars,—the ex-

pression required would be

ic = c {x + y (I -a:) +z(l-a?) (1 -y)J. (6)

The above examples belong to the class of descriptions, not

definitions. Indeed the predicates of propositions are usually

particular. When this is not the case, either the predicate is a

singular term, or we employ, instead of the copula “ is” or “ arc,”

some form of connexion, which implies that the predicate is to be

taken universally.

12. Consider next the case of universal negative propositions,

e. g. “ No men are perfect beings.”

Now it is manifest that in this ease we do not speak of a class

termed “ no men,” and assert of this class that all its members

are “ perfect beings.” But we virtually make an assertion about

“ all men' to the effect that they are “ not perfect beings.” Thus

the true meaning of the proposition is this ;

“ All men (subject) arc (copula) not perfect (predicate)

whence, if y represent “ men,” and .v “ perfect beings,” we shall

have

y = u(l -x).
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and similarly in any other case. Thus we hare the following

Rule

:

Rule.— To express any proposition of the form “ No x's are

ys,” convert it into tJieform “ AU x's are not ys," and then proceed

as in die previous case.

13. Consider, lastly, the case in which the subject of the

proposition is particular, e. g. “ Some men are not wise.” Here,

as has been remarked, the negative not may properly be referred,

certainly, at least, for the ends of Logic, to the predicate wise ;

for we do not mean to say that it is not true that “ Some men
are wise,” but we intend to predicate of “ some men” a want of

wisdom. The requisite form of the given proposition is, there-

fore, “ Some men are not-wise.” Putting, then, y for “ men,”

X for “ wise,” i. e. “wise beings,” and introducing r as the sym-

bol of a class indefinite in all respects but this, that it contains

some individuals of the class to whose expression it is prefixed,

we have

vy = u(l - x).

14. We may comprise all that we have determined in the

following general Rule

:

GENERAL RULE FOR THE SYMBOLICAL EXPRESSION OF PRIMARY

PROPOSITIONS.

1st. If the proposition is affirmative, form the expression of the

subject and that ofthe predicate, ^loidd either of them be particular,

attach to it the indefinite symbol v, and then equate the resulting ex-

pressions.

2ndly. If the proposition is negative, express first its true mean-

ing by attaching the negative particle to the predicate, then proceed as

above.

One or two additional examples may sufiice for Illustration.

Ex.—“ No men are placed in exalted stations, and free from

envious regards.”

Let y represent “ men,” x, “ placed in exalted stations,” z,

“ free from envious regards.”

Now the expression of the class described as “pkiccd in
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exalted station,” and free from envious regards,” is xz. Hence

the contrary class, i. e. they to whom this description does not

apply, will be represented by 1 - xz, and to this class all men
are referred. Hence we have

y = »(1 - xz).

If the proposition thus expressed had been placed in the equiva-

lent form, “ Men in exalted stations are not free from envious

regards,” its expression would have been

yx = »(1 - z).

It will hereafrer appear that this expression is really equivalent

to the previous one, on the particular hypothesis involved, viz.,

that V is an indefinite class symbol.

Ex.—“ No men are heroes but those who unite self-denial to

courage.”

Let X = “ men,” y = “ heroes,” x = “ those who practise self-

denial,” w, “ those who possess courage.”

The assertion really is, that “ men who do not possess cou-

rage and practise self-denial are not heroes.”

Hence we have

X (1 - zw) = »(1 - y)

for the equation required.

15. In closing this Chapter it may be interesting to compare

together the great leading types of propositions symbolically ex-

pressed. K we agree to represent by X and Y the symbolical

expressions of the “ terms,” or things related, those types will

be
X =uY,
X = Y,

vX =vY.

In the first, tlic predicate only is particular ; in the second, both

terms are universal ;
in the third, both arc particular. Some mi-

nor forms are really included under these. Thus, if Y = 0, the

second fonn becomes
X= 0;

and if Y = 1 it becomes
X = 1

;
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both which forms admit of interpretation. It is iiirther to be

noticed, that the expressions X and Y, if founded upon a suffi-

ciently careful analysis of the meaning of the “ terms” of the

proposition, will satisfy the fundamental law of duality which

requires that we have

X or X(1 - X) = 0,

=. Y or Y(1 - Y) = 0.

F
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CHAPTER V.

OF THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF SYMBOLICAL REASONING, AND

OF THE EXPANSION OR DEVELOPMENT OF EXPRESSIONS INVOLV-

ING LOGICAL SYMBOLS.

1 . ^
I
'HE previous chapters of this work have been devoted to

the investigation of the fundamental laws of the opera-

tions of the mind in reasoning; of their development in the

laws of the symbols ofLogic ; and of the principles of e.xprcssion,

by which that species of propositions called primary may be repre-

sented in the language of symbols. These inquiries have been

in the strictest sense preliminary. They form an indispensable

introduction to one of the chief objects of this treatise—the con-

struction of a system or method of Lo^c upon the basis of an

exact summary of the fundamental laws of thought. There are

certfun considerations touching the nature of this end, and the

means of its attainment, to which I deem it necessary here to

direct attention.

2. I would remark in the first place that the generality of a

method in Lo^c must very much depend upon the generality of

its elementary processes and laws. We have, for instance, in the

previous sections of this work investigated, among other things,

the laws of that lo^cal process of addition which is symbolized

by the sign +. Now those laws have been determined from the

study of instances, in all of which it has been a necessary condi-

tion, that the classes or things added together in thought should

be mutually exclusive. The expression x + y seems indeed un-

interpretable, unless it be assumed that the things represented

by * and the things represented by y are entirely separate

;

that they embrace no individuals in common. And conditions

analogous to this have been involved in those acts of conception

from the study of which the laws of the other symbolical opera-

tions have been ascertained. The question then arises, whether
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it is necessary to restrict the application ofthese symbolical laws

and processes by the same conditions of interpretability under

which the knowledge of them was obtained. If such restriction

is necessary, it is manifest that no such thing as a general

method in Logic is possible. On the other hand, if such restric-

tion is unnecessary, in what light are we to contemplate pro-

cesses which appear to be unintcrprctable in that sphere ofthought

which they are designed to aid ? These questions do not belong

to the science ofLogic alone. They are equally pertinent to every

developed form of human reasoning which is based upon the

employment of a symbolical language.

3. I would observe in the second place, that this apparent

failure ofcorrespondency between process and interpretation does

not manifest itself in the ordinary applications of human rea^

son. For no operations are there performed of which the mean-

ing and the application are not seen ; and to most minds it does

not suffice that merely formal reasoning should connect their

premises and their conclusions ; but every step ofthe connecting

tndn, every mediate result which is established in the course of

demonstration, must be intelligible also. And without doubt,

this is both an actual condition and an important safeguard, in

the reasonings and discourses of common life.

There are perhaps many who would be disposed to extend

the same principle to the general use of symbolical language as

an instrument oi' reasoning. It might be argued, that as the

laws or axioms which govern the use of symbols are established

upon an investigation of those cases only in which interpretation

is possible, we have no right to extend their application to other

cases in which interpretation is impossible or doubtful, even

though (as should be admitted) such application is employed in

the intermediate steps of demonstration only. Were this ob-

jection conclusive, it must bo acknowledged that slight ad-

vantage would accrue from the use of a symbolical method in

Logic. Perhaps that advantage would be confined to the mecha-

nical gain of employing short and convenient symbols in the

place of more cumbrous ones. But the objection itself is falla-

cious. Whatever our a priori anticipations might be, it is an

unquestionable fact that the validity of a conclusion arrived at

F 2
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by any symliolical process of reasoning, does not depend upon

our ability to inteqiret the formal results which have presented

themselves in the different stages of the investigation. There

exist, in fact, certain general pnnciples relating to the use of

symbolical methods, which, as pertaining to the particular sub-

ject of Logic, I shall first state, and I shall then offer some re-

marks upon the nature and upon the grounds of their claim to

acceptance.

4. The conditions of valid reasoning, by the aid of symboLs,

are

—

1st, That a fixed interpretation be assigned to the symbols

employed in the expression of the data ; aud that the laws ofthe

combination of those symbols be correctly determined from that

inteqiretation.

2nd, That the formal processes of solution or demonstration

be conducted throughout in obedience to all the laws deter-

mined as above, without regard to the question of the interpreta-

bility of the particular results obtained.

3rd, That the final result be interpretable in form, and that

It be actually interpreted in accordance with that system of in-

terpretation which has been employed in the expression of the

data. Concerning these principles, the following observations

may be made.

5. The necessity of a fixed interpretation of the symbols has

already been sufficiently dwelt upon (II. 3). The necessity that

the fixed result should be in such a form as to admit of that in-

terpretation being applied, is founded on the obvious principle,

that the use of symbols is a means towards an end, tliat end

being the knowledge of some intelligible fact or truth. And
that this end may be attained, the final result wliich expresses

the symbolical conclusion must be in an interpretable form. It

is, however, in connexion with the second of the above general

principles or conditions (V. 4), that the greatest difficulty is

likely to be felt, and upon this point a few additional words arc

necessary.

I would then remark, that the principle in question may be

considered as resting upon a general law of the mind, the know-

ledge of which is not given to us d priori, i. c. antecedently to
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experience, but is derived, like the knowledge of the other laws

of the mind, from the clear manifestation of the general principle

in the particidar instance. A single example of reasoning, in

which symbols arc employed in obedience to laws founded iijion

their interpretation, but without any sustained reference to that

interpretation, the chain of demonstration conducting us through

intermediate steps which arc not inteqiretable, to a final result

which is interpretable, seems not only to establish the validity of

the particular application, but to make known to us the general

law manifested therein. No accumulation of instances can ])ro-

perly add weight to such evidence. It may furnish us with clearer

conceptions of that common element oftruth upon which the aj>-

plication of the principle depends, and so prepare the way for its

reception. It may, where the immediate force ofthe evidence is

not felt, serve as a verification, d posteriori, of the practical vali-

dity ofthe principle in question. But this does not affect the posi-

tion affirmed, viz., that the general principle must be seen in the

particular instance,—seen to be general in application as well as

true in the special example. The employment of the uninterpre-

table symbol -
1 , in the intennediate processes oftrigonometry,

furnishes an illustration ofwhat has been said. I apprehend that

there is no mode of explaining that application which docs not

covertly assume the very principle in question. But that prin-

ciple, though not, as I conceive, warranted by formal reasoning

based upon other grounds, seems to deserve a place among those

axiomatic truths which constitute, in some sense, the foundation

of the possibility of general knowledge, and which may projierly

be regarded as expressions of the mind’s own laws and consti-

tution.

6. The following is the mode in which the principle above

stated will be applied in the present work. It has been seen,

that any system of propositions may be expressed by equations

involving symbols a?, y, z, wliich, whenever interpretation is jk)s-

sible, are subject to laws identical in form with the laws ofa sys-

tem of quantitative symbols, susceptible only of the values 0 and

1 (11.15). But as the formal processes of reasoning depend only

u|H)ii the laws of the symbols, and not upon the nature of their

inteqiretation, we arc |)crmitted to treat the above symbols.
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y, z, as if they were quantitative symbols of the kind above

described. We may in fact lay aside the logical interpretation of

the symbols in tlte given equation ; convert them into quantitative sym-

bols, susceptible only ofthe values 0 and 1
;
perform upon them as such

all the requisite processes ofsolution; and^finally restore to them their

logical interpretation. And this is the mode of procedure which

will actually be adopted, though it will be deemed unnecessary

to restate in every instance the nature of the transformation em-

ployed. The processes to which the symbols x, y, z, regarded

as quantitative and ofthe species above described, are subject, are

not limited by those conditions of thought to which they would,

if performed upon purely logical symbols, be subject, and a free-

dom of operation is ^ven to us in the use of them, without

which, the inquiry after a general method in Logic would be a

hopeless quest.

Now the above system of processes would conduct us to no

intelligible result, unless the final equations resulting therefrom

were in a form which should render their interpretation, after

restoring to the symbols their logical significance, possible.

There exists, however, a general method of reducing equations

to such a form, and the remainder of this chapter wiU be devoted

to its consideration. I shall say little concerning the way in

which the method renders interpretation possible,—this point

being reserved for the next chapter,—but shall chiefly confine

myself here to the mere process employed, which may be cha-

racterized as a process of “ development.” As introductory to

the nature of this process, it may be proper first to make a few

observations.

7. Suppose that we are considering any class of things with

reference to this question, viz., the relation in which its members

stand as to the possession or the want of a certain property x. As
every individual in the proposed class either possesses or does

not possess the property in question, we may divide the class

into two portions, the former consisting of those individuals

which possess, the latter of those which do not possess, the pro-

perty. This possibility of dividing in thought the whole class

into two constituent portions, is antecedent to all knowledge of

the constitution of the class derived from any other source ; of
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which knowledge the effect can only be to inform us, more or

less precisely, to what further conditions the portions of the class

which possess and which do not possess the given property are

subject. Suppose, then, such knowledge is to the following effect,

viz., that the members of that portion which possess the property

X, possess also a certain property u, and that these conditions

united arc a sufficient definition of them. We may then repre-

sent that i>ortion ofthe original class by the expression ux (II. 6).

If, further, we obtmn information that the members of the ori-

ginal class which do not possess the projierty x, are subject to a

condition r, and arc thus defined, it is clear, that those mcmliers

will be represented by the expression «(!-*). Hence the class

in its totality will be represented by

ux + »(!-*);

which may be considered as a general developed form for the

expression of any class of objects considered with reference to

the possession or the want of a given property x.

The general form thus established upon purely logical

grounds may also be deduced from distinct considerations of

ibrinal law, ap[>licablc to the symbols x, y, z, equally in their

logical and in their quantitative interpretation already referred to

(V.6).

8. Definition..—Any algebraic expression involving a sym-

bol X is termed a function of x, and may be represented under

the abbreviated general form / {x). Any expression involving

two symbols, x and y, is similarly termed a function of x and y,

and may be represented under the general fonn / {x, y), and so

on for any other case.

Thus the form / (a;) would indifferently represent any of the

1 "f"

following functions, viz., a:, 1 - .r, , Ac. ; and/ (x, y) would
\ — X

equally represent any of the fonns x + y, x -2y,
X - 2y’

On the same principles of notation, if in any function / (.r),

we change .r into 1, the result will be expressed by the form

/(I) ;
if in the same fmiction we change x into 0, the result will

be exj)ressctl by the form /(O). Thus, if / (ar) represent the
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function
»
/(i) will represent , and / (0) will repre-

sent
a

9. Dejinition.—Any function /(«), in which ar is a logical

symbol, or a symbol of quantity susceptible only of the values

0 and 1, is said to be developed, when it is reduced to the form

ax -y i (1 - x), a and b being so determined as to make the result

equivalent to the function from which it was derived.

This definition assumes, that it is possible to represent any

function / (x) in the form supposed. The assumption is vindi-

cated in the following Proposition.

Proposition I.

10. To develop any functionf(x) in which xi» a logical eymbol.

By the prindple which has been asserted in this chapter, it

is lawfrd to treat x as a quantitative symbol, susceptible only of

the values 0 and 1.

Assume then,

/(x) = ox + 6 (1 - x),

and making x = 1, we have

/(!) = «•

Again, in the same equation making x = 0, we have

/(0) = i.

Hence the values of a and b are determined, and substituting

them in the first equation, we have

/(x) =/(l) x+/(0) (1-x); (1)

as the development sought.* The second member of the equa-

* To some it may be interesting to remark, that the development of/(x)
obtained in this chapter, strictly bolds, in the logical system, the place of the

expansion of/(x) in ascending powers of x in the system of ordinary algebra.

Thns it may be obtained by introducing into the expression of Taylor's well,

known theorem, vix.

:

/(*) =/(0) +/ (0)x +/ (0) (0) ic. (1)

the condition x (1 - x) ^ 0, whence we find x* = x, = x, &c., and
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tion adequately represents the function/ (ar), whatever the form

of that function may be. For x regarded as a quantitative sym-

bol admits only of the values 0 and 1, and for each of these

values the development

assumes the same value as the function/ (,v).

As an illustration, let it be required to develop the function

1+^ ' a; = 1, we find /(I) = | , and when x = 0,

we find / (0) = y , or 1

.

Hence the expression required is

1 + a"

^
a; + 1 - x;

and this equation is satisfied for each of the values of which the

symbol x is susceptible.

Proposition II.

To expand or develop a function involving any number oflogical

tymbole.

Let us begin with the case in which there are two symbols,

X and y, and let us represent the function to be developed by

First, considering/ (x, y) as a function of x alone, and ex-

panding it by the general theorem (1), we have

/(*.y)=/(i.y)*+/(0.y)(i-«); (2)

/(«) =/(0) + [f (0) +-^ + + 4c. } X. (2)

Bnt making in (1), x = 1, we get

/(I) =/(0) +/• (0) +4^ + 4c.

:

whence

/(0)+-^^ + 4c. =/(l) -/(O),

and (2) becomes, on substitution,

/W=/(0) + {/(i)-/(0))».

= /(l)x+/(0)(l-x),

the form in question. This demonstration in supposing/(x) to be dcrclopable in

a series of ascending powers of x is less general than the one in the text.
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wherein f(\,y) represents what the proposed function becomes,

when in it for x we write 1, and/ (0, y) what the said function

becomes, when in it for x we write 0.

Now, taking the coefficient/ ( 1 > y), and regarding it as a func-

tion of y, and expanding it accordingly, we have

/(l,y)=/(l, l)y+/(l,0)(l-y), (3)

wherein /(1, 1) represents what/(l,y) becomes when y is made

equal to 1, and ^(1, 0) what /(I, y) becomes when y is made

equal to 0.

In like manner, the coefficientf (0, y) gives by expansion.

/(0,y)=/(0,l)y+/(0,0)(l-y). (4)

Substitute in (2) for /(I, y), /(O, y), their values given in (3)

and (4), and we have

/(•f» y) =/(!> 0 +/(!> 0) X (1 - y) +/(0, 1) (1 - x) y

+/(0, 0) (1 - x) (1 - y), (5)

for the expansion required. Here /"(1, 1) represents what/’(x, y)

becomes when we make therein x = 1, y = 1 ;
/"(I, 0) represents

what / (x, y) becomes when we make therein x =• 1, y = 0, and

so on for the rest.

1 “
Thus, iff (x, y) represent the function we find

/(I. 0 = 5’ /(0 0
) = Y

= 0
’ /(O’ 0 = 5

. /(0 ,
0
)
= 1,

whence the expansion of the given function is

^xy + 0x(l -y) + i(l-x)y+(l-x)(l-y).

It will in the next chapter be seen that the forms
^

and the

former of which is known to mathematicians as the symbol of in-

determinate quantity, admit, in such expressions os the above, of

a very important logical interpretation.

Suppose, in the next place, that we have three symbols in

the function to be expanded, which wc may represent imder the

general form /(x, y, z). Proceeding as before, wc get
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f{x,y, i)=/(l,l,l)*yr+/(l,l,0)j:y(l -z)+/(l,0, 1)*(1 -y)z

+ /(1, 0, 0) * (1 - y) (1 - z) + /(O, 1, 1) (1 - x) yz

+ /(0,1,0) (l-x)y (l-z)+/(0,0, 1) {\-x){l-y)z

+ /(0,0,0)(l-ar) (1 -y)

in which /{I, 1, 1) represents what the function /(x, y, z) be-

comes when we make therein ar = 1, y = 1, 2=1, and so on for

the rest.

11. It is now easy to see the general law which determines

the expansion of any proposed function, and to reduce the me-

thod of effecting the expansion to a rule. But before proceeding

to the expression of such a rule, it will be convenient to premise

the following observations :

—

Each form ofexpansion that we have obtained consists of cer-

tain terms, into which the symbols x, y, &c. enter, multiplied by

coefficients, into which those symbols do not enter. Thus the

expansion of/(x) consists of two terms, x and \ -x, multiplied

by the coefficients /(I) and /(O) respectively. And the expan-

sion off(x,y) consists of the four terms ary, ar(l -y), (1 -x)y,

and(l -x), (1 - y), multiplied by the coefficients /(1, 1),/(1,0),

f (0, 1), /(O, 0), respectively. The terms x, 1 - a:, in the former

case, and the terms .ry, a;(l -y), &c., in the latter, we shall call

the constituents of the expansion. It is evident that they are in

form independent of the form of the function to be expanded.

Of the constituent xy, x and y are termed the factors.

The general rule ofdevelopment will therefore consist of two

parts, the first ofwhich will relate to the formation ofthe consti-

tuents ofthe expansion, the second to the determination of their

respective coefficients. It is as follows

:

1st. To expand any function of the symbols x, y, Form a

series of constituents in the following manner : Let the first con-

stituent be the product of the symbols ; change in this product

any symbol z into 1 - 2, for the second constituent. Then in

both these change any other symbol y into 1 - y, for two more

constituents. Then in the four constituents thus obtained change

any other symbol x into 1 - x, for four new constituents, and so

on until the number of possible changes is exhausted.

2ndly. Tofind the coefficient of any constituent.—Ifthat con-
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stituent involves a: as a factor, change in the original function x

into 1 ; but if it involves 1 - x as a factor, change in the original

function x into 0. Apply the same rule with reference to the

symbols y, z, &c . : the final calculated value of the function thus

transformed will be the coefficient sought.

The sum of the constituents, multiplied each by its respective

coefficient, will be the expansion required.

12. It is worthy of observation, that a function may be de-

veloped with reference to symbols which it does not explicitly

contain. Thus if, proceeding according to the rule, we seek to

develop the function 1 - x, with reference to the symbols x and

y, we have,

When X = 1 and y = 1 the given function = 0.

X = 1 „ oII
>> 99 = 0.

X = 0 „ y = 1 99 99 = 1.

X - 0 „ OII
99 99 = 1.

Whence the development is

1 - x = 0xy + 0x(l-y)4 (l-x)y + (l-x) (1-y);

and this is a true development. The addition ofthe terms ( 1 - x)y

and (I - x) (1 - y) produces the function 1 - x.

The symbol 1 thus developed according to the rule, with re-

spect to the symbol x, gives

X + 1 - X.

Developed with respect to x and y, it gives

xy + x(l -y) + (1 -x)y + (1 -x) (1-y).

Similarly developed with respect to any set of symbols, it pro-

duces a series consisting of all possible constituents of those

symbols.

13. A few additional remarks concerning the nature of the

general expansions may with propriety be added. Let us take,

for illustration, the general theorem (6), which presents the type

of development for functions of two logical symbols.

In the first place, that theorem is perfectly true and intel-

ligible when X and y are quantitative symbols of the species con-

sidered in this chapter, whatever algebraic form may be assigned

to the function /(x, y), and it may therefore be intelligibly em-
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ployed in any stage of the process of analysis intermediate be-

tween the change of interpretation of the symbols from the

logical to the quantitative system above referred to, and the final

restoration of the logical interpretation.

Secondly. The theorem is perfectly true and intelligible when
X and y are logical symbols, provided that the form of the frmo-

tion/ (x, y) is such as to represent a class or collection of things,

in which case the second member is always logically interpretable.

For instance, iff{x, y )
represent the function 1 - a: 4 ary, we ob-

tain on applying the theorem

1 - a; 4 ary = xy 4 0 x(l -y) 4 (I -x)y 4 (1 -x) (1 -y),

= xy4(l-x)y4(l-x)(l-y),

and this result is intelligible and true.

Thus we may regard the theorem as true and intelligible for

quantitative symbols of the species above described, always ; for

logical symbols, always when interpretable. 'Wliensoever there-

fore it is employed in this work it must be understood that the

symbols x, y are quantitative and ofthe particular species referred

to, if the expansion obtained is not interpretable.

But though the expansion is not always immediately inter-

pretable, it always conducts us at once to results which are in-

terpretable. Thus the expression x - y gives on development

the form

which is not generally interpretable. We cannot take, in thought,

from the class of things which are x’s and not y’s, the class of

things which are y’s and not x’s, because the latter class is not

contained in the former. But if the form x - y presented itself

as the first member of an equation, of which the second member
was 0, we should have on development

-y) -y(i -^) = 0.

Now it will be shown in the next chapter that the above equa-

tion, X and y being regarded as quantitative and of the species

described, is resolvable at once into the two equations

x(l-y) = 0, y(l-x) = 0,

and these equations are directly interpretablc in Logic when lo-
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gical interpretations are assigned to the symbols x and y. And
it may be remarked, that thoughfunctions do not necessarily be-

come interpretable upon development, yet equations are always

reducible by this process to interpretablc forms.

14. The following Proposition establishes some important

properties of constituents. In its enunciation the symbol t is

employed to represent indifferently any constituent of an expan-

sion. Thus if the expansion is that of a function of two symbols

m and y, t represents any of the four forms xy, ( 1 - y), ( 1 - «)y,

and (1 - «) (1 - y)' WTiere it is necessary to represent the con-

stituents ofan expansion by single symbols, and yet to distinguish

them from each other, the distinction will be marked by sufExes.

Thus ti might be employed to represent xy, U to represent x(l -y),

and so on.

Proposition III.

Any single constituent t of an expansion satisfies iJie law of dua-

lity whose expression is

^ (

1

— = 0 ,

The product of any two distinct constituents of an expansion is eqttal

to 0, and the sum of all the constituents is equal to 1.

1st. Consider the particular constituent xy. We have

xy X xy <= x’y*.

But x’ = X, y* ° y» by the fundamental law of class symbols

;

hence

xy X xy = xy.

Or representing xy by t,

txt^t,

or <(!-<) = 0.

Similarly the constituent x ( 1 - y) satisfies the same law. For we

have

x» = x, (l-y)*=l-y,

.-. |x(l -y)j* = x(l -y), or <(1 -/) = 0.

Now every factor of every constituent is either of the form x or

ofthe form 1 - x. Hence the square of each factor is equal to that
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factor, and therefore the square of the product of the factors, i. e.

of the constituent, is equal to the constituent ; wherefore t repre-

senting any constituent, we have

= U or <(1 -<) = 0.

2ndly. The product of any two constituents is 0. This is

evident from the general law of the symbols expressed by the

equation x (1 - z) = 0 ; for whatever constituents in the same ex-

pansion we take, there will be at least one factor x in the one, to

which will correspond a factor 1 - z in the other.

3rdly. The sum of all the constituents of an expansion is

unity. This is evident from addition of the two constituents z

and 1 - z, or of the four constituents, zy, z(l - y), (1 - z)y,

(1 -z) (1 -y). But it is also, and more generally, proved by

expanding 1 in terms of any set of symbols (V. 12). The consti-

tuents in this case are formed as usual, and all the coefficients

are unity.

15. With the above Proposition we may connect the fol-

lowing.

Proposition IV.

Jf V represent the sum of any series of constituents, the separate

coefficients ofwhich are 1, then is the condition satisfied,

F(1 -P) = 0.

Let ti, <2 . . . ta be the constituents in quesdon, then

P= t, + t, . . . + <a.

Squaring both sides, and observing that t,’ t„ t, t, = 0, &c., we

have
P* = fl + . . . + ta ;

whence
V= V.

Therefore
F(1 - r) = 0.
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CHAPTER VI.

OF THE GENERAL INTERPRETATION OF LOGICAL EQUATIONS, AND

THE RESULTING ANALYSIS OF PROPOSITIONS. ALSO, OF THE

CONDITION OF INTERPRETABILITY OF LOGICAL FUNCTIONS.

1. TT has been observed that the complete expansion of any

function by the general rule demonstrated in the last

chapter, involves two distinct sets of elements, viz., the consti-

tuents of the expansion, and their coefficients. 1 propose in

the present chapter to inquire, first, into the interpretation of

constituents, and afterwards into the mode in which that inter-

pretation is modified by the coefficients with which they are

connected.

The terms “ logical equation,” “ logical function,” &c., will

be employed generally to denote any equation or function in-

volving the symbols x, y, &c., which may present itself either

in the expression of a system of premises, or in the trmn of sym-

bolical results which intervenes between the premises and the

conclusion. If that function or equation is in a form not imme-

diately interpretable in Log^c, the symbols x, y, &c., must be re-

garded as quantitative symbols of the species described in previous

chapters (II. 15), (V. 6), as satisfying the law,

a; (1 - *) = 0.

By the problem, then, of the interpretation ofany such logical

function or equation, is meant the reduction of it to a form in

which, when logical values are assigned to the symbols x, y, &c.,

it shall become interpretable, together with the resulting inter-

pretation. These conventional definitions are in accordance with

the general principles for the conducting of the method of this

treatise, laid down in the previous chapter.
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Proposition I.

2. The constiluente of the expannon of any function of the logi-

cal gymbolt X, y, ^-c., are interpretable, and repreeent the several

exdusive divisions of the universe of discourse, formed by thepredica-

tion arid denial tn every possible way of the <ptalities denoted by the

symbols x, y, ^e.

For greater distinctness ofconception, let it be supposed that

the function expanded involves two symbols x and y, with re-

ference to which the expansion has been effected. We have then

the following constituents, viz.

:

(i-*)y. -•*)(! -y)-

Of these it is evident, that the first xy represents that class

of objects which at the same time possess both the elementary

qualities expressed by x and y, and that the second « ( 1 - y) re-

presents the class possessing the property x, but not the property

y. In like manner the third constituent represents the class of

objects which possess the property represented by y, but not

that represented by *; and the fourth constituent (1- *) (1 - y),

represents that class of objects, the members ofwhich possess nei-

ther of the qualities in question.

Thus the constituents in the case just considered represent

all the four classes of objects which can be described by affirma-

tion and denial of the properties expressed by x and y. Those

classes are distinct from each other. No member of one is a mem-

ber of another, for each class possesses some property or quality

contrary to a property or quality possessed by any other class.

Again, these classes together make up the universe, for there is

no object which may not be described by the presence or the

absence of a proposed quality, and thus each individual thing in

the universe may be referred to some one or other of the four

classes made by the possible combination of the two given

classes x and y, and their contraries.

The remarks which have here been made with reference to the

constituents of/ {x, y) are perfectly general in character. The

constituents of any expansion represent classes—those classes

G
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are mutually distinct, through the possession of contrary qualities,

and they together make up the universe of discourse.

3. These properties of constituents have their expression in

the theorems demonstrated in the conclusion of the last chapter,

and might thence have been deduced. From the fact that every

constituent satisfies the fundamental law of the individual sym-

bols, it might have been conjectured that each constituent would

represent a class. From the fact that the product of any two

constituents of an expansion vanishes, it might have been con-

cluded that the classes they represent arc mutually exclusive.

Lastly, from the fact that the sum of the constituents of an ex-

pansion is unity, it might have been inferred, that the classes

which they represent, together make up the universe.

4. Upon the laws of constituents and the mode of their in-

terpretation aliove determined, arc founded the analysis and the

interpretation of logical equations. That all such equations ad-

mit of interjiretation by the theorem of development has already

been stated. I propose here to investigate the forms of possible

solution which thus present themselves in the conclusion of a

train ofreasoning, and to show how those forms arise. Although,

properly speaking, they are but manifestations of a single funda^

mental type or principle ofexpression, it will conduce to clearness

of apprehension if the minor varieties which they exhibit are

presented separately to the mind.

The forms, which are three in number, are as follows

:

FORM I.

5.

The form we shall first consider arises when any logical

equation F= 0 is develojied, and the result, after resolution into

its component equations, is to be interpreted. The function is sup-

posed to involve thelogical symbols .ar,y,&c., incombinations which

are not fractional. Fractional combinations indeed only arise in

the class ol' problems which will be considered when we come to

8]>enk of the third of the forms of solution above referred to.

Proposition II.

To interpret the logical equation V= 0.

For simplicity let us suppose that F involves but two sym-
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bole, X and y, and let us represent the development of the given

equation by

ary + 6r(l - y) + c (1 - r) y + d(l - *) (I - y) = 0; (1)

a, b, c, and d being definite numerical constants.

Now, suppose that any coeflScient, as a, does not vanish.

Then multiplying each side of the equation by the constituent ay,

to which that coefficient is attached, we have

ary = 0,

whence, as n does not vanish,

ay = 0,

and this result is quite independent of the nature of the other co-

efficients of the expansion. Its interpretation, on assigning to

arandy their logical significance, is “ No individuals belonging at

once to the class represented by r, and the class represented by y,

exist.”

But if the coefficient a does vanish, the term ary does not

appear in the development ( 1 ), and, therefore, the equation ay = 0

cannot thence be deduced.

In like manner, if the coefficient b does not vanish, we have

r (1 - y) = 0,

which admits of the interpretation, “ There are no individuals

which at the same time belong to the class r, and do not belong

to the class y.”

Either ofthe above interpretations may, however, as will sub-

sequently be shown, be exhibited in a different form.

The sum of the distinct interpretations thus obtained from

the several terms of the expansion whose coefficients do not

vanish, will constitute the complete interpretation of the equation

F = 0. The analysis is essentially independent of the number

of logical symbols involved in the function V, and the object of

the proposition will, therefore, in all instances, be attained by the

following Rule:

—

Rule.—Develop the function V, and equate to 0 every consti-

tuent whose coefficient does not vanish. The interpretation of these

results collectively will constitute the interpretation of the yiven

equation.

G 2
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6. Let ua take as an example the definition of “ clean beasts,”

laid down in the Jewish law, viz., “ Clean beasts arc those

which both divide the hoofand chew the cud,” and let us assume

X = clean beasts

;

y = beasts dividing the hoof

;

z = beasts chemng the cud.

Then the given proposition will be represented by the equation

x = yz,

which we shall reduce to the form

X - yz = 0,

and seek that form of interpretation to which the present method

leads. Fully developing the first member, we have

0 xyz + «'y(l-«) + ar(l-y)z + ar(l-y)(l-z)

-(l-ar)yz+0(l-a:)y(l-z) + 0(l-x)(l-y)z+0(l-x)(l-y)(l-z).

Whence the terms, whose coefficients do not vanish, give

= xz(l-y) = 0, x(l-y)(l-;z) = 0, (l-x)yz=0.

These equations express a denial ofthe existence of certain classes

of objects, viz.

:

1st. Of beasts which are clean, and divide the hoof, but do

not chew the cud.

2nd. Of beasts which are clean, and chew the cud, but do not

divide the hoof.

3rd. Of beasts which arc clean, and neither divide the hoof

nor chew the cud.

4th. Of beasts which divide the hoof, and chew the cud, and

are not clean.

Now all these several denials are really involved in the origi-

nal proposition. And conversely, if these denials be granted,

the original proposition will follow as a necessary consequence.

They are, in fact, the separate elements of that proposition.

Every primary proposition can thus be resolved into a series of

denials of the existence of certain defined classes of things, and

may, from that system of denials, be itself reconstructed. It

might here be asked, how it is possible to make an assertive pro-
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position out of a series of denials or negations? From what

source is the positive element derived ? I answer, that the mind

assumes the existence of a universe not d priori as a fact inde-

pendent of experience, but either d posteriori as a deduction

from experience, or hypothetically as a foundation of the {Kissi-

bility ofassertive reasoning. Thus from the Proposition, “ There

are no men who are not fallible,” which is a negation or denial of

the existence of “ infallible men,” it may be inferred either hypo-

thetically, “ All men (if men exist) are fallible,” or absolutely,

(experience having assured us of the e.xistence of the race), “ All

men are fallible.”

The form in which conclusions arc exliibited by the method

of this Proposition may be termed the form of “ Single or Con-

joint Denial.”

FORM II.

7. As the previous form was derived from the development

and interpretation of an equation whose second member is 0, the

present form, which is supplementary to it, will be derived from

the develojiment and interpretation of an equation whose second

member is 1 . It is, however, readily suggested by the analysis

of the previous Proposition.

Thus in the example last discussed wc deduced from the

equation

r - yx = 0

the conjoint denial of the existence of the classes represented by

the constituents

xy(l-r), X2 (l-y), a- (1 -y) (1 - z), (l-ar)y2,

whose coefficients were not equal to 0. It follows hence that

the remaining constituents represent classes which make up the

universe. Hence we shall have

xy2 4(l-a;)y(l - z) + (1 - z) (1 -y)z + (1 -x) (1 - y) (1

-

2)
= 1.

This is equivalent to the affirmation that alt existing things be-

long to some one or other of the following classes, viz.

:

1st. Clean beasts lioth dividing the hoof and chewing the

cud.
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2ml. Unclean beasts dividing the hoof, but not chewing the

cud.

3rd. Unclean beasts chewing the cud, hut not dividing the

hoof.

4th. Things which are neither clean beasts, nor chewers of

the cud, nor dividers of the hoof.

This form of conclusion may be termed the form of “ Single

or Disjunctive AflSrmation,”—single when but one constituent

appears in the final equation ; disjunctive when, as above, more

constituents than one are there found.

Any equation, V=0, wherein V satisfies the law of duality,

may also be made to yield this form of interpretation by redueing

it to the form 1 - 1, and developing the first member. The
ease, however, is really included in the next general form. Both

the previous forms are of slight im{K>rtance compared with the

following one.

FORM III.

8. In the two preceding cases the functions to be developed

were equated to 0 and to 1 respectively. In the present case I

shall suppose the corresponding function equated to any logical

symbol to. We are then to endeavour to interpret the equation

V = ID, F being a function of the logical symbols x, y, z. Sue. In

the first place, however, I deem it necessary to show how the

equation V ^ to, or, as it will usually present itself, to = F, arises.

Let us resume the definition of “ clean beasts,” employed in

the previous examples, viz., “ Clean beasts are those which both

divide the hoofand chew the cud,” and suppose it required to de-

termine the relation in which “ beasts chewing the cud” stand to

“ clean beasts” and “beasts dividing the hoof.” The equation

expressing the given proposition is

X = yz,

and our object will be accomplished if we can determine z as nii

interpretable function of x and y.

Now treating x, y, z f\a symbols of quantity subject to a pe-

culiar law, we may deduce from the above equation, by solution.

X
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But this equation is not at present in an interpretable form. If

we can reduce it to such a form it will furnish the relation

required.

On developing the second member of the above equation, we
have

‘ = -fy + 5
* (1 - y) + 0 (1 - ^ (1 - *) (1 - y).

and it will be shown hereafter (Prop. 3) that this admits of the

following interpretation

:

“ Beasts which chew the cud consist of all clean beasts

(which also divide the hoof), together with an indefinite re-

mainder (some, none, or all) of unclean beasts which do not di-

vide the hoof.”

9. Now the above is a particular example of a problem of the

utmost generality in Logic, and which may thus be stated :

—

“ Given any logical equation connecting the sjunbols x, y, z, tc,

required an interpretable expression for the relation of the 'class

represented by to to the classes represented by the other symbols

^5 y?

The solution of this problem consists in all cases in deter-

mining, from the equation given, the expression of the above

symbol w, in terms of the other symboLs, and rendering that ex-

pression interprctable by development. Now the equation {pven

is always of the first degree with respect to each of the symbols

involved. The required expression for to can therefore always

be found. In fact, if we develop the given equation, whatever

its form may be with respect to to, we obtain an equation of tlic

form
Ew + £' ( 1 - ir) = 0, ( 1

)

E and E' l>eing functions of the reumining symbols,

above we have

Therefore

E = {E - E) to.

ic
E

E- E

From the

(
2 )

iind expanding the second member by the rule of devcloj)ment, it

will only remain to interpret the result in logic by the next

proj>osition.
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If the fraction
E

E-

E

has common factors in its numerator

and denominator, we are not permitted to reject them, unless they

are mere numerical constants. For the symbols x, y, &c., re-

garded as quantitative, may admit of such values 0 and 1 as to

cause the common factors to become equal to 0, in which case

the algebraic rule of reduction fails. This b the case contem-

plated in our remarks on the failure of the algebraic axiom of

division (II. 14). To express the solution in the form (2), and

without attempting to perform any unauthorized reductions, to

interpret the result by the theorem of development, is a course

strictly in accordance with the general principles of this treatise.

If the relation of the class expressed by I - w to the other

classes, x, y, &c. b required, we deduce from (1), in like manner

as above.

1 w =
E

E -E'

to the interpretation of which also the method of the following

Proposition b applicable

:

Proposition III.

10. To determine the interpretation ofany logical equation of
the form w= V, in which w is a class symbol, and V a function of
other class symbols quite unlimited in its form.

Let the second member of the above equation be fully ex-

panded. Each coefficient of the result will belong to some one

of the four classes, which, with their respective interpretations,

we proceed to discuss.

1st. Let the coefficient be 1. As this b the symbol of the

universe, and as the product ofany two class symbols represents

those individuals which are found in both classes, any constituent

which has unity for its coefficient must be interpreted without

limitation, i. e. the whole of the class which it represents is

implied.

2nd. Let the coefficient be 0. As in Logic, equally with

Arithmetic, this is the symbol of Nothing, no part of the class
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represented by the constituent to which it is prefixed must be

taken.

3rd. Let the coefficient be of the form -. Now, as in Arith-

metic, the symbol
^

represents an indefinite number, except when

otherwise determined by some special circumstance, analogy

would suggest that in the system of this work the same symbol

should represent an indefinite class. That this is its true mean-

ing will be made clear from the following example

:

Let us take the Proposition, “ Men not mortal do not exist

represent this Proposition by symbols; and seek, in obedience to

the laws to which those symbols have been proved to be subject,

a reverse definition of “ mortal beings,” in terms of “ men.”

Now ifwe represent “ men” by y, and “ mortal beings" by x,

the Proposition, “ Men who are not mortals do not exist,” will

be expressed by the equation

y (1 - ar) = 0,

from which we are to seek the value of x. Now the above equa-

tion gives

y - yx = 0, or yx = y.

Were this an ordinary algebndc equation, we shoidd, in the next

place, divide both sides of it by y. But it has been remarked in

Chap. II. that the operation of division cannot be performed with

the symbols with which we are now engaged. Our resource, then,

is to express the operation, and develop the result by the method

of the preceding chapter. We have, then, first.

X = y

y

and, expanding the second member as directed,

+ ~y)-

This implies that mortals (x) consist of all men (y), together

with such a remainder of beings which arc not men ( 1 - y), as

will be indicated by the coefficient -. Now let us inquire what
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remainder of “ not men” is implied by the premiss. It might

happen that the remainder included all the beings who are not

men, or it might include only some of them, and not others, or it

might include none, and any one of these assumptions would be

in perfect accordance with our premiss. In other words, whether

those beings which arc not men are all, or gome, or none, ofthem

mortal, the truth of the premiss which virtually asserts that all

men are mortal, will be equally unaffected, and therefore the

expression
^

here indicates that all, gome, or none of the class to

whose expression it is affixed must be taken.

Although the above determination of the significance of the

symbol
^

is founded only u{K>n the examination of a particular

case, yet the principle involved in the demonstration is general,

and there arc no circumstances under which the symbol can pre-

sent itself to which the same mode of analysis is inapplicable.

We may properly term
^
an indefinite clagg symbol, and may, if

convenience should require, replace it by an uncompounded sym-

bol », subject to the fundamental law, c (1 - v) = 0.

4th. It may happen that the coefficient of a constituent in an

expansion does not belong to any ofthe previous cases. To as-

certain its true interpretation when this happens, it will be ne-

cessary to premise the following theorem

:

11. Theorem.

—

If a function V, intended to represent any

class or collection of objects, w, be expanded, and if the numerical

coefficient, a, ofany constituent in its development, do not satisfy

the law.

a ( 1 - a) = 0,

theji the constituent in question must be made equal to 0.

To prove the tlieorem generally, let us represent the ex[»n-

sion given, under the form

w = a, t, + a, t, + a, + &c., ( 1

)

in which t,, t„ t„ &c. represent the constituents, and a„ a„ a,, &c.

the coefficients ; let us also supixise that a, and a, do not satisfy

the law

( 1 - «,) = 0, «2 ( 1 - oj) = 0 ;
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but that the other coefficients are subject to the law in question,

so that we have
a,’ = a„ &c.

Now multiply each side of the equation (1) by itself. The re-

sult will be

w = a,’ t, + a,’(t + &c. (2)

This is evident from the fact that it must represent the develop-

ment of the equation

to =

but it may also be proved by actually squaring ( 1 ), and observing

that we have

by the properties of constituents. Now subtracting (2) from (1),

we have

(oi - a,’) ti + (a, - a,’) I, «= 0.

Or, a,(l - ai)<i + 0,(1 - a,)t, = 0.

Multiply the last equation by i, ; then since = 0, we have

a, (1 - a,) t, = 0, whence t, = 0.

In like manner multiplying the same equation by we have

a, ( I - a,) = 0, whence = 0.

Thus it may be shown generally that any constituent whose

coefficient is not subject to the same fundamental law as the sym-

bols themselves must be separately equated to 0. The usual

form under which such coefficients occur is This b the alge-

braic symbol of infinity. Now the nearer any number approaches

to infinity (allowing such an expression), the more docs it depart

from the condition of satbfying the fundamental law above re-

ferred to.

The symbol -, whose interpretation was previously dis-

cussed, does not necessarily disolicy the law we arc here consi-

dering, for it admits of the numerical values 0 and 1 indifferently.

Its actual interpretation, however, as an indefinite class symbol,

cannot, I conceive, except upon the groimd of analogy, be dc-
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duced from iu aiithmetical properties, but must be established

experimcntaUy.

12. We may now collect the results to which we have been

led, into the following summary

:

1st. The symbol 1, as the coefficient of a term in a develop-

ment, indicates that the whole ofthe class which that constituent

represents, is to be taken.

2nd. The coefficient 0 indicates that none of the class are to

be taken.

3rd. The symbol
^

indicates that a perfectly indefinUe poi^

tion of the class, i. e. some, none, or all of its members are to be

taken.

4th. Any other symbol as a coefficient indicates that the

constituent to which it is prefixed must be equated to 0.

It follows hence that if the solution of a problem, obtained

by development, be of the form

to = A •¥ QB
Q ^ Q

tliat solution may be resolved into the two following equations,

viz.,

to = A + vC, (3)

Z> = 0, (4)

V being an indefinite class symbol. The interpretation of (3)

shows what elements enter, or may enter, into the composition

of w, the class of things whose definition is required ; and the

interpretation of (4) shows what relations exist among the ele-

ments of the original problem, in perfect independence of to.

Such are the canons of interpretation. It may be added, that

they are universal in their application, and that their use is

always unembarrassed by e.xception or failure.

13. Corollary .—If ^ be an independently interpretable logi-

cal function, it will satisfy the symbolical law, ^(1 - F) = 0.

By an independently interpretable logical function, I mean
one which is interjiretable, without presupjiosing any relation

among the things represented by the symbols wliich it involves.

Thus z(l - y) is indejicndently intcrjiretablc, but jr-y is not so.
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The latter function presuppoecs, as a condition of its interpreta-

tion, that the class represented by ^ is wholly contained in the

class represented by x ; the former function does not imply any

such requirement.

Now if F is independently interpretable, and if tc represent

the collection of individuals which it contains, the equation

IT = F will hold true without entiuling as a consequence the va-

nishing of any of the constituents in the development of V\

since such vanishing of constituents would imply relations among

the classes of things denoted by the symbols in V. Hence the

development of V will be of the form

a, <, + a, t, + &c.

the coefficients a„ a>, &c. all satisfying the condition

ai(l-«i)“0, a, (I - a,) = 0, &c.

Hence by the reasoning of Prop. 4, Chap. v. the function V will

be subject to the law
F(l - F) = 0.

This result, though evident d priori from the fact that F is sup-

posed to represent a class or collection of things, is thus seen to

follow also from the properties of the eonstituents of which it is

composed. The condition F( 1 - F) = 0 may be termed “ the

condition of Intcrpretability of logical functions.”

14. The general form of solutions, or logical conclusions de-

veloped in the last Proposition, may be designated as a “ Eelation

between terms.” I use, as before, the word “ terms” to denote

the parts of a proposition, whether simple or complex, which are

connected by the copula “ is” or “ are.” The classes of things re-

presented by the individual symbols may be called the elements

of the proposition.

15. Ex. 1.—Resuming the definition of “ clean beasts,”

(VI. 6), required a description of “unclean beasts.”

Here, as before, x standing for “ clean beasts,” y for “ beasts

dividing the hoof,” s for “ beasts chewing the cud,” we have

x = yx\ (5)
whence

1 - a- = 1 - yc

;

and developing the second member.
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1 - « -y(l - «) + « (1-y) + (1 -y) (1 - 2);

which is interpretable into the following Proposition: Unclean

beasts are all which divide the hoof without chewing the cud, all

which chew the cud without dividing the hoof, and all which neither

divide the hoof nor chew the cud.

Ex. 2.—The same definition being given, required a descrip-

tion of beasts which do not divide the hoof.

From the equation 2 = y2 we have

y =
X

2

therefore.
1-y:

Z - X

and developing the second member,

l-y = 0 22 + -^ 2(1 - 2) + (1 - 2)2 + ^
(1 - 2)(1 - 2).

Here, according to the Ride, the term whose coeflficients is

must be separately equated to 0, whence we have

1 - y = (1 - » (1 - ») (1 -

2 (1 - 2) = 0 ;

whereofthe first equation gives by interpretation the Proposition

:

Beasts which do not divide the hoofconsist of all unclean beasts which

chew the cud, and an indefinite remainder {some, none, or all) of un-

clean beasts which do not chew the cud.

The second equation gives the Proposition : There are no clean

beasts which do not chew the cud. This is one of the independent

relations above referred to. We sought the direct relation of

“ Beasts not dividing the hoof,” to “ Clean beasts and beasts

which chew the cud.” It happens, however, that independently

of any relation to beasts not dividing the hoof, there exists, in

virtue of the premiss, a separate relation between clean beasts

and beasts which chew the cud. This relation is also necessarily

given by the process.

Ex. 3.—Let us take the following definition, viz. : “ Respon-

sible beings are all rational beings who arc either free to act, or
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have voluntarily sacrificed their freedom,” and apply to it the

preceding analysis.

Let X stand for responsible beings.

y „ rational beings.

1 „ those who are free to act,

to ,, those who have voluntarily sacrificed their

freedom of action.

In the expression of this definition I shall assume, that the

two alternatives which it presents, viz. : “ Rational beings free

to act,” and “ Rational beings whose freedom of action has been

voluntarily sacrificed,” are mutually exclusive, so that no indiri-

duals are found at once in both these divisions. This will per-

mit us to interpret the proposition literally into the language of

symbols, os follows

;

* = yz + yw. (6)

Let us first determine hence the relation of“rational beings” to

responsible beings, beings free to act, and beings whose freedom

of action has been voluntarily abjured. Perhaps this object will

be better stated by saying, that we desire to express the relation

among the elements of the |ircmiss in such a form as will enable

us to determine how far rationality may be inferred from respon-

sibility, freedom ofaction, a voluntary sacrifice of freedom, and

their contraries.

From (6) we have
X

and developing the second member, but rejecting terms whose

coefficients are 0,

y = + xz(l - w) + *( I - z) te + (I -z) (1 -w)

4 J(l-x)(l-z) (!-«•),

whence, equating to 0 the tcrm.« whose coefficients are
^
and

we have

y = xz (I - tc) 4 xip(l - z) 4 r (1 - x)(l - z) (1 - w); (7)

xzxB * 0
; (8)
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(9)
i(l-?)(l-w) = 0;

whence by interpretation

—

Direct Conclusion.

—

Rational beings are all responsible beings

who are eitherfree to etct, not having voluntarily sacrificed theirfree-

dom, or notfree to act, having voluntarily sacrificed their freedom,

together with an indefinite remainder (some, none, or all) of beings

not responsible, not free, and not having voluntarily sacrificed their

freedom.

First Independent Relation.—No responsible beings are at

the same timefree to act, and in the condition of having voluntarily

sacrificed theirfreedom.

Second.

—

No responsible beings are not free to act, and at the

same time in the condition of not having sacrificed theirfreedom.

The independent relations above determined may, however,

be put in another and more convenient form. Thus (8) gives

aria = ? = 0 « + ^
(I - 2), on development

;

or, ana = » (1 - «)

;

and in like manner (9) gives

ar(l _ ®
a: + 0 (1 - 2);

( 10)

or, i(l-ta) = v2
; (11)

and (10) and (11) interpreted give the following Propositions

:

1st. Responsible bangs who have voluntarily sacrificed theirfree-

dom are not free.

2nd. Responsiide beings who have not voluntarily sacrificed their

freedom are free.

These, however, are merely diflferent forms of the relations

before determined.

16. In p.xnmining these results, the reader must bear in mind,

that the sole province of a method of inference or analysis, is to

determine those relations which are necessitated by the connexion

of the terms in the original proposition. Accordingly, in esti-

mating the completeness with which this object is effected, we

have nothing whatever to do with those other relations which
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may be suggested to our minds by the meaning of the terms

employed, as distinct from their expressed connexion. Thus it

seems obvious to remark, that “ They who have voluntarily sa-

crificed their freedom are not free," this being a relation implied

in the very meaning of the terms. And hence it might appear,

that the first of the two independent relations assigned by the me-

thod is on the one hand needlessly limited, and on the other hand

superfluous. However, ifregard be had merely to the connexion

of the terms in the original premiss, it will be seen that the re-

lation in question is not liable to either of these charges. The
solution, as expressed in the direct conclusion and the indepen-

dent relations, conjointly, is perfectly complete, without being

in any way superfluous.

If we wish to take into account the implicit relation above

referred to, viz., “ They who have voluntarily sacrificed their

freedom are not free," we can do so by making this a distinct

proposition, the proper expression of which would be

to = 0 (1 - z).

This equation we should have to employ together with that

expressive of the original premiss. The mode in which such an

examination must be conducted will appear when we enter upon

the theory of systems of propositions in a future chapter. The
sole difference of result to which the analysis leads is, that the

first of the independent relations deduced above is superseded.

17. Ex. 4.—Assuming the same definition as in Example 2,

let it be required to obtiun a description of irrational persons.

We have

Z ¥ W - X
B II. .1

2 + to

= ^
XZW + 0 Z2 (1 - tr) + 0 X (1 - 2) to - i I (1 - z) (1 - to)

4(l-z)210 + (l-x)2(l-to)4(l-a;)(l-2)lO+ ^(l-x)(l-2)(l-to)

= (1- x)zt04 (1- x) 2 (l - 10) 4(1 - x)(l- 2)t04c(l-x)(l-2)(l -to)

= (1 -x)2 4 (1 - l)(l - 2) to 4 0 (1 -x) (1 -2)(1 - to),

with x2to - 0, X (1 - z) (1 - to) = 0.

II

Bnyerlccho
StaatSultfliotheK
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The independent relations here given are the same as we

before arrived at, as they evidently ought to be, since whatever

relations prev^ independently of the exbtence of a given class

ofobjects y, prevail independently also of the existence of the con-

trary class 1 - y.

The direct solution afforded by the first equation is :—/rro-

tional persona consist of all irresponsible beings who are either free to

act, or have volimtarily sacrificed their liberty, and are not free to

act ; together with an indefinite remainder of irresponsible beings

who have not sacrificed their liberty, and are not free to ad.

18. The propositions analyzed in this chapter have been of

that species called definitions. I have discussed none of which

the second or predicate term is particular, and of which the ge-

neral type is Y= vX, Y and X being functions of the logical

symbols x, y, z, &c., and v an indefinite class symbol. The ana-

lysis of such propositions is greatly facilitated (though the step

is not an essential one) by the elimination of the symbol v, and

this process depends upon the method of the next chapter. 1

postpone also the consideration of another important problem

necessary to complete the theory of single propositions, but of

which the analysis really depends upon the method of the reduc-

tion of systems of propositions to be developed in a future page

of this work.
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CHAPTER VII. •

ON ELIMINATION.

1 . TN the examples discussed in the last chapter, all the ele-

mcnts ofthe ori^nal premiss re-appeared in the conclusion,

only in a different order, and with a different connexion. But it

more usually happens in common reasoning, and especially when

we have more than one premiss, that some of the elements are

required not to appear in the conclusion. Such elements, or, as

they are commonly called, “ middle terms,” may be considered

as introduced into the original propositions only for the sake of

that connexion which they assist to establish among the other

elements, which are alone designed to enter into the expression of

the conclusion.

2. Respecting such intermediate elements, or middle terms,

some erroneous notions prevail. It is a general opinion, to which,

however, the examples contiuned in the last chapter furnish a con-

tradiction, that inference consists peculiarly in the elimination of

such terms, and that the elementary type of this process is exhi-

bited in the elimination ofone middle termfrom two premises, so as

to produce a single resulting conclusion into which that term does

not enter. Hence it is commonly held, that syllogism is the basis,

or else the common type, of all inference, which may thus, how-

ever complex its form and structure, be resolved into a series of

syllogisms. The propriety of this view will be considered in a

subsequent chapter. At present I wish to direct attention to an

important, but hitherto unnoticed, point of difference between

the system of Logic, as expressed by symbols, and that of com-

mon algebra, with reference to the subject of elimination. In

the algebraic system we are able to eliminate one symbol from

two equations, two symbols from three equations, and generally

n - 1 symbols from n equations. There thus exists a definite

connexion between the number of independent equations given,

H 2
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and the number of symbols of quantity which it is possible to

eliminate from them. But it is otherwise with the system of

Logic. No fixed connexion there prevails between the num-
ber of equations pven representing propositions or premises,

and the number of typical symbols of which the elimination

can be effected. From a single equation an indefinite num-

ber of such symbols may be eliminated. On the other liand,

from an indefinite number of equations, a single class symbol

only may be eliminated. We may affirm, that in this peculiar

system, the problem ofelimination is resolvable under all circum-

stances alike. This is a consequence of that remarkable law of

duality to which the symbols of Logic arc subject. To the equa-

tions furnished by the premises given, there is added another

equation or system of equations drawn from the fundamental

laws of thought itself, and supplying the necessary means for the

solution of the problem in question. Of the many consequences

which flow from the law of duality, this is perhaps the most

deserving of attention.

3. As in Algebra it often happens, that the elimination of

symbols from a given system of equations conducts to a mere

identity in the form 0 = 0, no independent relations connecting

the symbols which remain ; so in the system of Logic, a like re-

sult, admitting of a similar interpretation, may present itself.

Such a circumstance does not detract from the generality of

the principle before stated. The object of the method upon

which we are about to enter is to eliminate any number "of sym-

bols from any number of logical equations, and to exhibit in the

result the actual relations which remain. Now it may be, that

no such residual relations exist. In such a case the truth of the

method is shown by its leading us to a merely identical propo-

sition.

4. The notation adopted in the following Propositions is

similar to that of the last chapter. By f (x) is meant any ex-

pression involving the logical symbol x, with or without other

logical symbols. By /(I) is meant what /(x) becomes when x

is therein changed into 1 ; by /(0) what the same function be-

comes when X is changed into 0.
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Proposition I.

Iff (x) “0 be any logical equation involving the class symbol

X, with or without other class symbols, then will the equation

f(l) /(0)=0

be true, independently of the interpretation of x ; and it will be the

complete restJt of the elimination of xfrom the above equation.

In other words, the elimination of xfrom any given equation,

f{x)=0,will be effected by successively changing in that equation xinto

1, and X into 0, and midliplying the two resulting equations together.

Similarly the complete result of the elimination of any class sym-

bols, X, y, 4'c.,from any equation of theform F= 0, wiU be obtained

by completdy expanding the first member of that equation in con-

stituents of the given symbols, and midliplying together all the coeffi-

cients of those constituents, and equating the product to 0.

Developing the first member of the equation f(x) = 0, we

have (V. 10),

/{l)x+/{0)(l-x).0;

or, {/(1)-/(0)1 x+/(0) = 0- (1)

. -

/(O) -/(!)’

1 ^ - /(I)

/(0)-/(i)-

Substitute these expressions for x and 1 - x in the fundamental

equation

and there results

X (1 - x) = 0,

/(Q)/(i)

(/(0)-/(i)r
0 ;

or, /(l)/(0) = 0, (2)

the form required.

6. It is seen in this process, that the elimination is reaUy effected

between the given equation /(x) =» 0 and the universally true

equation x (1 - x) = 0, expressing the fundamental law of logical

symbols, qua logical. There exists, therefore, no need of more
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than one premiss or equation, in order to render possible the eli-

mination of a term, the necessary law of thought virtually sup-

plying the other premiss or equation. And though the demon-

stration of this conclusion may be exhibited in other forms, yet

the same element furnished by the mind itself will still be vir-

tually present Thus we might proceed as follows

:

Multiply (1) by*, and we have

/(l)x = 0, (3)

and let us seek by the forms of ordinary algebra to eliminate x

from this equation and (1).

Now if we have two algebraic equations of the form

0* + i = 0,

ax + b' = 0;

it is well known that the result of the elimination of * is

ab'-db^O. (4)

But comparing the above pair of equations with (1) and (3)

respectively, we find

o=/(l)-/(0), 6-/(0);

a'=/(l) 6'=0;

which, substituted in (4), give

/( 1)/(0)- 0,

as before. In this form of the demonstration, the fundamental

equation z(l - z) = 0, makes its appearance in the derivation of

(3) fi^om (1).

7. 1 shall add yet another form of the demonstration, par-

taking of a half logical character, and which may set the demon-

stration of this important theorem in a clearer light.

We have as before

/(l)*+/(0)(l-*) = 0.

Multiply this equation first by *, and secondly by 1 - we get

/(1)* = 0, /(0)(l-*) = 0.

From these we have by solution and development.
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/(I) = - = ^ (1 - *), on development,
X u

/(o) =
0

1- X

The direct interpretation of these equations is

—

1st. Whatever individuals are included in the class repre-

sented by/ (1), are not ar’s.

2nd. Whatever individuals arc included in the class repre-

sented by / (0), are x’b.

Whence by common logic, there are no individuals at once

in the class / (1) and in the class / (0), i.e. there are no indivi-

duals in the class/(I)/(0). Hence,

/(l)/(0) = 0. (5)

Or it would suflBce to multiply together the developed equa-

tions, whence the result would immediately follow.

8. The theorem (5) furnishes us with the following Rule

:

TO ELIMINATE ANY SYMBOL FROM A PROPOSED EqUATION.

Rule.— The terms of the equation having been brought, by trans-

position if necessary, to the first side, give to the symbol successively

the values 1 and 0, and multiply the resulting equations together.

The first part of the Proposition is now proved.

9. Consider in the next place the general equation

f{x,y) = Q\

the first member of which represents any function of x, y, and

other symbols.

By what has been shown, the result of the elimination ofy
fiom this equation will be

/(•». 0)= 0 ;

for such is the form to which we are conducted by successively

changing in the given equation y into 1, and y into 0, and multi-

plying the results together.

Again, if in the result obtained we ehange suecessively x into

1, and X into 0, and multiply the results together, we have

/(l,l)/(l,0)/(0,l)/(0,0) = 0; (6)

as the final result of elimination.
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But the four factors of the first member of this equation are

the four coeflScients of the complete expansion of/ (r, y), the

first member of the original equation ; whence the second part of

the Proposition is manifest.

EXAMPLES.

10. Ex. 1.—Having given the Proposition, “All men are

mortal,” and its symbolical expression, in the equation,

y = vx,

in which y represents “ men,” and x “ mortals,” it is required to

eliminate the indefinite class symbol v, and to interpret the

result.

Here bringing the terms to the first side, we have

y - vx = 0.

When » = 1 this becomes

y-x = 0;

and when v ° 0 it becomes

y = 0;

and these two equations multiplied together, give

y - yx = 0,

or y(l-x) = 0,

it being observed that y’ = y.

The above equation is the required result of elimination, and

its interpretation is, Men who are not mortal do not exist,—an

obvious conclusion.

If from the equation last obtained we seek a description of

beings who are not mortal, we have

Whence, by expansion, l-x = -(l-y), which interpreted gives.

They who are not mortal are not men. This is an example of
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what in the common logic is called conversion by contraposition,

or negative conversion.*

Ex. 2.—Taking the Proposition, “ No men are perfect,” as

represented by the equation

y = »(1 - x),

wherein y represents “men," and x “perfect beings," it is re-

quired to eliminate v, and find from the result a description both

ofperfect beings and of imperfect beings. We have

y - 0 (1 - x) = 0.

Whence, by the rule of elimination,

(y -(1 -x)) X y = 0,

or y - y (1 - x) = 0,

or yx = 0

;

which is interpreted by the Proposition, Perfect men do not exist.

From the above equation we have

X
0

y
- (1 - y) by development

;

whence, by interpretation, No perfect beings are men.

larly.

1 - X ’

Simi-

which, on interpretation, gives, Imperfect beings are all men with

an indefinite remainder of beings, which are not men.

11. It will generally be the most convenient course, in the

treatment of propositions, to eliminate first the indefinite class

symbol v, wherever it occurs in the corresponding equations.

This will only modify their form, without impairing their signifi-

cance. Let us apply this process to one of the examples of

Chap. IV. For the Proposition, “ No men are plaeed in exalted

stations and free from envious regards,” we found the expression

y = c (1 - xz),

and for the equivalent Proposition, “ Men in exalted stations are

not free from envious regards,” the expression

yx = »(1 - x);

• Whately’s Logic, Book II. chap. u. sec. 4.
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and it was observed that these equations, v being an indefinite

class symbol, were themselves equivalent. To prove this, it is

only necessary to eliminate from each the symbol v. The first

equation is

y - « (1 - xz) •= 0,

whence, first making v 1, and then v = 0, and multiplying the

results, we have

(y- 1 +xz)y = 0,

or yxz = 0,

Now the second of the given equations becomes on transposition

ya: - w(l - r) = 0;

whence (y* - 1 + r) yx = 0,

or yxz = 0,

as before. The reader will easily interpret the result.

12. Ex. 3.—As a subject for the general method of this

chapter, we will resume Mr. Senior’s definition of wealth, viz.

:

“ Wealth consists of things transferable, limited in supply, and

either productive of pleasure or preventive of piun.” We shall

consider this definition, agreeably to a former remark, as including

all things which possess at once both the qualities expressed in

the last part of the definition, upon which assumption we have,

as our representaUve equation,

w = st {pr+p{\ -r) + r(l -;>)),

or w = (/> + r(l -/>)),

wherein
w stands for wealth.

things limited in supply,

things transferable,

things productive of pleasure,

things preventive of pain.

From the above equation we can eliminate any symbols that

we do not desire to take into account, and express the result by

solution and development, according to any proposed arrange-

ment of subject and predicate.

Let us first consider wliat the expression for to, wealth, would
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be if the element r, referring to prevention of pain, were elimi-

nated. Now bringing the terms ofthe equation to the first aide,

we get
• v3 - st(^p + r — rp) = 0.

Making r = I, the first member becomes to - »t, and making

r = 0 it becomes w - stpi whence we have by the Rule,

(to - tf) (to - a(p) = 0, (7)

or to - to»tp - Wit + rtp = 0 ; (8)

whence stp
to = f- :

tt + stp - I

the development of the second member of which equation ^ves

to = rfp + grf(l -p). (9)

"Whence we have the conclusion,— Wealth consists of aU things

limited in supply, transferable, andproductive ofpleasure, andan

indefinite remainder of things limited in supply, transferable, and

rwt productive ofpleasure. This is suflSciently obvious.

Let it be remarked that it is not necessary to perform the

multiplication indicated in (7 ), and reduce that equation to the

form (8), in order to determine the expression of to in terms of

the other symbols. The process ofdevelopment may in all cases

be made to supersede that of multiplication. Thus if we de-

velop (7) in terms of to, we find

(1 - r<) (1 - sip') to + «tp (1 - to) = 0,

whence ^

,

«Ip - ( 1 - (1 - stp)
’

and this equation developed will give, as before,

to = r<p + 5ai(l-p).

13. Suppose next that we seek a description ofthings limited

in supply, as dependent upon their relation to wealth, transfcrable-

ness, and tendency to produce pleasure, omitting all reference to

the prevention of ptun.
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From equation (8), which is the result of the elimination of

r from the original equation, wc have

10 - s (wt + iptp - tp') = 0

;

whence w
t =

tet + v)lp - tp

= 10//J + 10/ (1 -p) + 5
(1 - 0 P + ^

w’ (1 - 0 (1 - P)

+ 0(l-io)^ + 5(i _Ki)/(l-p) + ?(l -w)(l -/)p

+ ^(l-io)(l-0(l-p).

We will first give the direct interpretation of the above solution,

term by term ; afterwards we shall offer some general remarks

which it suggests ; and, finally, show how the expression of the

conclusion may be somewhat abbreviated.

First, then, the direct interpretation is. Things limited in

supply consist of All wealth trantferabU and productive ofpleasure

—all wealth transferable, and not productive ofpleasure,—an indefi-

nite amount of what is not wealth, but is either transferable, and not

productive ofpleasure, or intransferable and productive of pleasure,

or neither transferable nor productive ofpleasure.

To which the terms whose coefficients are i permit us to add

the following independent relations, viz.

:

1st. Wealth that is intransferable, and productive ofpleasure,

does not evist.

2ndly. Wealth that is intransferable, and not productive ofplea-

sure, does not exist.

14. Bespecting this solution I suppose the following remarks

are likely to be made.

First, it may be sjud, that in the expression above obtmned

for “ things limited in supply,” the term “ All wealth transfer-

able,” &c., is in part redundant ; since all wealth is (os implied

in the original proposition, and directly asserted in the indepen-

dent relations') necessarily transferable.

I answer, that although in ordinary speech we should not
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deem it necessary to add to “ wealth” the epithet “ transferable,”

if another part of our reasoning had led us to express the con-

clusion, that there is no wealth which is not transferable, yet it

pert^s to the perfection of this method that it in all cases fully

defines the objects represented by each term of the conclusion,

by stating the relation they bear to each quality or clement ofdis-

tinction that we have chosen to employ. Tliis is necessary in order

to keep the different parts of the solution really distinct and in-

dependent, and actually prevents redundancy. Suppose that the

pair of terms we have been considering had not contained the

word “ transferable,” and had unitedly been “ All wealth,” we
could then logically resolve the single term “ All wealth” into

the two terms “ All wealth transferable,” and “ All wealth

intransferable.” But the latter term is shown to disappear by

the “ independent relations.” Hence it forms no part of the de-

scription required, and is therefore redundant. The remaining

term agrees with the conclusion actually obtained.

Solutions in which there cannot, by logical divisions, be pro-

duced any superfluous or redundant terms, may be termed 'pure

tolntions. Such are all the solutions obtained by the method of

development and elimination above explained. It is proper to

notice, that if the common algebraic method of elimination were

adopted in the cases in which that method is possible in the pre-

sent system, we should not be able to depend upon the purity of

the solutions obtained. Its want of generality would not be its

only defect.

15. In the second place, it will be remarked, that the con-

clusion contains two terms, the aggregate significance of which

would be more conveniently expressed by a single term. Instead

of “ All wealth productive of pleasure, and transferable,” and

“ All wealth not productive of pleasure, and transferable,” we

might simply say, “ All wealth transferable.” This remark is

quite just. But it must be noticed that whenever any such sim-

plifications are jwssible, they are immediately suggested by the

form of the equation we have to interpret ; and if that equation

be reduced to its simplest form, then the interpretation to which

it conducts will be in its simplest form also. Thus in the original

solution the terms wtp and wl
(

1 - p), which have unity for their
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coe£Bdent, give, on addition, wi; the terms to(l -
1) p and

K>(1 - t) (1 - p)y which have
^
for their coefficient give w( 1 -<);

and the terms (1 - tc) (1 - t)p and (1 - tc) (1 -() (1 -p), which

have
^

for their coefficient, give (1 - tc) (1 - t). Whence the

complete solution is

*-ic< + 5(l-ic) (I -0 + ^(l-w)<(l -p),

vnth the independent relation,

tc (1 - <) •• 0, or to
^

The interpretation would now stand thus :

—

1st. Things limited in supply consist of all wealth transferable,

with an indefinite remainder of what is not wealth and not transfer-

able, and of transferable articles which are not wealth, and are not

productive ofpleasure.

2nd. All wealth is transferable.

This is the simplest form under which the general conclusion,

with its attendant condition, can be put.

16. When it b required to eliminate two or more symbob

from a proposed equation we ean either employ (6) Proj). I., or

eliminate them in succession, the order of the process being in-

different. From the equation

tc = 4< (p + r - pr),

we have eliminated r, and found the result,

tc - wst - wstp + stp = 0.

Suppose that it had been required to eliminate both r and t, then

taking the above as the first step of the process, it remains to

eliminate from the last equation t. Now when t >= 1 the first

member of that equation becomes

w - ws - wsp + sp,

and when t 0 the same member becomes tc. Whence we have

tc (tc - ws - tosp + sp) - 0,

or tc - tes = 0,

for the required result of elimination.
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If from the last result we determine w, we have

0 0
W = = n *>

1 - s 0

whence “ All wealth is limited in supply” As p does not enter

into the equation, it is evident that the above is true, irresjiec-

tively of any relation which the elements of the conclusion bear

to the quality “ productive of pleasure.”

Besuming the original equation, let it be required to elimi-

nate s and t. We have

w = st{p + r - pr).

Instead, however, of separately eliminating s and t according to

the Rule, it will suihce to treat as a single symbol, seeing that

it satisfies the fundamental law of the symbols by the equation

st (1 - St) = 0.

Placing, therefore, the given equation under the form

w - st{p -y r - pr) = 0

;

and making st successively equal to I and to 0, and taking the

product ofthe results, we have

(ic - /> - r + pr) ic = 0,

or w -wp- wr + wpr = 0,

for the result sought.

As a particular illustration, let it be required to deduce an

expression for “ things productive of pleasure” (/»), in terms of

“wealth” (w), and “ things preventive of pain” (r).

We have, on solving the equation,

10 ( 1 - r)

^
to (1 - r)

^
tor + w(l - r) + - (I - to) r + - (1 - to) (1 - r)

= t«(l -r) + ^tor + 5(l - to).

Whence the following conclusion :— Thinys productive of plea-
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sure are, all wealth not preventive ofpain, an indefinite amount

of wealth that is preventive ofpain, and an indefinite amount of

what is not wealth.

From the same equation we get

1
._ »t>(l-r) 0

^ «c(l-r) M>(l-r)’

which developed, gives

"(I -/') = 5
*^

+ 5(1

+

5(1- -»)

Whence, Things not productive of pleasure are either wealth, pre-

ventive ofpain, or what is not wealth.

Equally easy would be the discussion ofany similar case.

17. In the last example of elimination, we have eliminated

the compound symbol st from the given equation, by treating it

as a single symbol. The same method is applicable to any eom-

bination of symbols which satisfies the fundamental law of indi-

vidual symbols. Thus the expression p ¥ r - pr will, on being

multiplied by itself, reproduce itself, so that if we represent

p -yr -pr by a single symbol as y, we shall have the fundamen-

tal law obeyed, the equation

y = y’. or y (1 - i/)
= 0,

being satisfied. For the rule ofelimination for symbols is founded

upon the supposition that each individual symlxil is subject to

that law ; and hence the elimination of any function or combina-

tion of such symbols from an equation, may be effected by a sin-

gle operation, whenever that law is satisfied by the function.

Though the forms of interpretation adopted in this and the

previous chapter show, perliaps better than any others, the di-

rect significance of the symbols 1 and modes of expression

more agreeable to those of common discourse may, with equal

truth and propriety, be employed. Thus the equation (9) may
be interpreted in the following manner ; Wealth is either limited

in supply, transferable, andproductive of pleasure, or limited in sup.
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ply, transferable, and not productive of pleasure. And reversely.

Whatever is limited in supply, transferable, and productive of plea-

sure, is ivealth. Reverse interpretations, similar to the above, arc

always furnished when the final development introduees terms

having unity as a eoefificient.

18. Note.—The fundamental equation /(l)/(0) = 0, ex-

pressing the result of the elimination of the symbol x from any

equation f{x) •= 0, admits of a remarkable interpretation.

It is to be remembered, that by the equationf(x) = 0 is im-

plied some proposition in which the individuals represented by

the class x, suppose “ men,” are referred to, together, it may be,

with other individuals ; and it is our object to ascertmn whether

there is implied in the proposidon any relation among the other

individuals, independently of those found in the class men. Now
the equation /(I) = 0 expresses what the original proposidon

would become if men nuule up the universe, and the equadon

f(0) = 0 expresses what that original proposition would become

if men eeased to exist, wherefore the equation /(I) /(0) = 0 ex-

presses what in virtue of the original proposidon would be

equally true on either assumpdon, i. e. equally true whether

“ men” were “ all things” or “ nothing.” Wherefore the theo-

rem expresses that what is equally true, whether a given class of

objects embraces the whole universe or disappearsfrom existence,

is independent of that class altogether, and vice versa. Herein

we see another example of the interpretation of formal results,

immediately deduced from the mathematical laws of thought, into

general axioms of philosophy.

1
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE REDUCTION OF SYSTEMS OF PROPOSITIONS.

1. TN the preceding chapters we have determined suflSciently

for the most essential purposes the theory of single pri-

mary propositions, or, to speak more accurately, of primary pro-

positions expressed by a single equation. And we have estab-

lished upon that theory an adequate method. We havcshoivn

how any element involved in the ^ven system of equations may
be eliminated, and the relation which connects the remaining

elements deduced in any proposed form, whether of denial, of af-

firmation, or of the more usual relation of subject and predicate.

It remains that we proceed to the consideration of systems of

propositions, and institute with respect to them a similar scries

of investigations. We are to inquire whether it is possible from

the equations by which a system of propositions is expressed to

eliminate, ad libitum, any number of the symbols involved; to

deduce by interpretation of the result the whole of the relations

implied among the remaining symbols ; and to determine in jmr-

ticular the expression of any single clement, or of any inter-

pretablc combination ofelements, in terms of the other elements,

so as to present the conclusion in any admissible form that may

bo required. These questions will be answered by showing tliat it

is possible to reduce any system ofequations, or any of the equa-

tions involved in a system, to an equivalent single equation, to

which the methods of the previous cliapters may be immediately

applied. It will be seen also, that in this reduction is involved

an important extension ofthe theory ofsingle propositions, which

in the previous discussion of the subject we were compelled to

forego. Tills circumstance is not peculiar in its nature. There

are many special departments of science which cannot be com-

pletely surveyed from within, but require to be studied also from

an external point of view, and to be regarded in connexion with
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other and kindred subjccte, in order that their full proportions

may be understood.

This chapter will exhibit two distinct modes of reducing

systems of equations to equivalent single equations. The first

of these rests upon the employment of arbitrary constant multi-

pliers. It is a method suflBciently simple in theory, but it has the

inconvenience of rendering the subsequent processes of elimina-

tion and development, when they occur, somewhat tedious. It was,

however, the method of reduction first discovered, and partly on

this account, and partly on account of its simplicity, it has been

thought proper to retmn it. The second method does not re-

quire the introduction of arbitrary constants, and is in nearly

all respects preferable to the preceding one. It will, therefore,

generally be adopted in the subsequent investigations of this

work.

2. We proceed to the consideration of the first method.

Proposition I.

Any system of logical equations may be reduced to a single equiva-

lent equation, by multiplying each equation after the first by a dis-

tinct arbitrary constant quantity, and adding all the results, including

the first equation, together.

By Prop. 2, Chap, vi., the interpretation of any single

equation, f(x,y..) = 0 is obtained by equating to 0 those con-

stituents of the development of the first member, whose co-

efficients do not vanish. And hence, if there be given two equa-

tions, f(x,y..)= 0, and jF(x, y .
.)
= 0, their united import will be

contained in the system of results formed by equating to 0 all

those constituents which thus present themselves in both, or in

either, of the given equations developed according to the Rule of

Chap. VI. Thus let it be supposed, that we have the two equations

xy-2x = 0, (1)

X -y = 0;

The development of the first gives

- xy- 2.r (1 - y) = 0 ;

whence, xy = 0, x ( 1 - y) = 0

I 2

(2 )

(
3
)
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The development of the second equation gives

a:(l-y)-y(l - *) = 0;

whimcc, a:(l-y) = 0, y(l-a:) = 0. (4)

The constituents whose coeflScients do not vanish in both deve-

lopments are ay, X (1 - y), and (1 - x) y, and these would to-

gether give the system

ay = 0, X (1 - y) = 0, (1 - x) y = 0 ; (5)

which is equivalent to the two systems given by the developments

separately, seeing that in those systems the equation x (1 - y) = 0

is repeated. Confining ourselves to the case of binary systems

of equations, it remains then to determine a single equation,

which on development shall yield the same constituents with

coefficients which do not vanish, as the given equations produce.

Now if we represent by

F. - 0, V, = 0,

the ^ven equations, T, and V, being functions ofthe logical sym-

bols X, y, X, &c. ; then the single equation

F, + c F, = 0, (6)

c being an arbitrary constant quantity, will accomplish the re-

quired object. For let At represent any term in the full de-

velopment F, wherein t b a constituent and A its numerical

coefficient, and let IJt represent the corresponding term in the

full development of F,, then will the corresponding term in the

development of (6) be

{A + cE) t.

The coefficient of t vanbhes ifA and B both vanbh, but not

otherwbe. For if we assume that A and B do not both vanish,

and at the same time make

A + cB = 0, (7)

the following cases alone can present themselves.

1st. That A viuibhes and B does not vanish. In tlib case

the above equation becomes

cB •= 0,
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and requirca that c = 0. But this contradicts the hypothesis that

e is an arbitrary constant.

2nd. That B vanishes and A docs not vanish. This assump-

tion reduces (7) to

^ = 0,

by which the assumption is itself violated.

3rd. That neither A nor B vanishes. The equation (7) then

gives

-A

which is a definite value, and, therefore, confiicts with the hy-

pothesis that c is arbitrary.

Hence the coefiScient A + eB vanishes when A and B both

vanish, but not otherwise. Therefore, the same constituents

will appear in the development of (6), with coefiBcients which do

not vanish, as in the equations V, = 0, F, = 0, singly or together.

And the equation V, + cV, = 0, will be equivalent to the sys-

tem F, = 0, F, = 0.

By similar reasoning it appears, that the general system of

equations

F, = 0, F, » 0, Fj = 0, &c.

;

may be replaced by the single equation

F, + cF, + c'F, + &c. «= 0,

e, Cf &c., being arbitrary constants. The equation thus formed

may be treated in all respects as the ordinary logical equations

of the prenous chapters. The arbitrary constants c,, c,, &c., are

not logical symbols. They do not satisfy the law,

c, (1 - c.) = 0, r, (1 - c,) = 0.

But their introduction is justified by that general principle which

has been stated in (II. 15) and (V. 6), and exemplified in nearly ,

all our subsequent investigations, viz., that equations involving

the symbols of Logic may be treated in all respects as if those

symbols were symbols of quantity, subject to the special law

X ( 1 - ^) = 0, until in the final stage of solution they assume a

form intcriirctablc in that system of thought with which Logic

is couvei'sant.
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3. The following example will serve to illustrate the above

method.

Ex. 1 .—Suppose that an analysis ofthe properties of a parti-

cular class of substances has led to the following general conclu-

sions, viz.

:

1st. That wherever the properties A and B are combined,

either the property <7, or the property D, is present also ; but

they are not jointly present.

2nd. That wherever the properties B and C are combined,

the properties A and D arc either both present with them, or

both absent.

3rd. That wherever the projiertics A and B are both absent,

the projKirtiesC andD are both absent also ; and vice versa, where

the properties C and D are both absent, A and B are both absent

also.

Let it then be required from the above to determine what

may bo concluded in any particular instance from the presence of

the property A with respect to the presence or absence of the

properties B and C, papng no regard to the property D.

Represent the property .4 by x

;

„ the property R by y

;

„ the property C by z

;

,, the property D by w.

Then the symbolical expression of the premises will be

xy = v (w (1 - z) + z (1 - ic)) ;

yz = v jxw + (1 - X
) (1 - ic)j;

(1-x) (l-y) = (l-z)(l-«).

From the first two of these equations, separately eliminating the

indefinite class symbol v, we have

xy (l-w(l-z)-z(l-tc)} = 0;

yz {1 - xw - (1 - x)(l - tv)) = 0.

Now if we obser^’e that by development

1 - w (1 - z) - z (1 - tp) = wz + (1 - w) (1 - z),

and
1 - xir - (1 - r)( 1 - w) = X (1 - to) + to (1 - .r).
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and In these expressions replace, for simplicity,

1 - X by 1 - y by y, &c,,

we shall liavc from the three last equations,

xy (tez + ioz) <= 0
; (1)

yz {xw + xw) = 0 ; (2)

xy=l)z-, (3)

and from this system we must eliminate w.

Multiplying the second of the above equations by c, and the

third by c', and adding the results to the first, we have

xy {yez + wz) + cyz {xw + xw) + c' (xy - iox) = 0.

When w is made equal to 1, and therefore ic to 0, the first mem-
ber of the above equation becomes

xyz + cxyz + <fxy.

And when in the same member w is made 0 and iB 1, it be-

comes
xyz + cxyz + c'xy - cz.

Hence the result of the elimination of w may be expressed in the

form

{xyz + cxyz + cliy) {xyz + cxyz + cxy - c'i) = 0 ; (4)

and from this equation x is to be determined.

Were we now to proceed as in former instances, we should

multiply together the factors in the first member of the above

equation ; but it may be well to show that such a course is not

at all necessary. Let us develop the first member of (4) with

reference to x, the symbol whose expression is sought, we find

yz {yz cyz - cz) x + {cyz + cy) {c'y - dz) (1 - x) = 0

;

or, cyzx + {cyz + c'y) (c'y - c'i) (1 - x) = 0

;

whence we find,

^
(cyg + c'y) (c'y - c'z)

“
{cyz + c'y) (c'y - dz) - cyz'

and developing the second member with respect to y and z.
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- 0 _ c'» . 0»=0yz4-y^4^^yx4-

or.
Z = (l-y)24jy(l-2) + ?(l -y)0--2);

or,
I = (l-y)245(l-2)

the interpretation of which is, Wherever the property A ispresent,

there either C is present and B absent, or C is absent. And in-

versely, Wherever the property C is present, and the property B
absent, there the property A is present.

These results may be much more readily obtained by the

method next to be explained. It is, however, satisfactory to

possess different modes, serving for mutual verification, of ar-

riving at the same conclusion.

4. We proceed to the second method.

Proposition II.

If any equations, V, =0, F, = 0, ^c., are such that the develop-

ments of their first members consist only of constituents with positive

coefficients, those equations may be combined together into a single

equivalent equation by addition.

For, as before, let At represent any term in the development

of the function F,, Bt the corresiwnding term in the dcveloj)-

ment of F» and so on. Then will the corresponding term in the

development of the equation

F, + F, + itc. = 0, (1)

formed by the atlibtion of the several given equations, be

(yf 4 /? + &c.) t.

But as by hypothesis the coefficients A, B, &c. are none of them

negative, the aggregate coefficient A + B, &c. in the derived

equation will only vanish when the separate coefficients A, B, &c.

vanish together. Hence the same constituents will appear in the

development of the equation (1) as in the several equations

F, = 0, F, = 0, 1'ic. of the original system taken collectively, luid

therefore the interpretation of the equation (
I ) will be equiva-
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lent to the collective interpretations of the several equations from

which it is derived.

Proposition III.

5. If Vi = 0, P, => 0, ^c. represent any system of equations, the

terms of which have by transposition been brought to the first side,

then the combined interpretation of the system will be involved in the

single equation.

Pi* + P,’ + ^e. = 0,

formed by adding together the squares of the given equations.

For let any equation of the system, as Pi = 0, produce on de-

velopment an equation

+ fljt, + &c. = 0,

in which t„ &c. are constituents, and a„ a„ &c. their corres-

ponding coefficients. Then the equation P,’ = 0 will produce

on development an equation

a,’ t, + + &c. = 0,

as may be proved either from the law of the development or by

squaring the function a,tx + a,/,, &c. in subjection to the con-

ditions

ti* = t„ ti ~ tj, titf = 0,

assigned in Prop. 3, Chap. v. Hence the constituents which

appear in the expansion of the equation Pi’ = 0, are the same

with those which appear in the expansion of the equation P, = 0,

and they have positive coefficients. And the same remark ap-

plies to the equations Vj = 0, &c. Whence, by the last Propo-

sition, the equation

P,» + P,’ + &c. = 0

will be equivalent in interpretation to the system of equations

P, = 0, P,= 0, &c.

Corollary.—Any equation, P= 0, of which the first member

already satisfies the condition

P’= V, or P(1 - P) = 0,
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docs not need (as it would remain unaffected by) the process of

squaring. Such equations arc, indeed, immediately developable

into a scries of constituents, with coefficients equal to 1, Chap. v.

Prop. 4.

Proposition IV.

6. Whenever the eqvations of a system have by the above pro-

cess of squaring, or by any other process, been reduced to aform

such that all the constituents exhibited in their development have

positive coefficients, any derived equations obtained by elimination

will possess the same character, and may be combined with the

other equations by addition.

Suppose that we have to eliminate a symbol x from any

equation V = 0, which is such that none of the constituents, in

the full development ofits first member, have negadve coefficients.

That expansion may be written in the form

V,x + Fo(l - a;) = 0,

V, and Vg being each of the form

a,ti + a, t, . . + ant„,

in which tf,.

.

t„ arc constituents of the other symbols, and

a, a, . . a„ in each case positive or vanishing quantities. The re-

sult of elimination is

V, F, = 0;

and as the coefficients in V, and V, are none of them negative,

there can be no negative coefficients in the product V, F,.

Hence the equation F, F, = 0 may be added to any other equa-

tion, the coefficients of whose constituents arc positive, and the

resulting equation will combine the full significance of those

from which it was obtained.

Proposition V.

7. To deducefrom the previous Propositions a practical rule or

method for the reduction of systems of equations expressing propo-

sitions in Logic.

We have by the provious investigations established the fol-

lowing points, viz.

:
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1 at. That any equations which are of the form K = 0, K sa-

tisfying the fundamental law of duality F(1 - F) = 0, may be

combined together by simple addition.

2ndly. That any other equations of the form F= 0 may be

reduced, by the process of squaring, to a form in which the smnc

principle of combination by mere addition is applicable.

It remains then only to determine what equations in the ac-

tual expression of propositions belong to the former, and what to

the latter, class.

Now the general types of propositions have been set forth in

the conclusion of Chap. iv. The division of propositions which

they represent is as follows

:

1st. Propositions, of which the subject is universal, and the

predicate particular.

The symbolical type (IV. 1.5) is

X^vY,

X and y satisfying the law of duality. Eliminating », we have

A-(i-y) = o, (1)

and this will be found also to satisfy the same law. No further

reduction by the process of squaring is needed.

2nd. Propositions of which both terms are universal, and of

which the symbolical type is

x= y,

X and y separately satisfying the law of duality. Writing the

equation in the form X - y = 0, and squaring, we have

x-2xy+ y=o,

or x(i - y)+ y(i - .^0 = 0- (2)

Tlic first member of this equation satisfies the law of duality, as

is evident from its very form.

We may arrive at the same equation in a different manner.

The equation
y

is equivalent to the two equations

A' = »y, y=vA,
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(for to aflSmn that X’s arc identical with i”8 is to affirm both tliat

All X'e are Y’s, and that All ys are X’a). Now these equa-

tions give, on elimination of v,

x(i-y) = o, y(i-x) = o,

which added, produce (2).

3rd. Propositions of which both terms arc particular. The

form of such propositions is

rX = » y,

but V is not quite arbitrary, and therefore must not be eliminated.

For V is the representative ofsome, which, though it may include

in its meaning all, docs not include none. We must therefore

transpose the second member to the first side, and square the

resulting equation according to the rule.

The result will obviously be

uX(l - y) + »y(i-x) = o.

The above conclusions it may be convenient to embody in a

Rule, which will serve for constant future direction.

8. Rule.— The equations bang so expressed as that the terms X
and Y in the following tgpicalforms obey the law ofduality, duinge

the eqxuUions

X =rytntoX(i- y> = 0,

A'= yinto x(i- y) + y(i-X) = 0 .

vX = f Y into vX(l-Y) + v y(l - X) = 0.

Any equation which is given in theform X = 0 will not need transfor-

mation, and any eqitaiion whiclt presents itself in the form X = 1

may be replaced by \ - X = 0, as appearsfrom the second of the

above transformations.

When the equations of the system have thus been reduced,

any of them, as well as any equations derived from them by the

process of elimination, may be combined by addition.

9. Note.—It has been seen in Chapter iv. that in literally

translating the terms of a proposition, without attending to its

real meaning, into the language of symbols, we may produce

equations in which the terras X and Y do not obey the law of

duality. The equation w = st{p ^ r), given in (3) Prop. 3 of
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the chapter referred to, is of this kind. Such equations, how-

ever, as it has been seen, have a meaning. Should it, for cu-

riosity, or for any other motive, be determined to employ them,

it will be best to reduce them by the Kule (VI. 5).

10. £x. 2.—Let us take the following Propositions of Ele-

mentary Geometry

:

1st. Similar figures consist of all whose corresponding angles

arc equal, and whose corresponding sides arc proportional.

2nd. Triangles whose corresponding angles are equal have

their corresponding sides proportional, and vice vertd.

To represent these premises, let us make

t similar.

t = triangles.

q = having corresponding angles equal.

r ^ having corresponding sides proportional.

Then the premises arc expressed by the following equations

:

* = yr, (1)

tq^ tr. (2)

llcducing by the Rule, or, which amounts to the same thing,

bringing the terms of these equations to the first side, squaring

each equation, and then adding, we have

* + ^ - 2qrs + tq + tr ~ 2tqr = 0. (3)

Let it be required to deduce a description of dissimilar figures

formed out of the elements expressed by the terms, triangles,

having corresponding angles equal, having corresponding sides

proportional.

We have from (3),

tq + qr + rt - 2tqr
* ’

,
qr - tq - rt + 2tqr - 1

‘ “ 2yr - 1

And fully developing the second member, we find

1 -s^Qtqr + 2/7(1 - r) + 2/r(l - ?) + < (1 - 7) (1 - r)

+ 0(1 - /)yr + (1 - /) 7(1 -r) + (1 - /)r (1 - 7 )

+ (l-/)(l- 7)(l-r).

(4)

(5)
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In the above development two of the terms have the coefficient

2, these must be equated to 0 by the Rule, then those terms

whose coefficients are 0 being rejected, we have

l-.=t(l- 7)(l-r) + (l-0?(l-r)+(l-0r(l-g)
+ (l-0(l-y)(l -r); (6)

<?(l-r) = 0; (7)

/r(l-9) = 0; (8)

the direct interpretation of wliich is

1st. Dissimilar figures consist ofall triangles which have not their

corresponding angles eipial and sides proportional, and of allfigures

not being triangles which have either their angles equal, and sides not

proportional, or their corresponding sides proportional, and angles

not equal, or neither their corresponding angles equal nor corres-

ponding sides proportional.

2nd. There are no triangles whose corresponding angles are equal,

and sides not proportional.

3rd. There are no triangles whose corresponding sides are pro-

portional and angles not equal.

1 1 . Such are the immediate interpretations of the final equa-

tion. It is seen, in accordance with the general theory, that in

deducing a description of a particular class of objects, viz., dis-

similar figures, in terms of certrun other elements of the ori^nal

premises, we obtiun also the independent relations which exist

among those elements in virtue of the same premises. And that

this is not superfluous information, even as respects the imme-

diate object of inquiry, may easily be shown. For example, the

independent relations may always be made use of to reduce, if it

be thought desirable, to a briefer form, the expression of that re-

lation which is directly sought. Thus if we write (7) in the

form
0 = tq(\ - r),

and add it to (6), we get, since

<(1 - 7) (1 - r) + tq{\ - r) = t(l -r),

1 - « = <(i - r) + (1 -p) + (1 - O'- (i-y)

+ (1-0(1 -
-7) (I -
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which, on interpretation, would give for the firat term of the de-

scription of dissimilar figifTcs, “ Tiiangles whose corresponding

sides are not proportional,” instead ofthe fuller description origi-

nally obtained. A regard to convenience must always determine

the propriety of such reduction.

12. A reduction which is always advantageous (VII. 16) con-

sists in collecting the terms of the immediate description sought,

as of the second member of (5) or (6), into as few groups as

possible. Thus the third and fourth terms of the second mem-
ber of (6) produce by addition the single term (!-<)(! - y).

If this reduction be combined with the last, we have

1 - s = /(I - r) + (1 - t)q (1 -r) + (1 -<) (1 - q),

the interpretation of which is

Dissimilar figures consist of all triangles whose eoTresponding

sides are not proportional, and all figures not being triangles which

have either their corresponding angles unequal, or their corresponding

angles equal, but sides not proportional.

The fulness of the general solution is therefore not a super-

fluity. While it gives us all the information that we seek, it

provides us also with the means of expressing that information

in the mode that is most advantageous.

1.3. Another observation, illustrative of a principle which has

already been stated, remains to be made. Two of the terms in

the fidl development of 1 - s in (5) have 2 for their coefficients,

instead of It will hereafter be shown that this circumstance

indicates that the two premises were not independent. To verify

this, let us resume the equations ofthe premises in their reduced

forms, viz.,

« (1 - gr) ^ 5t (1 - s) = 0,

/y(l-r) +tr(l -y) = 0.

Now if the first members of these equations have any common

constituents, they will appear on multiplying the equations to-

gether. If we do this we obtain

i<y(l - r) 4 .«tr(l - q) = 0.
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Whence there will result

ttq{\ - r) = 0, *<r(l -
<^)

= 0,

these being equations which arc deduciblc from either of the

primitive ones. Their interpretations ore

—

Similar triangles which have their corresponding angles equal

have their corresponding sides proportional.

Similar triangles which have their corresponding sides propor-

tional have their corresponding angles equal.

And these conclusions are equally deducible from either pro-

nuss singly. In this respect, according to the definitions laid

down, the premises are not independent.

14. Let us, in conclusion, resume the problem discussed in

illustration of the first method of this chapter, and endeavour to

aseerttun, by the present method, what may be eoncluded from

the presence of the property C, with reference to the properties

A and D.

We found on eliminating the symbob v the following equa-

tions, viz.

:

ry(wz + wT) = 0, (1)

yz (xio + xw) = 0, (2)

ry = wz. (3)

From these we are to eliminate w and determine z. Now (1)

and (2) already satbfy the condition F(1 - F) = 0. The third

equation gives, on bringing the terms to the first side, and

squaring

^ (1 - cz) + i? z(l - xy) “ 0. (4)

Adding (1) (2) and (4) together, we have

xy(wz + wT) + yz{mb + x)+ xy(l-icz) + j?z(l - xy) - 0.

Eliminating w, we get

{xyz + yzx + wy) [xyz + yzx + xyz + z (1 - zy)} = 0.

Now, on multiplying the terms in the second factor by those in

the first successively, observing that

a-i = 0, yy = 0, zz = 0,
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nearly all disappear, and we have only left

xyz + xyz^Q-, (5)

whence 0
Z = =1

xy -^xy

^ 0 - 0_
= Day + - xy + - jry + Ojy

0 . 0_

furnishing the interpretation. Wherever the property C itfound,,

either the property A or the property B toill be found with it, but

not both of them together.

From the equation (5) we may readily deduce the result ar-

rived at in the previous investigation by the method of arbitrary

constant multipliers, as well as any other proposed forms of the

relation between x, y, and z; e. g. Jf the property B is absent,

either A and C will be jointly present, or C will be absent. And
conversely, If A and C are jointly present, B will be absent.

The converse part of this conclusion is founded on the presence

of a term xz with unity for its coclRcient in the developed value

ofy.

K
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CHAPTER IX.

ON CERTAIN MBTHODS OF ABBREVIATION.

1 . '' I^HOUGH the three fundamental methods of development,

elimination, and reduction, established and illustrated in

the previous chapters, are sufficient for all the practical ends of

Logic, yet there are certain cases in which they admit, and espe-

cially the method of elimination, of being simplified in an im-

portant degree ; and to these I wish to direct attention in the

present chapter. 1 shall first demonstrate some propositions in

which the principles of the above methods of abbreviation are

contmned, and I shall afterwards apply them to particular ex-

amples.

Let us designate as class terms any terms which satisfy the

fundamental law P (1 - F) = 0. Such terms will individually

be constituents; but, when occurring together, will not, as do

the terms ofa development, necessarily Involve the same symbols

in each. Thus ax + bxy + cyz may be described as an expression

consisting of three class terms, x, xy, and yz, multiplied by the

coefficients a, h, c respectively. The principle applied in the two

following Propositions, and which, in some instances, greatly

abbreviates the process of elimination, is that of the rejection of

superfluous class terms; those being regarded as superfluous

which do not add to the constituents of the final result.

Proposition I.

2. From any equation, P= 0, in which V consists of a series of

class terms having positive coefficients, we are permitted to reject any

term which contains another term as a factor, and to change every

positive coefficient to unity.

For the significance of this series of positive terms depends

only upon the number and nature of the constituents of its final

expansion, i. c. of its expansion with reference to all the symbols
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which it involves, and not at all upon the actual values of the

coeiheients (VI. 5). Now let x be any term of the series, and

xy any other term having x as a factor. The expansion of x with

reference to the symbols[[x and y will be

3^^ + X (1 - y),

and the expansion of the sum of the terms x and xy will be

2ry+x(l-y).

But by what has been said, these expressions occurring in the

first member of an equation, of which the second member is 0,

and of which all the coefficients of the first member are jiositivc,

arc equivalent ; since there must exist simply the two constituents

xy and x ( 1 — y) in the final expansion, whence will simply arise

the resulting equations

xy = 0, x(l-y) = 0.

And, therefore, the aggregate ofterms x + ay may be replaced by

the single term x.

The same reasoning applies to all the cases contemplated in

the Proposition. Thus, if the term x is repeated, the aggregate

2x may be replaced by x, because under the circumstances the

equation x = 0 must appear in the final reduction.

Proposition II.

3. Whenever in the proceu of elimination we have to multiply

together twofactors, each consisting solely ofpositive terms, satisfying

the fundamental laic of logical symbols, it is permitted to rejectfrom

both factors any common term, orfrom either factor any term which

is divisible by a term in the other factor ; provided always, that the

rejected term be added to the product of the resulting factors.

In the enunciation of this Proposition, the word “divisible”

is a term of convenience, used in the algebraic sense, in which xy

and X ( I - y) are said to be divisible by x.

To render more clear the import of this Proposition, let it be

supposed that the factors to be multiplied together are x + y + x

and X + yip + t. It is then asserted, that from these two factors

we may reject the term x, and that from the second factor we

may reject the term yw, provided that these terms be transferred

K 2
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to the final product. Thus, the resulting factors being y \ z

and t, if to their product yt -t- zt we add the terms x and yw,

we have
X Jr yiD yt ->r zt,-

as an expression equivalent to the product of the given factors

X + y + z and a; + yic + < ;
equivalent namely in the process of

elimination.

Let ufl consider, first, the case in which the two factors have

a common term x, and let us represent the factors by the expres-

sions X -V P, X + Q, supposing P in the one case and Q in the

other to be the sum of the positive terms additional to x.

Now,
(a; + P) (a- + Q) = ar + xP + xQ PQ. (1)

But the process of elimination consists in multiplying certain

factors together, and equating the result to 0. Either then the

second member of the above equation is to be equated to 0, or it

is a factor of some expression which is to be equated to 0.

If the former alternative be taken, then, by the last Propo-

sition, we are permitted to reject the terms xP anda:Q, inasmuch

as they are positive terms having another term a: as a factor.

The resulting expression is

X + PQ,

which is what we should obtain by rejecting x from both factors,

and adding it to the product of the factors which remain.

Taking the second alternative, the only mode in which the

second member of (1) can affect the final result of elimination

must depend upon the n«mber and nature of its constituents,

both which elements are unaffected by the rejection ofthe terms

xP and xQ. For that development ofx includes all possible con-

stituents of which X is a factor.

Consider finally the case in which one of the factors contains

a term, as xy, divisible by a term, x, in the other factor.

Let X + P and xy + Q be the factors. Now

(x + P)(xy + Q) = xy + xQ + xyP 4 PQ.

But by the reasoning of the last Proposition, the term xyP may be

rejected as containing another positive term ay as a factor, whence

we have
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xy + xQ + PQ
= ly + (a: + P) (2.

But this expresses the rejeeUon of the term xy from the seeond

factor, and its transference to the final product. Wherefore the

Proposition is manifest.

Proposition III.

4. If t be any symbol which is retained tn thefinal result of the

elimination ofany other symbolsfrom any system ofequations, the re-

sult of such elimination may be expressed in thu form

Et-^ E t) =0,

iu whichE isformed by makiny iti the proposed system < = 1, and eli-

minatiny the same other symbols ; andE by making in the proposed

system t = 0, and eliminating the same other symbols.

For let ^ (t) = 0 represent the final result of elimination.

Expanding this equation, we have

^ (1) t + ^ (0) (1 - 0 = 0.

Now by whatever process we deduce the function i> (t) from the

proposed system of equations, by the same process should we de-

duce ^ (1), if in those equations t were changed into 1; and by

the same process should we deduce ^ (0), ifin the same equations

t were changed into 0. Whence the truth of the projiosition is

manifest.

6. Of the three propositions last proved, it may be remarked,

that though quite unessential to the strict development or appli-

cation of the general theory, they yet accomplish Important ends

of a practical nature. By Prop. 1 we can simplify the results

of addition ; by Prop. 2 we can simplify those of multiplication

;

and by Prop. 3 we can break up any tedious process of elimi-

nation into two distinct processes, which will in general be of a

much less complex character. This method will be very fre-

quently adopted, when the final object of inquiry is the determi-

nation ofthe value of t, in terms ofthe other symbols which remain

after the elimination Is perfonned.

6. Ex. 1.—Aristotle, in the Nicomachean Ethics, Book ii.

Cap. 3, having determined that actions are virtuous, not as pos-

sessing in themselves a certain character, but as implying a cer-
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tain condition of mind in bim who performs them, viz., that he

perform them knowingly, and with deliberate preference, and for

their own sakes, and upon fixed principles of conduct, proceeds

in the two followng chapters to consider the question, whether

virtue is to be referred to the genus of Passions, or Faculties, or

Habits, together with some other connected points. He grounds

his investigation upon the following premises, from which, also,

he deduces the general doctrine and definition of moral virtue, of

which the remainder of the treatise forms an exposition.

PREMISES.

1 . Virtue is either a passion (Traffoc), or a faculty (Svva/nc),

or a habit

2. Passions are not things according to which we are praised

or blamed, or in which we exercise deliberate preference.

3. Faculties are not things according to which we are praised

or blamed, and which arc accompanied by deliberate preference.

4. Virtue is something according to which we are praised

or blamed, and which is accompanied by deliberate preference.

6. Whatever art or science makes its work to be in a good

state avoids extremes, and keeps the mean in view relative to

human nature (ro fi(aov . . . trpbc fipao).

6. Virtue is more exact and excellent than any art or science.

This is an argument d fortiori. If science and true art shun

defect and extravagance alike, much more does virtue pursue the

undeviating line of moderation. If they cause their work to be

in a good state, much more reason have to we to say that Virtue

causeth her peculiar work to be “ in a good state.” Let the

final premiss be thus inteqireted. Let us also pretermit all re-

ference to praise or blame, since the mention of these in the pre-

mises accompanies only the mention of deliberate preference, and

this is an element which we purpose to retain. We may then

assume as our representative symbols

—

V =• virtue.

p o passions.

/ o faculties.

h = habits.

d - things accompanied by deliberate preference.
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g = things causing their work to be in a good state.

things keeping the mean in view relative to human
nature.

Using, then, 9 as an indefinite class symbol, our premises will be

expressed by the following equations

:

« = ? !/'(!-/) (1-A)+/(1-;,)(1-A) + A(1-P) (1 -/))•

/=7(l-d).
V = qd.

g = qm.

V = qg.

And separately eliminating from these the symbols q,

« (
I -p (1 -/) (1 - A) -/(I -/>) (1 - A) - A 0 -P) 0 -/) = 0- (0

pd = 0. (2)

fd^O. (3)

» (1 - d) = 0. (4)

p(l -m)= 0. (6)

w(l -p)= 0. (6)

We shall first eliminate from (2),' (3), and (4) the symbol d, and

then determine v in relation to p, /, and h. Now the addition of

(2), (3), and (4) pves

(p + /) d + » (1 - d) = 0.

From which, eliminating d in the ordinary way, we find

(p+/)t> = 0. (7)

Adding this to (1), and determining v, we find

0

Whence by development,

« = 5A(1-/) (1-pj.

The interpretation of this equation is : Virtue is a habit, and not

a faculty or a peusion.
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Next, we will eliminate /, p, and g from the original system

of equations, and then determine v in relation to h, and m.

We will in this case eliminate p and/ together. On addirion of

(1), (2), and (3), we get

u ( 1 -p (1 -/) (1 - A) -/(I -p) (1 - A) - A (I -P) (1 -/))

+ prf +/</ = 0.

Developing this with reference to p and /, we have

(b + 2d)pf + {vh + </)p (1 -/) + (uA + d) (1 - p)/
4r(l-A)(l-p)(l-/)-0.

Whence the result of elimination will be

(o + 2d) (bA + d) (bA + d) b (I - A) = 0.

Now B + 2d = » + d+d, which by Prop. I. is reducible to » + d.

The product of this and the second factor is

(b + d) (bA + d),

which by Prop. II. reduces to

d + t (vh) or vh + d.

In like manner, this result, multiplied by the third factor, gives

simply vh + d. Lastly, this multiplied by the fourth factor,

B (1 - A), ^ves, as the final equation,

Bd(l - A) - 0. (8)

It remains to eliminate g from (5) and (6). The result is

B(l-m) = 0. (9)

Finally, the equations (4), (8), and (9) give on addition

B (1 - d) + Bd(l - A) + B (1 - m) = 0,

from which we have

0

1 - d + d(l - A) + 1 - in'

And the development of this result gives

B
^
Adm,

of which the inteiqiretation is,— Virtue u a habit accompanied bg
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deliberate preference, and keeping in view the mean relative to

human nature.

Properly speaking, this is not a definition, but a description

of virtue. It is all, however, that can be correctly inferred from

the premises. Aristotle specially connects with it the necessity

ofprudence, to determine the safe and middle line ofaction ; and

there is no doubt that the ancient theories of virtue generally

partook more of an intellectual character than those (the theory

of utility excepted) which have most prevailed in modem days.

Virtue was regarded as consisting in the right state and habit of

the whole mind, rather than in the single supremacy of con-

science or the moral faculty. And to some extent those theories

were imdoubtedly right. For though unqualified obedience to

the dictates of conscience is an essential element of virtuous con-

duct, yet the conformity of those dictates with those unchanging

principles of rectitude (alwvia Slxaia) which are founded in, or

which rather are themselves the foundation of the constitution of

things, is another element. And generally this conformity, in

any high degree at least, is inconsistent with a state of ignorance

and mental hebetude. Reverting to the particular theory of

Aristotle, it will probably appear to most that it is of too ne-

gative a character, and that the shunning of extremes does not

afford a sufficient scope for the expenditure of the nobler energies

of our being. Aristotle seems to have been imperfectly conscious

of this defect of his system, when in the opening of Ids seventh

book he spoke of an “ heroic virtue”* rising above the measure

of human nature.

7. I have already remarked (VIII. 1 ) that the theory of sin-

gle equations or pro{)Ositions comprehends questions which can-

not be fully answered, except in connexion with the theory pf

systems of equations. This remark is exemplified when it is

proposed to determine from a given single equation the relation,

not of some single elementary class, but of some compound class,

involving in its expression more than one element, in terms of

the remaining elements. The following particular example, and

the succeeding general problem, are of this nature.

• ri/y iwip i)s“C dptrijv ijpwiici)i> rtva xai fliiav.—Njc. Etii. Book viL
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Ex. 2.—Let US resume the symbolical expression of the defi-

nition of wealth employed in Chap, vii., viz.,

w = $t[p + r(l -p)],

wherein, as before,

to •= wealth,

t things limited in supply,

t ° things transferable,

p = things productive of pleasure,

r = things prevenUve ofpmn

;

and suppiose it required to dctenninc hence the relation of things

transferable and productive of pleasure, to the other elements of

the definition, viz., wealth, things limited in supply, and things

preventive of pain.

The expression for things transferable and productive of plea-

sure is tp. Let us represent this by a new symbol y. We have

then the equations

ic = it (p + r(l -p)),

from which, if we eliminate i and p, we may determine y as a

function of to, t, and r. The result interpreted will give the re-

lation sought.

Bringing the terms of these equations to the first side, wc'

have
w - ftp - ttr {\ - p) 0.

y-tp^Q.

And adding the squares of these equations together,

tB + stp + ttr (1 -p) - 2w»tp - 2wstr (1 -p) + y+tp- 2ytp = 0. (4)

Developing the first member with respect to t and p, in order to

eliminate those symbols, we have

(«>+*- 2tcs + 1 - y)tp (to + sr - 2iotr + y')t(\-p)

+ (tc + y)(i-<)i> + («’ + y) (i-O(i-p); (5)

and the result of the elimination of t and p will be obtained by

equating to 0 the product ofthe four coefficients of

tp, <(1 -p), (1 - t)p, and (1 - 0 (1 - /»)•
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Or, by Prop. 3, the result of the elimination of / and p from the

above equation will be of the form

Ey + E(\ -y),

wherein E is the result obt^ed by changing in the given equa-

tion y into 1, and then eliminating t and p\ andE the residt

obtmned by changing in the same equation y into 0, and then

eliminating t and/>. And the mode in each case of eliminating t

and /> is to multiply together the coefficients of the four con-

stituents tp, < (1 - p), &c.

K we make y = 1, the coefficients become

—

1st. w (1 - s) + * (1 - ic).

2nd. 1 + «>(1 - «•) + * (1 - tf) r, equivalent to 1 by Prop. I.

3rd and 4th. 1 + tc, equivalent to 1 by Prop. I.

Hence the value of E will be

tp(l - «) + *(1 - w).

Again, in (5) making y = 0, we have for the coefficients

—

1st. 1 + IT (1 - s) + s (1 - tc), cquiv'alent to 1.

2nd. w (1 -«•)+«• (1 - tc).

3rd and 4th. w.

The product of these coefficients gives

E = to (1 - «•).

The equation from which y is to be determined, therefore, is

{ec(l - «) + « (1 - to)) y + tc(l - #r) (1 - y) = 0,

to (1 - #r)
' ^ ”

to (1 - or) - to (1 - «) - 0 (1 - to)
’

and expanding the second member,

y = 5 u;sr + io» (1 - r) + i to (1 - i) r + i to (1 - *) (1 - r)

+ 0 (1 - to) or + 0 (1 - to) « (1 - r) + ^
(1 - to) (1 - i) r

+ (1-*) (i-O;

whence reducing
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y = - r) + 5 u^»r + ^(1 -w) (G)

with V) (1 - i) = 0. (7)

The interpretation of which is

—

1st. Things transferable andproductive ofpleasure consist of

all wealth {limited in supply and) not preventive ofpain, an inde-

finite amount of wealth {limited in supply and) preventive ofpain,

and an indefinite amount of what is not wealth and not limited in

supply.

2nd. All wealth is limited in supply.

I have in the above solution written in parentheses that part

of the full description which is implied by the accoinjianying in-

dependent relation (7).

8 . The following problem is of a more general nature, and

will furnish an easy practical rule for problems such as the last.

General Proble.m.

Given any equation connecting the symbols x,y

.

.w, z .

.

Required to determine the logical expression of'.any class ex-

pressed in any way by the symbols x, y .. in terms ofthe remaining

syntbols, w, z, &c.

Let us coniine ourselves to the case in which there are but

two symbols, x, y, and two symbols, w, z, a case sufficient to de-

termine the general Rule.

Let P = 0 be the given equation, and let 0 (x, y) represent

the class whose expression is to be determined.

Assume < = 0 (x, y), then, from the above two equations, x

and y are to be eliminated.

Now the equation F= 0 may be expanded in the form

Axy^Bx(y - y) + C(l - x)y + Z)(l - x) (I - y) = 0, (1)

A, B, C, and D being functions of the symbols w and z.

Again, as 0 (x, y) represents a class or collection of things, it

must consist ofa constituent, or series of constituents, whose co-

efficients arc 1 .
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Wherefore if the full development of ^ (j, y) be represented

in the form

fljy + &r (1 -y) + c(l - j:)y + rf(l - a:) (1 - y),

the coefficients a, b, c, d must each be 1 or 0.

Now reducing the equation < = ^ (x, y) by transposition and

squaring, to the form

< ( 1 - ^ »)1 +
<t>

{x, y) {I - t) = 0 ,

and expanding with reference to x and y, we get

(t(l - a) + a (1 - t)\xy + (/(I - 6) + b{l - 0| a;(l - y)

+ j<(l -c) + c(l - 0) (1 -x)y

+ (<(l-rf) + rf(l-01 (1-x) (l-y) = 0;
y

whence, adding this to (1), we have

{A + <(1 -a) + a(l -01 ^
+ (B + <(l-A) + 6(l-<))x(l-y) + &c. = 0.

Let the result of the elimination of x and y be of the form

Et + £” ( 1 — f) = 0,

then E will, by what has been said, be the reduced product of

what the coefficients of the above expansion become when < = 1

,

and E the product of the same factors similarly reduced by the

condition < = 0.

Hence E will be the reduced product

(^ + 1 - a) (jB + 1 - 6) (C+ 1 -c) (Z) + 1 - rf).

Considering any factor of this expression, aa A + I - a, we see

that when a = 1 it becomes A, and when a « 0 it becomes 1 -f yl,

which reduces by Prop. I. to 1 . Hence we may infer that E will

be the product of the coefficients of those constituents in the de-

velopment of V whose coefficients in the development of if> (x, y)

are 1.

Moreover E will be the reduced product

(.4 + a) {B + b) {C + c) (D + d).

Considering any one of these factors, as yl + a, we see that tliis

becomes A when a = 0, and reduces to 1 when a = 1 ; and so on

for the others. Hence E will be the product of the coefficients
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of those constituents in the development of y, whose coefficients

in the development (x, y) are 0. Viewing these cases together,

we may establish the following Rule

:

9. To deducefrom a logical equation the relation ofany class

expressed by a given combination of the symbols x, y, Sfc, to the

classes represented by any other symbols involved in the given

equation.

Rule .—Expand the given equation with reference to the sym-

bols X, y. Thenform the equation

JSf + jE*(1 - <) = 0,

in which E is the product ofthe coefficients ofall those constituents

in the above development, whose coefficients in the expression ofthe

given class are 1, and E the product ofthe coefficients ofthose con-

stituents ofthe development whose coefficients in the expression ofthe »

given class are 0. The value oft deducedfrom the above etjuation

by solution and interpretation will be the expression required.

Note .—Although in the demonstration of this Rule V is sup-

posed to consist solely ofpositive terms, it may easily be shown that

this condition is unnecessary, and the Rule general, and that no pre-

paration ofthe given equation is really required.

10. Ex. 3.—The same definition of wealth being given as in

Example 2, required an expression for things transferable, but not

productive ofpleasure, t(l - p), in terms of the other elements

represented by w, s, and r.

The equation

w - sip - str (1 - j») = 0,

gives, when squared,

» + *</> + str (!-/>)- 2wstp - 2wstr (1 - p) = 0

;

and developing the first member with respect to t and p,

(w + s - 2ic«') tp + (w + sr - 2iP«r) t (1 - p) + w (1 - t)p

+ m(1-<)(1-P) = 0.

The coefficients of which it is best to exhibit as in the following

equation

;

jw(l-*)+«(l-«!))(p + (w(l- sr) + rr (l-tc)l <(1 -p) + w (l-<)p

+ w (1 - <) (I - p) = 0.
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Let the function f (1 - jo) to be determined, be represented by z ;

then the full development of z in respect of t and p is

r = 0 //» + / + 0 (1- Op + 0 (1- /) (l-]o).

Hence, by the last problem, we have

Ez + E ( \ - z) ^ a

where JS = tc (1 - sr) + (1 - u>)

;

E = {w(l-*) + *(l-i®)j xiextti = w(l-0;

{w (1 - #r) + sr (1 - »r)j z + to (1 - j) (1 ~ 2:) = 0.

Hence,

to (1 - *)
z = - 5 L—

2iosr - to* - »r

= ^
wsr + 0 to* (1 - r) + i to (1 - s) r + i to (1 - *) (1 - r),

+ 0 (1 - to) *r + ^
(1 - to) s (1 - r) + ^

(1 - to) (1 - *) r

+ 5
(1 - ») (1 - *) (1 - »•)•

2 = 2 5 (1 - «,) , (1 - r) + ? (1 - to)(l -*),

with to (1 - *) = 0.

Hence, Things transferable and not productive of pleasure are

either wealth {limited in supply and precentxoe of pain); or things

which are not wealth, but limited in supply and not preventive of

pain ; or things which are not wealth, and are unlimited in supply.

The following results, deduced in a similar manner, will be

easily verified

:

Things limited in supjdy and productive of pleasure which are

not wealth,—are intransferable.

Wealth that is not productive of pleasure is transferable, limited

in supply, and preventive ofpain.

Things limited in supply which are either wealth, or are pro-

ductive of pleasure, but not both,—are either transferable and pre-

ventive of pain, or in transferable.

11. From the domain of natural history a large number of

curious examples might be selected. I do not, however, con-
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ccive that such applications would possess any independent va-

lue. They would, for instance, throw no light upon the true

principles of classification in the science of zoology. For the

discovery of these, some basis of positive knowledge is requisite,

—

some acquaintance with organic structure, with teleological adap-

tation ; and this is a species of knowledge which can only be de-

rived from the use of external means ofobservation and analysis.

Taking, however, any collection of propositions in natural his-

tory, a great number of logical problems present themselves,

without regard to the system of classification adopted. Perhaps

in forming such examples, it is better to avoid, as superfluous,

the mention of that property of a class or species which is im-

mediately suggested by its name, c. g. the ring-structure in the

annclida, a class of animals including the earth-worm and the

leech.

Ex. 4.— I. The annelida are soil-bodied, and either naked or

enclosed in a tube.

2. The annelida consist of all invertebrate animals having

red blood in a double system of circulating vessels.

Assume a ^ annelida

;

s == sofl-bodied animals ;

n = naked

;

t = enclosed in a tube

;

i = invertebrate

;

r = having red blood, &c.

Then the propositions given will be expressed by the equations

a = »« {n (I -
/) + « (1 - n))

; (1)

a = tr; (2)

to which we may add the implied condition,

nt = 0. (3)

On eliminating r, and redudng the system to a single equation,

we have

a ( 1 - «n (1 - <) -«t (1 -n)) + a(l - tV) + tr(l - a) + n<= 0. (4)

Suppose that we wish to obtmn the relation in which soft-

bodied animals enclosed in tubes are placed (by virtue of the
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premises) with respect to the following elements, viz., the pos-

session of red blood, of an external covering, and of a vertebral

column.

We must first eliminate a. The result is

tr ( 1 - sn (1 -
<)
- «/ (1 - n)j + n/ 0.

Then (IX. 9) developing with respect to « and /, and reducing

the first coeflBcient by Prop. 1 , we have

n«/+ ir(l-n)*(l- r) + (iV+ n)(l-*)< + ir(l-«)(l -/) = 0. (5)

Hence, if = w, we find

TUB -t ir (1 - n) X (ir + n) x tr (I - to) = 0 ;

or, nvD + ir ( I - n) ( 1 - If) « 0

;

... „ = -ACLig),,
i> ( 1 - n) - «

= 0 im + ir (1 - n) + 0» (1 - r) n + ^
| _ ^) (1 - n)

4 0 (1 -
1) m 4 ^

(I - 1) r (1 - n) 4 0 (1 - 1
) (1 - r) n

+ 5(i-‘)0-00-«);

w = tr (1 - n) 4 ? I (1 - r) (1 - n) 4 ® (1 - i) (1 - «)•

Hence, sofl-hodied animals enclosed in tubes consist of all

tnoertdirate animals hacing red blood and not suiked, and an in-

definite remainder ofinverUbrate animals not having red blood and

not naked, and ofvertebrate animals which are not naked.

And in an exactly similar manner, the following reduced equa-

tions, the interpretation of which is left to the reader, have been

deduced from the development (5).

s(l-«) = i>n4
J
1(1- n) 4^(1- i)

(1-0 ^ ^
(1 - ‘Ml - «) + 5

(1 - 0 (I - ”)

(1 - s) (1 - 0 - ^
»(i - O + 5

(1

L
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In none of the above cxaniplcs has it been my object to ex-

hibit in any special manner the |X)wer of the method. That,

1 conceive, can only be fully displayed in connexion with the

mathematical theory ofprobabilities. I would, however, suggest

to any who may be desirous of foiming a correct opinion upon

this point, that they examine by the rules of ordinary logic the

following jiroblem, before inspecting its solution ; remembering

at the same time, that whatever complexity it jiosscsses might

be multiplied indefinitely, with no other effect than to render its

solution by the method of this work more operose, but not less

certainly attiunable.

Ex. 5. Let the observation of a class of natural productions

be supposed to have led to the following general results.

1st, That in whichsoever of thc.se productions the properties

A and C are missing, the property £ is found, together with one

of the properties B and B, but not with both.

2nd, That where^'er the properties A and D are found while

£ is missing, the properties B and C will either both be found,

or both be missing.

3r<l, That wherever the jiroperty A is found in conjunction

with cither B or £, or both of them, there either the property

C or the property D will be found, but not both of them. And
conversely, wherever the property C or J) is found singly, there

the property A will be found in conjunction with either B or £,

or both of them.

Let it then be required to ascertain, first, what in any parti-

cular instance may lie concluded from the ascertained jircscncc of

the property A , with reference to the properties B, C, and D ;

also whether any relations exist independently among the pro-

jxirties B, C, and 1). Secondly, what may be concluded in like

manner respecting the property B, and the projicrtics A, C,

and D.

It will be observed, that in each ofthe three data, the infonna-

tion conveyed respecting the properties .4 ,
/J, C, and D, is coin-

plicatial with another clement, £, about which we desire to s.ay

nothing in our conclusion. It will hence be rciiuisltcto eliminate

the symbol representing the projicrty £ from the system ofequa-

tions, by which the given proi>ositions will lie expre.'sed.
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Let US represent the property ^ by a:, i? by y, (7 by a, by

w, E by V. The data ue

ax = qv(yw 4 tty); (0
vxw m q (yx 4 yx); (2)

xy 4 arry = lox 4 zw\ (3)

X standing for 1 - x, &c., and y being an indefinite class symbol.

Eliminating y separately from the first and second equations,

and adding the results to the third equation reduced by (5),

Chap. viii., we get

XX (I -vytb-mcy') + cir«r(yx+ xy) + (ay + awy) (wx+ wz)

+ (trx+ xic) (1 - ary- ary) = 0. (4)

From this equation v must be eliminated, and the value of x

determined from the result. For effecting this object, it will

be convenient to employ the method of Prop. 3 of the present

chapter.

Let then the result of elimination be represented by the

equation
Ex + £"(1 -x) = 0.

To find E make x = 1 in the first member of (4), we find

CIO (yx + xy) + (y + vy) (wz + icx) + (wz + xS) vy.

Eliminating v, we have

(wz-¥w7) (ix(yx + xy) +y(iox+ wT) 4 y (ixx + xS) )

;

which, on actual multiplication, in accordance with the conditions

irw = 0, XX = 0, &c., gives

JS?*= tpx 4 ytex.

Next, to findE make x = 0 in (4), we have

X (I - vyw - vyw) 4 icx 4 zw.

whence, eliminating », and reducing the result by Propositions

1 and 2, we find _ _ __
= ICX4 xio 4 ywz\

and, therefore, finally we have

(iTX4yi5x)x4(icx4xt54ytox)x = 0; (5)

from which

l2*
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wz + zio + ywz
wz + ZW+ yxblc-wz- yw'z ’

wherefore, by development,

X = Oyzio + yiw + yzw + Qyzw

+ Oyzw + yzw + yzw + yzo;

or, collecting the terms in vertical columns,

X >= zh + Z10 + yzl i (6)

the interpretation ofwhich is—

•

In whatever substances the property A isfounds there will also

befound either the property C or the property D, but not both, or

else the properties B, C, and D, will all be wanting. And con-

versely, where either the property C or the property D isfound

singly, or the properties B, C, and D, are together missing, there

the property A will befound.

It also appears that there is no independent relation among

the properties B, C, and D.

Secondly, we are to find y. Now developing (5) with respect

to that symbol,

(xwz + xwz + xwz + xzw)y + (xwz + xwz+xzw + xzio)y’^0‘,

whence, proceeding as before.

y - xwz + ^
(iujz -t xsDZ + xzrd). (7)

xzw = 0; (8)

xiw = 0

;

(9)

Iczw = 0

;

(10)

From (10) reduced by solution to the form

we have the independent relation ,—If the property A is absent

and C present, D is present. Agidn, by addition and solution (8)

and (9) give

__ 0 _
«» - «7.

Whence we have for the general solution and the remaining in-

dependent relation

:
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1st. ^the property B be present in one ofthe productions, either

the properties A, C, and D, are all absent, or some one alone ofthem

is absent. And conversely, if they are all absent it may be con-

cluded that the property A is present (7).

2nd. IfA and C are both present or both absent, D will be ab-

sent, quite independently ofthe presence or absence ofB{^) and (9).

I have not attempted to verify these conclusions.
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CHAPTER X.

OF THE CONDITIONS OF A PERFECT METHOD.

1 • ^
I
’’HE subject of Primary Propositions has been discussed at

length, and we are about to enter upon the consideration

of Secondary Propositions. The interval of transition between

these two great divisions of the science of Logic may afford a fit

occasion for us to pause, and while reviewing some of the past

steps of our progress, to inquire what it is that in a subject like

that with which we have been occupied constitutes perfection of

method. I do not here speak of that perfection only which con-

sists in power, but of that also which is founded in the conception

of what is fit and beautiful. It is probable that a careful analysis

of this question would conduct us to some such conclusion as the

following, viz., that a perfect method should not only be an effi-

cient one, as respects the accomplishment ofthe objects for which

it is designed, but should in all its parts and processes manifest

a certain unity and liarmony. This conception woidd be most

fully realized if even the very forms of the method were sugges-

tive of the fundamental principles, and if possible of the one fun-

damental principle, upon which they are founded. In appljdng

these considerations to the science of Reasoning, it may be well

to extend our view beyond the mere analytical processes, and to

inquire what is best as respects not only the mode or form of

deduction, but also the system of data or premises from which

the deduction is to be made.

2. As respects mere power, there is no doubt that the first

of the methods developed in Chapter viii. is, within its projier

sphere, a perfect one. The introduction of arbitrary constants

makes us independent of the forms of the premises, as well as of

any conditions among the equations by which they are repre-

sented. But it seems to introduce a foreign element, and while

it is a more laborious, it is also a less elegant form of solution

than the second method of reduction demonstrated in the same
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diajitcr. There are, however, conditions under which the latter

mctliod assumes a more perfect form than it otherwise bears. To
make the one fundamental condition expressed by the equation

af(l - t) = 0,

the universal type of form, would give a unity of character to

both processes and results, which would not else be attainable.

Were brevity or convenience the only valuable quality of a me-

thod, no advantage would flow from the adoption of such a prin-

ciple. For to impose upon every step of a solution the character

above described, would involve in some instances no slight la-

liour of preliminary reduction. But it is still interesting to know

that this can be done, and it is cvea of some importance to be

aceiuaintcd with the conditions under which such a form of solu-

tion would sjwntaneously present itself. Some of these points

will be considered in the present chapter.

Proposition I.

3. 7’« reduce any equation among logical symbols to theform
/'= 0, in ichich V satisfies the law of duality,

F(1 - V) = 0.

It is shown in Chap. y. Prop. 4, that the above condition is

satisfied whenever V is the sum of a series of con.*<tituents. And
it is evident from Pro[». 2, Chap. vi. that all equations arc equi-

valent which, when reduced by transposition to the form V = 0,

jirotlucc, by development of the first member, the same series of

constituents with coefficients which do not vanish ; the particular

numerical values of those coefficients being immaterial.

Hence the object of this Proposition may always be accom-

plished by bringing all the terms of an equation to the first side,

fully expanding that member, and changing in the result all the co-

efficients which do not vatiish into unity, except such as have already

that value.

But as the develojimeiit of functions contiuning many sym-

bols conducts us to expressions inconvenient from their great
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length, it is desirable to show how, in the only cases which do

practically offer themselves to our notice, this source of com-

plexity may be avoided.

The great primary forms of equations have already been dis-

cussed in Chapter viii. They are

—

X = vY,

Y,

vX = vY.

Whenever the conditions X(1-X) = 0, Y(1-Y) = 0, are

satisfied, we have seen that the two first of the above equations

conduct us to the forms

X(1-Y) = 0, (1)

A'(l - Y)+ Y(1 - Y) = 0; (2)

and under the same circumstances it may be shown that the last

of them gives

r|A(l- Y)+ Y(l- A)) =0; (3)

all which results obviously satisfy, in their first members, the

condition

Y(1 - Y) = 0.

Now as the above are the forms and conditions under which the

equations ofa logical system properly expressed do actually pre-

sent themselves, it is always possible to reduce them by the

above method into subjection to the law required. Though,

however, the separate equations may thus satisfy the law, their

equivalent sum (VIII. 4) may not do so, and it remains to

show how upon it also the requisite condition may be imposed.

Let us then represent the equation formed by adding the

several reduced equations ofthe system together, in the form

V + V + v", &c. = 0, (4)

this equation being singly equivalent to the system from which

it was obtained. We suppose v, v, u", &c. to be class terms

(IX. 1) satisfying the conditions

»(1 -«) = 0, r'(l - r') = 0, &c.

Now the full interpretation of (4) would be foimd by deve-
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loping the first member with respect to all the elementary symbols

X, y, &c. which it contains, and equating to 0 all the constituents

whose coefficients do not vanish ; in other words, all the consti-

tuents which are found in either v, v', v", &c. But those consti-

tuents consist of— 1st, such as are found in v ; 2nd, such as are

not found in o, but are found in t/; 3rd, such as are neither found

in V nor v', but are found in v", and so on. Hence they will be

such as are found in the expression

o + (I - c) r' + (I - u) (1 - «') b' + &c., (5)

an expression in which no constituents are repeated, and which

obviously satisfies the law 1^(1 - V) = 0.

Thus if we had the expression

(1 - t) + B + (1 - z) + tzw,

in which the terms 1 - 1 ~ r are bracketed to indicate that they

are to be taken as single class terms, we should, in accordance

with (5), reduce it to an expression satisfying the condition

F(l - V) = 0, by multiplying all the terms after the first by t,

then all after the second by 1 - b ; lastly, the term which remains

after the third by z

;

the result being

1 - t + <B + <(1 - b) (1 - z) + < (I - b) 2IB. (6)

4. All logical equations then are reducible to the form V=0,
V satisfying the law of duality. But it would obviously be a

higher degree of perfection if equations always presented them-

selves in such a form, without preparation of any kind, and not

only exhibited this form in their original statement, but retained

it unimpaired after those additions which arc necessary in order

to reduce systems of equations to single equivalent forms. That

thejr do not spontaneously present this feature is not properly

attributable to defect of method, but is a consequence of the fact

that our premises are not always complete, and accurate, and in-

dependent. They are not complete when they involve material

(as distinguished from formal) relations, which are not expressed.

They are not accurate when they imply relations which are not

intended. But setting aside these points, with which, in the

present instance, we are less concerned, let it be considered in

what sense they may fail of being independent.
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5. A system of propositions may be termed independent,

when it is not possible to deduce from any portion of the system

a conclusion deducible from any other portion of it. Supposing

the equations representing those propositions all reduced to the

form
F=0,

then the above condition implies that no constituent which can

be made to appear in the development of a jiarticular function K
of the system, can be made to appear in the development of any

other function V of the same system. When this condition is

not satisfied, the equations of the system are not independent.

This may happen in various cases. Let all the equations satisfy

in their first members the law of duality, then if there appears a

positive term x in the expansion ofone equation, and a term rif

in that of another, the equations are not independent, for the

term x is further developable into ay + x (I -y), and the equation

xy = 0

is thus involved in both the equations of the system. Agsun, let

a term xy appear in one equation, and a term xz in another.

Both these may be developed so as to ^ve the common consti-

tuent xyz. And other cases may easily be imagined in which

premises which apjiear at first sight to be quite independent are

not really so. Whenever equations of the form F = 0 arc thus

not truly independent, though individually they may satisfy the

law of duality,

F(1 - V) = 0,

the equivalent equation obtained by adding them together will

not satisfy that condition, unless sufficient reductions by the mc-

thoil of the present chapter have been performed. When, on

the other hand, the equations of a system both satisfy the above

law, and arc independent of each other, their sum will also sa-

tisfy the same law. I have dwelt upon these points at greater

length than would otherwise have been necessary, because it ap-

jxjars to me to be important to endcavoiu' to form to ourselves,

and to keep before us in all our investigations, the pattern of an

ideal perfection,—the object and the guide of future efforts. In
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the present class of inquiries the chief turn of improvement of me-

thod should be to facilitate, as far as is consistent with brevity,

the transformation of equations, so ns to make the fundamental

condition above adverted to universal.

In connexion with this subject the following Propositions are

deserving of attention.

Proposition II.

Ifthefirst member ofany equation P = 0 satvfy the condition

F(1 - V) = 0, and if the expression ofany symbol t ofthat etpia-

tion be determined as a developedfunction ofthe other symbols, the

coefficients ofthe expansion can only assume theforms 1, 0,

For if the equation be expanded with reference to t, we ob-

tain as the result,

Et+B^l-t), (1)

E and E being what V becomes when t is successively changed

therein into 1 and 0. Hence E and E will themselves satisfy

the conditions

£’(!-/?) = 0, Z;'(l - E) = 0. (2)

Now (1) gives

E - E'

the second member of which is to be expanded as a function of

the remaining symbols. It is evident that the only numerical

values which E and E can receive in the calculation of the co-

efficients will be 1 and 0. The following cases alone can there-

E
fore arise

:

1st. E’= 1, 1, then

2nd. E=\, £= 0, then

3rd. 0, £= 1, then

4th. 11 © It © then

1

“
O'

= 1 .

= 0.

0

O'

^Vhencc the truth of the Proposition is manifest.

E- E
E

E- £
E

E-
E
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CHAPTER XI.

OF SECONDARY PROPOSITIONS, AND OF THE PRINCIPLES OF THEIR

SYMBOLICAL EXPRESSION.

1. T^HE doctrine has already been established in Chap, iv.,

that every logical proposition may be referretl to one or

the other of two great classes, viz.. Primary Propositions and

Secondary Propositions. The former of these classes has been

discussed in the preceding chapters of this work, and we are now

led to the consideration of Secondary Propositions, i. e. of Propo-

sitions concerning, or relating to, other propositions regarded as

true or false. The investigation upon which we are entering will,

in its general order and progress, resemble that which we have al-

ready eonducted. The two inquiries differ as to the subjects of

thought which they recognise, not as to the formal and scientific

laws which they reveal, or the methods or processes which are

founded upon those laws. Probability would in some measure fa-

vour the expectation ofsuch a result. It consists with all that we

know ofthe uniformity ofNature, and all that we believe ofthe im-

mutable constancy of the Author ofNature, to suppose, that in the

mind, which has been endowed with such high capabilities, not

only for converse with surrounding seenes, but for the knowledge

of itself, and for reflection upon the laws of its own constitution,

there should exist a harmony and uniformity not less real than

that which the study of the physical sciences makes known to us.

Anticipations such as this are never to be made the primary rule

of our inquiries, nor are they in any degree to divert us from

those labours of patient research by which we ascertain what is

the actual constitution of things within the particular province

submitted to investigation. But when the grounds of resem-

blance have been properly and independently determined, it is

not inconsistent, even with purely scientific ends, to make that

resemblance a subject of meditation, to trace its extent, and to

receive the intimations of truth, yet undiscovered, which it may
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seem to us to convey. The necessity of a final appeal to fact is

not thus set aside, nor is the use of analogy extended beyond its

proper sphere,—the suggestion of relations which independent

inquiry must either verify or cause to be rejected.

2. Secondary Propositions are those which concern or relate to

Propositions considered as true or false. The relations of things

we express by primary propositions. But we are able to make

Propositions themselves also the subject of thought, and to ex-

press our judgments concerning them. The expression of any

such judgment constitutes a secondary proposition. There exists

no proposition whatever of which a competent degree of know-

ledge would not enable us to make one or the other of these two

assertions, viz., cither that the proposition is true, or that it is

false ; and each of these assertions is a secondary proposition. “ It

is true that the sun shines

“

It is not true that the planets

shine by their own light are examples of this kind. In the

former example the Proposition “ The sun shines,” is asserted to

be true. In the latter, the Proposition, “ The planets shine by

their own light,” is asserted to be false. Secondary propositions

also include all judgments by which we express a relation or de-

pendence among propositions. To this class or division we may
refer conditional propositions, as, “ If the sun shine the day will

be fair.” Also most disjunctive propositions, as, “ Either the sun

will shine, or the enter|)ri8e will be postponed.” In the former

example we express the dependence of the truth of the Propo-

sition, “ The day will be ftdr,” upon the truth of the Proposition,

“ The sun will shine.” In the latter we express a relation between

the two Propositions, “ The sun will shine,” “ The enterprise will

be postponed,” implying that the truth of the one excludes the

truth ofthe other. To the same class ofsecondary propositions we

must also refer all those propositions which assert the simultaneous

truth or falsehood of propositions, as, “ It is not true both that

‘ the sun will shine’ and that ‘ the journey will be postponed.'
”

The elements of distinction which we liave noticed may even be

blended together in the same secondary proposition. It may in-

volve both the disjunctive element expressed by either, or, and

the conditional clement expressed by if; in addition to which,

the connected propositions may themselves be of a compound
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character. 7/"“ the sun shine,” and “ leisure permit,” then either

“ the enterprise shall be commenced,” or “ some preliminary

step shall be taken.” In this examjile a number of propositions

are connected together, not arbitrarily and unmeaningly, but in

such a manner as to express a definite connexion lietween them,—

a

connexion having reference to their respective truth or falsehood.

This combination, therefore, according to our definition, forms

a Secondary Proposition.

The theory of Secondary Propositions is deserving of at-

tentive study, as well on account of its varied applications, as

for that close and harmonious analogy, already referred to, which

it sustains with the theory of Primary Propositions. Upon each

of these points I desire to 6ffer a few further observations.

3. I would in the first place remark, that it is in the form of

secondary propositions, at least as often as in that of primary jiro-

positions, that the reasonings of ordinary life are exhibited. The

discourses, too, of the moralist and the metaphysician are perhaps

less often concerning things and their qualities, than concerning

principles and hypotheses, concerning truths and the mutual con-

nexion and relation of truths. The conclusions which our narrow

experience suggests in relation to the great questions of morals and

society yet unsolved, manifest, in more ways than one, the limi-

tations of their human origin ; and though the existence of uni-

versal principles is not to be questioned, the partial formula

which comprise our knowledge of their application are subject

to conditions, and exceptions, and failure. Thus, in those de-

partments of inquiry which, from the nature of their subject-

matter, should be the most interesting of all, much of our actual

knowledge is hypothetical. That there has been a strong ten-

dency to the adoption of the same forms of thought in writers

on speculative philosophy, will hereafter appear. Hence the in-

troduction of a gencnil method for the discussion of hypothetical

and the other varieties of secondary propositions, adll open to us

a more interesting field of applications tlian we have before met

with.

4. The discussion of the theory of Secondary Propositions is

in the next place interesting, from the close and remarkable ana-

logy which it bears with the theory of Primary Propositions. It

M
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will appear, that the formal laws towhich the operations ofthe mind

are subject, are identical in expression in both cases. The mathe-

matical processes which are founded on those laws are, therefore,

identical also. Thus the methods which have been investigated

in the former portion of this work will continue to be available

in the new applications to which we are about to proceed. But

while the laws and processes of the method renudn unchanged,

the rule of interpretation must be adapted to new conditions.

Instead of classes of things, we shall have to substitute propo-

sitions, and for the relations of classes and individuals, we shall

have to consider the connexions of propositions or of events.

Still, between the two systems, however differing in j)urport and

interpretation, there will be seen to exist a pervading harmonious

relation, an analogy which, while it serves to facilitate the con-

quest of every yet remaining difficulty, is of itself an interesting

subject of study, and a conclusive proof of that unity of cha-

racter which marks the constitution ofthe human faculties.

Proposition I.

5. To investigate the nature of the connexion of Secondary Pro-

positions with die idea of Time.

It is necessary, in entering upon this inquiry, to state clearly

the nature ofthe analogy which connects Secondary with Primary

Propositions.

Primary Propositions express relations among things, viewed

as component parts of a universe within the limits of which,

whether coextensive with the limits of the actual universe or

not, the matter of our discourse is confined. The relations ex-

pressed are essentially substantive. Some, or all, or none, of the

members of a given class, are also members of another class.

The subjects to which primary propositions refer—the relations

among those subjects which they express—are all of the above

character.

But in treating ofsecondary propositions, we find ourselves con-

cerned with another class both of subjects and relations. For the

subjects with which we have to do are themselves propositions, so

that the question may be asked,—Can we regal'd these subjects
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also as thingt, and refer them, by analogy with the previous

case, to a universe of their own ? Again, the relations among
these subject propositions are relations of coexistent truth or

falsehood, not of substantive equivalence. We do not say, when
expressing the connexion of two distinct propositions, that the

one is the other, but use some such forms of speech as the fol-

lowing, according to the meaning which we desire to convey;

“Either the proposition X is true, or the proposition Y is true

“ Ifthe proposition X is true, the proposition Y is true

“

The
propositions X and I' are jointly true and so on.

Now, in considering any such relations as the above, we are

not called upon to inquire into the whole extent of their possible

meaning (for this might involve us in metaphysical questions of

causation, which arc beyond the proper limits ofscience) ; but it

suffices to ascertain some meaning which they undoubtedly pos-

sess, and which is adequate fur tlie purposes of logical deduction.

Let us take, as an instance for examination, the conditional pro-

position, “ If the proposition X is true, the proposition Y is

true.” An undoubted meaning of this proposition is, that the

time in which the proposition X is true, is time in which the pro-

position y is true. This indeed is only a relation of coexistence,

and may or may not exhaust the meaning of the proposition, but

it is a relation really involved in the statement of the proposition,

and further, it suffices for all the purposes of logical inference.

The language of common life sanctions this view of the es-

sential connexion of secondary propositions with the notion of

time. Thus we limit the application ofa primary proposition by

the word “ some,” but that of a secondary proposition by the

word “ sometimes.” To say, “ Sometimes injustice triumphs,”

is equivalent to asserting that there are times in which the pro-

position “ Injustice now triumphs,” is a true proposition. There

are indeed propositions, the truth of which is not thus limited to

particular periods or conjunctures
;
propositions which are true

throughout all time, and have received the apjiellation of “ eter-

nal truths.” The distinction must be familiar to every reader of

Plato and Aristotle, by the latter of whom, especially, it is em-

ployed to denote the contrast between the abstract verities of

science, such as the propositions of geometry which are always

M 2
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true, and those contingent or phsenomenal relations of things

which are sometimes true and sometimes false. But the forms of

language in which both kinds of propositions are expressed ma-

nifest a common de{jendence upon the idea of time ; in the one

case as limited to some finite duration, in the other as stretched

out to eternity.

6. It may indeed be said, that in ordinary reasoning we are

often quite unconscious of this notion of time involved in the very

language we are using. But the remark, however just, only

serves to show that we commonly reason by the aid of words

and the forms of a well-constructed language, without attending

to the ulterior grounds upon which those very forms have been

established. The course of the present investigation will alfurd an

illustration of the very same principle. I shall avail myself of

the notion of time in order to determine the laws of the expression

of secondary propositions, as well as the laws of combination of

the symbols by which they are expressed. But when those

laws and those forms are once determined, this notion of time

(essential, as I believe it to be, to the above end) may practically

be dispensed with. We may then pass from the forms of com-

mon language to the closely analogous forms of the symbolical

instrument of thought here developed, and use its processes, and

interpret its results, without any conscious recognition ofthe idea

of time whatever.

Proposition II.

7. To establish a system of notation for the expression of

Secondary Propositions, and to show that the symbols which it

invohes are sidyect to the same laws ofcombination as the corres-

pomling symbols employed in the expression of Primary Propo-

sitions.

Let us employ the capital letters X, Y, Z, to denote the ele-

mentary propositions concerning' which we desire to make some

assertion touching their truth or falsehood, or among which we
seek to express some relation in the form of a secondary propo-

sition. And let us employ the corresponding small letters x, y, z,

considered as expressive of mental operations, in the following
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sense, viz. : Let x represent an act of the mind by which we fix

our regard uj>on that portion of time for which the proposition X
is true

;
and let this meaning be understood when it is asserted

that X denotes the time for which the proposition X is true. Let

us further employ the connecting signs +, =, &c., in the fol-

lowing sense, \-iz. : Let x+y denote the aggregate of those por-

tions of time for which the propositions X and Yare respectively

true, those times being entirely separated from each other. Si-

milarly let X - y denote that remainder of time which is left when

we take away from the portion of time for which X is true, that

(by supjiosition) included portion for which Fis true. Also, let

X - y denote that the time for which the proposition X is true,

is identical with the time for which the proposition Fis true.

We shall term x the representative symbol ofthe proposition X, &c.

From the above definitions it will follow, that we shall

always have
X + y = y + X,

for cither member will denote the same aggregate of time.

Let us further represent by xy the performance in succession

of the two operations represented by y and x, i. e. the whole

mental operation which consists of the following elements, viz.,

1st, The mental selection of that jKjrtion of time for which the

proposition F is true. 2ndly, The mental selection, out of that

])ortion of time, of such portion as it contains of the time in

which the proposition X is true,—the result of these successive

processes being the fixing of the mental regard upon the whole

of that portion of time for which the propositions X and F are

both true.

From this definition it will follow, that we shall always have

xy = yx. (1)

For whether wc select mentally, first that portion of time for

which the proposition F is true, then out of the result that con-

tained portion for which X is true ; or first, that portion of time

for which the proposition X is true, then out of the result that

contained portion of it for wliich the proposition F is true ; we

shall arrive at the same final result, viz., that portion of time for

which the propositions X and F are both true.
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By continuing this method of reasoning it may be established,

that the laws of combination of the symbols x, y, z, &c., in the

species of interpretation here assigned to them, are identical in

expression with the laws of combination of the same symbols, in

the interpretation assigned to them in the first part of this

treatise. The reason of this final identity is apparent. For in

both cases it is the same faculty, or the same combination of fa-

culties, of which we study the operations ; operations, the essen-

tial character of which is unaffected, whether we suppose them to

be engaged upon that universe of things in which all existence

is contained, or upon that whole of time in which all events are

realized, and to some part, at least, of which all assertions,

truths, and propositions, refer.

Thus, in addition to the laws above stated, we shall have by

(4), Chap. II., the law whose expression is

x(y + z) = xy + XZ-, (2)

and more particularly the fundamental law ofduality (2) Chap, ii.,

whose expression is

- X, or, a: (1 - z) = 0
; (3)

a law, which while it serves to distinguish the system of thought

in Logic finm the system of thought in the science of quantity,

gives to the processes of the former a completeness and a gene-

rality which they could not otherwise possess.

8. Again, as this law (3) (as well as the other laws) is satis-

fied by the symbols 0 and 1, we are led, as before, to inquire

whether those symbols do not admit of interpretation in the pre-

sent system of thought. The same course ofreasoning which we
before pursued shows that they do, and warrants us in the two

following positions, viz.

:

1st, That in the expression of secondary propositions, 0 re-

presents nothing in reference to the element of time.

2nd, That in the same system 1 represents the universe, or

whole of time, to which the discourse is supposed in any manner

to relate.

As in primary propositions the universe of discourse is some-

times limited to a small portion of the actual universe of things,

and is sometimes co-extensive with that universe ; so in secon-
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dary propositions, the universe of discourse may be limited to a

single day or to the passing moment, or it may comprise the

whole duration of time. It may, in the most literal sense, be

“ eternal.” Indeed, unless there is some limitation expressed or

implied in the nature of the discourse, the proper interpretation

of the symbol 1 in secondary propositions is “ eternity even as

its proper interpretation in the primary system is the actually

existent universe.

9- Instead of appropriating the symbols i, y, z, to the repre-

sentation of the truths of propositions, we might with equal pro-

priety apply them to represent the occurrence of events. In fact,

the occurrence of an event both implies, and is implied by, the

truth of a proposition, viz., of the proposition which asserts the

occurrence of the event. The one signification of the symbol x

necessarily involves the other. It will greatly conduce to con-

venience to be able to employ our symbols in either of these

really equivalent interpretations which the circumstances of a

problem may suggest to us as most desirable ; and of this liberty

I shall avail myself whenever occasion requires. In problems of

pure Logic I shall consider the symbols x, y, &c. as representing

elementary propositions, among which relation is expressed in

the premises. In the mathematical theory of probabilities, wlilch,

as before intimated (I. 12), rests upon a basis of Logic, and

which it is designed to treat in a subsequent portion of this work,

I shall employ the same symbols to denote the simple events,

whose implied or required frequency of occurrence it counts

among its elements.

Proposition III.

10. To deduce general Rules for the expression of Secondary

Propositions.

In the various inquiries arising out of this Proposition, fulness

of demonstration will be the less necessary, because of the exact

analogy which theybear with similar inquiries already completed

with reference to primary propositions. We shall first consider

the expression of tenns; secondly, that of the propositions by

which they arc connected.
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As 1 denotes the whole duration of time, and x that portion

of it for which the proposition X is true, 1 - a; will denote that

portion of time for which the proposition X is false.

Again, as xy denotes that portion of time for which the pro-

positions X and Y are both true, we shall, by combining this and

the previous observation, be led to the following interpretations,

viz.

:

The expression x ( 1 -y) will represent the time during which

the proposition X is true, and the profiosition Y false. The ex-

pression (1 -x) (1 -y) will represent the time during which the

propositions X and Y are simultaneously false.

The expression x ( 1 - ^) + y ( 1 - x) will express the time

during which either A' is true or Y true, but not both ; for that

time is the sum of the times in which they are singly and exclu-

sively true. The expression ay+(l-x')(l-y) will express the

time during which X and Y are cither both true or both false.

If another symbol x presents itself, the same principles remain

applicable. Thus xyx denotes the time in which the propositions

X, Y, and Z are simultaneously true
;
(l-x)(l-y)(l-x) the

time in which they are simultaneously false ; and the sum of

these expressions would denote the time in which they are either

true or false together.

The general principles ofinterpretation involved in the above

examples do not need any further illustrations or more explicit

statement.

1 1 . The laws of the expression of propositions may now be

exhibited and studied in the distinct cases in which they present

themselves. There is, however, one principle of fundamental

imixirtance to which I wish in the first place to direct attention.

Although the principles of expression which have been laid down

are perfectly general, and enable us to limit our assertions of the

truth or fidschood of propositions to any particular portions of

that whole of time (whether it bean unlimited eternity, or a j>e-

riod whose beginning and whose end are definitely fixed, or the

passing moment) which constitutes the universe of our discourse,

yet, in the actual procedure of human reasoning, such limitation

is not commonly employed. When we assert that a proposition

is true, we generally mean that it is true throughout the whole
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duration of the time to which our discourse refers ; and when dif-

ferent assertions of the unconditional truth or falsehood of propo-

sitions are jointly made as the premises ofa logical demonstration,

it is to the same universe of time that those assertions are re-

ferred, and not to particular and limited parts of it. In that

necessary matter which is the object or field of the exact sciences

every assertion of a truth may be the assertion of an “ eternal

truth.” In reasoning upon transient phamomena (as of some

social conjuncture) each assertion may be qualified by an imme-

diate reference to the present time, “ Now.” But in both coses,

unless there is a distinct expression to the contrary, it is to the

same period of duration that each separate proposition relates.

The cases which then arise for our consideration are the fol-

lowing :

1st. To express the Proposition, “ The proposition X is true.”

We are here required to express that within those limits of

time to which the matter ofour discourse is confined the propo-

sition X is true. Now the time for which the proposition X is

true is denoted by i, and the extent of time to wliich our dis-

course refers is represented by 1. Hence we have

x=l (4)

as the expression required.

2nd. To express the Proposition, “ The proposition X is

false.”

We are here to express that within the limits of time to which

our discourse relates, the proposition X is false ; or that within

those limits there is no portion of time for which it is true. Now
the portion ol'time for which it is true is x. Hence the required

equation will be
a: = 0. (5)

This result might also be obtained by equating to the whole du-

ration of time 1, the expression for the time during which the

proposition X is false, viz., 1 — a;. This gives

1 -a-= 1,

whence x = 0.

3rd. I'o express the disjunctive Proposition, “ Either the pro-
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position X is true or the proposition Y is true it hemg thereby

implied that the said propositions are mutually exclusive, that is to

say, that one only ofthem is true.

The time for which either the proposition X is true or the

proposition Y is true, but not both, is represented by the ex-

pression a: (1 - y) + y (1 - x). Hence we have

*(1 -y) + y(l -a;) = 1, (6)

for the equation required.

If in the above Proposition the particles either, or, are sup-

posed not to possess an absolutely disjunctive power, so that the

possibility of the simultaneous truth of the propositions X and Y
is not excluded, we must add to the first member of the above

equations the term xy. We shall thus have

ay + a;(l -y) + (1 -a:)y = 1,

or a; + (1 - a:)y = 1.

4th. To express the conditional Proposition, Jf the propo-

sition Y is true, the proposition X is true.”

Since whenever the proposition Y is true, the proposition X
is true, it is necessary and suflBcient here to express, that the time

in which the proposition Y is true is time in which the propo-

sition X is true ; that is to say, that it is some indefinite portion

of the whole time in wliich the proposition X is true. Now the

time in which the proposition Y is true is y, and the whole time

in which the proposition X is true is x. Let u be a symbol of

time indefinite, then will vx represent an indefinite portion of the

whole time x. Accordingly, we shall have

y = vx

as the expression of the proposition given.

12. When r is thus regarded as a symbol of time indefinite,

vx may be understood to represent the whole, or an indefinite

part, or no jiart, of the whole time x

;

for any one of these mean-

ings may be realized by a particular determination ofthe arbitrary

symbol v. Thus, if v be determined to represent a time in which

the whole time x is included, vx will represent the whole time x.

If u be determined to represent a time, some part of wliich is in-
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eluded in the time x, but which does not fill up the measure of

that time, vx will represent a part of the time x. If, lastly, v is

determined to represent a time, of which no part is common with

any part of the time x, vx will assume the value 0, and will be

equivalent to “ no time,” or “ never."

Now it is to be observed that the proposition, “ If F is true,

X is true,” contains no assertion of the truth of either of the

propositions X and Y. It may equally consist with the suppo-

sition that the truth of the proposition F is a condition indis-

pensable to the truth of the proposition X, in which case wo

shall have u = 1 ; or with the supposition that although F ex-

presses a condition which, when realized, assures us of the truth

of X, yet X may be true without implying the fulfilment of that

condition, in which case v denotes a time, some part of which is

contained in the whole time x ; or, lastly, with the supposition

that the proposition F is not true at all, in which case v repre-

sents some time, no part of which is common with any part of

the time x. All these cases are involved in the general suppo-

sition that o is a symbol of time indefinite.

5th. To express a proposition in which the conditional and the

disjunctive characters both exist.

The general form of a conditional proposition is, “ If F is

true, X is true,” and its expression is, by the last section, y = vx.

We may properly, in analogy with the usage which has been es-

tablished in primary propositions, designate F and X a^ the

terms of the conditional proiwsition into wliich they enter ; and

we may further adopt the language of the ordinary Logic, which

designates the term F, to which the particle if is attached, the

“antecedent” of the proposition, and the term X the “conse-

quent.” ' .

Now instead of the terms, as in the above case, being simple

propositions, let each or either of them be a disjunctive propo-

sition involving different terms connected by the particles either,

or, as in the following illustrative examples, in which X, Y, Z,

&c. denote simple propositions.

1 St. If either X is true or F is true, then Z is true.

2nd. If X is true, then either F is true or Z true.
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3rd. If cither X is true or Y is true, then either Z and W
are both true, or they arc both false.

It is evident that in the above cases the relation of the ante-

cedent to the consequent is not affected by the circumstance that

one of those terms or both are of a disjunctive character. Ac-

cordingly it is only necessary to obtain, in conformity with the

principles already established, the proper expressions for the ante-

cedent and the consequent, to affect the latter with the indefinite

symbol v, and to equate the results. Thus for the propositions

above stated we shall have the respective equations,

1st. a:(l -y) + (1 -x)y = rr.

2nd. a: = o (y (1 -z) + z(l -y)).

3rd. a:(l-y)+y(l-a:) = » [zw + (1 - z) (1-ie)).

The rule here exemplified is of general application.

Cases in which the disjunctive and the conditional elements

enter in a manner different from the above into the expression of

a compound proposition, are conceivable, but I am not aware that

they are ever presented to us by the natural exigencies of human

reason, and I shall therefore refrain from any discussion of them.

No serious difficulty will arise from this omission, as the general

princijiles which have formed the basis of the above applications

are perfectly general, and a slight effort of thought will adapt

them to any imaginable case.

13. In the laws of expression above stated those of Interpre-

tation are implicitly involved. The equation

1=1

must be understood to express that the proposition X is true

;

the equation
X = 0,

that the proposition X is false. The equation

ay = 1

will express that the propositions X and Y are both true toge-

ther; and the equation

a-y = 0

that they are not both together true.
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In like manner the equations

t( 1 - y) + y(l - t) = 0,

will respectively assert the truth and the falsehood of the disjunc-

tive Proposition, “Either X is true or I'is true.” The equa-

tions

y = vx

y=v{l-x)

will respectively express the Propositions, “ Ifthe proposition Y
is true, the proposition X is true.” “ If the proposition i' is

true, the proposition X is false.”

Examples will frequently present themselves, in the suc-

ceeding chapters of this work, of a case in which some terms ofa

particular member of an equation are affected by the indefinite

symbol v, and others not so affected. The following instance

will serve for illustration. Suppose that we have

y = xz + vx (I - z).

Here it is implied that the time for which the proposition 1' is

true consists of all the time for which X and Z are together true,

together with an indefinite portion of the time for which X is

true and Z false. From this it may be seen, 1st, That if Y is

true, either X and Z are together true, or X is true and Z false

;

2ndly, If X and Z are together true, Y is true. The latter of

these may be called the reverse interpretation, and it consists in

taking the antecedent out of the second member, and the conse-

quent from the first member of the equation. The existence of

a term in the second member, whose coefficient is unity, renders

this latter mode of inteqiretatlon possible. The general principle

which it involves may be thus stated :

14. Principle.—Any constituent term or terms in a particular

member ofan equation which havefor their coefficient unity, may

be. taken as the antecedent of a proposition, ofwhich all the terms

in the other memberform the consequent.

Thus the equation

y = JT2 + ea: (1 - 2) + (1 - x) (1 - 2)

would have the foUownng interpretations

:
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Direct Interpretation.—Ifthe proposition Y is true, then

either X and Z are true, or X is true and Z false, or X and Z
are both false.

Reverse Interpretation.

—

If either X and Z are true, or

X and Z are false, Y is true.

The aggregate of these partial interpretations will express

the whole significance of the equation given.

15. We may here call attention again to the remark, that

although the idea of time appears to be an essential element in

the theory ofthe interpretation of secondary projwsitions, it may
practically be neglected as soon as the laws of expression and of

interpretation are definitely established. The forms to which

those laws give rise seem, indeed, to correspond with the forms of

a perfect language. Let us imagine any known or existing lan-

guage freed from idioms and divested of superfluity, and let us

express in that language any given proposition in a manner the

most simple and literal,—the most in accordance with those

principles of pure and universal thought upon which all languages

are founded, of which all bear the manifestation, but from which

all have more or less departed. The transition from such a lan-

guage to the notation of analysis would consist of no more than

the substitution of one set of signs for another, without essential

change cither of form or cliaracter. For the elements, whether

things or propositions, among which relation is expressed, we

should substitute letters; for the disjunctive conjunction we

should write 4 ; for the connecting copula or sign of relation, we

should write =. This analogy I need not pursue. Its reality

and completeness will be made more apparent from the study of

those forms of expression which will present themselves in sub-

sequent applications of the present theory, viewed in more imme-

diate comparison with that imperfect yet noble instrument of

thought—the English language.

16. Upon the general analogy between the theory of Primary

and that of Secondary Propositions, I am desirous of adding a

few remarks before dismissing the subject of the present chapter.

We might undoubtedly have established the theory of Pri-

mary Propositions upon the simple notion of space, in the same
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way as that of secondary propositions has been established upon

the notion of time. Perhaps, had this been done, the analogy

which we are contemplating would have been in somewhat closer

accordance with the view of those who regard space and time

as merely “ forms of the human understanding,” conditions of

knowledge imposed by the very constitution of the mind upon

all that is submitted to its apprehension. But this view, while

on the one hand it is incapable of demonstration, on the other

hand ties us down to the recognition of “ place,” to xrou, as an

essential category of existence. The question, indeed, whether

it is so or not, lies, I apprehend, beyond the reach of our faculties;

but it may be, and I conceive has been, established, that the

formal processes of reasoning in primary propositions do not re-

quire, as an essential condition, the manifestation in space of the

things about which we reason ; that they would remain appli-

cable, with equal strictness of demonstration, to forms of exis-

tence, if such there be, which lie beyond the realm of sensible

extension. It is a fact, perhaps, in some degree analogous to this,

that we are able in many known examples in geometry and dy-

namics, to exhibit the formal analysis of problems founded upon

some intellectual conception of space different from that which is

presented to us by the senses, or which can be realized by the

imagination.* I conceive, therefore, that the idea of space is not

* Space is presented to us in perception, as possessing^ the three dimensions

of length, breadth, and depth. But in a large class of problems relating to the

properties of curved surfaces, the rotations of solid bodies around axes, the vU

brations of-elastic media, &c., this limitation appears in the analytical investU

gation to be of an arbitrary character, and if attention were paid to the processes

of solution alone, no reason could be discovered why space should not exist in

four or in any greater nomber of dimensions. The intellectual procedure in

the imaginary world thus suggested can be apprehended by the clearest light of

analogy.

The existence of space in three dimensions, and the views thereupon of the

religious and philosophical mind of antiquity, are thus set forth by Aristotle:*-.

Tb ftiv ?v, ypafiftrii rb iiri ivo iwlirf^ov, Tb iirl rpia ffitfia’

Ka< wapd ravra ot/c iirrtv dXXo ^cd rb rpta wavra tlvat cat rb rpi^

wavr^. KaBoKtp yap faat gai oi JlvOayoptiot^ rb irav cat rd iravra toiq rptaiy

tipiarat. TiXcvrq ydp gai pitrop gai dpx>) rbv &ptOpbp wat'rdc*

ravra bi rbv rptd^oc* irnpd rij^ wawip vopovQ igtivtjCt

cac wpoerde ayiurtiag %pupf9a rwv BtHv rtp aptBpip rovrtp.^De Ctf/o, 1.
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essential to the development of a theory ofprimary propositions,

but am disposed, though desiring to speak with diffidence upon

a question of such extreme difficulty, to think that the idea of

time is essential to the establishment of a theory of secondary

propositions. There seem to be grounds for thinking, that

without any change in those faculties which are concerned in

reasoning, the manifestation of space to the hunuui mind might

have been different from what it is, but not (at least the same)

grounds for supposing that the manifestation of time could have

been otherwise than we perceive it to be. Dismissing, however,

these speculations as possibly not altogether free from presump-

tion, let it be affirmed that the real ground ujxm which the

sjTnbol 1 represents in primary propositions the universe of

things, and not the sjiace they occupy, is, that the sign of

identity = connecting the members of the coiresponding equa-

tions, implies that the things which they represent are identical,

not simply that they are found in the same portion of space.

Let it in like manner lie affirmed, that the reason why tlie symbol

1 in secondary propositions represents, not the universe ofevents,

but the eternity in whose successive moments and fieriods they

are evolved, is, that the same sign of identity connecting the

logical members of the corresponding equations implies, not that

the events which those members represent are identical, but that

the times oftheir occurrence are the some. These reasons ap^iear

to me to be decisive ofthe immediate question ofinterpretation. In

a former treatise on this subject (Mathematical Analysis ofLogic,

p. 49), following the theory of Wallis respecting the Reduction

of Hypothetical Propositions, I was led to intcqiret the symbol 1

in secondary propositions as the universe of“ coses” or “ conjunc-

tures ofcircumstances but this view involves the necessity of a

definition of what is meant by a “ case,” or “ conjuncture of

circumstances and it is certain, that whatever is involved in

the term beyond the notion of time is alien to the objects, and

restrictive of the iiroccsscs, of fonnal Logic.
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CHAPTER XII.

OF THE MF.TIIOD8 AND PROCESSES TO BE ADOPTED IN THE TREAT-

MENT OF SECONDARV PROPOSITIONS.

1. TT has appeared from previous researches (XI. 7) that the

laws of combination of the literal symbols of Logic are the

same, whether those symbols are employed in the expression of

primary or in that of secondary propositions, the sole existing

difference between the two cases being a difference of interpre-

tation. It has also been established (V. 6), that whenever dis-

tinct systems of thought and interpretation are connected with

the same system of formal laws, i. e., of laws relating to the com-

bination and use of symbols, the attendant processes, intermediate

between the expression of the primary conditions of a problem

and the interpretation of its symbolical solution, are the same in

l)oth. Hence, as between the systems of thought manifested in

the two forms ofprimary and of secondary propositions, this com-

munity of formal law exists, the processes which have been es-

tablished and illustrated in our discussion of the former class of

])ropositlons will, without any modification, be applicable to the

latter.

2. Thus the laws of the two fundamental processes of elimi-

nation and development are the same in the system of 8econd.ary

as in the system of primary projKisitions. Again, it has been

seen (Chap. vi. Prop. 2) how, in primary propositions, the inter-

pretation of any proposed ecpiation devoid of fractional forms

may be effected by developing it into a series of eonstituents, and

equating to 0 every constituent whose coefficient does not vanish.

To the equations of secondary propositions the same method is

applicable, and the interpreted result to which it finally conducts

us is, as in the former case (VI. 6), a system of co-existent denials.

But while in the former case the force of those denials is ex-

pended iqwn the existence of certain classes of things, in the

latter it relates to the truth of certain combinations of the clc-

N
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mentary propositions involved in the terms of the given premises.

And as in primary propositions it was seen that the system of

denials admitted of conversion into various other forms of propo-

sitions (VI. 7), t&c., such conversion will be found to be possible

here also, the sole difference consisting not in the forms of the

equations, but in the nature of their interpretation.

3. Moreover, as in primary propositions, we can find the ex-

pression of any element entering into a system of equations, in

terms of the remaining elements (VI. 10), or of any selected

number of the remaining elements, and interpret that expression

into a logical inference, the same object can be accomplished by

the same means, difference of interpretation alone excepted, in

the system of secondary propositions. The elimination of those

elements which we desire to banish from the final solution, the

reduction of the system to a single equation, the algebraic solu-

tion and the mode of its development into an interpretable form,

differ in no respect from the corresponding steps in the discussion

of primary propositions.

To remove, however, any possible diflSculty, it may be de-

sirable to collect imder a general Buie the different cases which

present themselves in the treatment of secondary propositions.

Rule.—Express symbolically the given propositions (XI. 11).

Eliminate separatelyfrom each equation in which it isfnmd the

indefinite symbol v (VII. 5).

Eliminate the remaining symbols which it is desired to banish

from the final solution : always before elimination reducing to a

single equation those equations in which the symbol or symbols to

be eliminated are found (VIII. 7). Collect the resulting equa-

tions into a single equation 0.

Then proceed according to the particular form in which it is

desired to express thefinal relation, as—
1st. Ifin theform ofa denial, or system ofdenials, develop the

function V, and equate to 0 all those constituefUs whose coefficients

do not vanish.

2ndly. ffin theform ofa disjtaictive proposition, equate to 1

the sum ofthose constituents whose coffiecients vanish.

3rdly. ffin theform of a conditional proposition having a sim-
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pie element, as x or \ - x, Jbr its antecedent, determine the alge-

braic expression ofthat dement, and develop that expression.

4thly. If in the form of a conditional proposition having a

compound expression, <i» iy, ay + (1 - j-) (1 -y), ^c.,fur its ante-

cedent, equate that expression to a new symbol t, and determine t

as a developedfunction ofthe symbols which are to appear in the

consequent, either by ordinary methods or by the special method

(IX. 9).

Sthly. Interpret the results by (XI. 13, 14).

Ifit only be desired to ascertain whether a particular elemen-

tary proposition x is true or false, we must eliminate all the sym-

bols but X ; then the equation a = 1 xciil indicate that the proposition

is true, a - 0 that it is false, 0-0 that thepremises are insufficient

to determine whether it is true or false.

4. Ex. 1.—The following prediction is made the subject of a

curious discussion in Cicero’s fragmentary treatise, De Fato :

—

“ Si quis (Fabius) natus est oriente Canicula, is in mari non mo-

rietur.” 1 shall apply to it the method of this chapter. Let y
represent the proposition, “ Fabius was bom at the rising of the

dogstar;” a the proposition, “ Fabius will die in the sea.”

In saying that a represents the proposition, “ Fabius, &c.,” it is

only meant that a is a symbol so appropriated (XI. 7) to the

above proposition, that the equation a - 1 declares, and the equa-

tion a - 0 denies, the tmth of that proposition. The equation

we have to discuss will be

y = p(l -a). ( 1 )

And, first, let it be required to reduce the given proposition to a

negation or system of negations (XII. 3). We have, on trans-

position,

y-»(l -a) = 0.

Eliminating v.

y\y-{\ - a)) = 0,

or. y-y(l -a) = 0,

or. ya = 0. (2 )

The interpretation of this result is :
—

“

was bora at the rising of the dogstar,

N 2

It is not true that Fabius

and will die in the sea.”
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Cicero terms this form of proposition, “ Conjunctio ex repug-

nantibus and he remarks that Chrysippus thought in this way

to evade the difficulty which he imagined to exist in contingent

assertions respecting the future :
“ Hoc loco Chrysippus aistuans

falli s[)crat Chaldajos cseteros<iue divinos, neque eos usuros esse

conjunctionibus ut ita sua (lercepta pronuntient : Si quis natus

est oriente Canicula is in mari non morletur ; sed potius ita dicant:

flon et natus est quis oriente Canicula, ct in mari morietur.

O licentiam jocularem I . . . . Multa genera sunt enuntiandi, nec

uUum distortius quam hoc quo Chrysippus sperat Chaldaios con-

tentos Stoiconun causi fore.”

—

Cic. De Fatu, 7, 8.

• 5. To reduce the given proposition to a disjunctive form.

The constituents not entering into the first member of (2) are

a:(l -y), (1 -x)y, (1 - x) (1 - y).

Whence we have

y (1 - ar) + »(! -y) + (I - a:) (1 -y) = 1. (3)

The interpretation of which is :

—

Either Fabms was bom at the

rising ofthe dogstar, and will not perish in the sea ; or he was not

bom at the rising ofthe dogstar, and will perish in the sea; or he

was not bom at the rising of the dogstar, and loill not perish in

the sea.

In cases like the above, however, in which there exist consti-

tuents differing from eacli other only by a single factor, it is, as

we have seen (VII. 15), most convenient to collect such consti-

tuents into a single term. If we thus connect the 6rst and thirtl

terms of (3), we have

(l-y)x + l-x=l;

and if we similarly connect the second and third, we have

y(l - a;) + I - y = 1.

These forms of the equation severally give the Interpretations

—

Either Fabius was not bom under the dogstar, and will die in

the sea, or he will not die in the sea.

Either Fabius was bom under the dogstar, and will not die in

the sea, or he was ntd bom under the dogstar.
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It is evident that these interpretations arc strictly equivalent

to the former one.

Let us ascertmn, in the fonn of a conditional proposition, the

consequences which flow from the hypothesis, that “ Fabius will

perish in the sea.”

In the equation (2), which expresses the result of the elimi-

nation of V from the original equation, we must seek to determine

f as a function of y.

We have

a;=_ = 0y + -(l-y)on expansion,

or.
* =0 (1 - y):

the interpretation ofwhich is,—IfFabius shall die in the sea, he

was not bom at the rising ofthe dogstar.

These examples serve in some measure to illustrate the con-

nexion which has been established in the previous sections be-

tween primary and secondary propositions, a connexion of which

the two distinguishing features are identity of process and analogy

of interpretation.

6. Ex. 2.—There is a remarkable argument in the second

book of the Republic of Plato, the design of which is to prove

the immutability of the Divine Nature. It is a very fine example

both of the careful induction from familiar instances by which

Plato arrives at general principles, and of the clear and connected

logic by which he deduces from them the particular inferences

which it is his object to establish. The argument is contained

in the following dialogue

:

“ Must not that which departs from its proper form be

changed cither by itself or by another thing ? Necessarily so.

Are not things which arc in the best state least changed and dis-

turbed, as the body by meats and drinks, and labours, and every

species of plant by heats and winds, and such like affections ? Is

not the healthiest and strongest the least changed ? Assuredly.

And does not any trouble from without least disturb and change

that soul which is strongest and wisest? And as to all made

vessels, and furnitures, and garments, according to the same
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principle, are not those which arc well wrought, and in a good

condition, least changed by time and other accidents ? Even so.

And whatever is in a right state, cither by nature or by art, or

by both these, admits of the smallest change from any other

thing. So it seems. But God and things divine are in every

sense in the best state. Assuredly. In this way, then, God
should least of all bear many forms ? Least, Indeed, of all.

Again, shouldHe transform and change Himself? Manifestly He
must do so, ifHe is changed at all. Changes He then Himself to

that which is more good and fair, or to that which is worse and

baser? Necessarily to the worse, if he be changed. For never

shall we say that God is indigent of beauty or of virtue. You
speak most rightly, said I, and the matter being so, seems it to

you, O Adimantus, that God or man willingly makes himself in

any sense worse ? Impossible, said he. Impossible, then, it is,

stud I, that a god should wish to change himself ; but ever being

fairest and best, each of them ever remains absolutely in the same

form.”

The premises of the above argument are the following

:

1 st. Ifthe Deity suffers change. He is changed either by Him-

self or by another.

2nd. If He is in the best state. He is not changed by another.

3rd. The Deity is in the best state.

4th. If the Deity is changed by Himself, He is changed to a

worse state.

5th. IfHe acts willingly. He is not changed to a worse state.

6th. The Deity acts willingly.

Let us express the elements of these premises as follows

;

Let X represent the proposition, “ The Deity suffers change.”

y. He is changed by Himself.

z. He is changed by another.

s, He is in the best state.

t. He is changed to a worse state.

tr. He acts willingly.

Then the premises expressed in symbolical language yield, after

elimination of the indefinite class symbols v, the following equa-
’

tions

:
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xyz + i(l -y) (I - r) = 0, (1)

sz = 0, (2)

^ =1, (3)

y(l-<) = 0, (4)

tct = 0, (5)

w = 1. (6 )

Retaining x, I shall eliminate in succession z, t, y, t, and w (this

being the order in which those symbols occur in the above sys-

tem), and interpret the successive results.

Eliminating z from (1) and (2), we get

x<(l-y) = 0. (7)

Eliminating « from (3) and (7),

x(l-y) = 0. (8)

Eliminating y from (4) and (8),

x(l-0 = 0. (9)

Eliminating t from (5) and (9),

xw = 0. (10)

Eliminating w from (6) and (10),

x = 0. (11)

These equations, beginning with (8), give the following

results:

From (8) we have x = - y, therefore, 1/ the Deity suffers

change. He is changed by Himself,

From (9), x = ^
f. Ifthe Deity suffers change. He is changed

to a worse state.

From(lO), x = -(1 - w). If the Deity suffers change. He

does not act willingly.

From (11), The Deity does not suffer change. This is Plato’s

result.

Now I have before remarked, that the order of elimination

is indifierent. Let us in the present case seek to verify this fact

by eliminating the same symbols in a reverse order, beginning

with w. The resulting equations are.
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t = 0, y = 0, j:(1-z) = 0, z«=0, x = 0;

yielding the following interpretations :

God M not changed to a icorse state.

He is not changed by Himself,

IfHe suffers change. He is changed by another.

He is not changed by another.

He is not changed.

We thus reach by a different route the same conclusion.

Though as an exhibition of the power of the method, the

above examples are of slight value, they sen-e as well as more

complicated instances would do, to Illustrate its nature and cha-

racter.

7. It may be remarked, as a final instance ofanalogy between

the system of primary and that of secondary propositions, tliat

in the latter system also the fundamental equation,

X (1 - j:) = 0,

admits of interpretation. It expresses the axiom, A proposition

canmt at the same time be true andfalse. Let this be compared

with the corresponding interpretation (III. 15). Solved under

the form
0 0

X = = - X,
1 — X 0

by development, it furnishes the respective axioms : “A thing is

what it is:” “ Ifa proposition is true, it is true forms ofwhat has

been termed “ The principle of identity.” Upon the nature and

the value of these axioms tlie most opposite opinions have been

entertained. Some have regarded them as the very pith and mar-

row of philosophy. Locke devoted to them a chapter, headed,

“ On Trifling Propositions.” • In both these views there seems

to have been a mixture of truth and error. Regarded as sup-

planting exjierience, or a.s furnishing materials for the viun and

wordy janglings of the schools, such propositions are worse than

trifling. Viewed, on the other hand, as intimately allied with

the very laws and conditions of thought, they rise into at least a

speculative importance.

* Essa; on the Human Understanding, Book IV. Chap. viii.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ANALYSIS OF A _^PORTION OF DR. SAMDKL CLARKe’s “DEMONSTRA-
TION OF THE BEING AND ATTRIBUTES OF COD,” AND OF A

portion; OF THE “ ETHICA ORDINE GEOMETRICO DEMON-
f strata” of SPINOZA.

1 • ^T'HE general order which, in the investigations of the fol-

lowing chapter, I design to pursue, is the following. I

shall examine what are the actual premises involved in the de-

monstrations of some of the genenil propositions of the above

treatises, whether those premises be expressed or implied. By
the actual premises I mean whatever propositions ore assumed

in the course of the argument, without being proved, and are

employed os parts of the foundation upon which the final conclu-

sion is built. The premises thus dctennined, I shall express in

the language of symbols, and I shall then deduce from them by

the^methods developed in the previous chapters of this work, the

most important inferences which they involve, in addition to the

particular inferences actually drawn by the authors. I shall in

some instances modify the premises by the omission of some fact

or principle which is contained in them, or by the addition or

substitution of some new proposition, and shall determine how

by such change the ultimate conclusions are affected. In the

pursuit of these objects it will not devolve upon me to inquire,

excejit incidentally, how far the metaphysical piinciiiles laid down

in these celebrated productions are worthy of confidence, but

only to ascertain what conclusions may justly be drawn from

given premises
;
and in doing this, to exemplify the perfect li-

berty which we possess as concerns both the choice and the

order of the elements of the final or concluding propositions, viz.,

as to determining what elementary projiosi lions are true or false,

and what are true or false under given restrictions, or in given

combinations.

2. The chief practical difficulty of this inquiry will consist,
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Dot in the application of the method to the premises once deter-

mined, but in ascertaining what the premises arc. In what are

regarded as the most rigorous examples of reasoning applied to

metaphysical questions, it will occasionally be found that different

trains of thought are blended together
;
that particular but essen-

tial parts of the demonstration are given parenthetically, or out

of the main course of the argument; that the meaning of a pre-

miss may be in some degree ambiguous
;
and, not unfrequently,

that arguments, viewed by the strict laws of formal reasoning,

are incorrect or inconclusive. The diflSculty of determining and

distinctly exhibiting the true premises of a demonstration may,

in such cases, be very considerable. But it is a difficulty which

must be overcome by all who would ascertain whether a parti-

cular conclusion is proved or not, whatever form they may be

prepared or disposed to give to the ulterior process of reasoning.

It is a difficulty, therefore, which is not peculiar to the method

of this work, though it manifests itself more distinctly in con-

nexion with this method than with any other. So intimate, in-

deed, is this connexion, that it is impossible, employing the me-

thod of this treatise, to form even a conjecture as to the validity

of a conclusion, without a distinct apprehension and exact state-

ment of all the premises upon which it rests. In the more usual

course of procedure, nothing is, however, more common than to

examine some of the steps of a trmn of argument, and thence to

form a vague g;eneral impression of the scope of the whole, with-

out any such preliminary and thorough analysis of the premises

which it Involves.

The necessity of a rigorous determination of the real pre-

mises of a demonstration ought not to be regarded as an evil

;

especially as, when that task is accomplished, every source of

doubt or ambiguity is removed. In employing the method of

this treatise, the order in which premises are arranged, the mode

of connexion which they exhibit, with every similar circumstance,

may be esteemed a matter of indifference, and the process of

inference is conducted with a precision which might almost be

termed mechanical.

3. The “ Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of

God,” consists of a series of propositions or theorems, each
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of them proved by means of premises resolvable, for the most

part, into two distinct classes, viz., facts of observation, such

as the existence of a material world, the phtenomenon of mo-

tion, &c., and hypothetical principles, the authority and uni-

versality of which are supposed to be recognised d priori. It is,

of course, upon the truth of the latter, assuming the correctness

ofthe reasoning, that the validity of the demonstration really de-

pends. But whatever may be thought of its claims in this re-

spect, it is unquestionable that, as an intellectual performance, its

merits are very high. Though the trains of argument of which

it consists are not in general very clearly arranged, they are al-

most always specimens of correct Logic, and they exhibit a

subtlety of apprehension and a force of reasoning whicli have

seldom been equalled, never perhaps surpassed. We see in them

the consummation of those intellectual efforts which were awa-

kened in the realm of metaphysical inquiry, at a period when the

dominion of hypothetical principles was less questioned than it

now is, and when the rigorous demonstrations of the newly risen

school of mathematical physics seemed to have furnished a model

for their direction. They appear to me for this reason (not to

mention the dignity of the subject of which they treat) to be

deserving of high consideration ; and I do not deem it a vain

or superfluous task to expend upon some of them a careful

analysis.

4. The Ethics of Benwlict Spinoza is a treatise, the object

of which is to prove the identity of God and the universe, and

to establish, upon this doctrine, a system of morals and of philo-

sophy. The analysis ofits main argument is extremely difficult,

owing not to the complexity ofthe separate propositions which it

involves, but to the use of vague definitions, and ofaxioms which,

through a like defect of clearness, it is perplexing to determine

whether we ought to accept or to reject. While the reasoning of

Dr. Samuel Clarke is in part verbal, that of Spinoza is so in a much

greater degree; and perhaps this is the reason why, to some

minds, it has appeared to possess a formal cogency, to which in

reality it possesses no just claim. These points will, however,

be considered in the proper place.
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Clarke’s demonstration.

Proposition I.

5. “ Something has existedfrom eternity.”

The proof is as follows :

—

“ For since something now is, ’tis manifest that something

always was. Otherwise the tilings that now are must have risen

out of nothing, absolutely and without cause. Which is a

plain contradiction in tenus. For to say a thing is produced,

and yet that there is no cause at all df that production, is to say

that something is effected when it is effected by nothing, that is,

at the same time when it is not effected at all. Whatever exists

has a cause of its existence, either in the necessity of its own
nature, and thus it must have been of itself eternal ; or in the

will of some other being, and then that other being must, at least

in the order of nature and causality, have existed before it.”

Let us now proceed to analyze the above demonstration. Its

first sentence is resolvable into the following propositions

:

1st. Something is.

2nd. If something is, either something always was, or the

things that now are must have risen out of nothing.

The next portion of the demonstration consists of a proof

that the second of the above alternatives, viz., “ The things that

now are have risen out of nothing,” is impossible, and it may
formally be resolved as follows

:

3rd. If the things that now are have risen out of nothing,

something has been effected, and at the same time that some-

thing has been effecteil by nothing.

4th. If that something has been effected by nothing, it has

not been effected at all.

The second portion of this argument appears to be a mere

assumption of the jioint to be provetl, or an attempt to make that

point clearer by a different verbal statement.

The third and last portion ofthe demonstration contains a dis-

tinct proof of the truth of either the original proposition to be

proved, viz., “ Something always was,” or the jioint proved in

the second jiart of the demonstration, viz., the untenable nature
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of the hypothesis, that “ the things that now are have risen out

of nothing.” It is resolvable as follows :

—

5th. If something is, either it exists by the necessity of its

own nature, or it exists by the will of another being.

6th. If it exists by the necessity of its own nature, something

always was.

7 th. If it exists by the will of another being, then the pro-

position, that the things which exist have arisen out of nothing,

is false.

The lost proposition is not expressed in the same form in the

text of Dr. Clarke ; but his expressed conclusion of the prior ex-

istence of another Being is clearly meant as equivalent to a de-

nial of the proposition that the things which now are liave risen

out of nothing.

It appears, therefore, that the demonstration eonsists of two

distinct trains of argument : one of those trains comprising what

I have designated as the first and secorui parts of the demonstra-

tion ; the other comprising the and third parts. Let us con-

sider the latter train.

The premises are :

—

1st. Something is.

2nd. If something is, either something always was, or the

things that now are have risen out of notliing.

3rd. If somethinj is, either it exists in the necessity of its

own nature, or it exists by the will of another Iwing.

4th. If it exists in the necessity of its own nature, something

always was.

5th. If it exists by the will of another being, then the hy-

pothesis, that the things which now are have risen out of nothing,

is false.

We must now express symbolically the above proposition.

Let X = Something is.

y = Something always was.

z = The things whicli now are have risen from

nothing.

p = It exists in the necessity of its own nature

(i. e. the something spoken of above).

5 = It exists by the will ofanother Being.
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It must be imderstood, that by the expression, Let x =
“ Something is,” is meant no more than that x is the repre-

sentative symbol of that proposition (XI. 7), the equations

x= 1, X = 0, respectively declaring its truth and its falsehood.

The equations of the premises are :

—

1st. X = 1;

2nd. X = » (y (1 - x) + X (1 - y));

3rd. x= » (p(l - y) + y(l -p)j;
4th. p = vy;

6th. y = » (1 - x);

and on eliminating the several indefinite symbols », we have

1 - X = 0

;

(1)

x(yx+(l-y)(l-x)) = 0; (2)

x!py+(l-p)(l-</)j = 0; (3)

(1 -y) = 0; (4)

qz = 0.
(5)

6. First, I shall examine whether any conclusions are dedu-

cible from thc| above, concerning the truth or falsity of the

single propositions represented by the symbols y, x, p, q, viz., of

the propositions, “ Something always was “ The things which

now are have risen from nothing;” “The something which is

exists by the necessity of its own nature

“

The something

wliich is exists by the n-ill of another being.”

For this purpose we must separately eliminate all the symbols

but y, all these but x, &c. The resulting equation will deter-

mine whether any such separate relations exist.

To eliminate x from (1), (2), and (3), it is only necessary to

substitute in (2) and (3) the value of x derived from (1). We
find as the results,

yx + (l-y)(l-x) = 0. (6)

;>y + (l-/;)(l-y) = 0. (7)

To eliminate p we have from (4) and (7), by addition,

F(1 -y) +F? + (1 -F)(l - ?) = 0; (8)

whence we find,

(l-y)(l-y) = 0. (9)
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To eliminate q from (5) and (9), we have

whence we find

z(l-y) = 0. (10)

There now remain hut the two equations (6) and (10), which,

on addition, ^ve
yz+ 1 - y = 0.

Eliminating from this equation z, we have

1 - y = 0, or, y = 1. (11)

Eliminating fi-om the same equation y, we have

z = 0. (12)

The interpretation of ( 1
1 ) is

Something always was.

The interpretation of (12) is

The things which are have not risen from nothing.

Next resuming the system (6), (7 ), with the two equations

(4), (5), let us determine the two equations involving p and <j

respectively.

To eliminate y we have from (4) and (6),

p(l -y) + yz + (l-y)(l -z) = (0);

whence (p + 1 - z) z = 0, or, pz = 0. (l.S)

To eliminate z from (5) and (13), we have

7Z + pz = 0

;

whence we get,

0 = 0 .

There remains then but the equation (7), from which elimi-

nating q, we have 0 = 0 for the final equation, in p.

Hence there is no conclusion derivable from the premises af-

firming the simple truth or falsehood of the proposition, “ The

something which is exists in the necessity ofits own nature^ And as,

on eliminating p, there is the same result, 0 = 0, for the ultimate

equation in q, it also follows, that there is no conclusion deducible

from the premises as to the simple truth orfalsehood ofthe propo-

sition, “ The something which is exists by the will ofanotherBeing."
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Of relations connecting more than one of the propositions re-

presented by the elementary symbols, it is needless to consider

any but that which is denoted by the equation (7) connecting

p and q, inasmuch as the propositions represented by the remain-

ing symbols are absolutely true or false independently ofany con-

nexion of the kind here spoken of. The interpretation of (7),

placed under the form

/»(!- y) + 7(1 -p) = 1, is,

The something which is, either exists in the necessity of its

own nature, or by the will ofanother being.

I have exhibited the details of the above analysis with a,

perhaps, needless fulness and prolixity, because in the examples

which will follow, I propose rather to indicate the steps by

which results are obtained, than to incur the danger of a weari-

some frequency of rcjictition. The conclusions which have re-

sulted from the above application of the method are easily verified

by ordinary reasoning.

The reader will have no difficulty in applying the method

to the other tnun of premises involved in Dr. Clarke’s first Pro-

jwsition, and deducing from them the two first ofthe conclusions

to which the above analysis has led.

Proposition II.

7. Some one wichangeable and independent Being has existed

from eternity.

The premises from which the above proposition is proved

are the following

:

1st. Something has always existed.

2nd. If something has always existed, either there has existed

some one unchangeable and independent being, or the whole of

existing things has been comprehended in a succession of change-

able and dependent beings.

3rd. If the universe has consisted of a succession of change-

able and dependent beings, either that series has had a cause from

without, or it has had a cause from within.

4th. It has not had a cause from without (because it includes,

by hypothesis, all things that exist).
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5th. It has not had a cause from within (because no part is

necessary, and if no part is necessary, the whole cannot be ne-

cessary).

Omitting, merely for brevity, the subsidiary proofs contained

in the parentheses of the fourth and fifth premiss, we may repre-

sent the premises os follows

:

Let X •> Something has always existed.

y = lliere has existed some one unchangeable and in-

dependent being.

z = There has existed a succession of changeable and

dependent beings.

p a That series has had a cause from without.

q = That series has had a cause from within.

Then we have the following system of equations, viz.

:

1st. 1 = 1 ;

2nd. a: = o (y (1 - 2) + 2 (1 - y)|

;

3rd. 2 = t) (p (1 - ^) + (1 -y)y) ;

4th. p = 0

;

6th. y = 0

:

which, on the separate elimination of the indefinite symbols v.

gives

1-2 = 0 ; ( 1 )

2(y2 + (l-y)(l-r)) =0; (2)

r{py+(l-p)(l-y)) = 0; (3)

p = 0; (4)

q = 0 . (6)

The elimination from the above system of x, p, q, and y, con-

ducts to the equation

2 = 0 .

And the elimination of2
, p, q, and 2

,
conducts in a similar man-

ner to the equation

y= 1.

Of which equations the respective interpretations are :

1st. The whole of existing things has not been comprehended

in a succession of changeable and dependent beings.

2nd. There has existed some one unchangeable and independent

being.

o
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The latter ofthese is the proposition which Dr. Clarke proves.

As, by the above analysis, all the propositions represented by the

literal symbols x, y, z, p, q, are determined as absolutely true or

false, it is needless to inquire into the existence of any further re-

lations connecting those propositions together.

Another proof is given of Prop, ii., which for brevity I pass

over. It may be observed, that the “ impossibility of infinite

succession,” the proof of which forms a part of Clarke’s argu-

ment, has commonly been assumed as a fundamental principle of

metaphysics, and extended to other questions than that ofcausa-

tion. Aristotle applies it to establish the necessity of first prin-

ciples of demonstration ;* the necessity of an end (the good), in

human actions, &c.t There is, perhaps, no principle more fre-

quently referred to in his writings. By the schoolmen it was

similarly appbed to prove the impossibility of an infinite subor-

dination ofgenera and species, and hence the necessary existence

of universals. Apparently the imjiossibiUty of our fonning a

definite and complete conception of an infinite scries, i. c. of

comprehending it as a whole, has been confounded with a logical

inconsistency, or contradiction in the Idea itself.

8. The analysis of the followmg argument depends upon the

theory of Prinmry Propositions.

Proposition III.

That unchangeable and independent Being mnst he selfexistent

.

Tlie premises are :

—

1 . Every being must either have come into existence out of

nothing, or it must have been produced by some external cause,

or it must Vie self-existent.

2. No being has come into existence out of nothing.

3. The unchangeable and independent Being has not been

produced by an cxtemal cause.

For the symbolical exprcs.sion of the above, let us assume.

• Metaphysics, III. 4 ;
Anal. Post. I. 19, f/ urt).

t Nic. Ethics, Hook I. Cap. ii.
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X = Beings which have arisen out of nothing.

y = Beings wliich have been produced by an external

cause.

z = Beings which are self-existent.

w = The unchangeable and independent Being.

Then we have

^(1 -y) (1 -=) +y(i - a;) (1 - .s) + «(i -x) (1 -y)= 1, (1)

X = 0, (2)

w = v{\-y), (3)

from the last of which eliminating u,

try = 0. (4)

Whenever, as above, the value of a symbol is given as 0 or 1 , it

is best eliminated by simple substitution. Thus the elimination

of X gives

y(l-x) + x(l-y)= 1; (5)

or, yz + (1 -y) (1 - x) = 0. (6)

Now adding (4) and (6), and eliminating y, we get

;r(l - z) = 0,

tc c vz ;

the interpretation of whieh is,— The unchanyeahle and indepetv-

dent being is necessarily self-existing.

Of (5), in its actual form, the interpretation is,

—

Every being

has either been produced by an external cause, or it is self-existent.

9. In Dr. Samuel Clarke’s observations on the above propo-

sition oceurs a remarkable argument, designed to prove that the

material world is not the self-existent being above spoken of.

The passage to which I refer is the following

;

“ If matter be supposed to exist necessarily, then in that ne-

cessary existence there is cither included the power of gravitation,

or not. If not, then in a world merely material, and in which no

intelligent being presides, there never could have been any mo-

tion ; because motion, as has lieen already shown, and is now

granted in the question, is not necessary of itself. But if the

o 2
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power of gravitation be ineludcd in the pretended necessary ex-

istence of matter : then, it following necessarily that there must

be a vacuum (as the incomparable Sir Isaac Newton has abun-

dantly demonstrated that there must, if gravitation be an uni-

versal quality or affection of matter), it follows likewise, that

matter is not a necessary being. For if a vacuum actually be,

then it is plainly more than possible for matter not to be.”

—

(pp. 25, 26).

It will, upon attentive examination, be found that the actual

premises involved in the above demonstration arc the following

:

1st. If matter is a necessary being, either the property ofgra-

vitation is necessarily present, or it is necessarily absent.

2nd. Ifgravitation is necessarily absent, and the world is not

subject to any presiding Intelligence, motion docs not exist.

3rd. If the property of gravitation is necessarily present, the

existence of a vacuum is necessary.

4th. If the existence of a vacuum is necessary, matter is not a

necessary being.

6th. If matter is a necessary being, the world is not subject

to a presiding Intelligence.

6th. Motion exists.

Of the above premises the first four are expressed in the de-

monstration ; the fifth is implied in the connexion of its first and

second sentences ; and the sixth expresses a fact, which the au-

thor does not appear to have thought it necessary to state, but

which is obviously a part of the ground of his reasoning. Let us

represent the elementary propositions in the following manner

:

Let X = Matter is a nccessaiy being.

y = Gravitation is necessarily present.

I = Gravitation is necessarily absent.

z = The world is merely material, and not subject to

any presiding Litelligcnce.

ir = Motion exists.

» = A vacuum is necessary.

Then the system of prembes will be represented by the following

equations, in which q is employed as the symbol of time indefi-

nite :
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X = q {y(i - 0 + (1 -y)t].

tz= 9 (I - to).

y = qv.

V = q{\-x).

X = qz,

w = \.

From which, if we eliminate the symbols wc have the follow-

ing system, viz.

:

* (y<+ (I -y) (1 - 0) = 0. (1)

tzw = 0. (2)

y(l-o) = 0. (3)

vx = 0, (4)

x(l-z) = 0. (5)

1 - to = 0. (6)

Now if from these equations we eliminate to, v, x, t/, and t, we
obtain the equation

a: = 0,

which expresses the proposition, Matter ix not a necessary being.

This is Dr. Clarke’s conclusion. If we endeavour to eliminate

any other set of five symbols (except the set », z, y, t, and x,

whieh woidd give to = 1 ), we obtain a result of the fonn 0 = 0.

It hence appears that there are no other conclusions expressive of

the absolve truth or falsehood of any of the elementary propositions

designated by single symbols.

Of conclusions expressed by equations involving two symbols,

there exists but the following, viz . :—If the world is merely mate-

rial, and not sttbject to a pyresiding Intelligence, gravitation is not

necessarily absent. This conclusion is expressed by the equation

tz = 0, whence 2 = y ( 1 - <).

If in the above analysis we suppress the concluding premiss, ex-

• pressing the fact of the existence of motion, and leave the hypo-

thetical principles which are embodied in the remaining premises

untouched, some remarkable conclusions follow. To these I

shall direct attention in the following chapter.

10. Of the remainder of Dr. Clarke’s argument I shall briefly

state the substance and connexion, dwelling only on certain por-
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tions of it which are of a more complex character than the others,

and afford better illustrations of the method of this work.

In Prop. IV. it is shown that the substance or essence of the

self-existent being is incomprehensible. The tenor of.the reason-

ing employed is, that we are ignorant of the essential nature of

all other things,—much more, then, of the essence of the self-

existent being.

In Prop. V. it is contended that “ though the substance or

essence of the self-existent being is itself absolutely incompre-

hensible to us, yet many of the essential attributes of his nature

are strictly demonstrable, as well as his existence.”

In Prop. VI. it is argued that “ the self-existent being must

of necessity be infinite and omnipresent and it is contended

that his infinity must be “ an infinity of fulness as well as of

immensity.” The ground upon which the demonstration pro-

ceeds is, that an absolute necessity of existence must be inde-

pendent of time, place, and circumstance, free from limitation,

and therefore excluding all imperfection. And hence it is in-

ferred that the self-existent being must be “ a most simple, un-

changeable, incorruptible being, without parts, figure, motion,

or any other such properties as we find in matter.”

The premises actually employed may be exhibited as follows

:

1. If a finite being is self-existent, it is a contradiction to

suppose it not to exist.

2. A finite being may, without contradiction, be absent from

one place.

3. That which may without contradiction be absent from one

place may without contradiction be absent from all places.

4. That which may without contradiction be absent from ail

places may without contradiction be supposed not to exist.

Let us assume

X = Finite beings.

y = Things self-existent.

z = Things which it is a contradiction to suppose not to exist,

ir = Things which may be absent without contradiction from

one place.

t = Things which without contradiction may be absent from

every place.
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We have on expressing the above, and eliminating the indefinite

symbols,

xy{\ - r) = 0. (0
a: (1 - M’) = 0. (2)

to (1 - t) =0. (3)

tz = 0. (“t)

Eliminating in succession t, w, and z, we get

xy = 0,

(• -*);

the interpretation of which is,— Whatever in self^xUtent is in-

finite.

In Prop. VII. it is argued that the self-existent being must of

necessity be One. The order of the proof is, that the self-exis-

tent being is “ necessarily existent,” that “ necessity absolute in

itself is simple and uniform, and without any possible difference

or variety,” that all “ variety or difference of existence” implies

dependence ; and hence that “ whatever exists necessarily is the

one suiiplc essence of the self-existent being.”

The conclusion is also made to flow from the following pro-

mises :

—

1 . If there are two or more necessary and independent beings,

cither of them may be supposed to exist alone.

2. If either may be supposed to exist alone, it is not a contra-

diction to suppose the other not to exist.

3. If it is not a contradiction to suppose this, there are not

two necessary and independent beings.

Let us represent the elementary propositions as follows ;

—

X = there exist two necessary independent bemgs.

1/ = cither may be supposed to exist alone,

c = it is not a contradiction to suppose the other not to exist.

We liavc then, on proceeding as before.

ar(l -y) = 0. (1)

y(l-a)=0. (2)

zx = 0, (3)
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Eliminating y and z, we have

z = 0.

Whence, There do not exist two necessary and independent beings.

1 1 . To the premises upon which the two previous propositions

rest, it is well known that Bishop Butler, who at the time of the

publication of the “ Demonstration,” was a student in a non-

conformist academy, made objection in some celebrated letters,

which, together with Dr. Clarke’s replies to them, are usually

appended to editions of the work. The real question at issue is

the validity of the principle, that “ whatsoever is absolutely ne-

cessary at all is absolutely necessary in every part of space, and

in every point of duration,”—a principle assumed in Dr. Clarke’s

reasoning, and explicitly stated in his reply to Butler’s first let-

ter. In his second communication Butler says : “ I do not con-

ceive that the idea of ubiquity is contained in the idea of self-

existence, or directlyfollowsfrom it, any otherwise than as what-

ever exists must exist somewhere." That is to say, necessary

existence implies existence in some part of space, but not in

every part. It does not appear that Dr. Clarke was ever able to

dispose effectually of this objection. The whole of the corres-

pondence is extremely curious and interesting. The objections

of Butler are precisely those which would occur to an acute mind

impressed with the conviction, that upon the sifting of first prin-

ciples, rather than upon any mechanical dexterity of reasoning,

the successful investigation of truth miunly depends. And the

replies of Dr. Clarke, although they cannot be admitted as satis-

factory, evince, in a remarkable degree, that peculiar intellectual

power which is manifest in the work from which the discussion

arose.

12. In Prop. VIII. it is argued that the self-existent and ori-

ginal cause of all things must be an Intelligent Being.

The main argument adduced in support of this proposition is,

that as the cause is more excellent than the effect, the self-

existent being, as the cause and original of all things, must con-

tain in itself the perfections of all things ; and that Intelligence

is one of the perfections manifested in a part of the creation. It

is further argued that this jx:rfection is not a modification of
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figure, divisibility, or any of the known properties of matter

;

for these are not perfections, but limitations. To this is added

the d posteriori argument from the manifestation of design in the

fiame of the universe.

There is appended, however, a distinct argument for the

existence of an intelligent self-existent being, founded upon the

phsenomenal existence of motion in the universe. I shall briefly

exhibit this proof, and shall apply to it the method of the present

treatise.

The argument, omitting unimportant explanations, is as fol-

lows ;

—

“ ’Tis evident there is some such a thing as motion in the

world ; which either began at some time or other, or was eternal.

If it began in time, then the question is granted that the first

cause is an intelligent being. ... On the contrary, if motion was

eternal, either it was eternally caused by some eternal intelligent

being, or it must of itself be necessary and self-existent, or else,

without any necessity in its own nature, and without any external

necessary cause, it must have existed from eternity by an endless

successive communication. If motion was eternally caused by

some eternal intelligent being, this also is granting the question

as to the present dispute. If it was of itself necessary and self-

existent, then it follows that it must be a contradiction in terms

to suppose any matter to be at rest. And yet, at the same time,

because the determination of this self-existent motion must be

every way at once, the effect of it would be nothing else but a

perpetual rest. . . . But if it be said tliat motion, without any ne-

cessity in its own nature, and without any external necessarj’

cause, lias existed from eternity merely by an endless successive

communication, os Spinoza inconsistently enough seems to assert,

this I have before shown (in the proof of the second general

proposition of this discourse) to be a plain contradiction. It re-

mains, therefore, that motion must of necessity be originally

caused by something that is intelligent.”

The premises of the above argument may be thus disposed

:

1. If motion began in time, the first cause is an intelligent

being.
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2. If motion has existed from eternity, either it has been

eternally caused by some eternal intelligent being, or it is self-

existent, or it must have existed by endless successive communi-

cation.

3. If motion has been eternally caused by an eternal intelli-

gent being, the first cause is an intelligent being.

4. K it is self-existent, matter is at rest and not at rest.

5. That motion has existed by endless successive communi-

cation, and that at the same time it is not self-existent, and has

not been eternally caused by some eternal intelligent being, is

false.

To express these propositions, let us assume

—

X = Motion began in time (and therefore)

1 - X = Motion has existed from eternity,

y The first cause is an intelligent being.

p = Motion has been eternally caused by some eternal intelli-

gent being.

q = Motion is self-existent.

r ^ Motion has existed by endless successive communication.

s <= Matter is at rest.

The equations of the premises then are

—

X = vy.

1 - x = Blp(l--ir)(l -r)+<
7 (l -p)(l -r) + r(l -p)(l-,y)).

p = vy.

q e vs (!-«) = 0.

r(l - y) (1 -p) = 0.

Since, by the fourth equation, y = 0, we obtain, on substituting

for q its value in the remaining equations, the system

x = «y, 1 - X = u |p(l -r) + r(l -p)j,

p-xy, r(l-p) = 0,

from which eliminating the indefinite symbols v, we have the

final reduced system.

x(l -y) = 0, (1)

(1 -x) (pr4 (1 -p)(l -r)j =0, (2)

1 II p C^)

r ( 1 - p) = 0. (4)
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We shall first seek the value of y, the symbol involved in Dr.

Clarke’s conclusion. First, eliminating x from (1) and (2), we
have

(1 -y) (;>r+ (1 -;>)(! -r)) =0. (6)

Next, to eliminate r fi-om (4) and (5), we have

(1-y) (P' + (I -/')(! -»-)l “O.

••• {1 -/» + (! -I/)P) X (1 -p) (1 -P) = 0;
whence

(1 -y) (1 -p) = 0. (6)

Lastly, eliminating p from (3) and (6), we have

1 -y = 0,

••• y = 1,

which expresses the required conclusion. The Jirst mute in an

intelligent being.

Let us now examine what other conclusions ore deducible

from the premises.

K we substitute the value just found I'or y in the equations

(1), (2), (3), (4), they are reduced to the following pair of equa-

tions, viz.,

(1 -z) [pr + (l-p)(l-r)l =0, r(l-p) = 0. (7)

Eliminating from these equations x, we have

r(l -p) = 0, whence r = vp,

which expresses the conclusion, Ifmotion has existed by endless

successive communication, it has been eternally caused by an eter-

nal intelligent Iteing.

Again eliminating, from the given pair, r, we have

(1 - x) (1 -p) = 0,

or, 1- X ^ vp,

which expresses the conclusion, 1/ motion has existedfrom eter-

nity, it has been eternally caused by some eternal intelligent being.

Lastly, from the same original pair eliminating p, we get

(1 -x)r=0,

which, solvctl in the form

1 - z = t> (1 - r).
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givM the conclusion, ffmotion has existedfrom eternity, it has not

existed by an endless successive communication.

Solved under the form
r = vx,

the above equation leads to the equivalent conclusion, Ifmotion

exists by an endless successive communication, it began in time.

13. Now it will a])pear to the reader that the first and last of

the above four conclusions are inconsistent with each other. The

two consequences drawn from the hypothesis that motion exists

by an endless successive communication, viz., 1st, that it has

been eternally caused by an eternal intelhgent being ; 2ndly, that

it began in time,—are plainly at variance. Nevertheless, they are

both rigorous deductions from the original premises. The oppo-

sition between them is not ofa logical, but ofwhat is technically

termed a material, character. This opposition might, however,

have been formally stated in the premises. We might have

added to them a formal proposition, asserting that “ whatever is

eternally caused by an eternal Intelligent being, docs not begin in

time.” Had this been done, no such opposition as now appears

in our conclusions could have presented itself. Formal logic

can only take account of relations which are formally expressed

(VI. 16); and it may thus, in particular instances, become ne-

cessary to express, in a formal manner, some coimexion among

the premises which, without actual statement, is involved in the

very meaning of the language employed.

To illu.strate what has been said, let us add to the equations

(2) and (4) the equation

= 0,

which expresses the condition above adverted to. We have

(1 - x) (pr + (1 - p) (1 - r)) + r (1 - p) + /« = 0. (8)

Eliminating p from this, we find simply

r = 0,

which expresses the proposition. Motion does not exist by an end-

less successive communication. If now we substitute for r its value

in (8), wc have

(I -*)(!-/») pc = 0, or, 1 - X = p

;
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whence we have the interpretation, If motion has existed from

eternity, it has been eternally caused by an eternal intelligent being ;

together with the converse of that proposition.

In Prop. IX. it is argued, that “ the self-existent and original

cause of all things is not a necessary agent, but a being endued

with liberty and choice.” The proof is based munly upon his

possession of intelligence, and upon the existence of final causes,

implying design and choice. To the objection that the supreme

cause operates by necessity for the production of what is best, it

is replied, that this is a necessity of fitness and \visdom, and not

of nature.

14. In Prop. X. it is argued, that “the self-existent being,

the supreme cause of all things, must of necessity have infinite

power.” The ground of the demonstration is, that as “ all the

powers of all things are derived from him, nothing can make any

difficulty or resistance to the execution of his will.” It is de-

fined that the infinite power of the self-existent being does not

extend to the “ making ofa thing which implies a contradiction,”

or the doing of that “ which would imply imperfection (whether

natural or moral) in the being to whom such power is ascribed,”

but that it does extend to the creation of matter, and of an im-

material, cogitative substance, endued ivith a power ofbeginning

motion, and with a liberty of will or choice. Upon this doctrine

of liberty it is contended that we are able to give a satisfactory

answer to “that ancient and great question, noOtv to kokov,

what is the cause and original of evil ?” The argument on this

head I shall briefly exhibit.

“ All that we call evil is either an evil ofImperfection, as the

want of certain faculties or excellencies which other creatures

have ; or natural evil, as (min, death, and the like ; or moral evil,

as all kinds of vice. The first of these is not properly an evil

;

for every power, faculty, or perfection, which any creature enjoys,

being the free gift of God, . . it is plain the want of any certain

faculty or perfection in any kind of creatures, which never be-

longed to their natures is no more an evil to them, than their

never having been created or brought into being at all could pro-

perly have been called an evil. The second kind of evil, which

we call natural evil, is either a necessary consequence of the
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former, as death to a creature on whose nature inunortality was

never conferred ; and then it is no more properly an evil than the

former. Or else it is counterpoised on the whole with as great

or greater good, as the afflictions and sufferings of good men,

and then also it is not properly an evil ; or else, lastly, it is a

punishment, and then it is a necessary consequence of the third

and last kind of evil, viz., moral evil. And this arises wholly

from the abuse of liberty which God gave to His creatures for

other purposes, and which it was reasonable and fit to give them

for the perfection and order of the whole creation. Only they,

contrary to God’s intention and command, have abused what was

necessary to the perfection of the whole, to the corruption and

depravation of themselves. And thus oil sorts of evils have en-

tered into the world without any diminution to the infinite good-

ness of the Creator and Governor thereof.”—p. 112.

The main premises of the above argument may be thus

stated

:

1 at. All reputed evil is either evil of imperfection, or natural

evil, or moral evil.

2nd. Evil of imperfection is not absolute evil.

3rd. Natural evil is either a consequence of evil of imperfec-

tion, or it is compensated with greater good, or it is a conse-

quence of moral evil.

4th. That which is either a consequence of evil of imperfec-

tion, or is compensated with greater good, is not absolute evil.

5th. All absolute evils are included in reputed evils.

To express these premises let us assume

—

w = reputed evil.

X = evil of imperfection.

y ~ natural evil.

z = moral evil.

p - consequence of evil of imperfection.

q = compensated with greater good.

r = consequence of moral evil.

t = absolute evil.

Then, regarding the premises as Primary Propositions, of which
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all the predicates are particular, and the conjunctions either, or,

as absolutely disjunctive, we have the following equations

:

«’= « {x(l -y) (1 - 9) + j/(l - x) (1 -c) + a:(l - (1 -y))
X = »(1 - t).

y = B [p(l-9) (l-r) + 9(l -;>)(! - r) + r(l -p) (I -y))

p(l -q) + q(l-p) = v(l -t).

t = vw.

From which, if we separately eliminate the symbol v, we have

ic (1 -x(l-y)(l-z)-y(l -x)(l-x)-c(l-x)(l -y)) =0, (1)

rt = 0
, (2 )

y (l-/>(l-y)(l -r)-9(l-;j)(l-r)-r(l-p)(l-y)j =0, (3)

(p(l -9) + 9(1 -y)) t = 0, (4)

<(l-uO = 0 . (5 )

Let it be required, first, to find what conclusion the premises

warrant us in forming respecting absolute evils, as concerns their

dependence upon moral evils, and the consequences of moral

evils.

For this purjiose we must determine t in terms of z and r.

The symbols w, x, y, p, q must therefore be eliminated. The
process is easy, as any set of the equations is reducible to a single

equation by addition.

Eliminating to from (1) and (5), we have

< {l-x(l-y)(l-x)-y (l-x)(l-x)-x(l-x)(l-y)) =0. (6)

The elimination ofp from (3) and (4 ) gives

yqr + yqt + y< (1 - r) (1 - 9) = 0. (7)

The elimination of 9 from tliis gives

yt(l-r) = 0. (8)

The elimination of x between (2) and (6) gives

( 1 -y) (
1 ->)1 = 0 - (9)

The elimination ofy from (8) and (9) gives

t(l-s) (l-r) = 0.

This is the only relation existing between the elements t, z, and r.
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We hence get

the interpretation ofwhich is, A btohite evil is either moral evil, or

it is, ifnot moral evil, a consequence ofmoral evil.

Any of the results obtained in the process ofthe above solu-

tion furnish us with interpretaUons. Thus from (8) we might

deduce

0 0
= o^''^o

(1 -y);

whence. Absolute evils are either natural evils, which are the con~

sequences of moral evils, or they are not natural evils at all,

A variety of other conclusions may be deduced from the given

equations in reply to questions which may be arbitrarily pro-

posed. Of such I shall give a few examples, without exhibiting

the intermediate processes of solution.

Quest. 1 Can any relation be deduced from the premises

connecting the following elements, viz. : absolute evils, conse-

quences of evils of imperfection, evils compensated with greater

good?

Ans.

—

No relation exists. Ifwe eliminate all the symbols but

It the result is 0 = 0.

Quest. 2.—Is any relation implied between absolute evils,

evils of imperfection, and consequences of evils of imperfection.

Ans.—The final relation between x, t, and p is

= 0 ;

whence

t = —^ ^ ( 1 - p) ( 1 -x).p^x o''
‘ '

Therefore, Absolute evils are neither evils of imperfection, nor con-

sequences ofevils of imperfection.
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Quest. 3.—Required the relation of natural evils to evils of

imperfection and evils compensated with greater good.

We find
pqy = 0,

Therefore, Natural evils are either consequences of evils of imper-

fection tchich are not compensated with greater good, or they are not

conseiptences of evils of imperfection at all.

Quest. 4.—In Avhat relation do those natural evils Avhich are

not moral evils stand to absolute evils and the consequences of

moral evils ?

Ify (I - z) = s, we find, after elimination,

( 1 - r) = 0

;

0 0 0 ,

Therefore, Natural evils, which are not moral evils, are either abso-

lute evils, which are the consequences of moral evils, or they are not

absolute evils at all.

The following conclusions have been deduced in a similar

manner. The subject of each conclusion Avill show of what par-

ticular things a de.scription was required, and the predicate avUI

show what elements it was designed to involve :

—

Absolute evils, which are not consequences of moral evils, are

moral and not natural evils.

Absolute evils which are not moral evils are natural evils, which

are the consequences of moral evils.

Natural evils which are not consequences of moral evils are not

absolute evils.

Lastly, let us seek a description of evils which are not abso-

lute, expressed in terms of natural and moral evils.

We obtain as the final equation,

1 - ^ + § 2/ (1 -
+ 5

(1 - y) = + (1 - y) (• - •^)-

The direct interpretation of this equation is a nece.ssary truth,

but the reverse interpretation is remarkable. Evils which are both

p
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natural and moral, and evils which are neither natural nor moral,

are not absolute evils.

This conclusion, though it may not express a truth, is cer-

tainly involved in the given premises, asformally stated.

15. Let us take from the same argument a somewhat fuller

system of premises, and let us in those premises suppose that the

particles, either, or, are not absolutely disjunctive, so that in the

meaning of the expression, “either evil of imperfection, or na-

tural evil, or moral evil,” we Include wliatever possesses one or

more of these qualities.

Let the premises be

—

1. All evil (ic) is either evil of imperfection (x), or natural

evil (y), or moral evil (r).

2. Evil of imperfection {x) is not absolute evil (<).

3. Natural evil (y) is either a consequence of evil of imper-

fection (p), or it is compensated with greater good {q), or it is a

consequence of moral evil (r).

4. Whatever is a consequence of evil of imperfection (j>) is

not absolute evil (f).

5. Whatever is compensated with greater good (y) is not

absolute evil (t).

6. Moral evil (z) is a eonsequence of the abuse of liberty («).

7. That which is a consequence of moral evil (r) is a conse-

quence of the abuse of liberty (m).

8. Absolute evils are included in reputed evils.

The premises expressed in the usual way give, after the elimi-

nation of the indefinite symbols v, the following equations

:

w{l-x) (1 - y) (1 - 2)
= 0, (1)

xt = 0, (2)

.'/(I -p) (1 - y) (1 - ») = (3)

pt = 0, (4)

= 0, (5)

2 (1 - m) = 0, (6)

r (1 - «) = 0, (7)

t (1 - jc) = 0. (8)

Each of these equations satisfies the condition F(1 - 7^ = 0.
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The following results are easily deduced

—

Natural evil U either absolute evil, which it a consequence of mo~

ral evil, or it is not absolute evil at all.

All evils are either absolute evils, which are consequences of the

abuse of liberty, or they are not absolute evils.

Natural evils are either evils of imperfection, which are not ab-

solute evils, or they are not evils of imperfection at all.

Absolute evils are either natural evils, which are consequences of

the abuse of liberty, or they are not natural evils, and at the same

time not evils of imperfection.

Consequences of the abtise of liberty include all natural evils

which are absolute evils, and are not evils of imperfedion, with an

indefinite remainder of natural evils which are not absolute, and of

evils which are not natural.

16. These examples will suffice for illustration. The reader

can easily supply others if they are needed. We proceed now to

examine the most essential portions of the demonstration of

Spinoza.

DEFINITIONS.

1 . By a cause ofitself(causa sui), I understand that ofwhich

the essence involves existence, or that of which the nature can-

not be conceived except as existing.

2. That thing is said to lie finite or bounded in its own kind

(in suo generefinita') which may be bounded by another thing of

the same kind ; e. g. Body is said to be finite, because we can

always conceive of another body greater than a given one. So

thought is bounded by other thought. But body is not bounded

by thought, nor thought by body.

3. By substance, I understand that which is in itself (in se'),

and is conceived by itself (per se concipitur), i. e., that whose

conception dc^s not require to be formed from the conception of

another thing.

4. By attribute, I understand tliat which the intellect per-

ceives in substance, as constituting its very essence.

5. By mode, I understand the affections of substance, or that

which is in another thing, by which thing also it i.s conceived.

6. By God, I understand the Being absolutely infinite, that

r 2
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is the substance consisting of infinite attributes, each of which

expresses an eternal and infinite essence.

Explanation .—I say absolutely infinite, not infinite in its

own kind. For to whatever is only infinite in its own kind we

may deny the possession of (some) infinite attributes. But when

a thing is absolutely infinite, whatsoever expresses essence and

involves no negation belongs to its essence.

7. That thing is termedfree, which exists by the sole neces-

sity ofits own nature, and is determined to action by itselfalone

;

necessary, or rather constrained, wliich is determined by another

thing to existence and action, in a certain and determinate man-

ner.

8. By eternity, I understand existence itself, in so far as it is

conceived necessarily to follow from the sole definition of the

eternal thing.

Explanation.—For such existence, as an eternal truth, is con-

ceived as the essence of the thing, and therefore cannot be ex-

plained by mere duration or time, though the latter should be

conceived as without beginning and without end.

AXIOMS.

1 . All things which exist arc either in themselves {in se) or

in another thing.

2. That which cannot be conceived by another thing ought

to be conceived by itself.

3. From a given determinate cause the effect necessarily fol-

lows, and, contrariwise, if no determinate cause be granted, it is

impossible that an effect should follow.

4. The knowledge of the effect depends upon, and involves,

the knowledge of the cause.

6. Things which have nothing in common cannot be under-

stood by means of each other ; or the conception of the one docs

not involve the conception of the other.

6. A true idea ought to agree with its ow'n object. {Idea

vera debet cum suo ideatn convenire.)

7. Whatever can be conceived as non-existing docs not in-

volve existence in its essence.
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Other dcfinitiuns are implied, and other axioms are virtually

assumed, in some of the demonstrations. Thus, in Prop, i.,

“ Substance is prior in nature to its affections,” the proof of

which consists in a mere reference to Defs. 3 and 5, there seems

to be an assumption ofthe following axiom, viz., “ That by which

a thing is conceived is prior in nature to the tiling conceived.”

Again, in the demonstration of Prop. v. the converse of this

axiom is assumed to be true. Many other examples ofthe same

kind occur. It is impossible, therefore, by the mere processes of

Logic, to deduce the whole of the conclusions of the first book of

the Ethics from the axioms and definitions which arc prefixed to

it, and which are given above. In the brief analysis which will

follow, I shall endeavour to present in their proper order what

appear to me to be the real premises, whether formally stated or

implied, and shall show in what manner they involve the conclu-

sions to which Spinoza was led.

17. I conceive, then, that in the course of his demonstration,

Spinoza effects several parallel divisions of the universe of pos-

sible existence, as,

1st. Into things which arc in themselves, x, and tilings which

arc in some other thing, z'; whence, as these classes ofthing toge-

ther make up the universe, we have

a: + a/ = 1
;

(Ax. i.)

or, X = I - af,

2nd. Into things which are conceived by themselves, y, and

things which are conceived through some other thing, y;

whence

y = 1 - y. (Ax. II.)

3rd. Into substance, z, and modes, / ; whence

z = 1 - z'. (Dcf. III. v.)

4th. Into things free, /, and things necessary, f; whence

/=!-/. (Defvii.)

3th. Into things wliich are causes and self-existent, e, and

things caused by some other thing, e'; whence

e = 1 - e'. (Dcf. I. Ax. vii.)
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And hia reasomng proceeds upon the expressed or assumed

principle, that these divisions are not only parallel, but equiva-

lent. Thus in Def. iii.. Substance is made equivalent with that

which is conceived by itself ; whence

z=y.

Again, Ax. iv., os it is actually applied by Spinoza, estab-

lishes the identity of cause with that by which a thing is con-

ceived; whence

y = e.

Ag^, in Def. vii., things free are identified with things

self-existent ; whence
/= '•

Lastly, in Def. v., mode is made identical with that which is

in another thing ; whence 2' = a<, and therefore,

2 = X.

All these results may be collected together into the following

series of equations, viz.

:

x = y = 2=_/"=e = l-x’ = \ - y = 1 -f‘= 1 - 2' = 1 - e'.

And any two members of this series connected together by the

sign of equality express a conclusion, whether drawn by Spinoza

or not, which is a legitimate consequence of his system. Thus

the equation

2 = 1 - e’,

expresses the sixth proposition of his system, viz.. One substance

cannot be produced by another. Similarly the equation

2 = e,

expresses his seventh proposition, viz., “ It pertains to the nature

of substance to exist.” This train ofdeduction it is unnecessary

to pursue. Spinoza applies it chiefly to the deduction according

to his views of the properties of the Divine Nature, having first

endeavoured to prove that the only substance is God. In the

steps of this process, there appear to me to exist some fallacies,

dependent chiefly upon the ambiguous use of words, to which it

will be necessary here to direct attention.
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18. In Prop. V. it is endeavoured to show, that “ There cannot

exist two or more substances of the same nature or attribute.”

The proof is virtually as follows : If there are more substances

than one, they are distinguished either by attributes or modes

;

if by attributes, then there is only one substance of the same at^

tribute ; if by modes, then, laying aside these as non-essential,

there remains no real ground of distinction. Hence there exists

but one substance of the same attribute. The assumptions here

involved are inconsistent with those wliich are found in other

parts of the treatise. Thus substance, Def. iv., is apprehended

by the intellect through the means of attribute. By Def. vi. it

may have many attributes. One substance may, therefore, con-

ceixahly be distinguished from another by a dilference in some of

its attributes, while others remmn the same.

In Prop. VIII. it is attempted to show that. All substance

is necessarily infinite. The proof is os follows. There ex-

ists but one substance, of one attribute. Prop. v. ; and it per-

tains to its nature to exist. Prop. vii. It will, therefore, be of its

nature to exist either as finite or infinite. But not as finite, for,

by Def. ii. it would require to be bounded by another substance

ofthe same nature, which also ought to exist necessarily. Prop,

vii. Therefore, there would be two substances of the same

attribute, which is absurd. Prop. v. Substance, therefore, is

infinite.

In tliis demonstration the word “ finite” is confounded with

the expression, “ Finite in its own kind,” Def. ii. It is thus as-

sumed that nothing can be finite, unless it is bounded by another

thing of the same kind. This is not consistent with the ordi-

nary meaning of the term. Spinoza’s use of the term finite

tends to make space the only form of substance, and all existing

things but affections of space, and this, I think, is really one of

the ultimate foundations of his system.

The first scholium applied to the above Proposition is re-

markable. I give it in the original words • “ Quum finitum esse

revera sit ex parte negatio, et infinitum absoluta afiirmatio exis-

tentlaB allcujus naturae, sequitur ergo ex sola Prop. vii. omnem
substantiam debere esse infinitam.” Now this is in reality an

assertion of the principle aflBrmed by Clarke, and controverted by
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Butler (XIII. 11), that necessary existence implies existence

in every part of space. Probably this principle will be found to

lie at the basis of every attempt to demonstrate, d priori, the

existence of on Infinite Being.

From the general properties of substance above stated, and

the definition of God as the substance consisting of infinite at-

tributes, the peculiar doctrines of Spinoza relating to the Divine

Nature necessarily follow. As substance is self-existent, free,

causal in its very nature, the thing in which other things are,

and by which they are conceived ; the same properties are also

asserted of the Deity. He is self-existent. Prop. xi. ; indivi-

sible, Prop. XIII. ; the only substance. Prop. xiv. ; the Being in

which all things are, and by which all things are conceived,

Prop. XV.; free. Prop. xvii.
; the immanent cause of all things.

Prop, xviii. The proof that God is the only substance is drawn

from Def. vi., which is interpreted into a declaration that “ God
is the Being absolutely infinite, of whom no attribute which ex-

presses the essence of substance can be denied.” Every con-

ceivable attribute being thus assigned by definition to Him, and

it being determined in Prop. v. that there cannot exist two sub-

stances of the same attribute, it follows that God is the only

substance.

Though tlie “ Ethics” of Spinoza, like a large portion of his

other writings, is presented in the geometrical Ibrm, it does not

afford a good praxis for the symbolical method of this work.

Of course every train of reasoning admits, when its ultimate

premises are truly determined, of being treated by that method ;

but in the present instance, such treatment scarcely differs, ex-

cept in the use of letters for words, from the processes employed

in the original demonstrations. Reasoning which consists so

largely of a play upon terms defined as equivalent, is not often

met with ; and it is rather on accoimt ofthe interest attaching to

the subject, than of the merits of the demonstrations, highly as

by some they are esteemed, that I have devoted a few pages

here to their exposition.

19. It is not possible, I think, to rise from the {icrusal of the

arguments ofClarke and Spinoza without a deep conviction of the

futility of all endeavours to establish, entirely a priori, the existence
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of an Infinite Being, Ilis attributes, and His relation to the uni-

verse. The fundamental principleofall such speculations, viz., that

whatever we can clearly conceive, must exist, fails to accomplish

its end, even when its truth is admitted. For how shall the finite

comprehend the infinite ? Yet must the possibility of such con-

ceprion be granted, and in something more than tlie sense of

a mere withdrawal of the limits of phasnomenal existence, before

any solid ground can be established for the knowledge, d priori,

of things infinite and eternal. Spinoza’s affirmation of the re-

ality of such knowledge is plain and explicit :
“ Mens humana

adaequatum habet cognitionem aetemte et infinitas essentiae Dei”

(Prop. XLVii., Part 2nd). Let this be compared with Prop.

XXXIV., Part 2nd: “ Omnis idea quae in nobis cst absoluta

sive adsequata et perfecta, vera est and with Axiom vi.. Part

1 st, “ Idea vera debet cum suo idcato convenire.” Moreover, this

species of knowledge is made the essential constituent ofall other

knowledge : “ De natura rationis est res sub quadam aetemitatis

sjiecle pcrcipere” (Prop, xliv.. Cor. ii., Part 2nd). Were it

said, that there is a tendency in the human mind to rise in con-

templation from the particular towards the universal, from the

finite towards the infinite, from the transient towards the eternal

;

and that this tendency suggests to us, with high probability, the

existence of more than sense perceives or understanding compre-

hends ; the statement might be accepted as true for at least a

a large number of minds. There is, however, a cUu<8 of sjhjcu-

lations, the character of which must be explained in part by

reference to other causes,—impatience of probable or limited

knowledge, so oilen all that we can really attain to ; a desire for

absolute certainty where intimations suflficlent to mark out before

us the ]>ath of duty, but not to satisfy the demands of the specu-

lative intellect, have alone been granted to us
;

perhaps, too,

dissatisfaction with the present scene of things. With the

undue predominance of these motives, the more sober procedure

ofanalogy and probable induction falls into neglect. Yet the lat-

ter is, beyond all question, the course most adapted to our pre-

sent condition. To infer the existence of an intelligent cause

from the teeming evidences of surrounding design, to rise to the

conception of a moral Governor of the world, from the study of
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the constitation and the moral provisions of our own nature ;

—

these, though but the feeble steps of an understanding limited

in its faculties and its materials of knowledge, are of more avail

than the ambitious attempt to arrive at a certainty unattmnable

on the ground of natural reli^on. And as these were the most

ancient, so are they still the most solid foundations. Revelation

being set apart, of the belief that the course of this world is not

abandoned to chance and inexorable &tc.
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CHAPTER XIV.

EXAMPLE OF THE ANALYSIS OF A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS BY THE

METHOD OF REDUCTION TO A SINGLE EQUIVALENT EQUATION

V =0, WHEREIN V SATISFIES THE CONDITION F (1 - P) = 0.

!• X ET US take the remarkable system of premises employed

in the previous Chapter, to prove that “ Matter is not a

necessary being and suppressing the 6th premiss, viz.. Motion

exists,—examine some of the consequences which flow from the

remaining premises. This is in reality to accept as true Dr.

Clarke’s hypothetical principles ; but to suppose ourselves igno-

noront of the fact of the existence of motion. Instances may
occur in which such a selection of a portion of the premises of

an argument may lead to interesting consequences, though it is

with other views that the present example has been resumed. TEe
premises actually employed will be

—

1 . If matter is a necessary being, either the property ofgravi-

tation is necessarily present, or it is necessarily absent.

2. If gravitation is necessarily absent, and the world is not

subject to any presiding intelligence, motion does not exist.

3. Ifgravitation is necessarily present, a vacuum is necessary.

4. If a vacuum is necessary, matter is not a necessary being.

5. If matter is a necessary being, the world is not subject

to a presiding intelligence.

If, as before, we represent the elementary propositions by the

following notation, viz.

:

X = Matter is a necessary being.

y = Gravitation is necessarily present.

w= Motion exists.

t - Gravitation is necessarily absent.

z = The world is merely material, and not subject to a

presiding intelligence,

u » A vacuum is necessary.
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We sliall on expression of the premises and elimination of the

indefinite class symbols (7), obtain the following system of e([ua-

tions

:

xyt 4 xyt = 0,

tzto = 0,

yv = 0,

vx = 0,

xi «= 0

;

in which for brevity y stands for 1 - y, t for 1 - and so on ; whence,

also, 1 - t = t, \ - y = y, &c.

As the first members of these equations involve only positive

terms, wo can form a single equation by adding them together

(VIII. Prop. 2), viz.

:

xyt 4 xyt 4 yo 4 px 4 xz 4 tsw = 0,

and it remains to reduce the first member so as to cause it to

satisfy the condition P (1 - P) = 0.

For this purptosc we will first obtain its development with

reference to the symbols x and y. The result is

—

(t4«54v4z4 tzw) xy + {t + v + z + tzw) xy

4 (p 4 <zip) xy 4 tziBxy « 0.

And our object will be accomplished by reducing the four coeffi-

cients of the development to equivalent forms, themselves satis-

fying the condition required.

Now the first coefficient is, since p 4 p » 1,

1 4 f 4 z 4 tzw,

which reduces to unity (IX. Prop. 1).

The second coefficient is

t + V + z + tzw ;

and its reduced form (X 3) is

t + tv + tvz 4 fvzw.

The third coefficient, p 4 tzw, reduces by the same method

to p 4 tzwv; and the last coefficient tzw needs no reduction.

Hence the development becomes
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+ tv + tvz + tvzw) xy + (v + tzwv) xy + tzwxy = 0
; (1

)

and this is the form of reduction sought.

2. Now according to the principle asserted in Prop, iii..

Chap. X., the whole relation connecting any particular set of the

symbols in the above equation may be deduced by developing

that equation with reference to the particular symbols in question,

and retaining in the result only those constituents whose coef-

ficients are unity. Thus, ifz and y are the symbols chosen, we

are immediately conducted to the equation

xy = 0,

whence we have

with the interpretation. IfgravUaUan is necessarily present, mat-

ter is not a necessary being.

Let us next seek the relation between x and lo. Developing

(1) with respect to those symbols, we get

(y + ty + try + tvxy + tvzy) xw + fy + ty + try + triy) xih

+ (vy + tzvy + tzy) xw + vyxw = 0.

The coefficient of xw, and it alone, reduces to unity. For

teiy + tvzy = (vy, and tvy + Ivy = ty, and 7y + ty = y, and lastly,

y + y 1. This is always the mode in which such reductions

take place. Hence we get

xw = 0,

.-. ,r = - (1 - x),

of which the interpretation is, motion exists, matter is not a ne-

cessary being.

If, in like manner, we develop (1) with respect to x and z,

we get the equation

xz = 0,

0
•••* = 6

^,

with the interpretation. Ifmatter is a necessarx/ heixig, the irorld

is merely material, and trithotU a presiding intelUgaiee.
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This, indeed, is only the fifth premiss reproduced, but it

shows that there is no other relation connecting the two elements

which it involves.

If we seek the whole relation connecting the elements x, w,

and y, we find, on developing (1) with reference to those sym-

bols, and proceeding as before,

xtf + xwy » 0 .

Suppose it required to determine hence the consequences of the

hypothesis, “ Motion does not exist,” relatively to the questions

of the necessity ofmatter, and the necessary presence of gravita-

tion. We find

- xy
to = —

xy

a; 1 . 0_

or. 1 - 10 = ay + 5 X, with ay = 0.

The direct interpretation of the first equation is. If motion does

not exist, either matter is a necessary being, and gravitation is not

necessarily present, or matter is not a necessary being.

The reverse interpretation is. Ifmatter is a necessary being,

andgravitation not necessary, motion does not exist.

In exactly the same mode, if we sought the full relation be-

tween X, z, and to, we should find

xzw + xz = 0.

From this we may deduce

_ 0 _
z = xio + Q

with xto = 0.

Therefore, Ifthe world is merely material, and not sulgect to

any presiding intdligence, either matter is a necessary being, and

motion does not exist, or matter is not a necessary being.

Also, reversely. If matter is a necessary being, and there is no

such thing as motion, the world is merely material.

3. We might, of course, extend the same method to the de-
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termination of the consequences of any complex hjrpothesis u,

such as, “ The world is merely material, and ^vithout any pre-

siding intelligence (z), but motion exists” (u>), with reference to

any other elements ofdoubt or speculation involved in the origi-

nal premises, such os, “ Matter is a necessary being” (x), “Gra-

vitation is a necessary quality of matter,” (y). We should, for

this purpose, connect with the general equation (1) a new

equation,

u = wz,

reduce the system thus formed to a single equation, 0, in

which V satisfies the condition F ( 1 - F) = 0, and proceed as

above to determine the relation between u, x, and y, and finally u

as a developed function of x and y. But it is very much better

to adopt the methods of Chapters viii. and ix. 1 shall here

simply indicate a few results, with the leading steps of their de-

duction, and leave their verification to the reader’s choice.

In the problem last mentioned we find, as the relation con-

necting X, y, to, and z,

xw + xwy + xwyz = 0.

And if we write u = xy, and then eliminate the symbols x and y
by the general problem, Chap, ix., wc find

XU + xyu = 0,

1 „ - 0_

icz = 5 J with ay = 0.

Hence, If the world is merely material, and without a presiding

intelligence, and at the same time motion exists, matter is not a ne-

cessary being.

Now it has before been shown that \fmotion exists, matter is

not a necessary being, so that the above conclusion tells us even

less than we had before ascertained to be (inferentially) true.

Nevertheless, that conclusion is the proper and complete answer

to the question which was proposed, which was, to determine

simply the consequences of a certain complex hypothesis.

whence

wherefore
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4. It would thus be easy, even from the limited system of

premises before us, to deduce a great variety of additional infe-

rences, involving, in the conditions which are given, any pro-

posed combinations of the elementary propositions. If the con-

dition is one which is inconsistent with the premises, the fact

will be indicated by the form of the solution. The value which

the method will assign to the combination of symbols expressive

of the proposed condition will be 0. If, on the other hand, the

fulfilment of the condition in question imposes no restriction upon

the propositions among which relation is sought, so that every

combination of those propositions is equally possible,—the fact

will also be indicated by the form of the solution. Examples

of each of these cases are subjoined.

If in the ordinary way we seek the consequences which would

flow from the condition that matter is a necessary being, and at

the same time that motion exists, as affecting the Propositions,

The world is merely material, and without a presiding intelligence,

and. Gravitation is necessarily present, we shall obtain the equa-

tion

xw = 0,

which indicates that the condition proposed is inconsistent with

the premises, and therefore cannot be fulfilled.

If we seek the consequences which would flow from the con-

dition that Matter is not a necessary being, and at the same time

that Motion does exist, with reference to the same elements as

above, viz., the absence ofa presiding intelligence, and the neces-

sity ofgravitation,—we obtain the following result,

(1 _y)-+ ? (I _y) (1 _2),

which might literally be interpreted as follows

:

If matter is not a necessary being, and motion exists, then

either the world is merely material and without a presiding intel-

ligence, and gravitation is necessary, or one ofthese two resultsfol-

lows without the other, or they both fail ofbeing true. Wherefore

of the four possible combinations, of which some one is true of

necessity, and of which of necessity one only can be true, it is
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affirmed that any one may be true. Such a result is a truism

—

a mere necessary truth. Still it contains the only answer which

can be given to the question proposed.

I do not deem it necessary to vindicate against the charge of

laborious trifling these applications. It may be requisite to en-

ter with some fulness into details useless in themselves, in order

to establish confidence in general principles and methods. When
this end shall have been accomplished in the subject of the pre-

sent inquiry, let all that has contributed to its attainment, but

lias afterwards been found superfluous, be forgotten.

Q
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CHAPTER XV.

THE ARISTOTELIAN LOGIC AND ITS MODERN EXTENSIONS, EX-

AMINED BT THE METHOD OF THIS TREATISE.

1. ^T^HE logical system of Aristotle, modified in its dettdls,

but unchanged in its essential features, occupies 'so im-

portant a place in academical education, that some account of its

nature, and some brief discussion of the leading problems which

it presents, seem to be called for in the present work. It is, I

trust, in no narrow or harshly critical spirit that I approach this

task. My object, indeed, is not to institute any direct compa-

rison between the time-honoured system of the schools and that

of the present treatise ; but, setting truth above all other con-

siderations, to endeavour to exhibit the real nature of the ancient

doctrine, and to remove one or two prevmling misapprehensions

respecting its extent and sufficiency.

That which may be regarded as essential in the spirit and

procedure ofthe Aristotelian, and of all cognate systems ofLogic,

is the attempted classification of the allowable forms of inference,

and the distinct reference of those forms, collectively or indivi-

dually, to some general principle of an axiomatic nature, such as

the “ dictum of Aristotle Whatsoever is affirmed or denied of

the genus may in the same sense be affirmed or denied of any

species included under that genus. Concerning such general

principles it may, I think, be observed, that they either state di-

rectly, but in an abstract form, the argument which they arc

supposed to elucidate, and, so stating that argument, affirm its

validity ; or involve in their expression teclmical terms which,

after definition, conduct us again to the same point, viz.,

the abstract statement of the supposed allowable forms of in-

ference. The idea of classification is thus a pervading clement

in those systems. Furthermore, they exhibit Logic as resolvable

into two great branches, the one of which is occupied with the

treatment of categorical, the other with that of hypothetical or
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conditional propoeitions. The distinction ia nearly identical with

that of primary and secondary propositions in the present work.

The discussion of the theory of categorical propositions is, in all

the ordinary treatises ofLogic, much more full and elaborate than

that of hypothetical propositions, and is occupied partly vrith

ancient scholastic distinctions, partly with the canons of deduc-

tive inference. To the latter applicarion only is it necessary to

direct attention here.

2. Categorical propositions arc classed under the four fol-

lowing heads, viz.

:

TYPB.

1st. Universal affirmative Propoeitions : All P’s are X’a.

2nd. Universal negative ,, No F’s are X’b.

3rd. Particular affirmative „ Some F’s arc A^’s.

4th. Parricular negative ,, Some P's are not X's.

To these forms, four others have recently been added, so as

to constitute in the -whole eight forms (see the next article) sus-

ceptible, however, of reduction to six, and subject to relations

which have been discussed with great fulness and ability by Pro-

fessor De Morgan, in his Formal Lo^c. A scheme somewhat

different from the above has been given to the world by Sir W.
Hamilton, and is made the basis of a method of syllogistic in-

ference, which is spoken of with very high respect by authoriries

on the subject of Logic.*

The processes ofFormal Logic, in relation to the above system

of propositions, are described as of two kinds, viz., “ Conversion”

and “ Syllogism.” By Conversion is meant the expression of

any proposition of the above kind in an equivalent form, but with

a reversed order of terms. By Syllogism is meant the deduction

from two such propositions having a common term, whether

subject or predicate, of some third proposition infercntially in-

volved in the two, and forming the “ conclusion.” It is main-

tained by most writers on Logic, that these processes, and ac-

cording to some, the single process of Syllogism, furnish the

universal types of reasoning, and that it is the business of the

mind, in any train of demonstration, to conform itself, whether

* Thomson's Outlines of the Laws of Thoa|(ht, p. 177-

Q 2
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consciously or unconsciously, to the particular models of the pro-

cesses which have been classified in the writings of logicians.

3.

The course which I design to pursue is to show how
these processes of Syllogism and Conversion may be conducted

in the most general manner ufion the principles of the present

treatise, and, viewing them thus in relation to a system ofLogic,

the foundations of which, it is conceived, have been laid in the

ultimate laws of thought, to seek to determine their true place

and essential character.

The expressions of the eight fundamental types of proposi-

tion in the language of symbols arc as follows

:

1 . All Y’s are A’ ’s, y = vx.

2. No Y’s are A'’s, y = » (1 - x).

3. Some Y’s are A”s, xy = vx.

4. Some Y’s are not-A’s, cy = p (1 - x).

5. All not- Y’s arc A’s, \ - y = vx. (1)

6. No not- Y’s are A’s, l-y = v(l-x).

7. Some not- l”s are A’s, p(l -y) = px.

8. Some not- Y’s arc not-A’s, p (1 -y) = « (1 - x).

In referring to these forms, it will be convenient to apply, in

a sense shortly to be explained, the epithets of logical quantity,

“universal” and “ particular,” and of quality, “affirmative” and
“ negative,” to the terms of propositions, and not to the propo-

sitions themselves. We shall thus consider the term “ All Y’s,”

as univcrsal-afi&rmative ; the term “ Y’s,” or “ Some Ys,” as

particular-affirmative ; the term “All not- Y’s,” as universal-ne-

gative ; the term “ Some not- I”s,” as particular-negative. The

expression “ No Y’s,” is not properly a term of a proposition, for

the true meaning of the proposition, “ No Y’s are A’s,” is “All

Y’s are not-A’s.” The subject of that proposition is, therefore,

universal-affirmative, the predicate particular-negative. That

there is a real distinction between the conceptions of “ men” and
“ not men” is manifest. This distinction is all that I contem-

plate when applying as above the designations of affirmative and

negative, without, however, insisting upon the etymological pro-

priety of the application to the terms of propositions. The

designations positive and privative would liavc been more ap-
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propriate, but the former term is already employed in a fixed

sense in other parts of this work.

4. From the symbolical forms above given the laws of con-

version immediately follow. Thus from the equation

y = vx,

representing the proposition, “ All Ps are X’s,” we deduce, on

eliminating v,

y (1 - x) = 0,

which gives by solution with reference to 1 - x,

1 - ® = q( 1 - y)

:

the interpretation of which is.

All not-X’s are not- F’s.

This is an example of what is called “ negative conversion.”

In like manner, the equation

y = » (1 - x),

representing the proposition, “ No F’s are A’s,” pves

* = 5
(1 - y).

the interpretation of which is, “ No X’s are F’s.” This is an

example of what is termed simple conversion ; though it is in re-

ality of the same kind as the conversion exhibited in the previous

example. All the examples ofconversion which have been noticed

by logicians are either of the above kind, or of that which con-

sists in the mere transposition of the terms ofa proposition, with-

out altering their quality, as when we change

ty = wx, representing. Some F’s are X’s,

into

vx = »y, representing. Some X’b are Ps

;

or they involve a combination ofthose processes with some auxi-

liary process of limitation, as when from the equation

y = vx, representing. All Ps are X’s,

we deduce on multiplication by v,

vy = vx, representing. Some Ps are X'b,

and hence
vx = vy, representing. Some X’s are Ps.
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In this example, the process of limitation precedes that of

transposition.

From these instances it is seen that conversion is a particu-

lar application of a much more general process in Logic, ofwhich

many examples have been given in this work. That process has

for its object the determination ofany element in any proposition,

however complex, as a logical function ofthe remaining elements.

Instead of confining our attention to the subject and predicate,

regarded as simple terms, we can take any element or any

combination of elements entering into either of them; make that

element, or that combination, the “ subject” ofa new proposition

;

and determine what its predicate shall be, in accordance with the

data afforded to us. It may be remarked, that even the simple

forms of propositions enumerated above afford some ground for

the application ofsuch a method, beyond what the received laws

ofconversion appear to recognise. Thus the equation

tf= vx, representing, All F’s are X’s,

gives us, in addition to the proposition before deduced, the three

following

:

1st. ^ (1 - z) - 0. There are no Ps that are not-X’s.

2nd. l-y=^z + (l-z). Thin^ that are not-Va include all

things that are not-X’s, and an

indefinite remtunder of things

that are X’s.

3rd. 7 = 9 + ^(l-y). Things that are X’s include all things

that arc F’s, and an indefinite

remainder of things that are not-

Ps.

These conclusions, it is true, merely place the given propo-

sition in other and equivalent forms,—but such and no more is

the office of the received mode of “ negative conversion.”

Furthermore, these processes of conversion are not elemen-

tary, but they are combinations of processes more simple than

they, more immediately dependent upon the ultimate laws and

axioms which govern the use of the symbolical instriunent of
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reasoning. This remark is equally applicable to the case of

Syllogism, which we proceed next to consider.

5. The nature of syllogism is best seen in the particular in-

stance. Suppose that we have the propositions,

All X’s are Y\
AU Fs are Z’b.

From these we may deduce the conclusion.

All A ’s are Z’s.

This is a syllogistic inference. The terms X and Z are called

the extremes, and Y is called the middle term. The function

of the syllogism generally may now be defined. Given two pro-

positions of the kind whose species are tabulated in (1), and in-

volving one middle or common term Y, which is connected in

one of the propositions with an extreme X, in the other with an

extreme Z ; required the relation connecting the extremes X and

Z. The term Y may apjHjar in its affirmative form, as. All Fs,

Some Fs ; or in its negative form, as. All not- Fs, Some not-

Fs ; in either proposition, without regard to the particular form

which it assumes in the other.

Nothing is easier than in particular instances to resolve the

Syllogism by the method of this treatise. Its resolution is, in-

deed, a particular application of the process for the reduction of

systems of propositions. Taking the examples above ^ven,

we have,

X - vtf,

yvz;
whence by substitution,

X •= w'z,

which is interpreted into

All X’b area’s.

Or, proceeding rigorously in accordance with the method deve-

loped in (VIII. 7), we deduce

a:(l-i/) = 0, y(l-z) = 0.

Adding these equations, and eliminating y, we have

a:(l - z) = 0;
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whence AU X’s are Z’s.

And in the same way may any other case be treated.

6. Quitting, however, the consideration of special examples,

let us examine the general forms to which all syllogism may bo

reduced.

Proposition I.

To deduce the general rules of Syllogism.

By the general rules of Syllo^m, I here mean the rules appli-

cable to premises admitting of every variety both of quantity

and of quality in their subjects and predicates, except the com-

bination of two universal terms in the same proposition. The
admissible forms of propositions arc therefore those of which a

tabular view is given in (1).

Let X and Fbe the elements or things entering into the first

premiss, Z and Y those involved in the second. Two cases, fun-

damentally different in character, will then present themselves.

The terms involving Y will either be of like or of wdike quality,

those terms being regarded as of like quality when they both

speak of “ F’s,” or both of“ Not- Y’b,” as ofunlike quality when

one of them speaks of “ Y’s,” and the other of “ Not- Y'b." Any
ptur of premises, in which the former condition is sadsfied, may
be represented by the equations

vx = vy, (1)

wz = w'y
; (2)

for we can employ the symbol y to represent either “ All T’s,”

or “ All not- T’s,” since the interpretation ofthe symbol is purely

conventional. If we employ y in the sense of “All not-l^s,”

then 1 - y will represent “All T’s,” and no other change will

be introduced. An equal fi-eedom is permitted with respect

to the symbols x and z, so that the equations (1) and (2) may,

by properly assigning the interpretations of x, y, and z, be made
to represent all varieties in the combination of premises dejien-

dent upon the quality of the respective terms. Again, by as-

suming proper intcrjiretations to the symbols c, d, w, in those

equations, all varieties with reference to quantity may also be
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represented. Thus, if we take «= 1, and represent by v a class

indeSnite, the equation (1) will represent a universal proposition

according to the ordinary sense of that term, i. e., a proposition

with universal subject and particular predicate. We may, in

fact, give to subject and predicate in either prcimss whatever

quantitiat (using this term in the scholastic sense) we please, ex-

cept that by hypothesis, they must not both be universal. The
system (1), (2), represents, therefore, with perfect generality,

the possible combinations of premises which have like middle

terms.

7. That our analysis may be as general as the equations to

which it is applied, let us, by the method of this work, elimi-

nate y from (1) and (2), and seek the expressions for x, 1 - x, and

vx, in terms of z and of the symbols », v, w, vd. The above will

include all the possible forms of the subject of the conclusion.

The form v (1 - a;) is excluded, inasmuch as we cannot from the

interpretation vx = Some X'%, given in the premises, interpret

V (I - x) as Some not-X’s. The symbol v, when used in the sense

of “some,” applies to that term only with which it is connected

in the premises.

The results of the analysis arc as follows

:

X = [iT'tt7io'+
^
(w'(l-tc) (l-ic')+t«p'(l-»)(l-»')+(I-e)(l-w))]r

+ 5 (to'(1-w')+ 1-c) (1 -r), (I.)

1 - x=[o(l-r') (muc' + (I -u?) (1 - ic')) + u(l -ic) w'

+ [c(l -tr) io' + ^
[vd (1 - ic') + 1 - »)] (1 -r), (II.)

cx= (W«?to'+
^
to'(1-«’)(1-m/)) z + ^(1 -M>')(1 -z). (III.)

Each of these expressions involves in its second member two

terms, of one of which z is a factor, of the other 1 - z. But

syllogistic inference does not, as a matter of form, admit of con-

trary classes in its conclusion, as of Z'% and not-X’s together.
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We must, therefore, in order to determine the rules of that

species of inference, ascertain under what conditions the second

members of any of our equations are redudble to a single term.

The simplest form is (HI.), and it is reducible to a single

term if to' = 1. The equation then becomes

tar = m'toz, (3)

the first member is identical with the extreme in the first pre-

miss; the second^is ofthe same quantity and quality as the extreme

in the second premiss. For since (o' ° 1, the second member of

(2), involving the middle term y, is universal ; therefore, by the

hypothesis, the first member is particular, and therefore, the se-

cond member of (3), involving the same symbol to in its coefiS-

cient, is particular also. Hence wo deduce the following law.

Condition of Inference.—One middle term, at least, uni-

versal.

Rdle of Inference.—Equate the extremes.

From an analysis ofthe equations (I.) and (II.), it will further

appear, that the above b the only condition of syllogistic in-

ference when the middle terms are of like quality. Thus the

second member of (I.) reduces to a single term, if to' = 1 and

0 = 1 ; and the second member of (II.) reduces to a single term,

iftc'=l, 0 = 1 , to = l. In each of these cases, it b necessary that

to' = 1
,
the solely sufiScient condition before assigned.

Consider, secondly, the case in which the middle terms are

of unlike quality. The premises may then be represented un-

der the forms

ox = v'y, (4)

tox = to'(l - y) ; (5)

and if, as before, we eliminate y, and detenmne the expressions

of X, 1 - X, and ox, we get

X- [oo'(l -to)to' + 5 {toto'(l -o) + (l -o) (1 -o') (1 -to)

+ t/ (1 - to) (1 - to'))]x

+ [oo'io'+5 ((1 -o) (1 - o') + v'(l (IV.)
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x= [inc'o + p(l - »') (1 - «>) + ^
[ww (1 - e)

+ (!-»)(!- v) (1 - tp) + t)'(l - w) (1 - w')l]

+ [»(1 - o') + 5 (t/(i _«,') + (! _»)(!_»'))] (i_z). (V.)

vx = {w'(l-w)w'+
^

»c'(l - «p) (1 - w')} z

+ {pi/ic'
+ ^

w'(l - «/)) (1 - z). (VI.)

Now the second member of (VI.) reduces to a single tenh rela-

tively to z, if to = 1, giving

vx = (r»V + 5 tw'(l - to')) (1 - z);

the second member of which is opposite, both in quantity and

quality, to the corresponding extreme, toz, in the second premiss.

For since to = 1, wz is universal. But the factor vrf indicates

that the term to which it is attached is particular, since by hypo-

thesis V and V are not both equal to 1. Hence we deduce the

following law ofinference in the case of like middle terms

:

First Condition of Inference.—At least one universal

extreme.

Bdle of Inference.—Change the quantity and quality of
that extreme, and equate the result to the other extreme.

Moreover, the second member of (V.) reduces to a single term

if t/ •= 1, 1 ; it then gives

1 - z = {pto + 5 (1 _ ®) «,) z.

Now since 1, vd =\, the middle terms of the premises are

both universal, therefore the extremes vx, wz, arc particular.

But in the conclusion the extreme involving x is opposite, both

in quantity and quality, to the extreme vx in the first premiss,

while the extreme involving z agrees both in quantity and qua-

lity with the corresponding extreme loz in the second premiss.

Hence the following general law

:
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Second Condition of Inference.— Two universal muldle

terms.

Rule of Inference.

—

Change the quantity and quality of

either extreme, and equate the result to the other extreme un-

changed.

There are in the case of unlike middle terms no other condi-

tions or rules of syllogistic inference than the above. Thus the

equation (IV.), though reducible to the form of a syllogistic con-

clusion, when to 1 and v = 1, does not thereby establish a new

condition of inference ; since, by what has preceded, the single

condition v = 1, or to = 1, would suffice.

8. The following examples will sufficiently illustrate the ge-

neral rules of syllogism above given

:

1. All Y’s are X’e.

All Z’s are Y’s.

This belongs to Case 1 . All Y’s is the universal middle term.

The extremes equated give as the conclusion

All Z's are X’s ;

the universal term, All Zs, becoming the subject ; the particular

term (some) X’s, the predicate.

2. All X’s are Y’s.

No Z’s are Y’s.

The proper expression of these premises is

AU Xs are Fa.

All Zs are not- Fs.

They belong to Case 2, and satisfy the first condition of inference.

The middle term, Fs, in the first premiss, is particular-affirma-

tive; that in the second premiss, not-Fs, particular-negative.

If we take All Z'a as the universal extreme, and change its

quantity and quality according to the rule, we obtain the term

Some not^Xs, and this equated with the other extreme. All X’s,

gives.

All A”8 are not-Xs, i. e.. No Xs are Xs.

If we commence with the other universal extreme, and proceed

similarly, we obtain the equivalent result.

No Xs arc X’s.
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3. All Ts are X’b.

All not-y8 are Z’a.

Here also the middle terms are unlike in quality. The premises

therefore belong to Case 2, and there being two universal middle

terms, the second condition of inference is satisfied. If by the

rule we change the quantity and quality of the first extreme,

(some) X’a, we obtain All not-A’s, which, equated with the

other extreme, gives

All not-A”s are Z'a.

The reverse order of procedure would give the equivalent result.

All not-A’s are X'e.

The conclusions of the two last examples would not be recog-

nised as valid in the scholastic system of Logic, which virtually

requires that the subject of a proposition should be afifirmativc.

They are, however, perfectly legitimate in themselves, and the

rules by which they are determined form undoubtedly the most

general canons of syllogistic inference. The process of investi-

gation by which they are deduced will probably ap^iear to be of

needless complexity ; and it is certain that they might have been

obtained with greater facility, and without the aid of any sym-

bolical instrument whatever. It was, however, my object to

conduct the investigation in the most general manner, and by an

analysis thoroughly exhaustive. With this end in view, the

brevity or prolixity of the method employed is a matter of indif-

ference. Indeed the analysis is not properly tlmt ofthe syllogism,

but of a much more general combination of propositions ; for we

are permitted to assign to the symbols v, i/, w, ic', any class-in-

terpretations that we please. To illustrate this remark, I will

apply the solution (I.) to the following imaginary case

:

Suppose that a number of pieces of cloth striped with diffe-

rent colours were submitted to inspection, and that the two fol-

lowing observations were made upon them :

1st. That every piece striped with white and green was also

striped with black and yellow, and vice versa.

2nd. That every piece striped wth red and orange was also

striped with blue and yellow, and vice versa.
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Suppose it then required to determine how the pieces marked

with green stood affected with reference to the colours white,

black, red, orange, and blue.

Here ifwe assume v = white, x = green, v = black, y = yellow,

tc = red, z - orange, u/ = blue, the expression of our premises will

be

vx =

u)z= w'y,

agreeing with the system (1) (2). The equation (I.) then leads

to the following conclusion

:

Pieces striped with green are either striped with orange,

white, black, red, and blue, together, all pieces possessing which

character are included in those striped with green ; or they arc

striped with orange, white, and black, but not with red or blue

;

or they are striped with orange, red, and blue, but not with white

or black ; or they are striped with orange, but not with white or

red ; or they arc striped with white and black, but not with blue

or orange ; or they are striped neither with white nor orange.

Considering the nature of this conclusion, neither the sym-

bolical expression (I.) by which it is conveyed, nor the analysis

by which that expression is deduced, can be considered as need-

lessly complex.

9. The form in which the doctrine of syllogism has been

presented in this chapter affords ground for an’ important obser-

vation. We have seen that in each of its two great divisions the

entire discussion is reducible, so far, at least, as concerns the de-

termination of rules and methods, to the analysis of a pair of

equations, viz., of the system (1), (2), when the premises have

like middle terms, and of the system (4), (5), when the middle

terms are unlike. Aloreover, that analysis has been actually

conducted by a method founded upon certain general laws de-

duced immediately from the constitution of language. Chap, ii.,

confirmed by the study of the operations of the human mind.

Chap. III., and proved to be applicable to the analysis of all sys-

tems of equations whatever, by which propositions, or combina-

tions of propositions, can he represented. Chap. viii. Here, then,

we have the means of definitely resolving the question, whether

syllogism is indeed the fumlamental type of reasoning,—whether
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the study of its laws is co-extensivc with the study ofdeductive

logic. For if it be so, some indication of the fact must be given

in the systems of equations upon the analysis of which we have

been engaged. It cannot be conceived that syllogism should be

the one essential process of reasoning, and yet the manifestation

of that process present nothing indicative of this high quality of

pre-eminence. No sign, however, appears that the discussion of

all systems of equations expressing propositions is involved in

that of the particular system examined in tliis chapter. And yet

writers on Logic have been all but unanimous in their assertion,

not merely of the supremacy, but of the universal sufficiency of

syllogistic inference in deductive reasoning. The language of

Archbishop Whately, always clear and definite, and on the sub-

ject of Logic entitled to peculiar attention, is very express on

this point. “ For Logic,” he says, “ which is, as it were, the

Grammar of Reasoning, does not bring forward the regular Syl-

logism as a distinct mode ofargumentation, designed to be substi-

tuted for any other mode ; but as the form to which all correct

reasoning may be ultimately reduced.”* And Mr. IVIill, in a

chapter of his System of Logic, entitled, “ Of Ratiocination or

Syllogism,” having enumerated the ordinary forms of syllogism,

observes, “ All valid ratiocination, all reasoning by which from

general propositions previously admitted, other propositions,

equally or less general, are inferred, may be exhibited in some of

the above forms.” And again: “We are therefore at liberty,

in conformity with the general opinion of logicians, to consider

the two elementary forms of the first figure as the universal types

of all correct ratiocination.” In accordance with these views it

has been contended that the science of Logic enjoys an immunity

from those conditions of imperfection and of progress to which

all other sciences are subject ;t and its origin from the travail of

one mighty mind of old has, by a somewhat daring metaphor,

been compared to the mythological birth of Pallas.

As Syllogism is a species of elimination, the question before

us manifestly resolves itself into the two following ones :— 1st.

Whether all elimination is reducible to Syllogism ; 2ndly. Whe-

* Elements of Logic, p. 13, ninth edition,

t Introduction to Kant’s “Logtk.”
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ther deductive reasoning can with propriety be regarded as con-

sisting only of elimination. I believe, upon careful examination,

the true answer to the former question to be, that it is always

theoretically possible so to resolve and combine propositions that

elimination may subsequently be effected by the syllogistic ca-

nons, but that the process of reduction would in many instances

be constrained and unnatural, and would involve operations

which are not syllogistic. To the second question I reply, that

reasoning cannot, except by an arbitrary restriction of its mean-

ing, be confined to the process of elimination. No definition can

suffice which makes it less than the aggregate of the methods

which are founded upon the laws of thought, as exercised upon

propositions ; and among those methods, the process of elimina-

tion, eminently important as it is, oocupics only a place.

Much of the error, as I cannot but regard it, which prevails

respecting the nature of the Syllogism and the extent of its

office, seems to be founded in a disposition to regard all those

truths in Logic as primary which possess the character of sim-

plicity and intuitive certainty, without inquiring into the relation

which they sustain to other truths in the Science, or to general

methods in the Art, of Reasoning. Aristotle’s dictum de omni et

nttllo is a self-evident principle, but it is not found among those

ultimate laws of the reasoning faculty to which all other laws,

however plain and self-evident, admit of being traced, and from

which they may in strictest order of scientific evolution be de-

duced. For though of every science the fundamental truths are

usually the most simple of apprehension, yet is not that sim-

plicity the criterion by which their title to be regarded as funda-

mental must be judged. This must be sought for in the nature

and extent of the structure which they are capable of supporting.

Taking this view, Leibnitz appears to me to have judged cor-

rectly when he assigned to the “ principle of contradiction” a

fundamental place in Logic ;* for we have seen the consequences

of that law of thought of which it is the axiomatic expression

(III. 15). But enough has been said upon the nature of deduc-

tive inference and upon its constitutive elements. The subject of

‘ Noarcanx Essais anr I'entendement humaio. Lit. rv. cap. 2. Theodicte

Pt. I. acc. 4d.
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the study of its laws is co-exteiisive with the study of deductive

lo^c. For if such is the case, some intimation of the &ct must

be given in the systems of equations, upon the analysis of which

we have been engaged. It cannot be conceived that syllogism

should be the one essential process of reasoning, and yet the ma-

nifestation of that process present nothing indicative of this high

quality of pre-eminence. Now it may without hesitation be

affirmed, that the problem of syllogism, as discussed in this chap-

ter, displays no mark whatever of the typical or predominant

character in question. There is absolutely no indicaUon that the

discussion of all systems of equations representing propositions

can be made to depend upon that of the particular systems dis-

cussed in connexion with the problem of the Syllogism. This is

conclusive evidence agiunst the clwmswhich writers onLogichave,

from the days ofAristotle to the present time, almost unanimously

put forth in favour of the supremacy of this form of deductive

inference. A distinguished author of the present day, Mr. J. S.

Mill, in a chapter of his System of Logic, entitled. Of Ratioci-

nation or Syllogism, having enumerated the ordinary forms of

the Syllogism, observes,—“ All valid ratiocination, all reasoning

by which, from general propositions previously admitted, other

propositions, equally or less general, are inferred, may be exhi-

bited in some of the above forms.” And again, “ We are there-

fore at liberty, in conformity with the general opinion oflogicians,

to consider the two elementary forms of the first figure, as the

umversal types of all correct ratiocination.” Equally decided is

the language of the clearest of modem expositors of the science.

Archbishop Whately. “ For Logic,” he says, “ which is, as it

were, the Grammar of Reasoning, docs not bring forward the

regular Syllogism as a distinct mode ofargumentation, designed

to be substituted for any other mode ; but as the form to which

all correct reasoning may be ultimately reduced.”* Now that

the Syllogism is an exceedingly common and a very natural spe-

cies of inference, is unquestionable ; but that it constitutes the

ultimate standard of reference for the processes of reasoning.

* Elements of Logic, p. 13, ninth edition.
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seems to be a doctrine without any foundation in truth. The

wide prevalence of so erroneous a belief is, perhaps, due to a

mistaken view ofthe intellectualjirocesses, leading men to regard

as primary truths in Logic all those which possess the character

of intuitive certainty, without inquiring into the relation which

they sustain to other truths in the Science, or the place which

they occupy with reference to general methods, in the Art ofRea-

soning. Aristotle’s dictum de omni et nulla is a general and self-

evident truth, but it has no place among those ultimate laws of

the reasoning faculty to which all other laws, however general

and self-evident, admit of being traced, and from which they

may in strictest order of scientific evolution be deduced.

Though the meaning of the term Syllogism is, in the usage

of most writers, sufficiently precise and definite, it is not im-

probable that it is employed by some in the general sense of a

comparison of propositions, through the medium of a common

element or middle term, as the basis of subsequent inference.

Now, granting for a moment this view of the syllogism to be

correct, it may at once be replied, that the ordinary Logic does

not, and apparently cannot, possess any general method of insti-

tuting such a comimrison as is above supjx)sed. But the very

position is erroneous. It has been shown that it is possible to

eliminate from a single proposition, such ns the definition of

wealth in Chapter vn., a term or element, and express the re-

sulting proposition in a great variety of different forms. It must

be admitted that this is not a process of “ comparison.” It must

equally be admitted that it is a genuine process of inference.

Even they who refuse to apply the term inference to any intel-

Icetual process by which a proposition b placed in another, but

equivalent form, must perforce acknowledge that the above is an

example of inference. For the proposition deduced is not a mere

transformation of the proposition given. An element of the lat-

ter has actually disappeared. It were, indeed, vain to seek for a

definition of Syllogism suflSciently general to justify the doctrine,

that Syllogism and Reasoning are convertible. I desire it to be

understood that it is only to erroneous views with respect to the

forms of deductive inference, i. e., of reasoning from general pro-

positions, that the above animadversions apply. The subject of
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induction may probably recmve some attention in another part of

this work.

10. It baa been remarked in this chapter that the ordinary

treatment of hypothetical, is much more defective than that of

categorical, propositions. What is commonly termed the hypo-

thetical syllogism appears, indeed, to be no syllogism at all.

Let the argument

—

If .4 is 5, C is £),

But A\& B,

Therefore C is 1),

be put in the form

—

If the proposiUon X is true, Y is true.

But X is true.

Therefore Y is true

;

wherein by is meant the proposition A is B, and by T, the

proposition C is D. It is then seen that the premises contmn

only two terms or elements, while a syllogism essentially involves

three. The following would be a genuine hypothetical syllogism

:

If X is true, Y is true

;

If y is true, Z is true ;

.•. If X is true, Z is true.

After the discussion of secondary propositions in a former

part of this work, it is evident that the forms of hypothetical

syllogism must present, in every respect, an exact counterpart to

those of categorical syllogism. Particular Propositions, such as,

“ Sometimes if X is true, Y is true,” may be introduced, and the

conditions and rules of inference deduced in this chapter for ca-

tegorical syllogisms may, without abatement, be interpreted to

meet the corresponding cases in hypothcticals.

11. To what final conclusions are we then led respecting the

nature and extent ofthe scholastic logic? I think to the following

:

that it is not a science, but a collection of scientific truths, too

incomplete to form a system of themselves, and not sufficiently

fundamental to serve as the foundation upon which a perfect

system may rest. It does not, however, follow, that Itecause the

logic of the schools has been invested with attributes to which it

R
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lias no just claim, it is therefore undeserving of regard. A sys-

tem which has been associated with the very growth of language,

which has left its stamp upon the greatest questions and the

most famous demonstrations of philosophy, cannot be altogether

unworthy of attention. Memory, too, and usage, it must be ad-

mitted, have much to do with the intellectual processes ; and

there are certain of the canons of the ancient logic which have

become almost inwoven in the very texture of thought in cultured

minds. But whether the mnemonic forms, in which the particu-

lar rules of conversion and syllogism have been exhibited, possess

any real utility,—whether the very skill which they arc supposed

to impart might not, with greater advantage to the mental

powers, be acquired by the unassisted efforts of a mind left to its

own resources,—are questions which it might still be not un-

profitable to examine. As concerns the particular results de-

duced in this chapter, it is to be observed, that they are solely

designed to aid the inquiry concerning the nature of the ordinary

or scholastic logic, and its relation to a more perfect theory of

deductive reasoning.
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CHAPTER XVI.

ON THB TBEOBT OF PROBABILITIES.

1 . T)EFORE the expiration ofanother year just two centuries

will have rolled away since Pascal solved the first known

question in the theory of Probabilities, and laid, in its solution,

the foundations of a science possessing no common share of the

attraction which belongs to the more abstract of mathematical

speculations. The problem which the Chevalier de Mere, a re-

puted gamester, proposed to the recluse of Port Royal (not yet

withdrawn from the interests of science* by the more distracting

contemplation of the greatness and the misery of man”), was

the first of a long series of problems, destined to call into exis-

tence new methods in mathematical analysis, and to render va-

luable service in the practical concerns of life. Nor does the in-

terest of the subject centre merely in its mathematical connexion,

or its associations of utility. The attention is repaid which is

devoted to the theory of Probabilities as an independent object

of speculation,—to the fundamental modes in which It has been

ppneeived,—to the great secondary principles which, as In the

contemporaneous science of Mechanics, have gradually been an-

nexed to it,—and, lastly, to the estimate of the measure of per-

fection which has been actually attmned. I speak here of that

perfection which consists in unity of conception and harmony of

processes. Some of these points it is designed very briefly to

consider in the present chapter.

2. A dlstinguislied writerf has thus stated the fundamental

definitions of the science

:

* Sec in particular a letter addreiised by Pascal to Fermat, who had solicited

his attention to a mathematical problem (Port Royal, par M. de Sainte Beure)

;

also various passages in the collection of Fragments published by M. Prosper

Faug^re.

t Poisson, Rechercbes surla Probability des Jugemens.

R 2
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“ The probability of an event is the reason wc have to believe

that it has taken place, or that it will take place.”

“ The measure of the probability of an event is the ratio of

the number of cases favourable to that event, to the total num-

ber of cases favourable or contrary, and all equally possible”

(equally likely to happen).

From these definitions it follows tliat the word probability, in

its mathematical acceptation, has reference to the state of our

knowledge of the circumstances under which an event may hap-

pen or fail. With the degree of information which we {xissess

concerning the circumstances of an event, the reason we have to

think that it will occur, or, to use a single term, out expectation of

it, will vary. Probability is expectation founded upon ]>artial

knowledge. A perfect acquaintance with all the circumstances

affecting the occurrence of an event would change expectation

into certainty, and leave neither room nor demand for a theory

of probabilities.

3. Though our expectation of an event grows stronger with

the increase of the ratio of the number of the known cases fa-

vourable to its occurrence to the whole number of equally pos-

sible cases, favourable or unfavourable, it would be unphilosophical

to affirm that the strength of that expectation, viewed as an

emotion of the mind, is capable of being referred to any numerical

standard. The man of sanguine temperament builds high hopes

where the timid despair, and the irresolute are lost in doubt.

As subjects of scientific inquiry, there is some analogy between

opinion and sensation. The thermometer and the carefully pre-

pared photographic plate indicate, not the intensity of the sen-

sations of heat and light, but certain physical circumstances

which accompany the production of those sensations. So also

the theory of probabilities contemplates the numerical measure

of the circumstances upon which exj>ectation is founded ; and this

object embraces the whole range of its legitimate applications.

The rules which we employ in life-assurance, and in the other

statistical a]>plications ofthe theory of prol)abilities, are altogether

independent of the mental pha:nomena of expectation. They are

founded upon the assumption that the future will bear a resem-
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blance to the past ; that under the same circumstances the same

event will tend to recur with a definite numerical frequency ; not

upon any attempt to submit to calculation the strength of human
hopes and iears.

Now experience actually testifies that events ofa given species

do, under given circumstances, tend to recur with definite fre-

(juency, whether their true causes be known to us or unknown.

Of course this tendency is, in general, only manifested when the

area of observation is sufficiently large. The judicial records of

a great nation, its registries of births and deaths, in relation to

age and sex, &c., present a remarkable uniformity from year to

year. In a given language, or family of languages, the same

sounds, and successions of sounds, and, if it be a written lan-

guage, the same characters and successions of characters recur

with determinate frequency. The key to the rude Ogham in-

scriptions, found in various parts of Ireland, and in which no

distinction of words could at first be traced, was, by a strict ap-

plication of this principle, recovered.* The same method, it is

understood, has been appliedf to the deciphering ofthe cuneiform

records recently disentombed from the ruins of Nineveh by the

enterprise of Mr. Layard.

4. Let us endeavour from the above statements and defini-

tions to form a conception of the legitimate object of the theory

of Probabilities.

Probability, it has been said, consists in the expectation

founded upon a particular kind of knowledge, viz., the know-

ledge of the relative frequency of occurrence of events. Hence

the probabilities of events, or of combinations ofevents, whether

deduced from a knowledge of the particular constitution of

things under which they happen, or derived from the long-con-

tinued observation of a past series of their occurrences and fai-

lures, constitute, in all cases, our data. The probability ofsome

* The diieovery U due to the Rct. Charles Graves, Professor of Mathematie»

in the University of Dublin.— Vide Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,

Feb. 14, 1848. Professor Graves informs me that he has verified the principle

by constructing sequence tables for all the European languages,

t By the learned Orientalist, Dr. Edward Hincks.
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connected event, or combination of events, constitutes the cor-

responding queesitum, or object sought. Now in the most gene-

ral, yet strict meaning of the term “ event,” every combination

of events constitutes also an event. The simultaneous occur-

rence of two or more events, or the occurrence of an event under

iriven conditions, or in any conceivable connexion with other

events, is still an event. Using the term in this liberty of appli-

cation, the object of the theory of probabilities might be thus

defined. Given the probabilities of any events, of whatever

kind, to find the probability of some other event connected with

them.

5. Events may be distinguished as simple or compound, the

latter term being applied to such events as consist in a combina-

tion of simple events (I. 13). In this manner we might define it

as the practical end of the theory under consideration to deter-

mine the probability of some event, simple or compound, from

the given probabilities of other events, simple or compound,

with which, by the terms of its definition, it stands connected.

Thus if it is known from the constitution of a die that there

is a probability, measured by the fraction that the result of

any particular throw will be an ace, and if it is required to deter-

mine the probability that there shall occur one ace, and only one,

in two successive throws, we may state the problem in the order

ofits data and its qruesitum, as follows

:

First Datum.—Probability of the event that the first throw

will give an ace = g.

Second Datum.—Probability of the event that the second

throw will give an ace = g.

Quaisitum.—Probability of the event that either the first

throw will give an ace, and the second not an ace ; or the first

will not give an ace, and the second will give one.

Here the two data are the probabilities of simple events de-

fined as the first throw giving an ace, and the second throw

giving an ace. The qutesitum is the probability ofa compound

event,—a certain disjunctive combination of the simple events
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involved or implied in the data. Probably it will generally haii-

pen, when the numerical conditions of a problem are capable of

being deduced, as above, from the constitution of things under

which they exist, that the data will be the probabilities ofsimple

events, and the quawitum the probability of a compound event

dependent upon the said simple events. Such is the case with a

class of problems which has occupied perhaps an undue share of

the attention ofthose who have studied the theory ofprobabilities,

viz., games of chance and skill, in the former of which some

physical circumstance, as the constitution of a die, determines

the probability of each possible step of the game, its issue being

some definite combination of those steps ; while in the latter, the

relative dexterity of the players, supposed to be known d priori,

equally determines the same element. But where, as in statisti-

cal problems, the elements ofour knowledge are drawn, not trom

the study of the constitution of things, but from the registered

obscn’ations of Nature or of human society, there is no reason

why the data which such observations afiTord should be the pro-

babilities of simple events. On the contrary, the occurrence of

events or conditions in marked combinations (indicative of some

seeret connexion of a causal character") suggests to us the pro-

priety of making such concurrences, profitable for future instruc-

tion by a numerical record of their frequency. Now the data

which observations of this kind afiTord are the probabilities of

compound events. The solution, by some general method, of

problems in which such data are involved, is thus not only essen-

tial to the perfect development of the theory of probabilities, but

also a perhaps necessary condition of its application to a large

and practically important class of inquiries.

6. Before we proceed to estimate to what extent known me-

thods may be applied to the solution of problems such as the

above, it will be advantageous to notice, that there is another

form under which all questions in the theory ofprobabilities may
be viewed ; and this form consists in substituting for events the

propositions which assert that those events have occurred, or

will occur ; and -vdewing the element of numerical probability as

having reference to the truth of those propositions, not to the oc-
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currenct of the events concerning which they make assertion.

Thus, instead of considering the numerical fniction p as ex-

pressing the probability of the occurrence of an event E, let it

be viewed as representing the probability of the truth of the

proposition X, whieh asserts that the event E will occur. Si-

milarly, instead of any probability, q-, being eonsidcred as re-

ferring to some compound event, such as the concurrence of the

events E and F, let it represent the probability of the truth of

the proposition which asserts that E and F will jointly occur;

and in like manner, let the transformation be made from disjunc-

tive and hypothetical combinations of events to disjunctive and

conditional propositions. Though the new application thus as-

signed to probability is a necessary concomitant of the old one,

its adoption will be attended with a practical advantage drawn

from the circumstance that we have already discussed the theory

of propositions, have defined their principal varieties, and estab-

lished methods for determining, in every case, the amount and

character of their mutual dependence. Upon this, or upon some

equivalent basis, any general theory of probabilities must rest.

I do not say that other considerations may not in certmn cases of

applied theory be requbite. The data may prove insufficient for

dejinite solution, and this defect it may be thought necessary to

supply by hypothesis. Or, where the statement of large num-

bers is involved, difiBculties may arise after the solution, from this

source, for which special methods of treatment are required.

But in every instance, some form of the general problem as above

stated (Art. 4) is involved, and in the discussion ofthat problem

the proper and peculiar work of the theory consists. I desire it

to be observed, that to this object the investigations of the fol-

lowing chapters are mainly devoted. It is not intended to enter,

except incidentally, upon questions involving supplementary hy-

potheses, because it is of primary importance, even with reference

to such questions (I. 17), that a general method, founded upon

a solid and sufficient basis of theory, be first established.

7 . The following is a summary, chiefly taken from Laplace, of

the principles which have been applied to the solution ofquestions

of probability. They are consequences of its fundamental defini-
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lions already stated, and may be regarded as indicating the degree

in which it has been found possible to render those definitions

available.

Principle let. Ifp be the probability of the occurrence of

any event, I -p will be the probability of its non-occurrence.

2nd. The probability of the concurrence of two independent

events is the product of the probabilities of those events.

3rd. The probability of the concurrence of two dependent

events is equal to the product of the probability of one of them

by the probability that if that event occur, the other will happen

also.

4th. The probability that ifan event, E, take place, an event,

F, will also take place, is equal to the probability of the concur-

rence of the events E and F, divided by the probability of the

occurrence ofE.

5th. The probability of the occurrence of one or the other of

two events which cannot concur is equal to the sum of their se-

parate probabilities.

6th. If an observed event can only result from some one of n

different causes which are d priori equally probable, the proba-

bility of any one of the causes is a fraction whose numerator is the

probability of the event, on the hypothesis of the existence of that

cause, and whose denominator is the sum of the similar proba-

bilities relative to all the causes.

7th. The probability of a future event is the sum of the pro-

ducts formed by multiplying the probability of each cause by

the probability that if that cause exist, the smd future event

will take place.

8. Respecting the extent and the relative sufficiency ofthese

principles, the following observations may be made.

1st. It is always possible, by the due combination of these

principles, to express the probability of a compound event, de-

pendent in any manner upon independent simple events whose

distinct probabilities are given. A very large proportion of the

problems which have been actually solved are of this kind, and

the difficulty attending their solution has not arisen from the in-

sufficiency of the indications furnished by the theory of proba-

bilities, but from the need of an analysis which should render
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those indications avtulable when functions of large numbers, or

series consisting of many and complicated terms, arc thereby in-

troduced. It may, therefore, be fully conceded, that all pro-

blems having for their data the probabilities of independent

simple events fall within the scope of received methods.

2ndly. Certain of the principles above enumerated, and espe-

cially the sixth and seventh, do not presuppose that all the data

are the probabilities of simple events. In their peculiar applica-

tion to questions ofcausation, they do, however, assume, that the

causes of which they take account are mutually exclusive, so

that no combination of them in the production of an effect is

possible. If, as before explained, we transfer the numerical pro-

babilities from the events with which they are connected to the

propositions by which those events are expressed, the most ge-

neral problem to which the aforesaid principles are applicable

may be stated in the following order of data and queesita.

DATA.

1st. The probabilities of the n conditional propositions :

If the cause Ai exist, the event E will follow ;

>» » E ,,

f> »j E ,,

2nd. The condition that the antecedents ofthose propositions

arc mutuiiUy conflicting.

REQUIREMENTS.

The probability of the truth ofthe proposition wluch declares

the occurrence of the event E ; also, when that proposition is

known to be true, the probabilities of truth of the several pro-

positions which aflSrm the respective occurrences of the causes

Ai, • • A^.

Here it is seen, that the data are the probabilities ofa scries

of compound events, expressed by conditimal propositions. But

the system is obviously a very limited and particular one. For

the antecedents of the propositions are subject to the condition of

being mutually exclusive, and there is but one consequent, the

event E, in the whole system. It does not follow, from our
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ability to discass such a system as the above, that we are able to

resolve problems whose data are the probabilities of any system

of conditional propositions ; far less that we can resolve problems

whose data are the probabilities of any tystem of propotitiotu

whatever. And, viewing the subject in its material rather

than its formal aspect, it is evident, that the hypothesis of exclu-

tive causation is one which is not often realized in the actual

world, the phtenomena ofwhich seem to be, usually, the products

of complex causes, the amount and character of whose co-opera-

tion is unknown. Such is, without doubt, the case in nearly all

departments of natural or social inquiry in which the doctrine of

probabilities holds out any new promise of useful applications.

9. To the above principles wo may add another, which has

been stated in the following terms by the Savilian Professor of

Astronomy in the University of Oxford.*

“ Principle 8. If there be any number of mutually exclusive

hypotheses, A,, h„ A,, . . of which the probabilities relative to a

particular state of information are p„ p,, p„ . . and if new infor-

mation be given which changes the probabilities ofsome of them,

suppose of Am.i and all that follow, without having otherwise

any reference to the rest; then the probabilities of these latter

have the same ratios to one another, after the new information,

that they had before, that is,

p\: p\‘. p\. . p»= Pi - Jh - Ih ’ • p»,

where the accented letters denote the values after the new infor-

mation has been acquired.”

This principle is apparently of a more fundamental character

thw the most ofthose before enumerated, and perhaps it might, as

has been suggested by Professor Donkin, be regarded as axio-

matic. It seems indeed to be founded in the very definition of

the measure of probability, as “ the ratio of the number of cases

favourable to an event to the total number of cases favourable or

contrary, and all equally possible.” For, adopting this definition,

it is evident that in whatever proportion the number of equally

* On certain Questions relating to the Theory of Probabilities ; by W. F.

Donkin, M. A., F. R. S„ &c. Pbilosophiral Magazine, May, 1861.
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possible cases is diminished, while the number of favourable cases

remains unaltered, in exactly the same proportion will the pro-

babilities of any events to which these cases have reference be

increased. And as the new hypothesis, viz., the diminution of

the number of possible cases without affecting the number of

them which are favourable to the events in question, increases

the probabilities of those events in a constant ratio, the relative

measures of those probabilities remain unaltered. If the principle

we are considering be then, as it appears to be, inseparably in-

volved in the very definition of probability, it can scarcely, of

itself, conduct us further than the attentive study of the defini-

tion would alone do, in the solution of problems. From these

considerations it appears to be doubtful whether, without some

aid of a different kind from any that has yet offered itself to our

notice, any considerable advance, either in the theory of proba-

bilities as a branch of speculative knowledge, or in the practical

solution of its problems can be hoped for. And the establish-

ment, solely upon the basis ofany such collection of principles as

the above, of a method universally applicable to the solution of

problems, without regard either to the number or to the nature

of the propositions involved in the expression of their data,

seems to be impossible. For the attmnment of such an object

other elements are needed, the consideration ofwhich will occupy

the next chapter.
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CHAPTER XVII.

DEMONSTRATION OF A GENERAL METHOD FOR THE SOLUTION OF

PROBLEMS IN THE THEORY OF PROBABILITIES.

1. TT has been dc6ned (XVI. 2), that “the measure of the

probability of an event is the ratio of the number of cases

favourable to that event, to the total number of cases favourable

or unfavom^ble, and all equally possible.” In the following in-

vestigations the term probability will be used in the above sense

of “ measure of probability.”

From the above definition we may deduce the following con-

clusions.

I. When it is certain that an event will occur, the probability

of that event, in the above mathematical sense, is 1. For the

cases which are favourable to the event, and the cases which are

possible, are in this instance the same.

Hence, also, ifp be the probability that an event x will happen,

1 - will be the probability that the said event will not happen.

To deduce this result directly from the definition, let m be the

numlier of cases favourable to the event x, n the number ofcases

possible, then n - m is the number of cases unfavourable to the

event x. Hence, by definition,

— = proliability that x will happen.

-—

—

= probability that x will not happen.

But n- m , m
= l =l-».

n n

II. The probability of the concurrence of any two events is

the product of the probability of either of those events by the

probability that if that event occur, the other will occur also.

Let m be the number of cases favourable to the happening

of the first event, and n the number of equally {lossible cases un-

favourable to it ; then the probability ofthe first event is, by defini-
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tion, —^— . Of the m cases favourable to the first event, let /
»» + n

cases be favourable to the conjunction of the first and second

events, then, by definition, — is the probability that if the first

event happen, the second also will happen. Multiplying these

fractions together, we havemil
X — .

OT + « m m + n

But the resulting fraction has for its numerator the num-
m + n

ber of cases favourable to the conjunction of events, and for its

denominator, the number m + n of possible cases. Therefore,

it represents the probability of the joint occurrence of the two

events.

Hence, ifp be the probability of any event x, and q the pro-

bability that if X occur y will occur, the probability of the con-

junction xy will be pq.

III. The probability that ifan event x occur, the event y will

occur, is a fraction whose numerator is the probability of their

joint occurrence, and denominator the probability of the occur-

rence of the event x.

This is an immediate consequence of Principle 2nd.

IV. The probability of the occurrence ofsome one of a series

of exclusive events is equal to the sum of their separate proba-

bilities.

For let n be the number of possible cases ; m, the number of

those cases favourable to the first event ; wi, the number of cases

favourable to the second, &c. Then the separate probabilities of

Again, as the events are exclusive.the events are — , — , &c.
n n

none of the cases favourable to one of them is favourable to

another; and, therefore, the number of cases favourable to some

one of the series will be m, + m, . . , and the probability of some

one of the series happening will be
^ ‘

. But this is the

sum of the previou.^ fractions,

ciple is manifest.

m, »i,—
, 9 (xC.

71 n
Whence the prin-
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2. Definition.—Two events are said to be independent

when the probability of the happening of either of them is

unaffected by our expectation of the occurrence or failure of

the other.

From this definition, combined with Prindple II., we have

the following conclusion :

V. The probability of the concurrence of two independent

events is equal to the product of the separate probabiliUes of

those events.

For if p be the probability of an event x, q that ofan eventy
regarded as quite independent of x, then is q also the probability

that if X occur y will occur. Hence, by Principle II., pq is the

probability of the concurrence of x and y.

Under the same circumstances, the probability that x will

occur and y not occur will be p ( 1 - y). For p is the probability

that X will occur, and 1 - y the probability that y will not occur.

In like manner (1 - />) (1 - y) will be the probability that both

the events fail of occurring.

3. There exists yet another principle, different in kind from

the above, but necessary to the subsequent investigations of this

chapter, before proceeding to the explicit statement of which I

desire to make one or two preliminary observations.

I would, in the first place, remark that the distinction be-

tween simple and compound events is not one founded in the

nature of events themselves, but upon the mode or connexion in

which they are presented to the mind. How many separate par-

ticulars, for instance, are Implied in the terms “ To be in health,”

“ To prosper,” &c., each of which might still be regarded as

expressing a “ simple event” ? The prescriptive usages of lan-

guage, which have assigned to particular combinations of events

single and definite appellations, and have left unnumbered other

combinations to be expressed by corresponding combinations of

distinct terms or phrases, is essentially arbitrary. When, then,

we designate as simple events those which are expressed by a

single verb, or by what grammarians term a simple sentence, we

do not thereby imply any real simplicity in the events them-

selves, but use the term solely with reference to grammatical

expression.
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4. Now if this distinction ofevents, as simple or compound, is

not founded in their real nature, but rests upon the accidents of

language, it cannot affect the question of their mutual depend-

ence or independence. If my knowledge of two simple events is

confined to this particular fact, viz., that the probability of the

occurrence of one of them is p, and that ofthe other q ; then I re-

gard the events as independent, and thereupon afifirm that the

probability of their joint occurrence is pq. But the ground of

this affirmation is not that the events are simple ones, but that

the data afford no information whatever concerning any connexion

or dependence between them. When the probabilities of events

are given, but all information respecting their dependence with-

held, the mind regards them as independent. And this mode of

thought is equally correct whether the events, judged according

to actual expression, are simple or compound, i. e., whether each

of them is expressed by a single verb or by a combination of

verbs.

5. Let it, however, be supposed that, together with the pro-

babilities of certain events, we possess some definite information

respecting their possible combinations. For example, let it be

known that certain combinations arc excluded from happening,

and therefore that the remaining combinations alone are possible.

Then still is the same general principle applicable. The mode
in which we avml ourselves of this information in the calculation

ofthe probability of any conceivable issue of events depends not

upon the nature of the events whose probabilities and whose

limits of possible connexion are given. It matters not whether

they are simple or compound. It is indifferent from what source,

or by what methods, the knowledge of their probabilities and of

their connecting relations has been derived. We must regard

the events as independent of any connexion beside that of which

we have information, dteminp it ofno consequence whether such in-

Jbrmation has been explicitly conveyed to us in the data, or thence

deduced by logical inference. And this leads us to the statement

of the general principle in question, viz.

:

VI. The events whose probabilities are given are to be re-

garded as independent of any connexion but such as is cither

expressed, or necessarily implied, in the data ; and the mode in
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which our knowledge of that connexion is to be employed is in-

dependent of the nature of the source from which such know-

ledge has been derived.

The practical importance of the above principle consists

in the circumstance, that whatever may be the nature of the

events whose probabilities are given,—whatever the nature of

the event whose probability is sought, we are always able, by an

application of the Calculus of Logic, to determine the expression

of the latter event as a definite combination of the former events,

and definitely to assign the whole of the implied relations con7
necting the former events with each other. In other words, we
can determine what that combination ofthe given events is whose

probability is required, and what combinations of them are alone

possible. It follows then from the above principle, that we can

reason upon those events as if they were simple events, whose

conditions of possible combination had been directly given by

experience, and of which the probability of some definite combi-

nation is sought. The possibility of a general method in proba-

bilities depends upon this reduction.

6. As the investigations upon which we are about to enter

are based upon the employment of the Calculus of Logic, it is

necessary to explmn certain terms and modes of expression which

are derived from this application.

By the event x, I mean that event of which the proposition

which affirms the occurrence Is symbolically expressed by the

equation

X = 1.

By the event tp (x, y, z, . .), I mean that event of which the

occurrence is expressed by the equation

(j, {x, yy z,

.

= 1.

Such an event may be termed a compound event, in relation to

the simple events x, y, z, which its conception involves. Thus,

if X represent the event “ It rains,” y the event “ It thunders,”

the separate occurrences of those events being expressed by the

logical equations

X = \, y = 1,

then will x(l-y) + y(l-x) represent the event or state of

s
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things denoted by the Proposition, “ It either rains or thunders,

but not both the expression of that state of things being

*(>-y) + y(i-a^) = 1-

If for brevity we represent the function ^ (x, y, z, . .), used in

the above acceptation by F, it is evident (VI. 13) that the law

of duality

F(1 - V) - 0,

will be identically satisfied.

The simple events x, y, z will be said to be “ conditioned”

when they are not free to occur in every possible combination

;

in other words, when some compound event depending upon

them is precluded from occurring. Thus the events denoted by

the propositions, “ It rains,” “ It thunders,” are “ conditioned”

if the event denoted by the proposition, “ It thunders, but does

not rain,” is excluded from happening, so that the range of pos-

sible is less than the range of conceivable combination. Simple

unconditioned events arc by definition independent.

Any compound event is similarly said to be conditioned if it

is assumed that it can only occur under a certain condition, that

is, in combination with some other event constituting, by its pre-

sence, that condition.

7. We shall proceed in the natural order of thought, from

simple and unconditioned, to compound and conditioned events.

Proposition I.

1st. If p, q, r are the respective probabilities of any uncon-

ditioned simple events x, y, z, the probability of any compound

event V icill be [F], this function [F] beingformed by changing,

in the function V, the symbols x, y, z into p, q, r, §-c.

2ndly. Lhuler the same circumstances, the probability that if

the event V occur, any other event V will also occur, will be

r pF'i
y^'‘ >

mherein
[WJ denotes the result obtained by multiplying

together the logicalfunctions V and V', and changing in the result

X, y, z, §-c. into p, q, r, §-c.

Let us confine our attention in the first place to the pos-
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sible combinations of the two simple events, x and y, of which the

respective probabilities arc p and q. The primary combinations

of those events (V. 11), and their corresponding probabilities, are

as follows

:

, BVBNTS. PROBABILITIBS.

xyy Concurrence of x and y, pq.

® “ y)» Occurrence of x without y, p (1 - j).

(1 ~x)y. Occurrence ofy without x, (1 -p) y.

(1 - *) (1 - y). Conjoint failure of x and y, (1 -p) (1 - q).

We see that in these cases the probability of the compoimd event

represented by a constituent is the same function of p and q as

the lojpcal expression of that event b of x and y ; and it b obvious

that thb remark applies, whatever may be the number of the

simple events whose probabilities axe given, and whosejoint ex-

iitence orjailure b involved in the compoimd event of which we
seek the probability.

Consider, in the second place, any disjunctive combination of

the above constituents. The compound event, expressed in or-

dinary language as the occurrence of “ either the event x without

the event y, or the event y without the event x,” b symbolically

expressed in the form x (1 - y) + y (1 - x), and its probability,

determined by Principles iv. and v., b p (1 - y) + y (1 - p). The
latter of these expressions b the same function of p and q as the

former b of x and y. And it b obvious that thb b also a par-

ticular illustration of a general rule. The events which are ex-

pressed by any two or more constituents are mutually exclusive.

The only possible combination of them b a disjunctive one, ex-

pressed in ordinary language by the conjunction or, in the lan-

guage of symbolical logic by the sign +. Now the probability of

the occurrence of some one out of a set of mutually exclusive

events b the sum of their separate probabilities, and is expressed

by connecting the expressions for those separate probabilities by

the sign -f. Thus the law above exemplified b seen U>\x general.

The probability ofany unconditioned event V will be found by

changing in V the symbob x, y, x, • • into p, q,r, .

.

8. Agmn, by Principle iii., the probability that if the event

V occur, the event V will occur with it, b expressed by a frac-

s 2
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tion whose numerator is the probability of the joint occurrence

of V and V, and denominator the probability of the occurrence

of V.

Now the expression of that event, or state of things, which is

constituted by the joint occurrence of the events V and F', will

be formed by multiplying together the expressions V and V ac-

cording to the rules of the Calculus of Logic ; since whatever

constituents are found in both F and F will appear in the pro-

duct, and no others. Again, by what has just been shown, the

probability of the event represented by that product will be de-

termined by changing therein x, y, z into p, q, r, . . Hence the

numerator sought will be what [FF] by definition represents.

And the denominator will be [1^, wherefore

rvvi
Probability that if V occur, F' will occur with it =

9. For example, if the probabilities of the simple events

X, y, z are p, q, r respectively, and it is required to find the pro-

bability that if either x or y occur, then either y or x will occur,

we have for the logical expressions of the antecedent and conse-

quent

—

1st. Either x or y occurs, x (1 - y) + y (1 - x).

2nd. Either y or x occurs, y (1 - x) + x (1 - y).

If now we multiply these two expressions together according to

the rules of the Calculus ofLogic, we shall have for the expres-

sion ofthe concurrence ofantecedent and consequent,

xx(l-y) +y(l -X) (1 -x).

Changing in this result x, y, x into p, q, r, and similarly trans-

forming the expression of the antecedent, we find for the proba-

bility sought the value

pr(l -y) + y(l - p) (1 -r)

p(l -y) + y (1 -y)

The special function of the calculus, in a case like the above, is

to supply the office of the reason in determining what are the

conjunctures involved at once in the consequent and the ante-

cedent. But the advantage of this aiiplieation is almost entirely
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prospective, and will be made manifest in a subsequent propo-

sition.

Proposition II.

10. It is hnoum that the probabilities of certain simple events

X, y, z, . . are p, q,r, . . respectively when a certain condition V is

satisfied; V being in expression afunction of x, y, z, . . Required

the absolute probabilities of the events x, y, z, . . ,
that is, the

prolxtbilities oftheir respective occurrence independently ofthe con-

dition V.

Let pi,
<f,

r, &c., be the probabilities required, i. e. the pro-

babilities of the events x, y, z, . . , regarded not only as simple,

but as independent events. Then by Prop. i. the probabilities

that these events will occur when the condition V, represented

by the logical equation 1, is satisfied, are

[xF] [yF] [zVl

[F] ’ [F] ’ [F] ’ ’

in which [x F] denotes the result obtained by multiplying F by

X, according to the rules of the Calculus of Logic, and changing

in the result x, y, z, into p, q, r, &c. But the above condi-

tioned probabilities are by hypothesis equal to p, y, r, .. re-

spectively. Hence we have.

Ml
[n

iMn Ml
in

r, &c..

from which system of equations equal in number to the quanti-

ties p', r', . . ,
the values of those quantities may be deter-

mined.

Now X F consists simply of those constituents in F of which

X is a factor. Let this sum be represented by F,, and in like

manner let y F be represented by V^, &c. Our equations then

assume the form

= n = o Ay* •

Pf ’

where [ FJ denotes the results obtained by changing in F, the

symbols x, y, z, &c., into p, q, r, &c.

To render the meaning of the general problem and the prin-

in
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dple of its solution more evident, let us take the following ex-

ample. Suppose that in the drawing of balls from an um
attention had only been paid to those cases in which the balls

drawn were either of a particular colour, “ white,” or of a par-

ticular composition, “ marble,” or were marked by both these

characters, no record having been kept of those cases in which a

ball that was neither white nor of marble had been drawn. Let

it then have been found, that whenever the supposed condition

was satisfied, there was a probabilityp that a white ball would be

drawn, and a probability q that a marble ball would be drawn : and

fitim these data alone let it be required to find the probability

that in the next drawing, without reference at all to the condi-

tion above mentioned, a white ball will be drawn ; also the pro-

bability that a marble ball will be drawn.

Here if x represent the drawing of a white ball, y that of a

marble boll, the condition V will be represented by the logical

function

ay + a:(l -y) + (l -a:)y.
Hence we have

r, = ay + a:(l-y) = a:, = ay + (1 - a:) y =y

;

whence

m-p', m =

and the final equations of the problem are

p;

py + p' (1 - y') + q (I -p)
“

p'q + p (I - y) + y' (1 - P')

“

from which we find

y p

It is seen that p and y' are respectively proportional to p and

y, as by Professor Donkin’s principle they ought to be. The

solution of this class of problems might indeed, by a direct appli-

cation of that principle, be obtained.

To meet a possible objection, I here remark, that the above

reasoning does not require that the drawings of a white and a

marble ball should bo independent, in virtue of the physical con-

stitution of the balls. The assumption of their independence is

indeed involved in the solution, but it docs not rest u^xm any
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prior assumption as to the nature of the balls, and their relations,

or freedom from relations, of form, colour, structure, &c. It is

founded upon our total ignorance of all these things. Probabi-

lity always has reference to the state of our actual knowledge,

and its numerical value varies with varying information.

Proposition III.

11. To determine in any question ofprobabilities the logical

connexion ofthe quaesitum with the data ; that is, to assign the event

whose probability is sought, as a logicalfunction ofthe event whose

probabilities are given.

Let S, T, &c., represent any compound events whose pro-

babilities are given, S and T being in expression known func-

tions of the symbols x, y, z, &c., representing simple events.

Similarly let IV represent any event whose probability is sought,

fV being also a known function of x, y, z, &c. As S, T, . . IV

must satisfy the fundamental law of duality, we are permitted

to replace them by single logical symbols, s, t, . . w. Assume
then

s = S, t = T, w = W.

These, by the definition of <S, T, , . W, will be a series of

logical equations coimecting the symbols s,t, . . w, with the sym-

bols X, y,z . .

By the methods of the Calculus of Logic we can eliminate

fixim the above system any of the symbols x, y, z, . . , repre-

senting events whose probabilities are not given, and determine

*0 as a developed function of s, t, &c., and of such of the symbols

X, y, z, &c., if any such there be, as correspond to events whose

probabilities are given. The result will be ofthe form

w = a + ob + ^c + Ja
where A, B, C, and D comprise among them all the possible

constituents which can be formed from the symbols s, t, &c., i. e.

from all the symbols representing events whose probabilities are

given.

The above will evidently be the complete expression of the

relation sought. For it fully determines the event W, repre-
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sented by the single symbol w, as a function or combination of

the events similarly denoted by the symbols s, t, &c., and it as-

signs by the laws of the Calculus of Logic the condition

D = Q,

as connecting the events a, t, &c., among themselves. We may,

therefore, by Principle vi., regard a, t, &c., as simple events, of

which the combination to, and the condition with which it is as-

sociated D, are definitely determined.

Uniformity in the logical processes of reduction being de-

sirable, I shall here state the order which will generally be pur-

sued.

12. By (VIII. 8), the primitive equations are reducible to

the forms

a (I - <S) + 5 (1 - a) = 0

;

«(i-r)+r(i -0 = 0; (1)

w(l- W)+W(l-«>) = 0;

under which they can be added together without impairing their

significance. We can then eliminate the symbols x, y, z, either

separately or together. If the latter eourse is chosen, it is ne-

cessary, after adding together the equations of the system, to

develop the result with reference to all the symbols to be elimi-

nated, and equate to 0 the product of all the coefficients of the

constituents (VII. 9).

As to is the symbol whose expression is sought, we may also,

by Prop. III. Chap, ix., express the result of elimination in the

form
Eto + E(^l - to) = 0.

E and E being successively determined by making in the

general system (1), to = 1 and to = 0, and eliminating the symbols

X, y, z, . . Thus the single equations from which E and E are

to be respectively determined become

s(l-S)+5(l-*) + <(l-T)+ r(l-t) ..+ 1-W=0;
*(l-5) + 5(l-*) + t(l-r)4 T{\-t) + W=0.

From these it only remains to eliminate x, y, z, &c., and to de-

termine to by subsequent dcvclopmcnti
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In the process of elimination we may, if needful, avail our>

selves ofthe simplifications of Props, i. and ii. Chap. ix.

13. Should the data, beside informing us of the probabilities

ofevents, further assign among them any explicit connexion, such

connexion must be logically expressed, and the equation or equa-

tions thus formed be introduced into tlie general system.

Proposition IV.

14. Given the probabilities ofany system of events ; to deter-

mine by a general method the consequent or derived probability of

any other event.

As in the last Proposition, let 5, T, &c., be the events whose

probabilities are given, W the event whose probability is sought,

these being known functions of x, y, z, &c. Let us represent the

data as follows

:

Probability of 5 = ;

Probability of 7’= y ;

^ ^

and so on, p, q, Ac., being known numerieal values. If then

we represent the eompound event S by *, T by t, and W by w,

we find by the last proposition,

w = A + 0B + ^C+^i>; (2)

A , B, C, and D being functions of #, t, &c. Moreover the data

(1) are transformed into

Prob. s - p, Prob. t = y, &c.

Now the equation (2) is resolvable into the system

10 «= A + qC 1

Z? = 0, J

q being an indefinite elass symbol (VI. 1 2). But since by the

properties of constituents (V. Prop, m.), we have

A + J5 + C + B ^ 1,

the second equation of the above system may be expressed in the

form
A + B+ C= 1.

(3)

(4)
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If we represent the iimction A + B + Cby V, the system (4)

becomes
10 = + yC ; (5 )

F=l. (6)

Let us for a moment consider this result. Since V is the sum
of a series of constituents of s, f, &c., it represents the compound
event in which the simple events involved are those denoted by
A, t, &c. Hence (6) shows that the events denoted by s, (, &c.,

and whose probabilities are p, y, &c., have such probabilities not

as independent events, but as events subject to a certain condition

V. Equation (5) expresses to as a similarly conditioned combi-

nation of the same events.

Now by Principle vi. the mode in which this knowledge ofthe

Connexion ofevents has been obtained does not influence the mode

in which, when obtained, it is to be employed. We must reason

upon it as if experience had presented to us the events s, t, &c.,

as simple events, free to enter into every combination, but pos-

sessing, when actually subject to the condition V, the probabili-

ties p, q, &c., respectively.

Let then p', y*, . . , be the corresponding probabilities of such

events, when the restriction V is removed. Then by Prop. ii.

of the present chapter, these quantities will be determined by the

system of equations,

= &C-; (7)

and by Prop. i. the probability of the event w under the same

condition V will be

Prob. to
[A + cC]

in
’ (8)

wherein F, denotes the sum of those constituents in F of which s

is a factor, and [ F,] what that sum becomes when s, t, .
. , are

changed into p', y', . . , respectively. The constant c represents

the probability of the indefinite event y; it is, therefore, arbitrary,

and admits of any value from 0 to 1

.

Now it will be observed, that the values ofp', y', &c., are de-

termined from (7 ) only in order that they may be substituted in

(8), so as to render Prob. to a function ofknown quantities, p, y.
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&c. It is obvious, therefore, that instead ofthe letters />', &c.,

we might employ any others as s, t, &c., in the same quarUitative

acceptations. This particular step would simply involve a change

of meaning of the symbols s, t, &c.—their ceasing to be logical,

and becoming quantitative. The systems (7) and (8) would then

become

•y=7, «&c.; (9)

Prob. w - (10)

In employing these, it is only necessary to determine from (9)

$, t, &c., regarded as quantitative symbols, in terms of/>, q, &c.,

and substitute the resulting values in (10). It is evident, that

«, t, &C.J inasmuch as they represent probabilities, will be positive

proper fractions.

The system (9) may be more symmetrically expressed in the

form

P "
9
”

Or we may express both (9) and (10) together in the sjrmme-

trical system
F. _ _ A + cC

p ~
q U

wherein a represents Prob. w.

15. It remmns to interpret the constant c assumed to repre-

sent the probability of the indefinite event q. Now the logical

equation

to = A ->r qC,

interpreted in the reverse order, implies that if either the event

A take place, or the event C in connexion with the event q, the

event to will take place, and not otherwise. Hence q represents

that condition under which, if the event C take place, the event

w will take place. But the probability of q is c. Hence, there-

fore, c probability that if the event C take place the event w
will take place.

WJierefore by Principle ii.,

Probability of concurrence of C and w
^

Probability of C
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We may hence determine the nature of that new experience

from which the actual value of c may be obtained. For if we
substitute in C for «, t, &c., their original expressions as func-

tions of the simple events x, y, z, &c., we shall form the ex-

pression of that event whose probability constitutes the denomi-

nator of the above value of c ; and if we multiply that expression

by the original expression of w, we shall form the expression of

that event whose probability constitutes the numerator of c, and

tAe rcUio ofthefrequency of this event to that of theformer one, de-

termined by new observations, will give the value of c. Let it be

remarked here, that the constant c does not necessarily moke its

appearance in the solution of a problem. It is only when the

data are insufficient to render determinate the probability sought,

that this arbitrary element presents itself, and in thb case it is

seen that the final logical equation (2) or (5) informs us how it

is to be determined.

If that new experience by which c may be determined can-

not be obtained, we can still, by assigning to c its limiting values

0 and 1, determine the limits of the probability of w. These

are

A
hlinor limit of Prob. w = -77.

Superior limit
A+C

““T"-

Between these limits, it is certain that the probability sought

must lie independently of all new experience which does not ab-

solutely contradict the past.

If the expression ofthe event C consists ofmany constituents,

the logical value of w being of the form

is = .4 + ^C, + ^C, + &c.,

we can, instead of employing their aggregate as above, present

the final solution in the form

Prob. to = p .
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Here c, = probability that if the event Ci occur, the event to will

occur, and so on for the others. Convenience must decide which

form is to be preferred.

16. The above is the complete theoretical solution of the

problem proposed. It may be added, that it is applicable equally

to the case in which any of the events mentioned in its original

statement are conditioned. Thus, if one of the data is the proba-

bility p, that if the event x occur the event y will occur ; the

probability of the occurrence of x not being given, we must as-

sume Prob. x = c (an arbitrary constant), then Prob. xy = cp, and

these two conditions must be introduced into the data, and em-

ployed according to the previous method. Again, if it is sought

to determine the probability that if an event x occur an event y
will occur, the solution will assume the form

Prob.«,ught =^,
the numerator and denominator of which must be separately de-

termined by the previous general method.

17. We are enabled by the results of these investigations to

establish a general rule for the solution of questions in probabi-

lities.

General Rule.

Case I.— fVTien all the eventt are unconditioned.

Form the symbolical expressions of the events whose proba-

bilities are given or sought.

Equate such ofthose expressions as relate to compound events

to a new series of symbols, s, t, &c., which symbols regard as re-

presenting the events, no longer as compound but simple, to

whose expressions they have been equated.

Eliminate from the equations thus formed all the logical sym-

bols, except those which express events, s, t, &c., whose respective

probabilities p, q, &c. arc given, or the event w whose probability

is sought, and determine w as a developed function of *, t, &c.

in the form

w = A + OB
Q
^ + Q
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Let A + B + C=V, and let V, represent the aggregate of

those constituents in V which contain s as a factor, V, of those

which contain t as a factor, and thus for all the symbols whose
probabilities are given.

Then, passing from Logic to Algebra, form the equations

P °
9

Prob. to

V,

A + cC
~V~*

( 1 )

(2)

from (1) determine t, t, &c. as functions of p, q, &c., and sub-

stitute their values in (2). The result will express the solution

required.

Or form the symmetrical system of equations

V, V, A-^cC V
= . . a = —

p q u 1
(3)

where a represents the probability sought.

If c appear in the solution, its inteiqiretation will be

Prob. Cto

Prob. c
’

and this interpretation indicates the nature of the experience

which is necessary for its discovery.

Case II.— When tame of the events are conditioned.

If there be given the probability p that if the event X occur,

the event Y will occur, and if the probability of the antecedent

X be not given, resolve the proposition into the two following,

viz.

:

Probability of A = c.

Probability of Xy = cp.

If the qusesitum be the probability that if the event Woccur,

the event Z will occur, determine separately, by the previous

case, the terms of the firaction

Prob. WZ
Prob. W ’

and the fraction itself will express the probability sought.
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It is understood in this case that X, Y, W, Z may be any

compound events whatsoever. The expressions XY and WZ
represent the products of the symbolical expressions ofX and Y
and of fV and Z, formed according to the rules ofthe Calculus of

Logic.

The determination of the single constant c may in certmn

cases be resolved into, or replaced by, the determination ofa series

of arbitrary constants c„ c, . . according to convenience, as pre-

viously explained.

18. It lias been stated (I. 12) that there exist two distinct de-

finitions, or modes of conception, upon which the theory of pro-

babilities may be made to depend, one of them being connected

more immediately with Number, the other more directly with

Logic. We have now considered the consequences which flow

from the numerical definition, and have shown how it conducts

us to a point in which the necessity of a connexion with Logic

obviously suggests itself. We have seen to some extent what

is the nature of that connexion; and further, in whatmanner the

peculiar processes of Logic, and the more &miliar ones of quanti-

tative Algebra, are involved in the same general method of solu-

tion, each of these so accomplishing its own object that the two

processes may be regarded as supplementary to each other. It

remains to institute the reverse order of investigation, and, setting

out from a definition of probability in which the logical relation

is more immediately involved, to show how the numerical defini-

tion would thence arise, and how the same general method,

equally dependent upon both elements, would finally, but by a

different order of procedure, be established.

That between the symbolical expressions of the logical cal-

culus and those of Algebra there exists a close analogy, is a fact

to which attention has frequently been directed in the covuse of

the present treatise. It might even be said that they possess a

community of fonns, and, to a very considerable degree, a com-

munity of laws. With a single exception in the latter respect,

their difference is only one of interpretation. Thus the same

expression admits of a logical or of a quantitative interpretation,

according to the particular meaning which we attach to the sym-
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bols it involves. The expression xy represents, under the former

condition, a concurrence of the events denoted by x and y ; under

the latter, the product of the numbers or quantities denoted by x

and y. And thus every expression denoting an event, simple or

compound, admits, under another system of interpretation, of a

meaning purely quantitative. Here then arises the question,

whether there exists any principle of transition, in accordance

with which the logical and the numerical interpretations of the

same symbolical expression shall have an intelligible connexion.

And to this question the following considerations afford an

answer.

19. Let it be granted that there exists such a feeling as ex-

pectation, a feeling of which the object is the occurrence ofevents,

and which admits of differing degrees of intensity. Let it also

be granted that this feeling of expectation accompanies our

knowledge of the circumstances under which events are produced,

and that it varies with the degree and kind of that knowledge.

Then, without assuming, or tacitly implying, that the intensity

of the feeling of expectation, viewed as a mental emotion, admits

of precise numerical measurement, it is perfectly legitimate to

inquire into the possibility of a mode of numerical estimation

which shall, at least, satisfy these following conditions, viz., that

the numerical value which it assigns shall increase when the

known circumstances of an event are felt to justify a stronger

expectation, shall diminish when they demand a weaker expec-

tation, and shall remiun constant when they obviously require an

equal degree of expectation.

Now these conditions at least will be satisfied, if we assume

the fundamental principle of expectation to be this, viz., that the

laws for the exprcssion of expectation, viewed as a numerical

clement, shall be the same as the laws for the expression of the

expected event viewed as a logical element. Thus if tp (x, y, z) re-

present any unconditional event compounded in any manner of

the events x, y, z, let the same expression <p (x, y, z), according

to the above principle, denote the expectation of that event;

X, y, z representing no longer the simple events involved, but

the expectations of those events.
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For, in the first place, it is evident that, under this hypothesis,

the probability of the occurrence of some one of a set of mutually

exclusive events will be equal to the sum of the separate proba-

bilities of those events. Thus if the alternation in question con-

sist of n mutually exclusive events whose expressions are

^i(^> y> ^)> y» ^)» • • • • (*> y> ^)i

the expression of that alternation will be

^,(a:,y,z) + ^,(r,y,r) . . + ^,(r,y,r) = 1

;

the literal symbob x, y, z being logical, and relating to the sim-

ple events of which the three alternatives are compounded:

and, by hypothesis, the expression of the probability that some

one of those alternatives will occur is

01 {x, y, z) + 0, (x, y,z).. + <pn (x, y, z),

X, y, z here denoting the probabilities ofthe above simple events.

Now this expression increases, cateris paribus, with the increase

of the number of the alternatives which are involved, and di-

minishes with the diminution of their number ; which is agree-

able to the condition stated.

Furthermore, if we set out from the above hypothetical defi-

nition of the measure of probability, we shall be conducted,

either by necessary inference or by successive steps of suggestion,

which might perhaps be termed necessary, to the received nu-

merical definition. We are at once led to recognise unity (1)

as the proper numerical measure of certmnty. For it is certain

that any event x or its contrary I - x will occur. The expres-

sion of this proposition is

X + (1 - x) = 1,

whence, by hypothesis, x+ (1 - x), the measure of the proba-

bility of the above jiroposition, becomes the measure of certainty.

But the value of that expression is 1, whatever the particular

value of X may be. Unity, or 1, is therefore, on the hypothesis

in question, the measure of certainty.

Let there, in the next place, be n mutually exclusive, but

equally possible events, which we will represent by <„ . . t„.

T
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The proposition which affirms that some one of these must occur

will be expressed by the equation

= la

and, as when we pass in accordance with the reasoning of the

last section to numerical probabilities, the same equation remains

true in form, and as the probabilities ^i, t,. .U are equal, we

have
nt, = 1,

whence ti = and similarly /, = Suppose it then re-
n n n

quired to determine the probability that some one event of the

partial series tt, • tm will occur, we have for the expression

required

#, + f. .. + <« = - + i .. to »i terms
n n

m
n

Hence, therefore, if there are m cases favourable to the occur-

rence of a particular alternation of events out of n possible and

equally probable cases, the probability of the occurrence of that

771

alternation will be expressed by the fraction —

.

Now the occurrence of any event which may happen in diffe-

rent equally possible ways is really equivalent to the occurrence

of an alternation, i. e., of some one out of a set of alternatives.

Hence the probability of the occurrence of any event may be

expressed by a fraction whose numerator represents the number

of cases favourable to its occurrence, and denominator the total

number of equally possible cases. But this is the rigorous nume-

rical definition ofthe measure of probability. That definition is

therefore involved in the more peculiarly logical definition, the

consequences of which we have endeavoured to trace.

20. From the above investigations it clearly appears, 1st,

that whether we set out from the ordinarj- numerical definition

of the measure of probability, or from the definition which assigns

to the munerical measure of probability such a law of value as

shall establish a formal identity between the logical expressions
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of events and the algebraic expressions of their values, we shall

be led to the same system of practical results. 2ndly, that

either of these definitions pursued to its consequences, and con-

sidered in conne.xion with the relations which it inseparably in-

volves, conducts us, by Inference or suggestion, to the other

definition. To a scientific view of the theory of probabilities

it is essential that both principles should be viewed together, in

their mutual bearing and dependence.

T 2
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ELEMENTARY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE GENERAL METHOD IN PROBA-

BILITIES.

1- ~TT is designed here to illustrate, by elementary examples,

the general method demonstrated in the last chapter.

The examples chosen will be chiefly such as, from their sim-

plicity, permit a ready verification of the solutions obtained.

But some intimations will appear of a higher class of problems,

hereafter to be more fully considered, the analysis of which

would be incomplete without the lud of a distinct method deter-

mining the necessary condidons among their data, in order that

they may represent a possible experience, and assigning the cor-

responding limits of the final solutions. The fuller consideration

of that method, and of its applications, is reserved for the next

chapter.

2. Ex. 1.—The probability that it thunders upon a given

day is p, the probability that it both thunders and hails is q, but

of the connexion of the two phenomena of thunder and hail, no-

thing further is supposed to be known. Required the probability

that it hfuls on the proposed day.

Let X represent the event—It thunders.

Let y represent the event—It htuls.

Then xp will represent the event—It thunders and hails ; and

the data of the problem are

Prob. X =p, Prob. xy = q.

There being here but one compound event xy involved, assume,

according to the rule,

xy°u. (1)

Our data then become

Prob. x=/>, Prob. M= 7 ; (2)

and it is required to find Prob.y. Now (1) give.s
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y = ^
= tta; + ^

tt (1 - x) + 0 (1 - u) X + ^
(1 - «) (1 - x).

Hence (XVII. 17) we find

V = itx + (1 - m) X + (1 - m) (1 -x),

= MX + (1 - «) X = X, Vu = ux\

and the equations of the General Rule, viz.,

p ?

Prob. y
A + cC
F~

become, on substitution, and observing that .4 = mx, C = ( 1 - u)

(1 - x), and that V reduces to x + (1 - a) (1 - x).

X tiX , .X
- = — = X + (1 - a) (1 - x),

p q

„ ax + c(l-u) (1
X rOD* W — V / • \ J^ X 4 - a) (1 -x)

from which we readily deduce, by elimination of x and a,

Prob. y = y4c(l - p).

(3)

(4)

(5 )

In this result c represents the imknown probability that if the

event (1 - a) (1 - x) happen, the event y will happen. Now
(1 - a) (1 -x) = (l -xy)(l -x) = 1 - X, on actual multiplication.

Hence c is the unknown probability that if it do not thunder, it

will hail.

The general solution (5) may therefore be interpreted as fol-

lows :—The probability that it hails is equal to the probability

that it thunders and hails, q, together with the probability that it

does not thunder, I -p, multiplied by the probability c, that if it

does not thunder it will hail. And common reasoning verifies

this result.

If c cannot be numerically determined, wo find, on assigning

to it the limiting values 0 and 1, the following limits of Prob. y,

viz.

:

Inferior limit = q.

Superior limit = q + 1 - p-
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3. Ex. 2.—The probability that one or both of two events

happen is p, that one or both of them fail b q. What b the

probability that only one of these happens ?

Let X and y represent the respective events, then the data

are

—

Prob. ay + X (l-y)+(l-a:)y=p,
Prob.ar(l-y) + (l-a:)y + (l-a;)(l -y) = q\

and we are to find

Prob.i(l - y) + y (1 - a:).

Here oU the events concerned being compound, assume

ay 4 a; (1 - y) + (1 - x) y = a,

‘"(i-s') + (1 -*)y + (1 -^)(i -y) =

-y) + (1 -*)y =

Then eliminating x and y, and determining to as a developed

flmction of t and t, we find

to o at + 0 a (1 - <) 4 0 (1 - a) / 4 ^
(1 - a) (1 - <).

Hence A = *t, C-0, F-at 4 a(l - 1) 4 (1 -a)t = a 4 (1 -a)<,

F, •= a, F, = t ; and the equations ofthe General Rule (XVH. 17)

become
a t

Prob. to

a 4 (1 - a) t,

at

a 4 (1 - a)t
’

(0

whence we find, on eliminating a and t.

Prob. to =/) 4 y - 1.

Hence p 4 y - 1 b the measure of the probability sought. This

result may be verified as follows :—Since p is the probability that

one or both of the pven events occur, 1 - p will be the proba-

bility that they both fail ; and since y is the probability that one

or both ftdl, 1 - y b the probability that they both happen.

Hence 1 - p 4 1 - y, or 2 -p - y, is the probability that they

either both happen or both But the only remaining alter-

native which is possible is that one alone of the events happens.

Hence the probability of this occurrence is 1 - (2 - p — y), or

p 4 y - 1, as above.
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4. Ex. 3.—The probability that a witness A speaks the truth

is p, the probability that another witness B speaks the truth is

and the probability that they disagree in a statement is r. What
is the probability that if they agree, their statement is true ?

Let X represent the hypothesis that A speaks truth
; y that

B speaks truth ; then the hypothesis that A and B disagree in

their statement will be represented byj:(l -y)+y(l-a-); the

hypothesis that they agree in statement by ay + (1 - x) (1 - y),

and the hypothesis that they agree in the truth by ay. Hence

we have the following data

:

Prob. a:»/>, Prob.y = y, Prob.a:(l - y) + y (1 - a:) = r,

from which we are to determine

Prob.ay

Prob. ay + (1 - x) (1 - y)‘

But as Prob. * (1 - y) + y (1 - ar) = r, it is evident that Prob.

ay + (1 - a:) (1 - y) will bo 1 - r ; we have therefore to seek

Prob.ay

1-r
•

Now the compound events concerned being in expression,

x(l-y)+y(l-x) and ay, let us assume

*(1 -y) + y(l-x)»a 1

ay = to J
'

Our data then are Prob. x = p, Prob. y y, Prob. * = r, and we
are to find Prob. to.

The system (1) gives, on reduction,

(x (1 - y) + y (I - x)) (I - a) + a {ay + (1 - x) (1 - y)

)

+ ay (1 - to) + to (1 - ay) = 0

;

whence

x(l-y)(l-a)+y(l-x)(l -a) + aay + a(l - x) (1 -y) +ay
2ay-l

= -aya + ay(l-a)+Ox(l -y)a+-x(l -y) (1 - a)

+ 0(l-x)ya+ J(l-x)(l-y)a + l(l-x) y(l-a)

+ 0(1 -x) (1 -y) (1 - a).
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In the expression of this development, the coefficient
^
has been

made to replace every equivalent form (X. 6). Here we have

F=ay(l-») + x(l-y)* + (l-a:)y« + (l - a:) (1 -y)(l-«);

whence, passing from Lope to Algebra,

ay (1 - «) + a:(l -y)s
^
ay (1 - a) + (1 - a;)ya

P “
q

x{\-y)s+ {\-x)ys
r

o ay(l -a) + ar(l -y)a + (l - a:)ya + (1 - x) (1 -y) (1 - a).

Prob. »

I

gy(l - *)

ay (1- a) + a; (1 -y) a + (1 -a;)ya + (1 - x) (f-y) (1 - a)’

from which we readily deduce

Proh.w =P-^;
£t

whence we have
Prnti tm t> -i- /t

(3)
Prob. xy p + 7 - r

1-r °2(l-r)

for the value sought.

If in the same way we seek the probability that ifA and D
agree in their statement, that statement will be false, we must

replace the second equation of the system (1) by the following,

viz.

:

(1 - x) (1 - y) = w

;

the final logical equation will then bo

w “ + + 0x(l -y)« + ^a:(l-y) (I-*)

+ 0(1 - x) ya + 1 (l-x)y(l -a) + i(l-x)(l-y)a

+ (l-x)(l-y)(l-a);

whence, proceeding as before, we finally deduce

T> u 2 -p- q - r
Prob. to = .

(4 )

(5 )

Wherefore we have
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Prob. (1 - x) (1 - y) 2 - p - q - r
~~ \-r “ 2(1 -r)

for the value here sought.

These results are mutually consistent. For since it is certain

that the joint statement of A and B must be either true or false,

the second members of (3) and (5) ought by addition to make 1.

Now we have identically,

p+q-r 2-p-q-r
2(l-r) 2(l-r)

It is probable, from the simplicity of the results (5) and (6),

that they might easily be deduced by the application of known

principles ; but it is to be remarked that they do not fall directly

within the scope of known methods. The number of the data

exceeds that ofthe simple events which they involve. M. Cour-

not, in his very able work, “ Exposition de la Theorie des

Chances,” has proposed, in such cases as the above, to select

from the original premises different sets ofdata, each set equal in

number to the simple events which they involve, to assume that

those simple events are independent, determine separately from

the respective sets of the data their probabilities, and comparing

the different values thus foimd for the same elements, judge how

frr the assumption of independence is justified. This method

can only approach to correctness when the sud simple events

prove, according to the above criterion, to be nearly or quite in-

dependent ; and in the questions of testimony and ofjudgment,

in which such an hypothesis is adopted, it seems doubtful whether

it is justified by actual experience of the ways of men.

5. Ex. 4.—From observations made during a period of gene-

ral sickness, there was a probability p that any house taken at

random in a particular district was visited by fever, a probability

q that it was visited by cholera, and a probability r that it es-

caped both diseases, and was not in a defective sanitary condition

as regarded cleanliness and ventilation. What is the probability

that any house taken at random was in a defective sanitary

condition ?

With reference to any house, let us appropriate the symbols

X, y, z, as follows, viz.

:

281
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The symbol x to the visitation of fever.

y „ cholera.

z defective sanitary condition.

The events whose probabilities are pven are then denoted by

*, y, and (1 - x) (1 - y) (1 - z), the event whose probability is

sought is z. Assume then,

(1 - x) (1 - y) (1 - 2) = K>^

then our data are,

Prob. X - p, Prob. y = q, Prob. ic = r,

and we are to find Prob. z. Now (1) gives

__ (1 -x)(l -y)- to

= §ay(l-w)
+
Jx(l-y)w + ^x(l-y)(l-tt>)

+ i (I - x)yw
+ J

(1 -x)y (1 - tr) + 0 (1 - x) (I -y) w

+ (l-x)(l-y)(l-«). (1)

The value of Vdeduced from the above is

F= xy (1 - Mj) + x(l -y)(l - w) + (1 - x)y (I - to)

+ (l-x)(l-y)w + (l-x) (l-y)(l-jc)= l-w + «o(l-x) (1 - y);

and similarly reducing P,, F„, we get

F, - X (1 - to), = y (1 - to), F„ = to (1 - x) (1 - y) ;

furnishing the algebraic equations

As respects those terms of the development characterized by

the coefficients I shall, instead ofcollecting them into a single

term, present them, for the sake of variety (XVII. 18), in the

form

5x(l-to) + ^(l-x)y(l-ic); (3)

the value of Prob. z will then be
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Prob.z =
(l-») (l-y)(l-«’) + ca:(l-»g) + c'(^-a?)y(l-«o)

1-tc + M7 (1 - x) (1-y)
'

From (2) and (4) we deduce

Prob. z -= i ^ i + cp + c^ ^
1 -r 1 -

r

os the expression of the probability required. If in this result

we make c = 0, and c = 0, we find for an inferior limit of its value

--——

;

and if we make c = 1, c' = 1, we obtmn

for its superior limit 1 - r.

6. It appears from inspection of this solution, that the pre-

mises chosen were exceedingly defective. The constants c and

c' indicate this, and the corresponding terms (3) of the final

logical equation show how the deficiency is to be supplied.

Thus, since

x(l - w) = X {1- (1 - x) (1 -y) (1 - x)) = X,

(l-x)y(l-w) = (l-x)y (l-(l-x)(l-y)(l-x))=(l-x)y,

we learn that c is the probability that if any house was visited by

fever its sanitary condition is defective, and that c is the proba-

bility that if any house was visited by cholera without fever, its

sanitary condition was defective.

If the terms of the lo^cal development afiected by the coefiS-

dent
^
had been collected together as in the direct statement of

the general rule, the final solution would have assumed the fol-

lowing form

:

c here representing the probability that if a house was visited by

either or both of the diseases mentioned, its sanitary condition

was defective. This result is perfectly consistent with the former

one, and indeed the necessary equivalence of the different forms

of solution presented in such cases may be formally established.

The above solution may be verifietl in particular cases. Thus,

taking the second form, if c = 1 we find Prob. z = 1 - r, a correct

result. For if the presence of either fever or cholera certainly
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indicated a defective sanitary condition, the probability that any

house would be in a defective sanitary state would be simply

equal to the probability that it was not found in that category

denoted by z, the probability ofwhich would, by the data, be 1 - r.

Perhaps the general verification of the above solution would be

difiScult.

The constants p, q, and r in the above solution are subject to

the conditions

p + r 5 1, y + 1.

7. Ex. 6.—Given the probabilities ofthe premises of a hypo-

thetical syllogism to find the probability of the conclusion.

Let the syllogism in its naked form be as follows

:

Alajor premiss : If the proposition Y is true X is true.

Minor premiss : If the proposition Z is true Y is true.

Conclusion ; If the proposition Z is true X is true.

Suppose the probability ofthe major premiss to be p, that of the

minor premiss q.

The data then are as follows, representing the proposition X
by X, &c., and assuming c and c as arbitrary constants

:

Prob. y = c, Prob. xy •= cp;

Prob. z = d, Prob. yz = dq\

from which we are to determine,

Prob. xz Prob. xz

Prob. z d
‘

Let us assume,

xy = u, yz = v, xz = to;

then, proceeding according to the usual method to determine w

as a developed function of y, z, u, and v, the symbols corres-

ponding to propositions whose probabilities are given, we find

w = uzvy + 0« (I - r) (I - u) y + 0 (1 - u) zvy

+ -y)+ 0(1 -«)(!-•?) (i-f)y

+ 0 (1 - u) (1 - r) (1 - o) (

1

- y) + terms whose coeffi-

cients are ^

;
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and passing from Logic to Algebra,

uzvy + u{\-z) (\-v)y uzvy + {\ - u) zvy ( 1 -«) 2(1 -»)(l-y)
cp c'

uzvy + (!-«) zvy
“

??

= -p)y +(!-«) gpy + (i-«)(i-^) (i-p)y
_ y

C

wherein

Prob. «; =
(1 - «)ilr y)

,

V= uzvy + u(l -z)(l-v)y + (l-tt) zvy + (1 -«) ? (1 - ») (I -y)

+ (I - ii) (1 - r) (I - n) y + (I - «) (1- z) (1 - v) (1 - y),

the solution of this system of equations gives

Prob. w = c'pq + ac (1 - q),

Prob. xy
\

pq + a{\-q).

the value required. In this expression the arbitrary constant a

is the probability that if the proposition Z is true and Y false, X
is true. In other words, it is the probability, that if the minor

premiss is false, the conclusion is true.

This investigation might have been greatly simplified by as-

suming the proposition ^ to be true, and then seeking the proba-

bility ofX. The data would have been simply

Prob. y ^ q, Prob. xy = pq;

whence we should have found Prob. x = pq + a {\ - q). It is

evident that under the circumstances this mode of procedure

would have been allowable, but I have preferred to deduce the

solution by the direct and unconditioned application of the

method. The result is one which ordinary reasoning verifies,

and which it docs not indeed require a calculus to obtain. Ge-

neral methods are apt to appear most cumbrous when applied to

cases in which their aid is the least required.

Let it be observed, that the above method is equally appli-

cable to the categorical syllogism, and not to the syllogism only.
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but to every form ofdeductive ratioonation. Given the proba-

bilities separately attaching to the premises of any train of ar-

gument ; it is always possible by the above method to determine

the consequent probability ofthe truth ofa conclusion legitimately

drawn from such premises. It is not needful to remind the

reader, that the truth and the correctness ofa conclusion are dif-

ferent things.

8. One remarkable circumstance which presents itself in such

applications deserves to be specially noticed. It is, that propo-

sitions which, when true, are equivalent, are not necessarily

equivalent when regarded only as probable. This principle will

be illustrated in the following example.

Ex. 6.—Given the probability p ofthe disjunctive proposition

“ Either the proposition Y is true, or both the propositionsX and

Y are false,” required the probability of the conditional propo-

sition, “ If the proposition X Is true, Y is true.”

Let X and y be appropriated to the propositions X and Y
respectively. Then we have

Prob. y + (1 - 3') (1 - y) = />,

from which it is required to find the value of .

Prob. X

Assume y + (1 - x) (1 - y) » f.

Eliminating y wc get

(l-x)(l-0-0.

( 1 )

whence

and proceeding in the usual way,

Prob. X = 1 - p + c/>. (2)

Where c is the prol»ability that if cither Y is true, or X and Y
false, X is true.

Next to find Prob. xy. Assume

xy = if>. (3)

Eliminating y from (1) and (3) we ger

X (1 - 0 = 0 ;
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whence, proceeding as above,

Prob. zt- cp,

c having the same interpretation as before. Hence

Prob. xy cp

Prob . X p-y cp*

for the probability of the truth of the conditional proposition

given.

Now in the science of pure Logic, which, as such, is conver-

sant only with truth and with falsehood, the above disjunctive

and conditional propositions are equivalent. They arc true and

they are false together. It is seen, however, from the above in-

vestigation, that when the disjunctive proposition has a proba-

bility p, the conditional proposition has a different and partly in-

definite probability ^ Nevertheless these expressions

are such, that when either ofthem becomes 1 or 0, the other as-

sumes the same value. The results are, therefore, perfectly con-

sistent, and the logical transformation serves to verify the formula

deduced from the theory of probabilities.

The reader will easily prove by a similar analysis, that if the

probability of the conditional proposition were given as p, that

of the disjunctive proposition would be 1 - c + where c is the

arbitrary probability of the truth of the proposition X,
9. Ex. 7.—Required to determine the probability of an event

X, having given cither the first, or the first and second, or the

first, second, and third of the following data, viz.

:

1st. The probability that the event x occurs, or that it alone

of the three events z, y, z, fails, is p.

2nd. The probability that the event y occurs, or that it alone

of the three events x, y, z, falls, is g.

3rd. The probability that the event z occurs, or that it alone

of the three events x, y, z, fails, is r.

SOLUTION OF THE FIRST CASE.

Here we suppose that only the first of the above data is

given.
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We have then,

Prob. (z + (1 - yz\ “ Pt
to find Prob. x.

Let X + {I - x) t/z = »,

then eliminating pzaa a single symbol, we get,

a: (1 - *) = 0.

Hence
0 0 ^

whence, proceeding according to the rule, we have

Prob. X = cp, ( 1

)

where c is the probability that if x occurs, or alone fails, the

former of the two alternatives is the one that will happen. The

limits of the solution are evidently 0 and p.

This solution appears to give us no information beyond what

unassisted good sense would have conveyed. It is, however, all

that the single datum here assumed really warrants us in infer-

ring. We shall in the next solution see how an addition to our

data restricts within narrower limits the final solution.

SOLUTION OF THE SECOND CASB.

Here we assume as our data the equations

Prob. [x -i- {\ - X) yz) = p,

Prob. (y+ (1 -y) a-z) = y.

Let us write

a; + (1 - x)yz - s,

y + (l-y)xz = <;

from the first of which wc have, by (VIII. 7),

(a:+ (1 ~x)yz] (1 -«) + s (1 -z- (1 -x)yz] = 0,

or (x + xyx)l + *x (1 - yz) = 0

;

provided that for simplicity we write x for 1 - x, y for 1 - y, and

so on. Now, writing for 1 - yz its value in constituents, we

have

(x + xyz) s + sx {yz tjz + yz) = 0,

an equation consisting solely of positive terms.
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In like manner we have from the second equation,

(y ^ yxz) / + ty {xz + xz + xz) = 0

;

and from the sum of these two equations we are to eliminate y
and X.

If in that sum we make y = 1, 2 = 1, we get the result J + 7.

K in the same sum we make y = 1, 2 ° 0, we get the result

xl + sx + t.

If in the same sum we make y = 0, 2 = 1, we get

2* + + 2< + tx.

And if, lastly, in the same siun we make y 0, 2 0, we find

xl + sx + tx + tx, or xl + sx + t.

These four expressions are to be multiplied together. Now
the first and third may be multiplied in the following manner

:

(7 + 1) (xl + «i + at + tT)

= x7 + + (7 + 7) (sx + tx) by (IX. Prop, ii.)

;

= x7 + x7 + Ixt + sxt. (2)

Again, the second and fourth give by (IX. Prop, i.)

(x7 + sx + 7) (xl +SX + 1)

= xl + sx. (3)

Lastly, (2) and (3) multiplied together give

(x7 + sx) (x7 + sxt + xt + txl)

= xl + sx (sxt + xt + txl)

= xl + sxt.

Whence the final equation is

(1 - s)x + s (1 - /) (1 - x) = 0,

which, solved with reference to x, gives
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and, proceeding witji this according to the rule, we have, finally,

Prob. a; =p(l - y) + «py. (4)

where c is the probability that if the event st happen, x will

happen. Now if we form the developed expression of st by mul-

tiplying the expressions for s and t together, we find

—

c = Prob. that if x and y happen together, or x and z happen

together, and y fail, or y and z happen together, and x fail, the

event x will happen.

The limits of Prob. x are evidently ;>(!-?) and p.

This solution is more definite than the former one, inasmuch

as it contains a term unaffected by an arbitrary constant.

SOLUTION OF THE THIRD CASE.

Here the data are

—

Prob. I* + (1 - x)yz] = p,

Prob. (y + (1 - y) xz] = y,

Prob. (z + (1 - z) xy\ - r.

Let us, as before, write 5 for 1 - x, &c., and assume

X + j^z = s,

y + yxz = t,

z + zxy = u.

On reduction by (VIII. 8) we obtain the equation

(x + xyz)s + sx (yz + yz + yz)

+ (y + yxz) i+ ty (zx + xz + xz)

+ (z + zxy)u+ nz (xy + iy + xy) = 0. (5)

Now instead of directly eliminating y and z from the above

equation, let us, in accordance with (IX. Prop, iii.), assume the

result of that elimination to be

Ex + £*(1 - x) = 0,

then E will be found by making in the given equation x = 1,

and eliminating y and z from the resulting equation, and E' will

bo found by making in the given equation x = 0, and eliminating

y and z from the result. First, then, making x = 1 , we have
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* (y + t + tyz ^ {z + yz) u + ttyz = 0,

and making in the first member of this equation successively

y = 1, r - 1, y = 1, 2 = 0, &c., and muldplying together the

results, we have the expression

(J + ? + u ) (J + f + «) (* + F+ tt) (7 + < + a),

which is equivalent to

(7 + f + a) (7 + / + a).

This is the expression fori?. We shall retiun it in its present

form. It has already been shown by example (VIII. 3), that

the actual reduction ofsuch expressions by multiplication, though

convenient, is not necessary.

Again in (5), making x = 0, we have

yzJ + s (jyz yz + yT) + y/ + <y + xa + ax = 0

;

from which, by the same process of elimination, we find forE the

expression

(7 + t + a) (s + # + a) (* + t + a) (s + < + a).

The final result of the elimination ofy and z from (5) is there-

fore

(«+7+a)(*+<+a)x+(*+<+a)(A+/ + B)(*+<+a)(i+<+a)(l-x) = 0.

Whence we have

^
(7+< + a) (s+<+a)(s+<+a)(i+t+a)

(7+< + a)(s + < + a)(s + t + a) (i + < + a)-(7 + < + a)(7+^4a)
’

or, developing the second member,

0 l-l.-r-
X = - »<a + - ifa + - stu + ttu ...000 (6)

+ ^
7fti + 07fa + 07d<4 07ra.

Hence, passing from Logic to Algebra,

tht + *tu Hu + Itii ttu 4 stu

P
~~9

= Hu 4 stu 4 7<a 4 Tfa 4 7<a.

u 2

( 7 )
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Prob.
stu + atu

*tu+ ftu + stu + stu-¥ siu (8)

To simplify this system ofequations, change into s, ir into t,

* t

&c., and after the change let X stand for 1 + I . We then

have

_ ,
* + cstu

Prob. X —
, (9)

with the relations

stu ^ s stu + t stu + u
stu + s ^ t u + I (10)

From these equations we get

stu + s = Xp, (11)

stu + * = X- <- «- 1,

Xp = X- «- <-l,

M + / = X (1 - />)
- 1.

Similarly, « + * = X (1 - ^) - 1,

and i+t = X(l-r) -1.

From which equations we find

,
X(1 - r)-l ,_ X(l +

;7 -r-;»)-l

..
X(l+r-;,-^)-l • (12)

u
^

Now, by (10),
stu ^ Xp - s.

Substitute in this equation the values of s, t, and u above deter-

mined, and we have

|(l+/>-y-r)X-l}{(l+ 7 -p-r)X-ll((l + r-;j-y)X-ll
= 4|(p + y + r-l)X+l), (13)

an equation wliich determines X. The values of s, t, and u, arc

then given by (12), and their substitution in (9) completes the

solution of the problem.
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10. Now a difficulty, the brln^g of which prominently be-

fore the reader has been one object of this investigation, hero

arises. How shall it be determined, which root of the above

equation ought to taken for the value of X. To this difficulty

some reference was made in the opening of the present chapter,

and it was intimated that its fuller consideration was reserved fur

the next one ; from which the following results are taken.

In order that the data of the problem may be derived from

a possible experience, the quantities p, q, and r must be subject

to the following conditions

;

1 + p_j,_r>0,

\+q-p-r>0, (14)

\+r-p-q>0.

Moreover, the value of X to be employed in the general solution

must satisfy the following conditions :

x; l+p-q \ + q - p - r I + r - p - q
(15)

Now these two sets of conditions suffice for the limitation of

the general solution. It may be shown, that the central equation

(13) furnishes but one value of X, which docs satisfy these con-

ditions, and that value of X is the one required.

Let 1+p-y-r be the least of the three coefficients of X

given above, then -
^

^

—

-

will be the greatest of those va-

lues, above which we are to show that there exists but one value

of X. Let us write (13) in the form

|(l+p-y-r)X-l)|(l + y-p-r)X-l)((l + »--p-y)X-l)

-4 j(p + y + r-l)X + l) =0; (16)

and represent the' first member by V.

1

Assume X -, then F becomes
\ + p — q - r

-4 4 - 4 (--

’

‘
.g—).\\+p-q-r j

which is negative.
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Let X » 00
, then V is potiHve and infinite.

Again,

d»V
(l+p-q-r){\+q-p-r) {(1 + r-p- y)X - 1)

+ similar positive terms,

which expression is positive between the limits X =
^ ^

^

^ ^
and X = OB.

If then we construct a curve whose abscissa shall be measured

by X, and whose ordinates by V, that curve will, between the

limits specified, pass from below to above the abscissa X, its con-

vexity always being downwsuds. Hence it will but once intersect

the abscissaX within those limits ; and the equation (16) will, there-

fore, have but one root thereto corresponding.

The solution is, therefore, expressed by (9), X being that

root of (13) which satisfies the conditions (15), and s, t, and u

being given by (12). The interpretation of c may be deduced

in the usual way.

It appears from the above, that the problem is, in all oases,

more or less indeterminate.
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CHAPTER XIX.

OF STATISTICAL CONDITIONS.

1. T)Y the term statistical conditions, I mean those conditions

which must connect the numerical data of a problem in

order that those data may be consistent with each other, and

therefore such as statistical observations might actually have

furnished. The determination of such conditions constitutes an

important problem, the solution of which, to an extent sufficient

at least for the requirements of this work, I purpose to undertake

in the present chapter, regarding it partly as an independent ob-

ject of speculation, but partly also as a necessary supplement to

the theory of probabilities already in some degree exemplified.

The nature of the connexion between the two subjects may be

stated as follows

:

2. There are innumerable instances, and one of the kind

presented itself in the last chapter. Ex. 7, in which the solution

of a question in the theory of probabilities is finally dependent

upon the solution of an algebraic equation ofan elevated degree.

In such cases the selection of the proper root must be determined

by certain conditions, partly relating to the numerical values as-

signed in the data, partly to the due limitation of the clement

required. The discovery of such conditions may sometimes be

eflTccted by unaided reasoning. For Instance, if there is a proba-

bility p of the occurrence of an event A, and a probability q of

the concurrence of the said event A, and another event B, it is

evident that we must have

P>q-

But for the general determination of such relations, a distinct

method is required, and this we proceed to establish.

As derived from actual experience, the probability of any

event is the result of a process of approximation. It is the limit

of the ratio of the number of cases in which the event is observed

to occur, to the whole number of equally possible cases which
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observation records,—a limit to which we approach the more

nearly as the number of observations is increased. Now let the

symbol n, prefixed to the expression of any class, represent the

number ofindividuals contained in that class. Thus, x represent-

ing men, and y white beings, let us assume

tix = number of men.

nxy -= number of white men.

«a: ( 1 - y) = number ofmen who arc not white ; and so on.

In accordance with this notation n(l) will represent the niunber

• • • fi I

of individuals contained in the universe of discourse, and
»( 1 )

will represent the probability that any individual being, selected

out of that universe of being denoted by n ( 1 ), is a man. If ob-

servation has not made us acquainted with the total values of

n(x) and n(l), then the probability in question is the limit to

w (
which —Tvr approaches as the number ofindividual observations

fi(l)

is increased.

In like manner if, as will generally be supposed in this chap-

ter, X represent an event of a particular kind observed, n (x) will

represent the number of occurrences of that event, n(l) the

number of observed events (equally probable) of all kinds, and

or its limit, the probability of the occiurence of the

event x.

Hence it is clear that any conclusions which may be deduced

respecting the ratios of the quantities n (x), n (y), n (1), »fcc. may

be converted into conclusions respecting the probabilities of the

events represented by x, y, &c. Thus, if we should find such a

relation as the following, viz.,

n(x) + n(y) < n(l),

expressing that the number of times in which the event x occurs

and the number of times in which the event y occurs, are toge-

ther less than the number of possible occurrences n (1), we might

thence deduce the relation,

n(x) n (y)

or

w(l) ' «(1)

Prob. X + Prob.y < 1.
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And generally any mch ttatislical relatione as the above will he

converted into relations connecting the probabilities of the events

concerned, by changing n(l) into 1, and any other symbol n(x)

into Prob. x.

3. First, then, we shall investigate a method of determining

the numerical relations of classes or events, and more particularly

the major and minor limits of numerical value. Secondly, we
shall apply the method to the limitation of the solutions ofques-

tions in the theory of probabilities.

It is evident that the symbol n is distributive in its operation.

Thus we have

n (xy+ (1 -x) (1 -y)l = nxy + n(l -x)(l-y)

nx{\ -y) = nx - nxy,

and so on. The number of things contfuned in any class re-

solvable into distinct groups or portions is equal to the sum of

the numbers of things found in those separate portions. It is

evident, further, that any expression formed of the logical sym-

bols X, y, &c. may be developed or expanded in any way consis-

tent with the laws of the symbols, and the symbol n applied to

each term of the result, provided that any constant multiplier

which may appear, be placed outside the symbol n ; without affect-

ing the value of the result. The expression n (1), should it ap-

pear, will of course represent the number of individuals contained

in the universe. Thus,

n (1 -x) (1 -y) = n(l - X -y + xy)

n(l) - «(x) - n(y) + n (xy).

Agmn, n (xy + (1 - x) (1 -y)) = n(l -x-y + 2xy)

= n (1) - nx - ny + 2nxy).

In the last member the term 2nxy indicates twice the number of

individuals contained in the class xy.

4. We proceed now to Investigate the numerical limits of

classes whose logical expression is given. In this inquiry the

following principles are of fundamental importance

:

1st. Ifall the members of a given class possess a certain pro-

l>erty x, the total number of individuals contained in the class x
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will be a superior limit of tlie number of individuals contained in

the given class.

2nd. A minor limit of the number ofindividuals in any class y
will be found by subtracting a major numerical limit of the con-

trary class, 1 - y, from the number ofindividuals centred in the

universe.

To exemplify these principles, let us apply them to the fol-

lowing problem

:

Problem.—Given, n(l), n(x), and n(y), required the su-

perior and inferior limits of nxy.

Here our data are the number of individuals contained in the

universe of discourse, the number contained in the class x, and

the number in the class y, and it is required to determine the

limits of the number contained in the class composed of the indi-

viduals that are found at once in the class x and in the class y.

By Principle i. this number cannot exceed the number con-

tained in the class x, nor can it exceed the number contained in

the class y. Its major limit will then be the least of the two va-

lues n {x) and (y).

By Principle ii. a minor limit of the class xy will be given by

the expression

n (1) - major limit of (x(l -y) + y(l -«) + (1 - *) (1 - y)), (1)

since x(l-y) + y(l-a:) + (l-i)(l-y)is the complement of

the class xy, i. e. what it wants to make up the universe.

Now a;(l -y) + (1 - a:) (1 -y) = 1 - y. We have there-

fore for (1),

n (1) - major limit of (1 -y + y(l - *)}

= n(l) - n(l - y) - major limit ofy (1 - x). (2)

The major limit of y (1 - x) is the least of the two values n (y)

and n (1 - x). Let n (y) be the least, then (2) becomes

n(l)-n(l-y)-n(y)

= n(l) - n(l) + n(y) - «(y) = 0.

Secondly, let n (1 - x) be less than n (_y), then

major limit of ny ( 1 - x) = w ( 1 - x)

;

therefore (2) becomes
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n(l) - n(l - y) - n(l - *)

= n (1) - n (1) + n (y)
- » (1) + n («)

= Tu: + wy - n(l).

The minor limit ofnxy is therefore cither 0 or n (*) + n (y)
- n(l),

according as n (y) is less or greater than n (1 - ;r), or, which is an

equivalent condition, according as n (^) is greater or less than

«(1 -y>
Now as 0 is necessarily a minor limit of the numerical value

of any class, it is sufficient to take account of the second of the

above expressions for the minor limit of n(^). We have, there-

fore.

Major limit of n (xy) = least of values n {x) and « (y).

hlinor limit of n {xy~) = n {x) + n (y) - n (1).*

Proposition I.

5. To express the major and minor limits of a class represented

by any constituent ofthe symbols x, y, z, §-c., having given the va-

lues ofn (x), n (y), n (x), ^c., and n (1).

Consider first the constituent xyz.

It is evident that the major numerical limit will be the least

of the values n(x), n(y), n(x).

The minor numerical limit may be deduced as in the previous

problem, but it may also be deduced from the solution of that

problem. Thus

:

Minor limit of n (xyx) •= n (xy) + n (x) - n (1). (1)

Now this means that n (xyx) is at least as great as the expres-

sion n(xy) + n(x)-n(l). But «(xy) is at least as great as

n (x) + n (y)
- n (1). Therefore n (xyz) is at least as great as

n(x) + n(y) - « (1) + n(x) - n(l),

or n (x) + n (y) + n (x) - 2n (1).

* The above expression for the minor limit of nxy is applied by Professor

Do Morgan, by whom it appears to have been first given, to the syllogistic form

:

Most men in a certain company have coats.

Most men in the same company have waistcoats.

Therefore some in the company have coats and waistcoats.
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Ilcnce wo have

Minor limit of n {xyz) = n{x) + n(y) + n(z) - 2n (1). .

By extending this mode of reasoning we shall arrive at the

following conclusions

:

1st. The major numerical limit of the class represented by

any constituent will be found by prefixing n separately to each

factor of the constituent, and taking the least of the resulting

values.

2nd. The minor limit will be found by adding all the values

above mentioned together, and subtracting from the result as

many, less one, times the value ofn(l).

Thus we should have

Major limit of nxy (1 - i-) = least ofthe values nx, ny, and n(l - z).

Minor limit of nay (1 - z) = n (a-) + n (y) + n (1 - z) - 2n(l)

= nar + n(y) - n(z) - n(l).

In the use of general symbols it is perhaps better to regard all

the values n (z), n (y), n (1 - z), as major limits of n (zy (1 - z)),

since, in fact, it cannot exceed any of them. I shall in the fol-

lowing investigations adopt this mode of expression.

Proposition II.

6. To determine the major numerical limit ofa class expressed

by a series ofconstituents of the symMs z, y, z, §-c., the values of

n(z), n (y), n(z), §-c., and n (1), being given.

Evidently one mode of determining such a limit would be to

form the least possible sum of the major limits of the several con-

stituents. Thus a major limit of the expression

n(zy+(l-z)(l-y))

would be found by adding the least of the two values nx, ny, fm>

nished by the first constituent, to the least of the two values

n (1 - z), n (1 - y), furnished by the second constituent. If we
do not know which is in each case the least value, we must form

the foin* possible sums, and reject any of these which are equal to

or exceed n (1). Thus in the above example we should have
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nx + n(l -x) = n(l).

«(«) + n (1 - y) = B (1) + »(x) - n (y).

B(y) + B(l-y) =B(l) + B(y)-n(i).

«(y) + «(1 -y) = n(l).

Rejecting the first and last of the above values, we have

b(1) + n{x) - B(y), and n(l) + a(y) -n{x),

for the expressions required, one of which will (unless nx =• By)

be less than b( 1), and the other greater. - The least must of

course be taken.

When two or more of the constituents possess a common fac-

tor, as X, that factor can only, as is obvious from Principle i.,

furnish a single term b (x) in the final expression of the major

limit. Thus ifn (x) appear as a major limit in two or more con-

stituents, we must, in adding those limits together, replace

BX + BX by nx, and so on. Take, for example, the expression

B (xy + x(l - y)rj. The major limits of this expression, imme-

diately furnished by addition, would be

—

1 . BX. 4. By + BX.

2. BX + B (1 - y). 6. By + B (1 - y).

3. BX + B (x). 6. By + BX.

Of these the first and sixth only need be retained ; the second,

third, and fourth being greater than the first ; and the fifth being

equal to b (1). The limits arc therefore

B (x) and B (y) + B (x),

and of these two values the last, supposing it to be less than b (1),

must be taken.

These considerations lead us to the following Rule

:

Rule.— Take one factorfrom each constituent, and prefix to

it the symbol n, add the several terms or results thusformed toge-

ther, rejecting all repetitions ofthe same term ; the sum thus ob-

tained will be a major limit ofthe expression, and the least ofall

such sums will be the major limit to be employed.

Thus the major limits of the expression

xyx + x(l - y) (1 - X) + (1 - x) (1 - y) (1 - x)

would be
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n (a:) + « (1 - y), and n (j:) + n (1 - ar),

or n (a^) + n(l) - n(y), and n (*) + »(1) - «(«)•

If wc began with n (y), selected from the first term, and took

n (x) from the second, we should have to take n (1 - y) from the

third term, and this would give

n (y) + n (a) 4 n (1 - y), or n (1) 4 n (*).

But as this result exceeds n (1), wliich is an obvious major limit

to every class, it need not be token into account.

Proposition III.

7. Tofind the minor numerical limit ofany class expressed by

coTutituents ofthe symbols x, y, z, having given n(jc), n{y), n (z) .

.

n(l).

Thb object may be effected by the application of the pre-

ceding Proposition, combined with Principle ii., but it is better

effected by the following method

:

Let any two constituents, which differ from one another only

by a single factor, be added, so as to form a single class term

asx(l-y) + xy form x, and this species of aggregation having

been carried on as far as possible, i. e., there having been selected

out of the given series of constituents as many sums of this kind

as can be formed, each such sum comprising as many constituents

as can be collected into a single term, without regarding whether

any of the said constituents enter into the composition of other

terms, let these ultimate aggregates, together with those con-

stituents which do not admit of being thus added together, be

written down as distinct terms. Then the several minor limits

of those terms, deduced by Prop. I., will be the minor limits of

the expression given, and one only of those minor limits will at

the same time be positive.

Thus from the expression ary 4 (1 - ar)y 4 (1 - *) (1 -y) we

can form the aggregates y and 1 - ar, by respectively adding the

first and second terms together, and the second and third.

Hence n (y) and n(l - a:) will be the minor limits of the expres-

sion given. Again, ifthe cxj)rcsaion given were
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xyz + X (I - y)z + - x)yz + {I - X) {l-y)z
+ Ty(l - z) + (1 - *) (1 - y) (1 - z),

we should obtain by addition of the first four terms the single

term z, by addition of the first and fifth term the single term xy,

and by addition of the fourth and sixth terms the single term

(I - a:) (1 - y) ; and there is no other way in which constituents

can be collected into single terms, nor are there are any consti-

tuents left which have not been thus taken account of. The
three resulting terms give, as the minor limits of the given ex-

pression, the values

n{z), n (x) + n(y) - n(l),

and n (1 - a;) + n (1 - y) - n (1), or n (1) - n(x) - n(y).

8. The proof of the above rule consists in the proper appli-

cation of the following principles :— 1st. The minor limit of any

collection of constituents which admit of being added into a sin-

gle term, will obviously be the minor limit of that single term.

This explains the first part of the rule. 2nd. The minor limit

of the sum ofany two terms which either are distinct constituents,

or consist of distinct constituents, but do not admit of being

added together, will be the sum of their respective minor limits,

if those minor limits are both positive; but ifone be positive, and

the other negative, it will be equal to the positive minor limit

alone. For if the negative one were added, the value of the limit

would be diminished, i. e. it would be less for the sum of two

terms than for a single term. Now whenever two constituents

differ in more than one factor, so as not to admit of being added

together, the minor limits of the two cannot be both positive.

Thus let the terms be xyz and (1 - a:) (1 - y) z, which differ in

two factors, the minor limit of the first is n(x + y + z-2), that

of the second n (I - a; + 1 - y + a: - 2), or,

1st. n (a: + y - 1 - (I -z)). 2nd. n{l-a:-y-(l- z)).

If n(x + y - 1) is positive, n(l - x - y) is negative, and the se-

cond must be negative. If n (z + y - 1) is negative, the first is

negative ; and similarly for cases in which a larger number of

factors are involved. It may in this manner be shown that, ac-

cording to the motle in which the aggregate terms are formed in
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the application of the rule, no two minor limits of distinct terms

can be added together, for either those terms will involve some

common constituent, in which case it b clear that we cannot odd

their minor limits together,—or the minor limits of the two will

not be both positive, in which case the addition would be useless.

Proposition IV.

9. Given the respective numbers of individuals comprised in

any classes, s, t, logically defined, to deduce a system ofnume-

rical limits ofany other class w, also logically defined.

As this is the most general problem which it is meant to dis-

cuss in the present chapter, the previous inquiries being merely

introductory to it, and the succeeding ones occupied with its ap-

plication, it is desirable to state clearly its nature and design.

When the classes s,t ..u) are said to be logically defined, it

is meant that they are classes so defined as to enable us to write

down their symbolical expressions, whether the classes in ques-

tion be simple or compound. By the general method of this

treatise, the symbol to can then be determined directly as a deve-

loped function of the symbols s, t, &c. in the form

0 1

to = A + 0B + -C+^D, (1)

wherein A,B,C, and 1) are formed of the constituents of s, t, &c.

How from such an expression the numerical limits of to may in

the most general manner be determined, will be considered here-

after. At present we merely purpose to show how far this object

can be accomplished on the principles developed in the previous

propositions; such an inquiry being sufficient for the purposes of

this work. For simplicity, I shall found my argument uiion the

particular development,

fo = it + Os (1 -
1) + ^

(1 - x) t

^
(1 - *) (1 - 1), (2)

in which all the varieties of coefficients pre.^^ent themselves.

Of the constituent (1 -s) (1 - t)> which has tor its coeffi-

cient it is implied tliat some, none, or all of the class denoted
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bj that constituent are found in tc. It is evident that n(ic) will

have its highest numerical value when all the members of the

class denoted by (1 -«) (1 -<) are found in w. Moreover, as

none of the individuals contained in the classes denoted by

* (1 - 1) and (1 -s)t arc found in to, the superior numerical limits

of to will be identical with those of the class sf + (1 - s) (1 - <).

They are, therefore,

»w + n (1 - t) and + n (1 - s).

In like manner a si/stem of superior numerical limits of the

development A + QB
^ ^ ^

^ found from those of

A + C by Prop. 2.

Again, any minor numerical limit of w will, by Principle ii.,

be given by the expression

n (1) - major limit of n (1 - to),

but the development ofw being given by (1), tliat of 1 - to will

obviously be

1 - 10 = OA + + 5 (7 + i

This may be directly proved by the method of Prop. 2, Chap. x.

Hence

Minor limit of n(ic) = » (1) - major limit (C + C)

= minor limit of (A + D),

by Principle ii., since the classes A + Z? and B + C arc supple-

mentary. Thus the minor limit of the second member of (2)

would be 11 (<), and, generalizing this mode of reasoning, we have

the following result

:

A system ofminor limits of the development

A + 0i? + ^C+ ^-D

will he given by the minor limits ofA + D.

This result may also be directly inferred. For of minor nu-

merical limits we are bound to seek the greatest. Now we ob-

tain in general a liighcr minor limit by connecting the class D
X
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with A in the expression of w, a combination which, as shown in

various examples of the Logic we are permitted to make, than

we otherwise should obtmn.

Finally, as the concluding term of the development of to in-

dicates the equation D = 0, it is evident that n (D) = 0. Hence

we have
Minor limit of n (Z>) < 0,

and this equation, treated by Prop. 3, gives the requisite condi-

tions among the numerical elements n(«), n(t), &c., in order that

the problem may be real, and may embody in its data the re-

sults of a possible experience.

Thus from the term i (1 - s)t in the second member of (2)

we should deduce

n(l - s) + n(<) - «(1) <0,

.•. n (t) < «(*)•

These conclusions may be embodied in the following rule

;

10. Rule.

—

Dttermine the expression ofthe class was a deve-

loped logicalfunction ofthe symbols *, t, ^c. in theform

w = A^QB + ^C+^-D.

Then will

Maj. lim. w = Maj. lim. A + C.

Min. lim. w Min. lim. A + D.

The necessary numerical conditions among the data being given by

the inequality

Min , lim. D <n(l).

To apply the above method to the limitation of the solutions

of questions in probabilities, it is only necessary to replace in

each of the formuhe n (x) by Prob. x, n (y) by Prob.y, &c., and,

finally, n ( 1 ) by 1 . The application being, however, ofgreat im-

portance, it may be desirable to exhibit in the form of a rule

the chief results of transformation.

1 1 . Given the probabilities of any events s, t, &c., whereof

another event lo is a developed logical function, in the form

ic = + OR + ^
C + iA
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required the systems of superior and inferior limits of Prob. w,

and the conditions among the data.

Solution.—

T

lie superior limits of Prob. (A + C), and the

inferior limits of Prob. (^1 + J9) will form two such systems as are

sought. The comhtions among the constants in the data will be

given by the inequality,

Inf. lim. Prob. D <0.

In the application of these principles we have always

Inf. lim. Prob. Xia:,..a:B = Prob.T, + Prob. x, ..+ Prob.®, - (n- 1).

Moreover, the inferior limi ts can only be determined from single

terms, either ^ven or formed by aggregation. Superior limits

are included in the form S Prob. x, Prob. x applying only to

symbols which are different, and arc taken from different terms in

the expression whose superior limit is sought. Thus the supe-

rior limits of Prob. xyz + x (1 - y) (1 - x) are

Prob. X, Prob. y + Prob. (1 - x), and Prob. z + Prob. ( I - y).

Let it be observed, that if in the last case we had taken Prob. z

from the first term, and Prob. ( 1 - z) from the second,—a con-

nexion not forbidden,—we should have had as their sum I , which

as a result would be useless because d priori necessary. It is

obvious that we may reject any limits which do not fall between

0 and I

.

Let us apply this method to Ex. 7, Case iii. of the last

chapter.

The final logical solution Is

0 1-1
X = - stu + - stu + -«<«+ stu

0 0 0

+ ^7(u+ 07lu+ Oslu + OJtu,

the data being

Prob. s = p, Prob. t ^ y, Prob. « = r.

We shall seek both the numerical limits of x, and the condi-

tions connecting p, q, and r.

X 2
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The superior limits of x are, according to the rule, given by

those of stu + siu. They are, therefore,

p,q + I - r, r+l-q.

The inferior limit of x are given by those of

itu + stu + stu + Itu.

We may collect the first and third of these constituents in the

single term st, and the second and third in the single term su.

The inferior limits of x must then be deduced separately from
the terms *(!-<), s (1 — k), (1 - «) /«, which give

p+l-q-l, p+l-r-l, l-p + q+r-2,

or p - P - r, and q + r - p - 1.

Finally, the conditions among the constants p, q, and r, arc

given by the terms

shi, stu, sttt,

from which, by the rule, we deduce

P+^— q+T- 2 <Q, p + y+ l- r- 2<0, l-p+y + r- 2 < 0 .

orl + y-p-r50, l+r-p-^50, \ +p-q-r>Q.

These are the limiting conditions employed in the analysis of
the final solution. The conditions by which in that solution A is

limited, were determined, however, simply from the conditions
that the quantities s, t, and u should be positive. Narrower
limits of that quantity might, in aU probability, have been de-
duced from the above investigation.

12. The following application is taken from an important pro-
blem, the solution of which will be given in the next chapter.
There are given,

Prob. X = c„ Prob. y = c„ Prob. s=c, p„ Prob. t = c,p„

together with the logical equation

2 = stay + stxy + stxi/ + Ovt

+ If
®

(. + sixy + 7txy + Itxy + stxy

;
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and it is required to determine the conditions among the constants

Ci» Cl, Pi, p„ and the major and minor limits of z.

First let us seek the conditions among the constants. Con-

fining our attention to the terms whose coefficients are ^ , we

readily form, by the aggregation of constituents, the following

terms, viz.:

<(l-i), tx{l-s);

nor can we form any other terms which are not included under
these. Hence the conditions among the constants are,

n («) + n (1 - x) - n (1) < 0,

n(t) +n(l -y) - n(l) 5 0,

n (.») + w (y) + n (1 - <) - 2n (1) < 0,

n{t)+ n (x) + n (1 - f) - 2n (1) < 0.

Now replace n (x) by c, , n (y) by c, , n (s) by c, /?, ,
n (<) by

c,pi, and n(l) by 1, and we have, after slight reductions.

Cl Pi < Cj , CiPi < Cj,

CiPi < 1 - c, (1 -pi), Cipt 5 1 - c, (1 -pi).

Such are, then, the requisite conditions among the constants.

Again, the major limits of z are identical with those of the

expression

stry + * (1 - t) X (1 - y) + (1 - s) t (1 - x) y;

which, ifwe bear in mind the conditions

n (s) < n (x), «(<)<« (y)>

above determined, will be found to be

n (s) + n (<), or, c, pi + Cip„

n (s) + n (1 - x), or, 1 - c, (1 - p,)

n (t) + n (1 - y), or, 1 - c, (1 - p,).

Lastly, to ascertain the minor limits of z, we readily form

from the constituents, whose coefficients are 1 or the single

terms « and t, nor can any other terms not included under these be
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formed by selection or aggregation. Hence, for the minor limits

of z we have the values c,^, and c,^,.

13. It is to be observed, that the method developed above

does not always assign the narrowest limits which it is possible

to determine. But it in all cases, I believe, sufficiently limits the

solutions of questions in the theory of probabilities.

The problem of the detennination of the narrowest limits of

numerical extension of a class is, however, always reducible to a

purely algebraical form.* Thus, resuming the equations

w A + OB + ^
C + g

/?,

let the highest inferior numerical limit ol' w be represented by

the formula an (s) + bn (t) . . + </«(!), wherein a, h, c, . .d are

numerical constants to be determined, and s, t, &c., the logical

symbols of wliich A, B, C, D are constituents. Then

an (g) + bn (e) . . + (1) = minor limit ofA subject

to the condition Z) = 0.

Hence if we develop the function

as + bt . . + d,

reject from the result all constituents which are found in D, the

coefficients of those constituents which remain, and arc found

also in A, ought not individually to exceed unity in value, and

the coefficients of those constituents which remain, and wliich

are not found in A, should individually not exceed 0 in value.

Hence we shall have a series of inequalities of the formy< 1,

and another series of the form ^ < 0, y'and g being linear func-

tions of a, b, c, &c. Then those values of a, b , . d, which, while

satisfying the above conditions, give to the function

an (g) + bn (t) . . + (1),

its highest value must be determined, and the highest value in

• The author regrets the loss of a manuscript, written about four years ago,

in which this method, he believes, was developed at considerable length. His

recollection of the contents is almost entirely conHned to the impression that the

]>rinciplo of the method was the same as above described, and that its .suffici-

ency was proved. The prior methods of this chapter arc, it is almost needless

to say, easier, though certainly less general.
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question will be the highest minor limit of w. To the above we
may add the relations similarly formed for the determination of

the relations among the given constants n («), n(i) . . n ( 1 ).

14. The following somewhat complicated example will show

how the limitation of a solution is effected, when the problem

,

involves an arbitrary element, eonstituting it the representative

of a system of problems agreeing in their data, but unlimited in

their quscsita.

Problem.—

O

f n events x, Zi,. z., the following pardctilars

arc known

:

1st. The probability that either the event x, will occur, or

all the events fail, is p,

.

2nd. The probability that either the event z, will occur, or

all the events fail, is p, . And so on for the others.

It is required to find the probability of any single event, or

combination ofevents, represented by the general functional form

^ (z, . . Zn), or 0 .

Adopting a previous notation, the data of the problem arc

Prob. (zi + Ji . . X,) = Pi . . Prob. (z, + x, . . 3r,) = p„ .

And Prob. ^ (z, . . z„) is required.

Assume generally

Zr + Xi . . Z, = Sr, (1)

^ = w. (2)

We hence obtain the collective logical equation of the problem

2 ((Xr + X, . . X„) Jr + Sr (Jr ~ Jl Z,)) + IpW + Wf = 0. (3)

From this equation we must eliminate the symbols z,, . . z., and

determine to as a developed logical function of s, . . s„.

Let us represent the result of the aforesaid elimination in the

form
£w + E'(l - u>) = 0;

then wll E be the result of the elimination of the same symbols

from the equation

2 |(Zr + Z, . . Z,) Jr + Sr (Zr - Z, . . Z,)) +1-^ = 0. (4)

Now E will be the product of the coefficients of all the con-

stituents (considered with reference to the symbols x,, z.j . . z„)
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which arc found in the development of the first member of the

above equation. Moreover, <p, and therefore 1 - will consist

of a series of such constituents, having unity for their respective

coefficients. In determining the forms of the coefficients in the

development of the first member of (4), it will be convenient to

arrange them in the following manner:

1st. The coefficients of constituents found in 1 -

2nd. The coefficient of x,, i, . . x., if found in 0.

3rd. The coefficients ofconstituents found in excluding the

constituent x,, x, . . x,.

The above is manifestly an exhaustive elassification.

First then ; the coefficient of any constituent found in 1 - ^
will, in the development of the first member of (4), be ofthe form

1 + positive terms derived from S.

Hence, every such coefficient may be replaced by unity. Prop. i.

Chap. IX.

Secondly ; the coefficient of x, . . x,, if found in 0, in the

development of the first member of (4) will be

or s, ^2 . . "4" Sji

Thirdly; the coefficient of any other constituent, x, . . X;,

Xj.i . . X,, found in <p, in the development of the first member

of (4) will be 7, . . + 7, + s,.i

Now it is seen, that E is the product of all the coefficients

above determined ; but as the coefficients of those constituents

which arc not found in 0 reduce to unity, E may be regarded as

the product ofthe coefficients of those constituents which are found

in 0. From the mode in which those coefficients are formed, we

derive the following rule for the determination of E, viz., in

each constituent found in 0, except the constituent x, x, . . x,

,

for X, write 7,, for x, write ii, and so on, and add the results;

but for the constitucntxi, x,..x,,, ifit occur in 0, write 7i+ 7,..+ 7,;

the j)r(Hluct of all these sums is E.

To find E' wc must in (3) make ic = 0, and eliminate x,
,
x, . . x.

from the reduced equation. That equation will be

S[(Xr t Xi . . + X,) 7r + «r (Xr-X, . . X,)) +0 = 0. (5)
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Hence E' will be formed from the constituents in 1 - i. e.

from the constituents not found in ^ in the same way as .£ is

formed from the constituents found in

Consider next the equation

This gives

Ew + £'(1 - ic) = 0.

VO
E'

E-E' (6)

Now and J?’ arc functions of the symbols «i, s, . . The

expansion of the value of w will, therefore, consist of all the con-

stituents which can be formed out of those symbols, with their

proper coefficients annexed to them, as determined by the rule

of development.

Moreover, E and E arc each formed by the multiplication of

factors, and neither of them can vanish unless .some one of the

factors of wliich it is composed vanishes. Again, any factor, as

+ In can only vanish when all the terms by the addition of

which it is formed vanish together, since in development we at-

tribute to these terms the values 0 and 1, only. It is further evi-

dent, that no two factors differing from each other can vanish

together. Thus the factors 7, + «, .
. ,

and «, + 7, . . + 7* ,
can-

not simultaneously vanish, for the former cannot vanish unless

jTi >= 0, or s, = I ; but the latter cannot vanish unless «, = 0.

First, let us determine the coefficient of the constituent

7,7, . . 7„ in the development of the value of to.

The simultaneous assumption 7, = 1, 7, = 1 . . 7, = 1, would

cause the factor *, + *,.. + «, to vanish if this should occur in

E 01 E; and no other factor under the same assumption would

vanish ; but *, + «,.. + «» does not occur as a factor of cither

E or E; neither of these quantities, therefore, can vanish; and,

E . . 0
therefore, the expression is neither 1, 0, nor -.

Wherefore the coefficient ofli s, . . in the expanded value

of to, may be represented by ^

.

Secondly, let us determine the coefficient of the constituent

*1 *2
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The assumptions *i = 1 ,
= 1 , . . = 1 , would cause the factor

to vanish. Now this factor is found in E and not
in E whenever ^ contains both the constituents a:, x, . . x, and

E' E^
xiXf.Xn. Here then

j^, _ jj,
becomes or 1. The factor

*1 + s, . . + *, is found in E' and not in if ^ contains neither

of the constituents x^ X] • • and x\ x^ • • x^. Here then
E 0

^7-^ becomes —^ or 0. Lastly, the factor + 7, . . + 7, is

contained in both E and E, if one of the constituents x, x, . . x,

E
E-E

and x,x, . . X, is found In and one is not. Hero then

becomes ^

,

The coefficient of the constituent wiU therefore be

L 0, or - , according as ^ contains both the constituents x, x, . . x,

and X, X, . . x„ or neither of them, or one of them and not the
other.

Lastly, to determine the coefficient of any other constituent
as . Si Sj.i . . 7,.

The assumptmns s, = 1, . . sj = 1, s,„ = 0, s, = 0, would
cause the factor si .. + Si + Sj.i

+

s, to vamsh. Now this fac-

tor is found in E, if the constituent x, . . Xi . . x„ is found in

0 and in E, if the said constituent is not found in A. In theE E
former case we have ^ = ^ = 1 ; in the latter case we have

E 0 „
E-E° Q-E

Hence the coefficient of any other constituent Si . . Sf, sj., .

.

ts 1 or 0 according as the similar constituent x, . . x< x,-., . , x
is or is notfound in (j>.

We may, therefore, practically determine the value of w in
the following manner. Rejecting from the given expression of
<j> the constituents x, x, . . x„ and and x, x, . . should both or
either of them be contained in it, let the symbols x,, x^, . . x
in the result be changed into resiicctively . Let the co-
efficients ofthe constituents s, and 7, 7, . . 7, be determined
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according to the special rules for those cases given above, and let

every other constituent have for its coefficient 0. The result

will be the value of in as a function of s,, . . a..

As a particular case, let
<f>
= Xi. It is required from the

given data to determine the probability of the event x,

.

The symbol x, , expanded in terms of the entire series ofsym-

bols X,, Xj, . . X,, will generate all the constituents of those

symbols which have x, as a factor. Among those constituents

will be found the constituent x, x, . . x,, but not the constituent

X, X, . . X,.

Hence in the expanded value of x, as a function of the sym-

bols s,
, «} , . . , the constituent «« will have the coefficient

^ , and the constituent 7, 7, . . 7, the coefficient ^

.

If from X, we reject the constituent x, x, . . Xn, the result

will be X, - XjX, . . X,, and changing therein X\ into s,, »&c., we
have s, - s, . . s„ for the corresponding portion of the expres-

sion of X) as a function of s,, Sa-

lience the final expression for x, is

0 1___
.T, = S, — ^1 + Q

• . ^a + Q

+ constituents whose eoefficients are 0.

The sum of all the constituents in the above expansion whose

coefficients are either 1, 0, or ^ , will be 1 - . . 7,.

We shall, therefore, have the following algebraic system for

the determination of Prob. x,
, viz.

:

Prob. X, =
5

|
“ ^1^2 • • ^ CS^S<i

1 -7,7, . . 7a

with the relations

Pt
" ° Pn

= 1 - S, . JIa = A.

*a
9 (8)

(9 )

It will be seen, that the relations for the determination of

*a arc quite indejiendcnt of the form of the function

and the values of these quantities, determined once, will serve
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for all possible problems in which the data are the same, how-

ever the quasita of those problems may vary. The natnre of

that event, or combination ofevents, whose probability is sought,

will affect only the form ofthe function in which the determined

values of are to be substituted.

We have from (9)

Sj s, =piiX.

Whence
1 - (1 -piX) (1 -p,X) . . (1 -p,X) = X.

Or,

1 - X = (1 -P.X) (1 - p^\) . . (I -p.X)
; (10)

from which equation the value of X is to be determined.

Supposing this value determined, the value of Prob. x, will be

p, X - ( 1 - c) p, p, . . X"

l-(l-p.X)(T-p,X)..(l-p.X)’

or, on reduction by (10),

Prob.x, =p, - (1 - c) p,p, ..p„X"-'. (II)

L#et us next seek the conditions which must be fulfilled

among the constants pi, p,, . • pn» and the limits of the value of

Prob. X,

.

As there is but one term with the coefficient ^ , there is but

one condition among the constants, viz..

Minor limit, (1 - s,) (I -»,).. (1 - s«) < 0.

Or, n (1 - «,) + n (1 - *,) . . + n (1 - s„) - (n- 1) n(l)< 0.

Or, n (1 )
- n («,) - n (s,) . . - n (s,) < 0.

XVhence Pi +P» • + p. > 1»

the condition required.

The major limit of Prob. x, is the major limit of the sum of

those constituents whose coefficients arc 1 or ^ . But that sum is Xi.

Hence,
Major limit, Prob.x, = major limit s, = p,.
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The minor limit of Prob. will be identical with the minor

limit of the expression

+ (1 - «,) (I - »a) . . (1 - «,).

A little attention will show that the different aggregates,

tenns wlilcli can be formed out of the above, each including the

greatest possible number of constituents, will be the following,

vus.

:

Si (1 — Sj (1 “ Ss), . . tfi (1 — S»), (1 — Sj) (1 ” ~

From these we deduce the following expressions for the minor

limit, viz.

:

Pi- Pi, Pi - Pi Pi - Pn, 1 - p, -p, . . -p„.

The value of Prob. x, will, therefore, not fall short of any of

these values, nor exceed the value ofp,

.

Instead, however, of employing these conditions, we may
directly avail ourselves of the principle stated in the demon-

stration of the general method in probabilities. The condition

tliat must each be less than unity, requires that A

should be less than each of the quantities — , . . — . And
Pi Pi Pn

the condition that s,, must each be greater than 0, re-

quires that A should also be greater than 0. Now p, p, . . p,

being proper fractions satisfying the condition

Pi + Pa • • + P» > 1,

it may be shown that but one positive value of A can be deduced

from the central equation (10) which shall be less than each of

the quantities That value of A is, therefore, the
Pi Pa Pn

one required.

To prove this, let us consider the equation

(1 - p,A) (1 - PaA) • • (1 - PnA) - 1 + A = 0.

When A = 0 the first member vanishes, and the equation is

satisfied. Let us examine the variations of the first member

between the limits A = 0 and A = — ,
supposing p, the greatest of

Pi

the values p, pa . .p„.
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Bcprcscnting the first member of the equation by V, we have

dV— = -p, (l-p,X)..(l-/>.X). . -p,(l-piX)..(l-7>,.,X)+l,

which, when X •> 0, assumes the form - pi - p> . • - p* + 1, and

is negative in value.

Again, wc have

p,p,(l-p,X)(l-p.X) + &c.,

consisting of a series of terms which, under the given restrictions

witli reference to the value of X, are positive.

Lastly, when X = —
,
we have

1

1 +-,
P'

which is positive.

From all this it appears, that if we construct a curve, the or-

dinates of which shall represent the value of V corresponding to

the abscissa X, that curve will pass through the origin, and will

for small values ofA lie beneath the abscissa. Its convexity will,

between the limits X = 0 and X = — be downwards, and at the
/>!

extreme limit — the curve will be above the abscissa, its ordinate
P>

being positive. It follows from this description, that it will in-

tersect the abscissa once, and only once, within the limits speci-

fied, viz., between the values X = 0, and X = —

.

P<

The solution of the problem is, therefore, expressed by (1 1),

the value ofX being that root of the equation (10), which lies

within the limits 0 and -i-,

Pi Pn

The constant c is obviously the probability, that if the events

X|, X], . . Zn, all happen, or all foil, they will all happen.

This determination of the value of A suffices for all problems

in which the data arc the same as in the one just considered. It

is, as firom previous discussions wc arc prepared to expect, a de-

termination independent of the form of the function
<f>.
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Let US, OS another example, suppose

^ = or to = z, (1 -«,) ..(1 - j:„) .. + X, (1 - z,). .(1 -X,.,).

This is equivalent to requiring the probability, that ofthe events

X,, X,, . . z, one, and only one, will happen. The valucof to will

obviously bo

10 = <1 (1 — S,). .(1 — in) . . + (1 — *i)..(l — *,.]) + — (1 — *i) . .(1 — in),

from which we should have

Prob. (zi (1 - z,) .
.
(1 - z.) . . + z. (1 - z,) .

.
(1 - z,.,)

j

Si (1 — Sj) . . (I — Jn) . . + (1 — Si) , . (1 — #i,_i)

PiX(l-p,X) .
.
(l-p,X) .. + p„X(l-p,X) .

.
(1- p,.iX)

X
“

Pi (1 - A) P, (1 - X) p, (1 - X)
° 1-p.X 1-p.X

•• ^ 1-p.X

This solution serves well to illustrate the remarks made in the

introductory chapter (I. 16) The essential difficulties of the

problem are founded in the nature of its data and not in that of

its qurosita. The central equation by which X is determined, and

the peculiar discussions connected therewith, are equally perti-

nent to every form which that problem can be made to assume,

by varying the interpretation of the arbitrary elements in its

original statement.
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CHAPTER XX.

PROBLEMS RELATING TO THE CONNEXION OF CAUSES AND

EFFECTS.

1 • OO to apprehend in all particular instances the relation of

^ cause and effect, as to connect the two extremes in thought

according to the order in which they are connected in nature

(for the modus operandi is, and must ever be, unknown to us),

is the final object of science. This treatise has shown, that there

is special reference to such an object in the constitution of the

intellectual faculties. There is a sphere of thought which com-

prehends things only as coexistent parts of a universe; but

there is also a sphere of thought (Chap, xi.) in which they are

apprehended as links of an unbroken, and, to human appear-

ance, an endless chain—as having their place in an order con-

necting them both with that which has gone before, and wth
that which shall follow after. In the contemplation of such

a series, it is imjiossible not to feel the pre-eminence which is due,

above all other relations, to the relation of cause and effect.

Here I propose to consider, in their abstract form, some pro-

blems in which the above relation is involved. There exists

among such problems, as might be anticipated from the nature

of the relation with which they are concerned, a wide diversity.

From the probabilities of causes assigned d priori, or given by

experience, and their respective probabilities of association with

an effect contemplated, it may be required to determine the pro-

bability of that effect ; and this cither, 1st, absolutely, or 2ndly,

under given conditions. To such an object some of the earlier

of the tbllo\ving problems relate. On the other hand, it may be

required to determine the probability of a particular cause, or of

some particular connexion among a system of causes, from ob-

served eS’ects, and the known tendencies of the said causes, singly

or in connexion, to the production of such effects. This class of

questions will be considered in a subsequent portion of the
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chapter, and other forms of the general inquiry will also be

noticed. I would remark, that although these examples are do>

signed chiefly as illustrations of a method, no regard has been

paid to the question of ease or convenience in the application of

that method. On the contrary, they have been devised, with

whatever success, as types of the class of problems which might

be expected to arise from the study of the relation of cause and

effect in the more complex of its actual and visible manifestations.

2. Problem I.—The probabilities of two causes A, and A,

are c, and c, respectively. The probability that if the cause A ,

present itself, an event E will accompany it (whether as a conse-

quence of the cause A, or not) is p,, and the probability that if

the cause A, present itself, that event E will accompany it,

whether as a consequence of it or not, is^,. Moreover, the

event E cannot appear in the absence of both the causes A, and

.4,.* Required the probability of the event E.

The solution of what this problem becomes in the case in

which the causes Ai, A, are mutually exclusive, is well known

to be
Prob. E = Cipi-v c,p,\

and it expresses a particular case of a fundamental and very im-

portant principle in the received theory of probabilities. Here

it is proposed to solve the problem free from the restriction above

stated.

* The mode in which such data as the above might be furnished bjr expe-

rience is easily conceivable. Opposite the window of the room in which I write

is a field, liable to be overflowed from two causes, distinct, but capable of being

combined, viz., floods from the upper sources of the River Lee, and tides from

the ocean. Suppose that observations made on N separate occasions have

yielded the following results : On A occasions the river was swollen by freshets,

and on P of those occasions it was inundated, whether from this cause or not.

On B occasions the river was swollen by the tide, and on Qof those occasions it

was inundated, whether from this cause or not. Supposing, then, that the field

cannot be inundated in the absence of both the causes above mentioned, let it be

required to determine the total probability of its inundation.

Here the elements a, b, p, q of the general problem represent the ratios

A P B Q
'Pf' A' A’’ B'

or rather the values to which those ratios approach, as the value of tV is indefi-

nitely increased.

Y
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Let US represent

The cause Ai by x.

The cause A, by y.

The effect E by z.

Tlicn we have the following numerical data

:

Prob. a: = c,, Prob. y =

Prob. xz = Cl/),, Prob. yz - Cjpi.

Again, it is provided that if the causes A,, A, are both ab-

sent, the effect E does not occur ; whence we have the logical

equation

(1 - *) (1 - y) = r (1 - z).

Or, eliminating v,

z (I - X) (1 - y) = 0. (2)
Now assume,

xz = #, yz = t. (3)

Then, reducing these equations (VIII. 7), and connecting the

result with (2),

xs(l- s)+ s(l-xz) + y2(l-t)+ <(l-ys) + x(l-x)(l-y)= 0. (4)

From this equation, z must be determined as a developed

logical function of x, y, «, and t, and its probability thence de-

duced by means of the data,

Prob. x = Cl, Prob. y = Cj, Prob. « = c, /o, , Prob. t = Cj />,
. (5)

Now developing(4) with respect to z, and putting i for 1 - x,

y for 1 = y, and so on, we have

(xj? + sx + yf + ty + xy) z + (s + <) x = 0,

.. X + '

s + < -xs-sx-yt - ty - xy

1 . I _ 1

= stxy + - stxy + - stxy + - stxy

1 - - I 1

+ - stay + stxy + -*<xy + - stxy

1 _ 1 _ - _ _ 1

+ - stxy + - stxy + stxy + q
st ry

+ OJtxy + Oslxy + 0 stxy + Ostxy. (C)
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From this result we find (XVII. 17),

V » slxy + stxy 4 IGy 4 lixy -\-ltxy

4 "sixy 4 stxy

= stxy 4 sbcy -Ystiy 4 It.

Whence, passing from Logic to Algebra, we have the following

system of equations, u standing for the probability sought

:

stxy 4 stxy 4 Itx stxy 4 stxy 4 Ity

stxy 4 stxy stxy 4 stxy

CiPi Ctfi

stxy 4 stxy + Ifxy stxy 4 stxy 4 Itxy 4 ~si
~ , y t

u 1

from which we must eliminate s, t, x, y, and F.

Now if we have any series of equal fractions, ns

( 7)

we know that

a b c
= T7 “ = Aj

a 0 c

la + mb + nc

la+ mb' 4 ltd

And thus from the above system of equations we may deduce

"stiy sTxy st
= = y ;

K - C,p, U - CiPi 1 - M

whence we have, on equating the product of the three first mem-
bers to the cube of the last,

s7‘tPxxyy — =V*.
(M-c,p,)(« - -tt)

Again, from the system (7) we have

• stx sty stxy

(8)

1 - M - Cl 4 c,p, 1 - M - C, 4 C-tPi Cipi 4 CjJOj - W

whence proeeeding as before

ss‘tPxxyy

= F.

(1 - C, 4 C,p, - u) (I - Cj 4 C,p, - U) (C,p, 4 C,p, - U)

Y 2

= r>. (9)
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Equating the values of V‘ in (8) and (9), we have

(u-c,/),)(w-rjp,)(l -«)

- (1 - Cill -p,)-ii) (1 -c,(l

which may be more conveniently written in the form

(u-c,pi)(w-c.p,)
^ fl - c, (1 -pi) - n| {1 - c, (l-p,)-tt

}

c,p, 4 Capj-M i - tt

• t ^

From this equation the value of m may be found. It remains

only to determine which of the roots must be taken for this pur-

pose.

3. It has been shown (XIX. 12) that the quantity w, in

order that it may represent the probability required in the above

case, must exceed each of the quantities c,pi, Cip„ and fall

short of each of the quantities 1 - c, (1 -pi), 1 -ra(l - pa), and

Cl Pi + Capi; the condition among the constants, moreover, being

that the three last quantities must individually exceed each of

(he two former ones. Now I shall show that these conditions

being satisfied, the final equation (10) has but one root which

falls within the limits assigned. That root will therefore be the

required value of u.

Let us represent the lower limits c,p;, Cjpa, by a, h rcsjiec-

tivcly, and the upper limits 1 -c, (1 - p,), 1 - Ca(l - pa), and

Cl Pi + CaPa, by a, b', c respectively. Then the general equation

may be expressed in the form

(a - a) (a - A) (1 - a) - («' - a) (b‘ - a) (c' - a) = 0, (11)

or ( 1 - a' - A') a’ - { oA - a'b' + ( 1 - a -b')c] u + ab- db'tf = 0.

Representing the first member of the above equation by V, we

have

2 (!-«'- A'). (12)

Now let us suppose a the highest of the lower limits of a, a the

lowest of its higher limits, and trace the progress of the values

of I’ between the limits u - a and a = a'.

When a = a, we see from the form of the first member of (11)

that V is negative, and when a = n we sec that V is positive.
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Between those limits V varies eontinuously without becoming

d^V.
infinite, and is always of the same sign.

Hence if u represent the abscissa V the ordinate of a plane

curve, it is evident that the curve will pass from a point below

the axis of « corresponding to u a, to a pojnt above the axis of

u corresponding to u = a, the curve remaining continuous, and

having its concavity or convexity always turned in the same di-

rection. A little attention will show that, under these circum-

stances, it must cut the axis of u once, and only once.

Hence between the limits u = a, u = a', there exists one value

of M, and only one, which satisfies the equation (11). It will

further appear, if in thought the curve be traced, that the other

value of u will be less than a when the quantity 1 - a' - i' is po-

sitive and greater than any one of the quantities d, b, b when

1 - d - b\i negative. It hence follows that in the solution of

(11) the positive sign of the radical must be taken. We thus

find

a6-n'6'+(l-a'-6')c + V Q
2(1 -a- A)

’

where Q= \ab-db^{\ -d -b')c)'* - A{\ -d-b'){ab-dh'c).

4. The results of this investigation may to some extent be

verified. Thus, it is evident that the probability of the eventE
must in general exceed the probability of the concurrence of the

event E and the cause ri, or .d,. Hence we must have, as the

solution indicates,

U>CiPi, U>CtPi.

Ag^, it is clear that the probability of the effect E must in

general be less than it would be if the causes A, were mu-
tually exclusive. Hence

W < C,p, + C-iP-i.

Lastly, since the probability of the failure of the effectEcon-

curring with the presence of the cause A
,
must, in general, be

less than the absolute probability of the failure of E, we have

Cl (1 -p,) < 1 - u,

.-. u ; 1 - c, (1
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Similarly,

« < 1 -c,(l -p,).

And thus the conditions by which the general solution was

limited are confirmed.

Again, let p, = 1, p, = 1 . This is to suppose that when cither

of the causes A, is present, the event E will occur. We have

then a = Cl, 6 =» c,, a' = 1,
6' = 1, c' = c, + c„ and substituting in

(13) we get

^ _ c, c, - c, - c, - 1 + ((c, c, - c, - c, - 1)» + 4 (Ci c, - c, - c,))

-2

' = Cl + c, - CiCj on reduction

= 1 - (1 - Cl) (1 - c,).

Now this is the known expression for the probability that one

cause at least will be present, which, under the circumstances, is

evidently the probability of the event E.

Finally, let it be supposed that Ci and c, are very small, so

that their product may be neglected
; then the expression for u

reduces to Cip, + c,pj. Now the smaller the probability of each

cause, the smaller, in a much higher degree, is the probability of

a conjunction of causes. Ultimately, therefore, such reduction

continuing, the probability of the event E becomes the same as

if the causes were mutually exclusive.

I have dwelt at greater length upon this solution, because it

serves in some respect as a model for those which follow, some of

which, being of a more complex character, might, without such

preparation, appear difficult.

5. Problem II.—In place ofthe supposition adopted in the

previous problem, that the eventE cannot happen when Iwth the

causes A „ A, are absent, let it be assumed that the causes A„ A,

cannot both be absent, and let the other circumstances reniiun as

before. Required, then, the probability of the event E.

Here, in place of the equation (2) ofthe previous solution, we
have the equation

(l-;r)(l-y) = 0.

The developed logical expression of z is found to be
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2 = ttxy + ^
stxy + ^

Stxy + ~ »txy

1 _ _ . 1 __ 1

+ -ttxy + $txy ^ QStxy + -»txy

1_ I _ - __ 1_ —
+ Q

+ - ntxy + ttxy + - ttxy

+ QlJxy + Otlxy + OsTxy+ ^77xy‘,

and the final solution is

Prob. E = u\

the quantity u being determined by the solution of the equation

(K-g) {u-b) (a'-u) {h'-u) .

a + b - u N-g'-A' + l’
''''

wherein a = Cipi, b = c.^pt, g'= 1 - c, (I - p,), A' = 1 - c, (1 - p,).

The conditions of limitation are the following :—That value

of u must be chosen which exceeds each of the three quantities

g, b, and a + b' - 1

,

and wliich at the same time falls short of each of the three quan-

tities

g', b, and a + A.

Exactly as in the solution of the previous problem, it may be

shown that the quadratic equation (1) will have one root, and

only one root, satisfying these conditions. The conditions them-

selves were deduced by the same rule as before, excepting that

the minor limit g' + A' - 1 was found by seeking the major limit

of 1 - 2.

It may be added that the constants in the data, beside satis-

fying the conditions implied above, viz., that the quantities a. A',

and g -H A, must individually exceed a. A, and a b -
1, must

also satisfy the condition c, + Cj > 1 . This also appears from the

application of the rule.

6. Problem III.—The probabilities of two events A and B
are n and A respectively, the probability that if the event A take

place an event E will accompany it is p, and the probability that
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if the event B take place, the same event E will accompany it

is q. Required the probability that ifthe event A take place the

event B will take place, or vice versa, the probability that ifB
take place, A will take place.

Let us represent the event A by x, the event B by y, and the

event E by z. Then the data are

—

Prob. X = a, Prob. y = b.

Prob. xr=ap, Prob.yr = iy.

Whence it is required to find

Prob. xy Prob. xy

Prob. X Prob.y’

Let xy = s, yz - t, xy = w.

Eliminating z, we have, on reduction,

sx + ty + syl + xtl + xyw + (1 - xy) to = 0,

sx + ty + syl + xtl + xy

1 - 1 _ 1 —
= xyst ^ - xyst + - xyst + - xyst

1 _ „ . - 1 I

y~xyst + Oxysl + - xyst + - xyst

+ ^
xylt + ^

xyJt + Qxylt + ^
xylt

+ xy7T+ Oxy *7+ Oxy77 + Oxy sT. (1)

Hence, passing from Logic to Algebra,

_ , xyst + xyll
Prob. xy = -A—

X, y, s, and t being determined by the system ofequations

xyst + xysl + xyll + xylt xyst + xylt + xyll+ xysl

a b

xyst + xyst xyst + xylt

ap bq

= xyst + xysl + xylt + xyll + xyst + xysl + xyst = V'.
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To reduce the above system to a more convenient form, let every

member be divided by xy * t, and in the result let

yt
, X y ,~ = — = m, ^ = n.

xs yT X ^ y
Wo then find

mm + m + nn' + n mm' + m' + nn + n

a b

mni + m mm' + to'a » _ m
ap bq

= mm' + TO + to' + nn + fi + n' + 1

.

Prob. xy
mm + tm

mm' + TO + to' + nn' + n + n' + 1’

These equations may be reduced to the form

mm' + TO mm' + to' nri + n nn + n'

' ap Ay “ a (1 -p)
~
A(l-y)

= (m+ 1) (m'+ 1) + (n+ 1) (n'+ I) - 1.

Prob. xy =
mm + nn

(to + 1) (to' + 1) + (n + 1) (n' + 1 )
- r

Now assume

(to + 1) (to'+ 1) =—^ (n + 1) (n'+ 1) =—J:
(2)

n,. . , to(to'+1)(to + 1) TOu
Ihen emce mm + to = —

TO 4 1 (to 4 1) (v 4 /X - 1)
and so on for the other numerators of the system, we find, on
substituting and multiplying each member of the system by
V 4 /« - 1, the foUowing results

:

{m+l)ap (to' 4 1) Ay (n 4 1) a (1 - “ (n'4 l)A(l-y)
“ '

Prob.ay = (toto' 4 nn') (v 4 /u - 1). (3)

From the above system we have

m np
, ap

r = —, whence to = —-—

.

TO 4 I /a p- ap
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Similarly

, bq
m =—ij-, n =. -

fi-oq V

Hence , u
m + 1 = —-

—

H-ap

Substitute these values in

a{\ -p) 6(1-9)

V
n + 1

v-a(l-p)

(2) reduced to the form

, &c.

^ ^ * (»» + 1) (wi'+ 1) (n + 1) (w + 1)’

and we have

„ + _ 1 = (p-«P) jp-bq)
^
(v-a(l-p)) {v-6(l-g)|

fl V
• \ >

Substitute also for m, ni, &c. their values in (3), and we have

Prob. ary

= r +
ah^pXil^) 1

L(jji - ap) Qi - bq) (v-a(l -p)) (i»-6(l-y))J

abpq ah (I -p) (1 -y)
by (4).

fl V

Now the first equation of the system (4) gives

, j °pb<I
v + u- l= fi-ap-bq + (5)

—— = V - I + ap + bq.

Similarly,

a6(l -p) (1 - q)
' fi-l + a{l -p) + b(l -q).

Adding these equations together, and observing that the first

member of the result becomes identical with the expression just

found for Prob. xy, we have

Prob. ay = v + p + a+ A- 2.

Let us represent Prob. xy by u, and let a + 6 - 2 m, then .

fl + V = u- m, (6)

Again, from (5) we have

fiv = abpq - (ap + bq - \) fi. (7)
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Similarly from the first and third members of (4) equated we
have

= ab(l -p) (1 - y) - [a(l -p) + 6(1 - y) - Ij v.

Let us represent ap + bq-\ by A, and a (1 - p) + 6 (1 - y)
- 1 by

h\ We find on equating the above values of pv,

hp - h'v = ab \pq + (1 - p) (1 - y)j

= ab{p + y - 1).

Let ab{p + q
-

1 )
= /, then

hp — h'v = /. (8)

Now from (6) and (8) we get

k'(u~m) + l h(u-m)-l
p =

, V .

m m

Substitute these values in (7) reduced to the form

p (v + A) = uApy,

and we have
(Aa - 1) (A' (a - m) + /) = abpqtri^, (9)

a quadratic equation, the solution of which determines a, the va-

lue of Prob. xy sought.

The solution may readily be put in the form

Ih' + A (A'm - 1) ± ^\\lh' - h {h'm -/))’ + ihh'abpqm'l
•

But if we further observe that

/A' - A (h'm -f) = I (h + h') - hh'm = (I- AA') m,

since h = ap + bq - 1, A'=»a(l-p)4A(l-y)-l,

whence h + h' = a + b - 2 = m,

We find

Prob. xy =
-0 !

. (k,)

It remains to determine which sign must be given to the radi-

cal. We might ascert^ this by the general method exemplified

in the last problem, but it is far easier, and it fully suffices in the

present instance, to determine the sign by a comparison of the
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above formula with the result proper to some known case. For

instance, if it were certain that the event A is always, and the

eventB never, associated with the event E, then it is certain that

the events A and B are never conjoined. Hence if p = \, g = 0,

we ought to have « = 0 . Now the assumptions p= 1, y = 0,

give

h = a - \, A'

=

6 - 1 , 1=0, m = a + b-2.

Substituting in (10) we have

Prob. xy
(a - 1) 6 - 1) (a + 6 - 2) + (a + 6 - 2) (a - 1) (6 - 1^

2(a~ 1)(6- 1)
’

and this expression vanishes when the lower sign is taken.

Hence the final solution of the general problem will be expressed

in the form

Prob . xy Ih' + h (h'm - 1) - {{I - AA')* + Ahh'ahpq]

Prob. X ° 2ahh'

wherein h = ap + by - I, A' = a(l -p) + 6(1 - 7) - 1,

1= ab{p + g - V), >w = a + 6 - 2 .

As the terms in the final logical solution affected by the co-

efficient
^

are the same as in the first problem of this chapter,

the conditions among the constants will be the same, viz.,

flp<l- 6 (l-y), 6y 5 1 - a(l

7. It is a confirmation of the correctness of the above solution

that the expression obtained is symmetrical with respect to the

two sets of quantities p, q, and I -p, I - g, c, that on changing

p into I -p, and g into 1 - y, the expression is unaltered Tliis

is apparent from the equation

L /X V J

employed in deducing the final result. Now if there exist pro-

babilities p, q of the event E, as consequent upon a knowledge

of the occurrences ofA and B, there exist probabilities \ -p, 1 - y
of the contrary event, that is, of the non-occurrence ofE under

the same circumstances. As then the data arc unchanged in
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form, whether we take occoimt in them of the occurrence or of
the non-occurrence of it is e\-ident that the solution ought to

be, as it is, a symmetrical function of p, q and \ - p, 1 -

Let us examine the particular case in which p = 1, g = 1.

We find

h = a -y b - \y h' = - \, I = ab, m = a -y b -2,

and substituting

Prob. xy ~ab-y(a yb-\)(2-a~b- ab) -(a + b-2) [ab-a - A + 1)

Prob. X -2a \a + b - 1)

_
- 2ab{a + * - 1) .

- 2a (a + 6 - 1

)

It would appear, then, that in this case the events A and B are

virtually independent of each other. The supposition of their

invariable association with some other event E, of the frequency

of whose occurrence, except as it may be inferred from this par-

ticular connexion, absolutely nothing is known, docs not establish

any dependence between the events A and B themselves. I ap-

prehend that this conclusion is agreeable to reason, though par-

ticular examples may appear at first sight to indicate a different

result. For instance, if the probabilities of the casting up, 1st,

of a particular species of weed, 2ndly, of a certain description of

zoophytes upon the sea-shore, had been separately determined,

and if it had also been ascertained that neither of these events

could happen except during the agitation of the waves caused by

a tempest, it would, I think, justly be concluded that the events

in question were not independent. The picking up of a piece of

seaweed of the kind supposed would, it is presumed, render more

probable the discovery of the zoophytes than it would otherwise

have been. But I apprehend that this fact is due to our know-

ledge of another circumstance not implied in the actual conditions

of the problem, viz., that the occurrence of a tempest is but an

occasional phsenomenon. Let the range of observation be con-

fined to a sea always vexed with storm. It would then, I sup-

pose, be seen that the casting uj> of the weeds and of the

zoophytes ought to be regarded as independent events. Now,
to s|)€ak more generally, tliere are conditions common to all phse-
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nomena,—conditions which, it is felt, do not affect their mutual

independence. I apprehend therefore that the solution indicates,

that when a particular condition has prevailed through the whole

of our recorded experience, it assumes the above character with

reference to the class of phasnomena over which that experience

has extended.

8. Problem IV.—To illustrate in some degree the above

observations, let there be given, in addition to the data of the

last problem, the absolute probability of the event E, the com-

pleted system of data being

Prob. a, Prob. y “b, Prob. z = c,

Prob.xz = ap, Prob.yz = Aj,

and let it be required to find Prob. xy.

Assuming, as before, xx = t, yz = t, xy=ic, the final logical

equation is

to « xystz + xylJz + 0 {xystz + ley~tz + xyztJ + xyzll

+ "xyzll + xyzlT).

+ terms whose coefiBcients arc (1)

The algebraic system having been formed, the subsequent elimi-

nations may be simplified by the transformations adopted in the

previous problem. The final result is

Prob. ay =

The conditions among the constants are

c>ap, c>bq, c5l-a(l-p), 1-^(1 -?).

Now if^ = 1, 9 = 1, we find

Prob. ay =

c not admitting of any value less than a or b. It follows hence

that if the event E is known to be an occasional one, its inva-

riable attendance on the events x and y increases the probability

of their conjunction in the inverse ratio of its own frequency.
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The formula (2) may be verified in a large number of cases.

As a particular instance, let g = c, we find

Prob. xy - ah. (3)

Now the assumption y = c involves, by Definition (Chap. XVI.)

the independence of the events B and E. If then B and E are

independent, no relation which may exist between A and E can

establish a relation between A and B ; wherefore A and B are

also independent, as the above equation (3) implies.

It may readily be shown from (2) that the value of Prob. z,

which renders Prob. xy a minimum, is

Prob. z <= —-p—r
\ 1 1

\-

v'(py)+ -?)

Ifp = y, this gives

Prob. z = p;

a result, the correctness of which may be shown by the same con-

siderations which have been applied to (3).

Problem V.—Given the probabilities of any three events,

and the probability of their conjunction; required the proba-

bility of the conjimction of any two of them.

Suppose the data to be

Prob. a: = p, Prob. y <= q, Prob. z = r, Prob. xyz = m,

and the quoesitum to be Prob. xy.

Assuming xyz = s, xy = t, we find as the final logical equa-

tion,

t = xyzn + xyzl+ 0 (xy7 + i5) + ^
(sum of all other constituents) ;

whence, finally,

Prob. ay
H- ~ ^pq'r* — ipqrm)

2^
wherein p = 1 -p, &c. pq + (p + q)r.

This admits of verification when p = 1 , when 9=1, when r = 0,

and therefore m = 0, &c.

Had the condition, Prob. z = r, been omitted, the solution

would still have been definite. We should have had
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Prob. xy - ;^ 1 - m

and it may be added, as a final confirmation of their correctness,

that the above results become identical when m =pqr.

9. The following problem is a generalization of Problem I.,

and its solution, though necessarily more complex, is obtained by

a similar analysis.

Problem VI.—If an event can only happen as a conse-

quence of one or more of certain causes A„ A„ . . An, and if

generally Cj represent the probability of the cause A j, and pi the

probability that if the cause A( exist, the event £ will occur,

then the series oi' values of Cj and pi being given, required the

probability of the event

£.*

Let the causes .4,, .4,, . . .4, be represented by x,, x,,. . x,,

and the event JS by z.

Then we have generally,

Prob. Xi = Ci, Prob. XjZ = Cipi.

Further, the condition that E can only happen in connexion with

some one or more of the causes Ai, .4,, . . .4„ establishes the lo^-

cal condition,

z(l - a:,) (I -X,) .
.
(1 - x„) = 0. (1)

* It maj be proper to remark, that the above problem waa proposed to the

notice of mathematicians by the author in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathema-

tical Journal, Nov. 1851, accompanied by the subjoined observations

:

** The motives which have led me, after much consideration, to adopt, with

reference to this question, a course unusual in the present day, and not upon

slight grounds to be revived, are the following:—First, I propose the question

as a test of the sufficiency of received methods. Secondly, 1 anticipate that its

discussion will in some measure add to our knowledge of an important branch

of pore analysis. However, it is upon the former of these grounds alone that I

desire to rest my apology.

** While hoping that some may bo found who, without departing from the line

of their previous studies, may deem this question worthy of their attention, 1

wholly disclaim the notion of its being offered as a trial of personal skill or

knowledge, but desire that it may be viewed solely with reference to those pub-

lic and scientific ends for the sake of which alone it is proposed.*'

The author thinks it right to add, that the publication of the above problem

led to some interesting private correspondence, but did not elicit a solution.
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Now let us assume generally

which is reducible to the form

Xiz{\ - ti) + <i(l - XjZ) = 0,

forming the type of a system of n equations which, together witli

(1), express the lo^cal conditions of the problem. Adding all

these equations together, as after the previous reduction we arc

permitted to do, we have

S {XjZ (1 - <0 + (1 - X,- z)
)
+ ^ ( 1 - a:,) (1 - *,) • • (1 - *«) = 0. (2)

(the summation implied by 2 extending from t = 1 to t ° n), and

this single and sufficient logical equation, together with the2n

data, represented by the general equations

Prob. Xi = Cj, Prob- ti = Cipi, (3)

constitute the elements from which we are to determine Prob. z.

Let (2) be developed with respect to z. We have

[2(zi(l - ti) + ti{l -zj)) + (1 - z,) (1 - z,)..(l -z,)] z

+ 2/i(l - z) = 0,

whence

2 = /4\
2^ - S ( Zi( 1 - ti) + ti ( I - *0 )

- ( 1 - a:.) ( I - *») • • ( 1 - *»)

Now any constituent in the expansion of the second member of

the above equation will consist of 2n factors, ofwhich n are taken

out of the set Zi, z*, . . z„ 1 - z,, 1 - z,, . . 1 - z», and n out of

the set t„ tj, . . t„ 1 - 1„ 1 - 1„ . . 1 - t„ no such combination as

z, (1 - z,), t, (1 - t,), being admissible. Let us consider first

those constituents of which (1 - t,), (1 - t,) .
.
(1 - t,) forms the

t-factor, that is the factor derived from the set . . 1 -

The coefficient of any such constituent will be found by

changing t„ t,, . . t„ respectively into 0 in the second member of

(4), and then assigning to z„ Zj, . . z, their values as dependent

upon the nature of the z-factor of tlic constituent. Now simply

substituting for t„ . . t„ the value 0, the second member be-

comes
0

- 2xi - (I - x,y(i - Xj) .
.
(I - x„y

z
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and this vanishes whatever values, 0, 1, we subsequently assign

to Xi, . . x^. For if those values are not all equal to 0, the

term does not vanish, and ifthey are all equal to 0, the term

-(1 -a:,)..(l - x„) becomes - 1 , so that in either case the denomi-

nator does not vanish, and therefore the fraction does. Hence

the coeflScients of all constituents of which (1 - tj) . . (1 - <,) is a

factor will be 0, and us the sum of all possible x-constituents is

unity, there will be an aggregate term 0 (1 - t,) .
. (1 - <,) in the

development of z.

Consider, in the next place, any constituent of which the

t-factor is (I - <r.i) • • (1 ~
^>i)> f being equal to or greater

than unity. Making in the second member of (4), r, = 1 , . . tr = 1

,

tr.\ = 0, . . = 0, we get the expression

r

Z, . . + X, - Xr.i . . - X, - (1 - X,) (1 - X,) . . (1 - X,)‘

Now the only admissible values of the symbols being 0 and 1,

it is evident that the above expression will be equal to I when

Xi = 1 . . Xr = 1, Xr.i = 0, . . x„ = 0, and that for all other combi-

nations of value that expression will assume a value greater than

unity. Hence the coeflScient 1 will be applied to all constituents

of the final development which are of the form

X| ..Xr^l — X,*.l) • • ( 1 ^n) ti . . ( 1 ^r*l} • * ( 1 "

the x-factor being similar to the ^-factor, while other consti-

tuents included under the present case will have the virtual co-

efficient i. Also, it is manifest that this reasoning is independent

of the particular arrangement and succession of the individual

symbols.

Hence the complete expansion of z will be of the form

z^ S(Ar)+ 0(1

+ constituents whose coefficients are (5)

where 7’ represents any t-constituent except (1 (1 - t„),

and X the corresponding or similar constituent of x, . . x,.
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For instance, if n » 2, we shall have

2 (Jf IT) “ «i arj #i + aT| :Tj tiTj + X,

xi, X,, &c. standing for 1 - Xi ,
1 - xj, &c. ; whence

X " X| Xg + Xf X'2 tj Tg X 1 Xj fl ^2

+ 0 (xi X* 7i 7, + Xj xj 7i ?2 + xi X, 7, 7, + x, x, 7, 7,)

+ constituents whose coefficients are

This result agrees, difference of notation being allowed for, with

the developed form of z in Problem I. of this chapter, as it evi-

dently ought to do.

10. To avoid complexity, I purpose to deduce from the above

equation (6) the necessary conditions for the determination of

Prob. z for the particular case in which n = 2, in such a form as

may enable us, by pursuing in thought the same line of investi-

gation, to assign the corresponding conditions for the more gene-

ral case in which n possesses any integral value whatever.

Supposing then n = 2, we have

Xi Xj ti + X, X, t,Tj + Xi Xj7i + Xi X, 7i7, + X, x,7i7,

+ Xi X, tj ^2 Xi X, 7

Prob. z
Xi X, ty "I" Xi X, 7, 4" X, X, fitj

F ’

the conditions for the determination of x,, &c., being

Xi X, f, I, + Xi X, ^i7, + X, X, 7,7, + Xi X, 7, 7,

Cl

XiXjt,/, + x,x,?if, + X| X, 7^1 xiX, 7i7

c,

X, X, t\ 7 .r, X, 77 Xi X, t\ /, "t" X, X, ti tj

C, /I, c, p.

Divide the members of this system of equations by x, x, 7i7,,

and the numerator and denominator of Prob. z by the same quan-

tity, and in the results assume

Xi ti .r, 7 X, X,
= w,, = >n„ — = w,.

Xi 7 X, 7 X, X,

z 2
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we find

Prob. z
mxtnt + »!, + »»,

and

m,»nj + m, + TO, + n,n, + b, + b, + 1
’

m,m, + IB, + BiB, + Bi m,m, + m, + b,b, + b.

iBiiB, + BI, Bi,m, + m.
miBi, + m, + Bi,+ B,n, + B, + II, + 1, (8)

Cif\ c,p,

whence, if we assume,

(bi, + 1) (bh + 1) = Af, (b, + 1) (b, + 1) = AT, (9)

we have, after a slight reduction.

Prob. z « -=
M- 1

M + AT-1’

«i 1) _ 1) _
BI, (Bh4 1)

^
BI, (bi, + 1) _ ^ ^ j

.

<'i(l-Pi) ^(I-Pi)" '’•Pi 'iPi

m,M bi,M B,iV

(bi, 4l)c,p, (bi,+ 1)c,/>, (b, + 1) c, (1 -p,)

thN
(b, + 1) c,(l -pt)

= M+ N- 1.

Now let a similar series of transformations and reductions be

performed in thought upon the final logical equation (5). We
shall obtain for the determination of Prob. z the following ex-

pression :

Prob. z

'

M- 1

wherein

M + N-V
Af =(bi, + 1)(bi,+ 1) . . (bi,+ 1),

N = (b, + 1) (b, + 1) . . (b, + 1),

Bi|, B,, . . n„, being given by the system of equations,

BI,Af _ THyM _ BI,Af

(bi, + l)c,p, (iB, + l)c,p, (WJ, + l)c,p.

( 10)

ttiN n.N
(b,+ l)c,(l -p.) (b„+ 1) c,(l

Still further to simplify the results, assume

M+N- 1.
(H)
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M+ N-l 1 M + N- 1 1

_

whence
M p' N v’

We find

M- T, N r.
p+v-1 p+v-1

m, m, m. 1

(m, + l)Cip, “ (ot, + 1) c,p,
'

(m, + l)c,p, n'

^ ^ «» 1

.

(n,+ l)c,(l -p,) (n, + l)c,(l -p,)”“(n„ + l)c,(l-/>,) “
v’

whence

_
nti , . • wi,

and finally,

fi
- c,pi t*

** ^nPm

»i + 1 = —-— , . . n?, + 1

P - CiPi p - CnPn

«, + 1 =
v-c, (1-p,)

. • •»«+ 1 =
v-c,(l-p,)'

Substitute these values with those ofM and ^in (9), and

we have

M

(/* - (P
- Cap.) • • (p - C,pn) p + V - 1

’

v" V

(v - C, (1 -Pl)) {v - C, (1 - p,)) . . {v- c, (I -pa)) p+ V - I
’

which may be reduced to the symmetrical form

^ , (p - ciPi) • • (p - c.p.)

^
(v-c, (1-p,)) ..(v-CaO-pa)) (12)

Finally,

<«

Let us then assume 1 - v ° u, we have then

(jt - c,p,) . . {p - Cnp„)p-«

jl - C, (1 -pi) - {1 -Ca(l -p,)-«)
“ (1 -M)-‘
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If we make for simplicity

CiPi^a,, c,/j, = a„ 1 -c, (1 -p,) = ft,, &c.,

the above equations may be written as follows

:

(14)

(16)

This value of ft substituted in (14) will give an equation in-

volving only tt, the solution of which will determine Prob. z,

since by ( 13) Prob. z = «. It remiuns to assign the limits of u.

1 1 . Now the very same analysis by which the limitswere deter-

mined in the particular case in which n = 2, (XIX. 12) con-

ducts us in the present case to the following result. The quan-

tity «, in order that it may represent the value of Prob. z, must

must have for its inferior limits the quantities a,, a,, . . a,, and

for its superior limits the quantities ft,, ft,, . . ft„, a, + a, . . + a,.

We may hence infer, d priori, that there will always exist one

root, and only one root, of the equation (14) satisfying these

conditions. I deem it sufficient, for practical verification, to show

that there will exist one, and only one, root ofthe equation (14),

between the limits a,, a,, . . a„, and ft,, ft,, . . b„.

First, let us consider the nature of the changes to which ft is

subject in (15), as u varies from a,, which we will suppose the

greatest of its minor limits, to ft, ,
which we will suppose the least

of its major limits. When u = a,, it is evident that ft is positive

and greater than a, . When u = ft, , we liave ft = b,, which is also

positive. Between the limits w = a, , « = ft, , it may be shown

that ft increases with «. Thus we have

ft~U =
(jt - Oi) . . (ft

- a,)

wherein

ft°U->t
(ft, -«)..(&,- u)

(1 - «)*'

^ = 1 _ (^
- “) • r

- “) _ (ft, - «) (ftj - u) .
.
(ft, - u)

du (1 - «)"* (1 - «)"•*

+ („_!)^ ^
(1 - k)"

Now let

b, - u bn - u

(IG)
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Evidently x,, x,, . . x„, will be proper fractions, and we have

“ 1 — X,X, . . X|| ~ X, X3 . . Xu , . — Xi X, . . X||-i — 1 ) Xj X, . . X),

“ I “ (1 X|^ X, X3 . . Xn X| ^1 •“ X,^ Xj . . X|| . .

— Xi Xj . . X„_, (1 — X„^ — X, Xj . . x„.

Now the negative terms in the second member are (ifwe may
borrow the language of the logical developments) constituents

formed from the fractional quantities x, , Xj, . . x„ . Their sum
J

cannot therefore exceed unity ; whence ^ is positive, and ja in-

creases with u between the limits specified.

Now let (14) be written in the form

and assume u ° a, . The first member becomes

(18)

and this expression is negative in value. For, making the same

assumption in (15), we find

(i, - a) .
.
(i« - a)

(l-a)»-‘

At the same time we have

• a positive quantity.

(m - «j) ft-Oi n~ a»
jrn • • >

M MM
and since the factors of the second member are positive fractions,

that member is less than unity, whence (18) is negative. Where-

fore the assumption a = a, makes the first member of (17) ne-

gative.

Secondly, let u = bi, then by ( 15) /a = a = 6, , and thefirst mem-

ber o/‘(17) becomes positive.

Lastly, between the limits a = a, and a = 5, ,
the first member

of (17) continuously increases. For the first term of that ex-

pression written under the form

(m - «i)
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increases, sinee fi increases, and, with it, every factor contdned.

Again, the negative term fi - u diminishes with the increase of

u, as ap()eara from its value deduced from (15), viz.,

(6,
- «) . . (6, - u)

(1 - u)"->

Hence then, between the limits u a,, u = 5,, the first member

of ( 1 7) continuously increases, clianging in so doing from a nega-

tive to a positive value. Wherefore, between the limits assigned,

there exists one value of », and only one, by which the said

equation b satisfied.

12. Collecting these results together, we arrive at the follow-

ing solution of the general problem.

The probability of the event E will be tliat value of u de-

duced from the equation

( 19)

wherein

...
- .. {1 -c,(l -p.) -«)

^ = „ + “(I— ’

which (value) lies between the two sets of quantities,

UiPi, . .c,p, and l-c,(l-p,), l-Cj(l-p,) .. l-c,(l-p,),

the former set being its inferior, the latter its superior, limits.

And it may further be inferred in the general case, as it has

been ])roved in the particular case of n 2, that the value of u,

determined as above, will not exceed the quantity

C\p\ + Cjpi . +

13. Particular verifications are subjoined.

1st. Let Pi = 1, p, = 1, .
. pn = 1. This is to suppose it cer-

tain, that if any one of the events Ai, . . A„, happen, the

event E will happen. In this case, then, the probability of the

occurrence ofE will simply be the jirobability that the events or

causes .'L, A,,

.

A, do not all fail ofoccurring, and its expression

will therefore be 1 - (1 f- c,) (1 - r,) .
. (1 - c,).

Now the general solution (19) gives
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wherein

Hence,

0* - c.) . . 0i - c,)
ft
- u —j

,

(1 - u)*
U + = 1.

(I - m)-‘

1 - ri = (1 - c,) . . (1 - c,),

w = 1 - (1 - c,) . . (1 - c,),

equivalent to the d priori determination above.

2nd. Let/>, = 0, p, = 0, p„ = 0, then (19) gives

fl-U^ p,

« = 0 ,

as it evidently ought to be.

3rd. Let c, , Cj . . c, be small quantities, so that their squares

and products may be neglected. Then developing the second

members of the equation (19),

|u" - (c,p, + c,pt . . + c„p,) /u"-‘p-M =

— p — (cipi + CjPj . . + c,p„),

U = C,pi + C,pt . . + Cnfn-

Now this is what the solution would be were the causes

Ai, At . . An mutually exclusive. But the smaller the proba-

bilities of those causes, the more do they approach the condition

of being mutually exclusive, since the smaller is the probability of

any concurrence among them. Hence the result above obtained

will undoubtedly be the limiting form of the expression for the

probability of E.

4th. In the particular case of n = 2, we may readily elimi-

nate p from the general solution. The result is

(« - C,pi) (U - Ctft) ^
(1 - C|(l -p,) - k) (1 - c, (1 -p,) - «

)

C,pi + c,p, - M 1 - M ’

which agrees with the particular solution before obtained for this

case. Problem i.

Though by the system (19), the solution is in general made

to depend upon the solution of an equation of a high order, its
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practical difficulty will not be great. For the conditions relating

to the limits enable us to select at once a near value of u, and

the forms of the system (19) are suitable for the processes ofsuc-

cessive approximation.

14. Problem 7.—The data being the same as in the last pro-

blem, required the probability, that if any definite and given

combination of the causes Ai, A„ . . An, present itself, the event

E will be realized.

The cases A„ A„ . . An, being represented as before by

Xi, x„ . . Xn respectively, let the definite combination of them,

referred to in the statement of the problem, be represented by

the ^ (Z|, X, . . X.) so that the actual occurrence of that combi-

nation will be expressed by the logical equation,

(x,, X,, . . X,) = 1.

The data are

Prob Xi = Cl, . . Prob. x„ ° c„,

Prob. XiX = c,p,, Prob. x,x = c,p„

;

and the object of investigation is

Prob. 0 (x„ X, . .’xn) z

Prob.
(fr
(x„x, . . x„)

We shall first seek the value of the numerator.

Let us assume,

XiX = . XnZ = tn,

^ (Xi , X, . . Xn) X = W.

Or, if for simplicity, we represent ^ (x,, x, . . x,) by the last

equation will be

^2 = w, (5)

to which must be added the equation

X, X, . . Xn X = 0. (6)

Now any equation XrX = tr of the system (3) may be reduced

to the form
XrZTr + (1 - «rX) = 0.

Similarly redudng (5), and adding the different results together,

we obtain the logical equation

( 1 )

(2)

(3 )

(4)
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S [XrZTr+ /r (I ~ 3SrZ)\ + Ti . . + tC (1 - ^) = 0, (7)

from which z being eliminated, w must be determined as a de-

veloped logical function of Zi, . . z,, <i, .. t».

Now making successively z = 1, z = 0 in the above equation,

and multiplying the results together, we have

(
S (ZrTr + Zr/r) + Z, . . Z, + + IC0} X (S<r + tc) = 0.

Developing this equation with reference to to, and replacing

in the result Sir + 1 by I, in accordance with Prop. i. Chap, ix.,

we have
£to + .B* (1 - to) = 0 ;

wherein
E ® 2 "! t,*Zr) T z, . . z„ +

Str |2 {x,tr + trXr) + Z, . . Z, + ^) .

E'
to *= — .E-E

The second member of this equation we must now develop

with respect to the double series ofsymbols z, , z, , . . z, , t, , t, , . . f,.

In effecting this object, it will be most convenient to arrange

the constituents of the resulting development in three distinct

classes, and to determine the coefficients proper to those classes

separately.

First, let us consider those constituents of which 7, . . 7, is a

factor. Making /, = 0 . . t» ~ 0, we find

B' = 0, B = 2zr + z, . . z, + ^.

It is evident, that whatever values (0, 1) are given to the z-sym-

bols, Bdoes not vanish. Hence the coefficients of all constituents

involving 7, . . 7, are 0.

Consider secondly, those constituents which do not involve the

factor 7, • . 7* , and which are symmetrical with reference to the two

sets of symbols z, . . z. and By symmetrical constituents

is here meant those which would remain unchanged if z, were

converted into z, into t,, &c., and vice versd. The constitu-

ents Zi . . z, f, . . tn, z, . . z, 7, . . 7b, &c., are in this sense sym-

metrical.
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For all symmetrical constituents it is evident that

vanishes. For those which do not involve T| . . 7. , it is further

evident that x, . . x« also vanishes, whence

E Ip E = S^r

w =—^ X — •

S/r(0) - 0

For those constituents ofwhich the x-factor is found in ip the

second member of the above equation becomes 1 ; for those of

which the x-factor is found in ^ it becomes 0. Hence the coeffi-

cientt of symmetrical coTistituents not involving T, . . T«, of which

the x-factor isfound in ip will be I ; ofthose of which the x-factor

is notfound in <p it will be 0.

Consider lastly, those constituents which arc unsymmetrical

with reference to the two sets ofsymbols, and which at the same

time do not involve 7, . . T,

.

Here it is evident, that neither E norE can vanish, whence

the numerator of the fractional value of w in (8) must exceed

the denominator. That value cannot therefore be represented

by 1, 0, or It must then, in the lo^cal development,be re-

presented by ^ . Such then will be the coefficient of this class

of constituents.

15. Hence the final logical equation by which w is expressed

as a developed logical function of x,, . . x,, will be of

the form

w= 2i (XT) + 0 |S,(X7^ + 7, . . 7,) (sum of other con- . .

® stituents),

wherein S| (XT) represents the sum of all symmetrical consti-

tuents of which the factor X is found in ip, and 2, (XT’), the

sum of all symmetrical constituents of which the factor X is not

found in ip,—the constituent x, .

.

x, 7, .

.

7,, should it appear,

being in cither case rejected.

Passing from Logic to Algebra, it may be observed, that
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here and in all similar instances, the function V, by the aid of

which the algebraic system of equations for the determination of

the values of 3:1, . . z,, t,, . . is formed, is independent of the

nature of any fimetion involved, not in the expression of the

data, but in that of the quttsiivm ofthe problem proposed. Thus

we have in the present example.

Prob. w
S, {XT)

V '

wherein V ='2.\ (X 7^ + Sj (X T) + U
= 2(Xr) + 7,..f„. (10)

Here S (X T) represents the sum of all symmetrical constituents

of the X and t symbols, except the constituent xi . . x„ 7 . . 7,.

This value of P" is the same as that virtually employed in the so-

lution of the preceding problem, and hence we may avail our-

selves of the results there obtained

.

If then, as in the solution referred to, we assume

X, t,

Xi £i

=—=• = mN9
o

iz" ” 0CC»)
Xi

we shall obtain a result which may be thus written

:

Prob. w =
M+ jv-r (11)

M, being formed by rejecting from the function ^ the constituent

X, . . if it is there found, dividing the result by the same con-

stituent xi .

.

x„, and then changing ^ into m„ ^ into and
Xi Xa

so on. The values ofM and X are the same as in the preceding

problem. Reverting to these and to the corresponding values of

m„ wij, &c., we find

Prob . w = Mi(/i + V - 1),

the general values of lUr, «r being

_ ^rPr Cr ( 1 - Pr)
Tflr = ““9 '*r

“
7^

fJi-^rPr fJt- Cr{i - Pr)

and n and v being given by the solution of the system of equa-

tions,
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, (m-Ci/>i)..(a«-C,P.) (l>-Ci(l-pi)|..(p-C,(l-p,)|
** °

v"-‘

The above value of Prob. w will be the numerator of the fraction

(2). It now remains to determine its denominator.

For this purpose assume

^ (a?!, X} . . Xn) = V,

or = *>t

whence = 0.

Substituting the first member of this equation in (7) in place of

the corresjwnding Ibrm i^w + to (1 - <f>z) we obtain as the primary

logical equation,

^ [Xr zTr + tr {I - Xr z)\ + Xl . . X,X + ^7 + »^ = 0,

whence eliminating x, and reducing by Prop. ii. Chap. IX.,

<I>V + Vp+ ^tr
( 2 (Xr Ir + tr Xr) + Xi . . X,) = 0.

Hence

0 + 2<r ( 2(XrTr + tr’Xr) + Xl . . X,)

2^.- 1
’

and developing as before,

t) = Si {XT) + ti . • Si (X) + 0[Sa (XT) + t, . . Sj (X))

+ ^
(sum of other constituents). (12)

Here S, (X) indicates the sum of all constituents found in ip,

Sa(X) the sum of all constituents not found in <p. The expres-

sions are indeed used in place of
<f>
and 1 - ^ to preserve sym-

metry.

It follows hence that S, (X) + S»(X) = 1, and that, as be-

fore, Si (X T)+S,(X7’) = S(X 7^. Hence V will have the

same value as before, and we shall have

Prob. V =
Si (XT) +7,.. f. Si (X^

Or transforming, as in the previous case,

M, + X,
Prob. V ’

iw+x-r (13)
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-wherein Ni is formed by dividing ^ by xi . . and changing in

the result ^ into n,, ^ into n,, &c.
Xi Xj

Now the final solution of the problem proposed will be given

by assigning their determined values to the terms of the fraction

Prob. A,(x, ... X,) X Prob. w
* * '

QJ»

Prob. ^ (x, , . . x„)’ Prob. v
'

Hence, therefore, by (11) and (13) we have

Prob. sought =

A very slight attention to the mode of formation of the func-

tions Mi and Ni will show that the process may be greatly sim-

plified. We may, indeed, exhibit the solution of the general

problem in the form of a rule, as follows

:

Rejectfrom thefunction ^ (x,, x, . . x,) the constituent Xx . .x^if

it is therein contained, suppress in all the remaining constituents

thefactors x,, x,, § c., and change generally in the result x, into

CrPr
Call this result M,.

fl CrPr

Again, replace in the function ^(x,,x, ..x„) the constituent

Xi. .x„ if it is therein found, hy unity; suppress in all the remaining

constituents thefactors r,, x,, jr., and change generally in the re-

I. •. Cr(l-Pr)«
suit Xr into —rr.

V-Cr(l -pr)

Then the solution required xeill be expressed by the formula

Mx
Mx + Nx'

(14)

fi and V being determined by the solution ofthe system ofequations

=
(v-<-,(l-p.)l

It may be added, that the limits of y and v are the same as in

the previous problem. This might be inferred from the general

principle of continuity ; but conditions of limitation, which are
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probably sufficient, may also be established by other conside-'

rations.

Thus from the demonstration of the general method in pro-

babilities, Chap. XVII. Prop, iv., it appears that the quantities

X|, . . x„, ti , . . in the primary system of algebraic equations,

must be positive properfractions. Now

Xf r,- ( 1 — Pr)

1 - a:, V - Cr(l -Pr)'

Hence generally «r must be a positive quantity, and therefore

we must have

V>Cr(l -pr).

In like manner since we have

Xrtr CrPr= .

(l-Xr)(l-<r) ft-CrPr

we must have generally

ft > CrPr.

16. It is probable that the two classes of conditions thus re-

presented are together sufficient to determine generally which of

the roots of the equations determining p and i» are to be taken.

Let us take in particular the case in which n = 2. Here we have

, I (ft~<^lPl) (ft-C2P2) , ^
C^p^ C2 P2

/a + V - 1 = = p - (c,p, + C2P2) + ,

P P

.-. V = 1 - c. p. - c,p, + = 1 - c.p, -
P P

Whence, since p> Cipi we have generally

V 5 1 - c,p,.

In like manner we have

v< 1 -CjP„ ^ 5 1 - Cl (1 - Pi)> p < 1 - c»(1 -pa)>

Now it has already been shown that there will exist but one

value of p satisfying the whole of the above conditions relative

to that quantity, viz.

ft > CrPr, ^ < 1 - Cr(l - Pr),

whence the solution for tliis case, at least, is determinate. And I
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apprehend that the same method is generally applicable and suf-
ficient. But this is a question upon which a further degree of
light is desirable.

To verify the above results, suppose ^ (*., ..*,)= 1, which is

virtually the case considered in the previous problem. Now the
development of 1 gives all possible constituents of the symbols
Xi, .

.

a;,. Proceeding then according to the Rule, we find

^ V y

Substituting in (14) we find

Prob. z B 1 - V,

which agrees with the previous solution.

Again, let 0 (x„ . . x,) = x„ which, after development and sup-
pression ofthe fectors i„ . . x„ gives Zi (*, + 1) .

.
(x, -t- 1), whence

we find

Af,
- g-P<

• -(ji-Cnp,) p + v-l
by (15).

JV, = (1 -Pi) v"~‘ Cl (1 -pi)
|v-c,(l -p,)) .. (v-c,(l -p,)j p + V - 1‘

Substituting, we have

Probability that if the event A , occur, E will occur = p,.

And this result is verified by the data. Similar verifications

might easily be added.

Let us examine the case in which

^ (xi, . . X,) - X, . . X, + X, X[ X, . . X, . , -f X, X, . . X,.,.

Here we find

M - Cipi p-c,p.

„ c,(l-p,)
.

c,(l-p,)
v-c.(l-p,)*’ v-c,(l-p,)’

whence we have the following result

—

2 a
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Probability that if some one •

alone ofthe causes Ai,At..An

present itself, the event E
will follow.

2
ft
- Cr Pr

^
Crpr

^ ^
Cr(l-Pr)~

ft-CrPr v-Cr{\-pr)

Let it bo observed that this case is quite different from the

well-known one in which the mutually exclusive character of

the causes At, . , A„ia one of the elements ofthe data, expressing

a condition under which the very observations by which the pro-

babilities of A„ A 2 ,
&c. are supposed to have been determined,

were made.

Consider, lastly, the case in which (x„ . . x.) » x, x, . . x,.

Here

M.= •±PlJ-<^nPn

(ft-Ci

CiPi • C,y»

/u"‘'(/a+ i>- 1)’

Cl(l- /?l).-C. (l- p,) ^
C|(l -Pl) ..CnCl - Pn)

{v - C, (1 .. {l»-C„(l-p,)j + V - 1)

Hence the following result

—

Probability that if all the "j

causes Ai, . . An con- I ^ p,

.

spire, the event E will
[

p, • • p« v*‘‘ + ( 1 -pi) • • ( 1 -pn) /ti"'*"

follow. J

This expression assumes, as it ought to do, the value 1 when any

one of the quantities pi, . .pa is equal to 1.

17. Problem VIII.—Certain causes At , A^.. A „ being so

restricted that they cannot all fiul, but still can only occur in cer-

tain definite combinations denoted by the equation

i> (-di, A^ . . A,^ = 1,

and there being ^ven the separate probabilities c,, . . c, of the

said causes, and the corresponding probabilities p„ .
. p. that an

event E will follow if those respective causes are realized, re-

quired the probability of the event E.

This problem differs from the one last considered in several

particulars, but chiefly in this, that the restriction denoted by the

equation ^ . .<4„) - 1 , forms one of the data, and is supposed
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to be furnished by or to be accordant with the very experience

from which the knowledge of the numerical elements of the

problem is derived.

Bepresenting the events Ai,. .Anbj x,, ..Xn respectively,

and the event E by z, we have

—

Prob. Xr = Cr, Prob. X^Z = CrPr- ( 1

)

Let us assume, generally,

XrZ —

then combining the system of equarions thus indicated with the

equations

x,..r, = 0, ^(x„ ..X,) = 1, or 0 = 1,

furnished in the data, we ultimately find, as the developed ex-

pression of z,

x= 2 (Xr) + 07,7,..7.2(X), (2)

where X represents in succession each constituent found in 0 ,

and T a similar series of constituents of the symbols ;

S(XT) including only symmetrical constituents with reference

to the two sets of synibols.

The method of reduction to be employed in the present case

is so similar to the one already exemplified in former problems,

that I shall merely exhibit the results to which it leads. We
find

with the relations

^ Nl Nn

C\P\
’

’ ”
CnPn ' Cl (1 -pi)

°
C,(l -Pn)

WhereinM is formed by suppressing in 0 (xi, . . x*) all the fac-

tors xi , . . x«, and changing in the result Xi into wii, x, into m^,

while X is formed by substituting in M, ni for mi , &c. ; more-

over Ml consists of that portion ofM of which uii is a factor,

Nl of that portion ofN of which ni is a factor ; and so on.

Let us take, in illustration, the particular case in which the

causes Ai..A^ are mutually exclusive. Here we have

0 (X|, . . x„) = X, X, . . X, . . . + X, X, . . Xn.,.

2 A 2

= ilf + isr. (4)
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Whence
M = nil + wi, . . + in,,

N = «| +»,.. + 71,,

Ml - 771,, Ni = 71, , &c.

Substituting, we have

Cl Pi
^

71,
^

n,

Cmfn C,{l-Pi)" c.(l-p.)
-M + AT.

Hence we find

777, + 771, . . + 771,

C,pi + C,p, . . + C, p.
= Af + a;

or M
c,pi.. + c, p.

M+ N.

Hence, by (3),
Prob. z = c,p, . . + c,p„

a known result.

There are other particular cases in which the system (4) ad-

mits of ready solution. It is, however, obvious that in most

instances it would lead to results ofgreat complexity. Nor does

it seem probable that the existence of a functional relation among

causes, such as is assumed in the data of the general problem, will

often be presented in actual experience ; if we except only the

particular cases above discussed.

Had the general problem been modified by the restriction

that the event E cannot occur, all the causes Ai..A, being ab-

sent, instead of the restriction that the said causes cannot all fidl,

the remmning condition denoted by the equation ^{Ai , . . A^) >= 1

being retained, we should have found for the final logical equation

z= S,(Xr) + 0 2(X),

S(X) being, as before, equal to ^ (x„ . . x,), but S, {X T) formed

by rejecting from ^ the particular constituent x, . . x. if therein

contained, and then multiplying each x-constituent of the result

by the corresponding t-constituent. It is obvious that in the par-

ticular case in which the causes are mutually exclusive the value

of Prob. z hence deduced will be the same as before.

18. Problem IX.—Assuming the data of any of the pre-
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vious problems, let it be required to determine the probability

that if the event E present itself, it will be associated with the

particular cause Ar', ia other words, to determine the d posteriori

probability of the cause Ar when the event E has been observed

to occur.

In this case we must seek the value of the fraction

Prob. Xr z

Prob. z
’ or , by the data.

Prob. z ( 1 )

As in the previous problems, the value of Prob. z has been as-

signed upon different hypotheses relative to the connexion or

want of connexion of the causes, it is evident that in all those

cases the present problem is susceptible ofa determinate solution

by simply substituting in (1) the value of that element thus de-

termined.

If the d priori probabilities of the causes are equal, we have

c, = Ca . . = Cr. Hence for the different causes the value (1) will

vary directly as the quantity pr- Wherefore whatever the nature

of the connexion among the causes, the d posteriori probability of

eaeh cause will be proportional to the probability of the observed

event E when that cause is known to exist. The particular case

of this theorem, which presents itself when the causes are mu-

tually exclusive, is well known. We have then

Prob. Xr Z Cr Pr Pr

Prob. 2 SCrPr Pi + Pi +. Pn

the values of c, , . . c, being equal.

Although, for the demonstration of these and similar theo-

rems in the particular case in which the causes are mutually ex-

clusive, it is not necessary to introduce the functional symbol f,

which is, indeed, to claim for ourselves the choice of all possible

and conceivable hypotheses of the connexion of the causes, yet,

under every form, the solution by the method of this work of

problems, in which the number of the data is indefinitely great,

must always partake of a somewhat complex character. Whe-
ther the systematic evolution which it presents, first, of the logi-

cal, secondly, of the numerical relations of a problem, furnishes

any compensation for the length and occasional tediousness of its
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processes, I do not presume to inquire. Its chief value imdoubt-

edly consists in its power,—in the mastery which it gives us over

questions which would apparently bolHe the unassisted strength

of human reason. For this cause it has not been deemed super-

fluous to exhibit in this chapter its application to problems, some

of which may possibly be regarded as repulsive, from their diffi-

culty, without being recommended by any prospect ofimmediate

utility. Of the ulterior value of such speculations it is, I con-

ceive, impossible for us, at present, to form any decided judg-

ment.

19. The following problem is of a much easier description

than the previous ones.

Froblem X.— The probability of the occurrence ofa certain

natural phemomenon under given circumstances is p. Observation

has also recorded a probability a of the existence of a permanent

cause ofthatphemomenon, i.e. ofa cause which would always pro-

duce the event under the circumstances supposed. What is the

probability that if the phemomenon is observed to occur n times in

succession under the given circumstances, it will occur the n + 1“*

time f What also is the probability, after such observation, ofthe

existence ofthe permanent cause referred to ?

First Case.—Let t represent the existence of a permanent

cause, and a;,, x, . . x^., the successive occurrences of the natural

phaenomenon.

If the permaifent cause exist, the events x, , x, . . x^ti are ne-

cessary consequences. Hence

t = vxi, t<=vx,,&c.,

and eliminating the indefinite symbols,

<(l-x,) = 0, f(l-x,) = 0, <(l-x,.,) = 0.

Now we are to seek the probability that if the combination

Xi X, . . x» happen, the event x,.,' will happen, i. e. we are to seek

the value of the imetion

Prob. X, X, . . x„.|

Prob. Xi X, . . X,

We will first seek the value of Prob. x, x, . . x„.
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Represent the combination jei . . by to, then we have the

following logical equations

:

<(l-afi) = 0, - 0 . . t(l -a;,) = 0,

•2T| *172 * * “ t£f0

Reducing the last to the form

(X, ar, . . Xn) (1 - to) + 10 (1 - Xi X, . . Xn) = 0,

and adding it to the former ones, we have

(1 - Xi) + Xi X3 ..x„ (1 - to) + 10 (1 - ar, ar, . . a?,) = 0, (1)

wherein 2 extends to all values of i irom 1 to n, for the one logi-

cal equation of the data. With this we must connect the nume-

rical conditions,

Prob. X, = Prob. x, . . = Prob. x, = p, Prob . t = a;

and our object is to find Prob. to.

From (1) we have

(1 - Xj) + X, X, . . X,
w * ,

2x, Xj. .X, - 1

_ S (1 - Xj) + X| X, . . X,

2 X, X, . . Xm 1
< +

Xi Xf • • X

2 Xl Xj . . X«hi - 0. (2)

on developing with respect to t. This result must further be

developed with respect to x„ x„ . . x..

Now if we make x, = 1, x, = 1, . . x, = 1, the coefficients both

of t and of 1 - < become 1. If we give to the same symbols any

other set of values formed by the interchange of 0 and 1, it is

evident that the coefficient of t will become negative, while that

of 1 - < will become 0. Hence the full development (2) will be

to = Xi X, . . x,< + Xi X, . . X, (1 - <) + 0 (1 - Xi Xj . . X,) ( I -
1)

+ constituents whose coefficients are or equivalent to

Here we have

P= x,x,. .x,/ + x,x, . .x,(l -t) + (1 -x,x,. .X,) (1 - /)

= X, X, . . x,t + 1 - t

;

whence, passing from Logic to Algebra,
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Xi T, . . X^t ¥ Xx{\ - i) XxXt Xj 4 X, (1 - t)
' * — ’ • • •

P P
X1 X2 ..XJ+ X,{1 -t) X,Xt..X.t __ ,= i ‘ = — = Xl Z] . . Z,t 4 I - f.

P «

Prob. to
Xi Xt . . X,

Zi Zj . . x^t 4 I -

From the forms of tbe above equations it b evident that we

have Z| = Zi . . = z,. Replace then each of these quantities bj z,

and the system becomes

P “

Prob. 10
a*

Z"<4 1-t’

from which we readily deduce

Prob. 10 “ Prob. Zi Z| . . z, = a 4 (p - o)
^

K in this result we change n into n 4 1, we get

Prob. Z| Z} . . z^, = a 4 (p - a)

Hence we find

—

T>w»4.
a 4 (p - a) fy

Frob.x,x,..z, '
. /.-aX"-'

as the expression of the probability that if the phssnomenon be it

times repeated, it will also present itself the n 4 1** time. By the

method of Chapter XIX. it is found that a cannot exceed p in

value.

The following verifications are obvious :

—

1st. If a • 0, the expression reduces to p, as it ought to do.

For when is certdm that no permanent cause exists, the suc-

cessive occurrences of the phaenomcnon are independent.

2nd. Ifp ° 1, the expression becomes 1, as it ought to do.

3rd. Ifp o a, the expression becomes 1, unless a = 0. If the

probability of a phenomenon is equal to the probability that there
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exists a cause which under given circumstances would always

produce it, then the lact that that phecnomenon has ever been no-

ticed under those circumstances, renders certain its re-appearance

under the same.*

4th. As n increases, the expression approaches in value to

unity. This indicates that the probability of the recurrence of

the event increases with the frequency of its successive appear-

ances,—a result agreeable to the natural laws of expectation.

Second Case.—We are now to seek the probability d pos-

teriori of the existence of a permanent cause ofthe phsenomenon.

This requires that we ascertain the value of the fraction

Prob.tXi a;,*. a:,

Prob. * 1
X, . . X,’

the denominator of which has already been determined.

To determine the munerator assume

£Xi X, . . Xa = U),

then proceeding as before, we obttun for the logical develop-

ment,
W = tXi X, . . Xa + 0 (1 - t).

Whence, passing from Logic to Algebra, we have at once

Prob. w = a,

a result which might have been anticipated. Substituting then

for the numerator and denominator of the above fhiction their

values, we have for the d posteriori probability of a permanent

cause, the expression

* As we can neither re-enter nor recall the state of infancy, we are nnahle to

sa; how far such results as the above serve to explain the confidence with which

joung children connect events whose association the; have once perceived.

But we ma; conjecture, generally, that the strength of their expectations is

due to the necessity of inferring (as a part of their rational nature), and the

narrow but impressive experience upon which the faculty is exercised. Hence

the reference of every kind of sequence to that of cause and effect. A little

friend of the author’s, on being put to bed, was heard to ask bis brother the

pertinent question,— '* Why does going to sleep at night make it light in the

morning?” The brother, who was a year older, was able to reply, that it

would be light in the morning oven if little boys did not go to sleep at night.
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a

It is obvious that the value of this expression increases with the

value of n.

I am indebted to a learned correspondent,* whose original

contributions to the theory of probabilities have already been re-

ferred to, for the follovring verification of the first of the above

results (3).

“ The whole d priori probability of the event (under the <ar-

cumstances) b^g p, and the probability of some cause C which

would necessarily produce it, a, let x be the probability that it

will happen if no such cause as C exist. Then we have the

equation

p = o + (1 - a) I,

whence p-a
4* —

Now the phenomenon observed is the occurrence of the event a

times. The d priori probability ofthb would be

—

1 supposing C to exist, .

X* supposing C not to exist

;

whence the d posteriori probability that C exists is

a

a + (1 - a)x"’

that C does not exist is

(1 - a) a"

a + (1 - a) X*”

Consequently the probability of another occurrence is

a (I - a) X"

a + (1 - a) X" ^ a + (1 - a) X*

or a + ( 1 - a) x"’*

a + (1 - a) X*
’

’ Professor Donkin.
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which, on repladng n by its value j will be found to agree

with (3).”

Similar verifications might, it is probable, also be foimd for

the following results, obUuned by the direct application of the

general method.

The probability, under the same circumstances, that if, out of

n occasions, the event happen r times, and fail n-r times, it will

happen on the « + 1'* time is

a^m{p-a)

wherein m =
«(n-l)..n-r+l

1 .2..r
and / °

n

The probability of a permanent cause (r being less than n)

is 0. This is easily verified.

Ifp be the probability of an event, and c the probability that

if it occur it will be due to a permanent cause ; the probability

after n successive observed occurrences that it will recur on the

n + similar occasion is

wherein * =
-c)

1- cp
'

c + (1 - c) a*

c + (1 - c) a* '
’

20. It is remarkable that the solutions of the previous pro-

blems are void of any arbitrary element. We should scarcely,

ftem the appearance of the data, have anticipated such a circum-

stance. It is, however, to be observed, that in all those problems

the probabilities of the causes involved are supposed to be known

d priori. In the absence of this assumed element of knowledge,

it seems probable that arbitrary constants would necessarily ap-

pear in the final solution. Some confirmation of this remark is

afforded by a class of problems to which considerable attention

has been directed, and which, in conclusion, I shall briefly

consider.
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It has been observed that there exists in the heavens a large

number of double stars of extreme eloseness. Either these aj>-

parent instances of connexion have some physical ground or they

have not. If they have not, we may regard the phaenomcnon of a

double star as the accidental result ofa “ random distribution” of

stars over the celestial vault, i. e. of a distribution which would

render it just as probable that either member of the binary sys-

tem should appear in one spot as in another. Ifthis hypothesis be

assumed, and if the number of stars of a requisite brightness be

known, we can determine what is the probability that two of

them should be found within such limits of mutual distance as

to constitute the observed phainomenon. Thus Mitchell,* esti-

mating that there are 230 stars in the heavens equal in brightness

to /3 Capricomi, determines that it is 80 to 1 against such a

combination being presented were those stars distributed at ran-

dom. The probability, when such a combination has been ob-

served, that there exists between its members a physical ground

of connexion, is then required.

Again, the sum of the inclinations of the orbits of the ten

known planets to the plane of the ecliptic in the year 1801 was

91*4187, according to the French measures. Were all inclina-

tions equally probable, Laplacet determines, that there would be

only the excessively small probability .00000011235 that the

mean of the inclinations should fall within the limit thus as-

signed. And he hence concludes, that there is a very high

probability in favour of a disposing cause, by which the inclina-

tions ofthe planetary orbits have been confined within such narrow

bounds. Professor De Morgan,^ taking the sum of the inclina-

tions at 92°, gives to the above probability the value .00000012,

and infers that “ it is 1 : .00000012, that there was a necessary

cause in the formation of the solar system for the inclinations

being what they are.” An equally determinate conclusion has

been drawn from observed coincidences between the direction of

• Phil. Transactions, An. 1767.

t Thioric Anaivtiqne des Probabilit^s, p. 276.

7 Encvcioptvdia Metropolitans. Art. Probabilities.
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circular polarizadon in rock-crystal, and that of certain oblique

faces in its crystalline structure.*

These problems are all ofa similar character. A certain hypo-

thesis is framed, of the various possible consequences of which

we are able to assign the probabilities with perfect rigour. Now
some actual result of observation being found among those con-

sequences, and its hypothetical probability being therefore known,

it is required thence to determine the probability of the hypo-

thesis assumed, or its contrary. In Mitchell’s problem, the hy-

pothesis is that of a “ random distribution of the stars,”—the

possible and observed consequence, the appearance of a close

double star. The very small probability of such a result is held

to imply that the probability of the hypothesis is equally small,

or, at least, of the same order ofsmallness. And hence the high

and, and as some think, determinate probability of a disposing

cause in the stellar arrangements is inferred. Similar remarks

apply to the other examples adduced.

21. The general problem, in whatsoever form it may be pre-

sented, admits only of an indefinite solution. Let x represent the

proposed hypothesis, y a phaenomenon which might occur as one

of its possible consequences, and whose calculated probability, on

the assumption of the truth ofthe hypothesis, is p, and let it be re-

quired to determine the probability that if the phaenomenon y is

observed, the hypothesis x is true. The very data of this pro-

blem cannot be expressed without the introduction of an arbi-

trary element. We can only write

Prob. X = a, Prob. xy = ap\ (1)

a being perfectly arbitrary, except that it must fall within the

limits 0 and 1 inclusive. If then P represent the conditional pro-

bability sought, we have

Prob. xy ap

Prob. y Prob. y‘

It remains then to determine Prob. y.

* Edinburgh Reriew, No. 185, p. 32. This article, though not entirely free

from error, is well worthy of attention.
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Let xy •= t, then

y = + x) + 0(l-<)x+ §(1-0(1-*)- (3)

Hence observing that Prob. x = a, Prob. t = ap, and passing from

Logic to Algebra, we have

Prob. y '

to + c ( 1 -0 *

with the relations

te+ 1 - f

to + ( 1 - f) z to
= to + 1 -

Hence we readily find

Prob. y = ap + c (1 - a). (4)

Now recurring to (3), we find that c is the probability, that if

the event (1-0(1-*) occur, the event y will occur. But

(1-0 (l-z) = (l-zy)(l-z) = l-z.

Hence c is the probability that if the event x do not occur,

the event y will occur.

Substituting the value of Prob. y in (2), we have the follow-

ing theorem

:

The calculated probability of any phaenomenon y, upon an as-

sumed physical hypothesis x, being p, the d posteriori probabilityP
ofthephysical hypothesis, when thephemomenon has Iteen observed,

is expressed by the equation

P =
ap + c(l - a)’ (5)

where a and c are arbitrary constants, theformer representing the

d priori probability ofthe hypothesis, the latter the probability that

ifthe hypothesis were false, the event y would present itself.

The principal conclusion deducible from the above theorem

is that, other things being the same, the value ofP increases and

diminishes simultaneously with that ofp. Hence the greater or

less the probability of the phaenomenon when the hypothesis is

assumed, the greater or less is the probability of the hypothesis

when the phenomenon has been observed. AVTienp is very small,

then generally P also is small, unless either a is large or c small.
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Hence, secondly, if tlie probability of the phsenomenon is very

small when the hypothesb is assumed, the probability of the hy-

pothesis is very small when the phasnomenon is observed, unless

either the d priori probability a of the hypothesis is large, or the

probability of the phaenomcnon upon any other hypothesis small.

The formula (5) admits of exact verification in various cases,

as when c = 0, or a = 1, or a = 0. But it is evident that it does

not, unless there be means for determining the values of a and c,

yield a dilute value ofP. Any solutions which profess to ac-

complish this object, either are erroneous in principle, or involve

a tacit assumption respecting the above arbitrary elements. Mr.

De Morgan’s solution of Laplace’s problem concerning the ex-

istence ofa determining cause ofthe narrow limits within which

the inclinations of the planetary orbits to the plane ofthe ecliptic

are confined, appears to me to be of the latter description. Having

found a probability p = .00000012, that the sum of the incli-

nations woidd be less than 92® were all degrees of inclination

equally probable in each orbit, this able writer remarks : “ If

there be a reason for the inclinations being as described, the

probability of the event is 1. Consequently, it is 1 : .00000012

(i. e. 1
: p), that there was a necessary cause in the formation of

the solar system for the inclinations being what they are.” Now
this result is what the equation (5) would really give, if, assigning

to p the above value, we should assume c » 1, a = For we
A

should thus find.

V
1 + p

’

.-. l-P:P::l:p. (6)

But P representing the probability, d posteriori, that all

indinations are equally probable, 1 - P is the probability, d pos-

teriori, that such is not the case, or, adopting Mr. De Morgan’s

alternative, that a determining cause exists. The equation (6),

therefore, agrees with Mr. De Morgan’s result.

22. Are we, however, justified in assigning to a and c parti-

cular values? I am strongly disposed to think that we are not.
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The question is of less importance in the special instance than

in its ulterior bearings. In the received applications of the theory

of probabilities, arbitrary constants do not explicitly appear;

but in the above, and in many other instances sanctioned by the

highest authorities, some virtual determination of them has been

attempted. And this circumstance has given to the results of

the theory, especially in reference to questions of causation, a

character of definite precision, which, while on the one hand it

has seemed to exalt the dominion and extend the province of

numbers, even beyond the measure of their ancient claim to rule

the world ;• on the other hand has called forth vigorous protests

against their intrusion into realms in which conjecture is the only

basis of inference. The very fact of the appearance of arbitrary

constants in the solutions of problems like the above, treated

by the method ofthis work, seems to imply, that definite solution

is impossible, and to mark the point where inquiry ought to stop.

We possess indeed the means ofinterpreting those constants, but

the experience which is thus indicated is as much beyond our

reach as the experience which would preclude the necessity of

any attempt at solution whatever.

Another difficulty attendant upon these questions, and inhe-

rent, perhaps, in the very constitution of our faculties, is that of

precisely defining what is meant by Order. The manifestations

of that principle, except in very complex instances, we have no

difficulty in detecting, nor do we hesitate to impute to it an al-

most necessary foundation in causes operating under Law. But

to assign to it a standard of numerical value would be a viun,

not to say a presumptuous, endeavour. Yet must the attempt be

made, before we can aspire to weigh with accuracy the probabi-

bilities of diflTerent constitutions of the universe, so as to deter-

mine the elements upon which alone a definite solution of the

problems in question can be established.

23. The most usual mode of endeavouring to evade the ne-

cessary arbitrariness of the solution of problems in tlie theory of

* Mundurn regunt numeri.

t See an intereating paper by Prof. Forbe.a in the Philosophical Magaaine,

Dee. 1850; also Mill's Logic, chap, xriii.
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probabilities which rest upon insufficient data, is to assign to some

element whose real probability is unknown all possible degrees

of probability ; to suppose that these degrees of probability are

themselves equally probable ; and, regarding them as so many dis-

tinct causes of the phaenomenon observed, to apply the theorems

which represent the case of an effect due to some one ofa number

of equally probable but mutually exclusive causes (Problem 9).

For instance, the rising of the sun after a certain interval of

darkness having been observed m times in succession, the proba-

bility of its again rising under the same circumstances is deter-

mined, on received principles, in the following manner. Let p
be any unknown probability between 0 and 1 , and c (infinitesimal

and constant) the probability, that the probability of the sun’s

rising after an interval of darkness lies between the limits p and

p + dp. Then the probability that the sun will rise m times in

succession b

r p"dp
i

*'o

and the probability that he will do this, and will rise agmn, or,

which is the same thing, that he will rise m -t- 1 times in succes-

sion, is

cl

Hence the probability that ifhe rise m times in succession, he will

rise the >» + 1** time, is

cf»"‘'dp
Jo^ ^ i

cfjy^dp +
Jo

the known and generally received solution.

The above solution is usually founded upon a supposed analogy

ofthe problem with that of the drawing of balls from an um con-

taining a mixture of black and white balls, between which all

possible numerical ratios are assumed to be equally probable.

And it is remarkable, that there are two or three distinct hypo-

theses which lead to the same final result. For instance, if the

bolls arc finite in number, and those which are drawn arc not

2 B
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replaced, or if they are infinite in number, whether those drawn

are replaced or not, then, supposing that m successive drawings

liave yielded only white balls, the probability of the issue of a

white ball at the m + 1*^ drawing is

»n + 1 ,

m + 2
’

It has been said, that the principle involved in the above

and in similar applications is that of the equal distribution of

our knowledge, or rather of our ignorance— the assigning to

different states of things of which we know nothing, and upon

the very groimd that we know nothing, equal degrees of proba-

bility. I apprehend, however, that this is an arbitrary method of

procedure. Instances may occur, and one such has been adduced,

in which different hypotheses lead to the same final conclusion.

But those instances are exceptional. With reference to the par-

ticular problem in question, it is shown in the memoir cited, that

there is one hypothesis, viz., when the balls are finite in number

and not replaced, which leads to a different conclusion, and it is

easy to sec that there are other hypotheses, as strictly involving

the principle of the “ equal distribution of knowledge or igno-

rance,” wliich would also conduct to conflicting results.

24. For instance, let the case of sunrise be represented by

the drawing of a white ball from a bag containing an infinite

number of balls, which are all either black or white, and let the

assumed principle be, that all possible constitutions of the system

ofhalls are equally probable. By a constitution of the system, I

mean an arrangement which assigns to every ball in the system

a determinate colour, either black or white. Let us thence seek

the probability, that if m white balls are drawn in m drawings,

a white ball will be drawn in the m + 1“ drawing.

First, supiwse the number of the balls to be y, and let the

symbols a*, , a:, , . . a:,, be appropriated to them in the following

manner. Let .T; denote that event which consists in the i'* ball

of the system being white, the proposition declaratory of such a

state of things being a;; = 1. In like manner the compound

* See a memoir by Bishop Terrot, Edinburgh Phil. Trans. toI. xx. Part ir.
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symbol Xi will represent the circumstance of the ball being

black. It is evident that the several constituents formed of the

entire set of symbols x,, x,, . . will represent in like manner

the several possible constitutions of the system of balls with

respect to blackness and whiteness, and the number of such con-

stitutions being 2**, the probability of each will, in accordance

with the hypothesis, be ^ . This is the value which we should

find if we substituted in the expression of any constituent for

each ofthe symbols x,, x,, . . x„, the value Hence, then, the

probability of any event which can be expressed as a series of

constituents of the above description, will be found by substi-

tuting in such expression the value ^ for each of the above
£

symbols.

Now the larger n is, the less probable it is that any ball

which has been drawn and replaced will be drawn again. As ft

approaches to infinity, this probability approaches to 0. And
this being the case, the state of the balls actually drawn can be

expressed as a logical function of m ofthe symbols x, , . . x, . . x,.,

and therefore, by development, as a series of constituents of the

said m symbols. Hence, therefore, its probability will be fonnd

by substituting for each of the symbols, whether in the unde-

veloped or the developed form, the value - . But this is the very
A

substitution which it would be necessary, and which it would

suffice, to make, if the probability ofa white ball at each drawing

were known, d priori, to be ^

.

It follows, therefore, that if the number of balls be infinite,

and all constitutions of the system equally probable, the ])roba-

bility of drawing m white balls in succession will be and the
2 "*

probability of drawing m + 1 white balls in succession
1

2"*’' ’

whence the probability that after m white balls have been drawn,

the next drawing will furnish a white one, will be In other

2b2
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words, past experience does not in this case affect future ex-

pectation.

25. It may be satisfactory to verify this result by ordinary

methods. To accomplish this, we shall seek

—

First : The probability of drawing r white balls, and p-r
black balls, inp trials, out of a bag containing fi balls, every ball

being replaced after drawing, and all constitutions of the systems

being equally probable, d priori.

Secondly : The value which this probability assumes when

becomes infinite.

Thirdly : The probability hence derived, that if m white

balls are drawn in succession, the m + 1** ball drawn will be

white also.

The probability that r white balls and p - r black ones will be

drawn in p trials out of an um containing fi balls, each ball

being replaced after trial, and all constitutions of the system as

above defined being equally probable, is equal to the sum of the

probabilities of the same result upon the separate hypotheses of

there being no white balls, 1 white ball,—lastly ft white balls in

the urn. Therefore, it is the sum of the probabilities of this re-

sult on the hypothesis of there being n white balls, n varying

firom 0 to ju.

Now supposing that there are n white balls, the probability

of drawing a white ball in a single drawing is-, and the proba-

bility of drawing r white balls and p~ r black ones in a parti-

cular order in p drawings, is

But there being as many such orders as there are combinations

of r things in p things, the total probability of drawing r white

balls in p drawings out of the system of p balls of which n are

white, is

p(p-l)..(p-r+ 1)

1 .2..P ( 1 )

Again, the number ofconstitutions of the system ofp balls, which

admit of exactly n balls being white, is
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;
a(^ - 1) . . (ji-n+ 1)

1 .2 ..n ’

and the number of possible constitutions of the system is 2**.

Hence the probability that exactly n balls are white is

nifi-l) . .
Qt-n+ 1)

1.2..

n2'*

Multiplying (1) by this expression, and taking the sum of the

products from n - 0 to n = /i, we have

pip- 1) ..p-r + 1 w (m - 1) .
. M

1 .2..r 1 .2..n2»*
. (2 )

for the expression of the total probability, that out of a system

of ft balls ofwhich all constitutions are equally probable, r white

baUs will issue in p drawings. Now

J _
nj-r

1 .2..n.2»‘

1 - "
allo

+

pj

A
1 .2..n

(3)

D standing for the symbol so that (Z>) t"»= ^ (n) t"* . But

by a known theorem,

A’O* A>0”
r*=l + A0«< +^t(<-l) + ^<(t-l)(/-2).

.-. D«(l + t»)'‘-ll + A0-I>+^ D(/)-l) + &c.) (1+ f*)".

In the second member let t* = x, then

d A*0" rf*

Z?" (1 + «*)M = (1 + A0«*^ + y-y I*^ + &C.) (1 + X)»,

since
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In the second member of the above equation, performing the dif-

ferentiations and making x = l (since 0 = 0), we get

2?" (1 +«•>* = /u (A0-) 2^-' + (A*0-) 2^-» + &c.

The last term of the second member of this equation will be

>-(-- 1) <>-" " ‘)

since A" 0" = 1 .2,.m. When ^ is a large quantity this term

exceeds all the others in value, and as n approaches to infinity

tends to become infinitely great in comparison with them. And
as moreover it assumes the form /a" 2“'", we have, on passing to

the limit,

J5- (1 + j»)M = 2s—

=

Hence if ^ (Z)) represent any function of the symbol D, which

is capable of being expanded in a series ofascending powers ofD,

we have

+ = (4)

if0 = 0 and ft
= oa. Strictly speaking, this implies that the ratio of

the two members of the above equation approaches a state of

equality, as ju increases towards infinity, 6 being equal to 0.

By means of this theorem, the last member of (3) reduces to

the form

p(p-\)..(p-r+l n\f

1.2..r V2j
’

Hence (2) gives

as the expression for the probability that from an um containing

an infinite number of black and white balls, all constitutions of

the system being equaUy probable, r white balls will issue in p
drawings.

Hence, making p = m,r = tn, the probability that in m drawings

all the balls will be white is , and the probability that this
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will be the case, and that moreover the tn + 1'* drawing will

yield a white ball is , whence the probability, that if the

first m drawings yield white balls only, the m + !•* drawing will

also yield a white ball, is

and generally, any proposed result will have the same probability

as if it were an even chance whether each particular drawing

yielded a white or a black ball. This agrees with the conclusion

before obtmned.

26. These results only illustrate the fact, that when the defect

of data is supplied by hypothesis, the solutions will, in general,

vary with the nature of the hypotheses assumed ; so that the

question still remains, only more definite in form, whether the

principles of the theory of probabilities serve to guide us in the

election of such hypotheses. I have already expressed my convic-

tion that they do not—a conviction strengthened by other reasons

than those above stated. Thus, a definite solution of a problem

having been found by the method of this work, an equally de-

finite solution is sometimes attmnable by the same method when

one ofthe data, suppose Prob. x =p, is omitted. But I have not

been able to discover any mode of deducing the second solution

from the first by integration, with respect to p supposed variable

within limits determined by Chap. xix. This deduction would,

however, I conceive, be possible, were the principle adverted to

in Art. 23 valid. Still it ia with diffidence that I express my
dissent on these points from mathematicians generally, and more

especially from one who, of English writers, has most fully en-

tered into the spirit and the methods of Laplace ; and I venture

to hope, that a question, second to none other in the Theory of

Probabilities in importance, will receive the careful attention

which it deserves.
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CHAPTER XXL

PARTICULAR APPLICATION OF THB PREVIOUS GENERAL METHOD

TO THE QUESTION OF THB PROBABILITY OF JUDGMENTS.

1. the presumption that the general method of this treatise

for the solution of questions in the theory ofprobabilities,

has been suflBciently elueidatcd in the previous chapters, it is pro-

posed here to enter upon one of its practical applications selected

out of the wide field ofsocial statistics, viz., the estimation ofthe

probability of judgments. Perhaps this application, if weighed

by its immediate results, is not the best that could have been

chosen. One of the first conclusions to which it leads is that of

the necessary insufficiency of any data that experience alone can

furnish, for the accomplishment of the most important object of

the inquiry. But in setting clearly before us the necessity of

hypotheses as supplementary to the data of experience, and in

enabling us to deduce with rigour the consequences of any hy-

pothesis which may be assumed, the method accomplishes all

that properly lies within its scope. And it may be remarked,

that in questions which relate to the conduct of our own species,

hypotheses are more justifiable than in questions such as those re-

ferred to in the concluding sections of the previous chapter. Our
general experience of human nature eomes in aid ofthe scantiness

and imperfection of statistical records.

2. The elements involved in problems relating to criminal

assize are the following :

—

1st. The probability that a particular member of the jury

will form a correct opinion upon the case.

2nd. The probability that the accused party is guilty.

3rd. The probability that he will be condemned, or that he

will be acquitted.

4th. The probability that his condemnation or acquittal will

be just.

6tb. The constitution of the jury.
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6th. The data furnished by experience, such as the relative

numbers of cases in which unanimous decisions have been arrived

at, or particular majorities obtained ; the number of cases in

which decisions have been reversed by superior courts, &c.

Agmn, the class of questions under consideration may be

regarded as either direct or inverse. The direct questions ofpro- .

bability are those in which the probability of correct decision

for each member of the tribunal, or of guilt for the accused

party, are supposed to be known d priori, and in which the proba-

bility ofa decision ofa particular kind, or with a definite majority,

is sought. Inverse problems are those in which, from the data fur-

nished by experience, it is required to determine some element

which, though it stand to those data in the relation of cause to

effect, cannot directly be made the subject of observation; as

when from the records of the decisions of courts it is required to

determine the probability that a member of a court will judge

correctly. To this species of problems, the most difiBcult and

the most important of the whole series, attention will chiefly be

directed here.

3. There is no diflSculty in solving the direct problems re-

ferred to in the above enumeration. Supjx)se there is but one

juryman. Let k be the probability that the accused person is

guilty; X the probability that the juryman will form a correct

opinion ; X the probability that the accused person will be con-

demned : then

—

kx = probability that the accused party is guilty, and that the

juryman judges him to be guilty.

(l-A)(l-a:)= probability that the accused person is inno-

cent, and that the juryman pronounces him guilty.

Now these being the only cases in which a verdict of con-

demnation can be given, and being moreover mutually exclusive,

we have
A - /b: + (1 - it) (1 - x). (1)

In like manner, if there be n jurymen whose separate proba<-

bilities of correct judgment are x,, x, . . x«, the probability ofan

unanimous verdict of condemnation will be

X = Ax, X, . . X, + (1 - A) (1 - X,) (I - X,) . . (1 - X,).
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WTiencc, if the several probabilities X| , x, . . j;, are equal, and are

each represented by x, we have

+ (1-A) (1 -i)«. (2)

The probability in the latter case, that the accused person is guilty,

will be
Ajr"

Ax" + ( 1 - A) (1 - x)*
’

All these results assume, that the events whose probabilities

are denoted by A, x,, x„ &c., are indejiendent, an assumption

which, however, so far as we are concerned, is involved in the

&ct that those events are the only ones ofwhich the probabilities

are given.

The probability of condemnation by a given number ofvoices

may be found on the same principles. If a jury is composed of

three persons, whose several probabilities of correct decision are

X, X, af, the probability X, that the accused person will be de-

clared guilty by two of them will bo

X, = A (ax' (I - + xx’ (1 - aO + * (1 - *))

+ (1-A) {(l-x)(l-x')x" + (l-x)(l-x")x'+(l-x')(l-x')x),

which if X = aJ" = X* reduces to

3AX* (1 - x) + 3 (1 - A) X (I - x)’.

And by the same mode of reasoning, it will appear that if

represent the probability that the accused person will be de-

clared guilty by i voices out of a jury consisting of n persons,

whose separate probabilities of correct judgment are equal, and

represented by x, then

Ifthe probability ofcondemnation by a determinate majority a

is required, we have simply

,

i - a == n - i,

whence
H + a
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which must be substituted in the above formula. Of course a

admits only of such values as make i an integer. If n is even,

those values are 0, 2, 4, &c. ; ifodd, 1, 3, 5, &c., as is otherwise

obvious.

The probability of a condemnation by a majority of at least a

given number of voices m, will be found by adding together the

following several probabilities determined as above, viz.

:

1st. The probability of a condemnation by an exact ma-

jority m ;

2nd. The probability of condemnation by the next greater

majority m + 2 ;

'

and so on ; the last element of the series being the probability of

unanimous condemnation. Thus the probability ofcondemnation

by a majority of 4 at least out of 12 jurors, would be

+ X^ . . + .^ 12 ,

the values of the above terms being pven by (3) after making

therein n = 12.

4. When, instead of a jury, we are considering the ease of a

simple deliberative assembly eonsisting of n persons, whose sepa-

rate probabilities ofcorrectjudgment arc denoted by x, the above

formula: are replaced by others, made somewhat more simple by

the omission of the quantity k.

The probability of unanimous decision is

X = z" + (1 - z)".

The probability of an agreement of i voices out of the whole

number is

Xi
n{n - 1) . . (n - I + 1)

1 . 2 . .

»

(z*(l -z)*'‘ + z"'*(l -z)'}. (4).

Of this class of investigations it is unnecessary to give any

further account. They have been pursued to a considerable ex-

tent by Condorcet, Laplace, Poisson, and other writers, who

have investigated in particular the modes of calculation and re-

duction which are necessary to be employed when n and i are

large numbers. It is apparent that the whole inquiry is of a very

speculative character. The values of z and k cannot be deter-
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mined by direct obBervatlon. We can only presume that they

must both in general exceed the value that the former, x, must

increase with the progress of public intelligence ; while the latter,

k, must depend much upon those preliminary steps in the ad-

ministration of the law by which persons suspected of crime are

brought before the tribunal of their country. It has been re-

marked by Poisson, that in periods of revolution, as during the

Reign of Terror in France, the value of k may fall, if account be

taken of political offences, far below the limit The history of

Europe in days nearer to our .own would probably confirm this

observation, and would show that it is not from the wild license

of democracy alone, that the accusation of innocence is to be

apprehended.

Laplace makes the assumption, that all values of x from

are equally probable. He thus excludes the supposition that a

juryman is more likely to be deceived than not, but assumes that

within the limits to which the probabilities of individual cor-

rectness of judgment arc confined, we have no reason to give

preference to one value of x over another. This hypothesis is

entirely arbitrary, and it would be unavuling here to examine

into its consequences.

Poisson seems first to have endeavoured to deduce the values

of X and k, inferentially, from experience. In the six years from

1825 to 1830 inclusively, the number of Individuals accused of

crimes against the person before the tribunals of France was

11016, and the number of persons condemned was 5286. The

juries consbted each of 12 persons, and the decision was pro-

nounced by a simple majority. Assuming the above numbers

to be sufficiently large for the estimation of probabilities, there

would therefore be a probability measured by the fraction

or .4782 that an accused person would be condemned by a simple

majority. We should have the equation

X, + A. . . + X» - .4782, (5)
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the general expression for Xj being given by (3) after making

therein n = 12. In the year 1831 the law, having received alte-

ration, required a majority ofat least four persons for condemna-

tion, and the number of persons tried for crimes against the

person during that year being 2046, and the number condemned

743, the probability of the condemnation ofan individual by the

743
above majority was

20^’
'3631. Hence we should have

X, + X, . . . + X„ = .3631. (6)

Assuming that the values of k and x were the same for the

year 1831 as for the previous six years, the two equations (5) and

(6) enable us to determine approximately their values. Poisson

thus found,

k = .5364, X = .6786.

For crimes against property during the same periods, he

found by a similar analysis,

A = .6744, x = .7771.

The solution of the system (5) (6) conducts in each case to

two values of k, and to two values of x, the one value in each

pmr being greater, and the other less, than It was assumed,

that in each case the larger value should be preferred, it being

conceived more probable that a party accused ^hould be guilty

than innocent, and more probable that a juryman should form

a correct than an erroneous opinion upon the evidence.

6. The data employed by Poisson, especially those which were

furnished by the year 1831, are evidently too imperfect to permit

us to attach much confidence to the above determinations ofx and

k ; and it is chiefly for the sake of the method that they are bere

introduced. It would have been possible to record during the

six years, 1825-30, or during any similar period, the number of

condemnations pronounced with each possible nuyority of voices.

The values of the several elements X„ X„ . . Xi,, were there

no reasons of policy to forbid, might have been accurately ascer-

tained. Here then the conception of the general problem, of

which Poisson’s is a particular case, arises. How shall we, from
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this apparently supernumerary system of data, determine the

values of * and k? If the hypothesis, adopted by Poisson and

all other writers on the subject, of the absolute independence of

the events whoso probabilities are denoted by x and k be retained,

we should be led to fonn a system of five equations ofthe type (3),

and either select from these that pardcular pair ofequations which

might apiiear to be most advantageous, or combine together the

equations of the system by the method of least squares. There

might exist a doubt as to whether the latter method would be

strictly applicable in such cases, especially if the values ofx and k

afforded by different selected pairs ofthe given equations werevery

different from each other. M. Cournot has considered a somewhat

similar problem, in which, from the records ofindividual votes in

a court consisting of four judges, it is proposed to investigate the

separate probabilities of a correct verdict from each judge. For

the determination of the elements x, x', uf', x”, he obtmns eight

equations, which he divides into two sets of four equations, and

he remarks, that should any considerable discrepancy exist be-

tween the values of x, a!, x", x", determined from those sets, it

might be regarded as an indication that the hypothesis of the in-

dependence of the opinions of the judges was, in the particular

case, untenable. The principle of this mode of investigation has

been adverted to in (XVIII. 4).

6. I proceed to apply to the class ofproblems above indicated,

the method of this treatise, and shall inquire, first, whether the

records of coiuTs and deliberative assemblies, altme, can furnish

any information respecting the probabilities of correct judgment

for their individual members, and, it appearing that they cannot,

secondly, whnt kind and amount ofnecessary hypothesis will best

comport with the actual data.

Proposition I.

From the mere records ofthe decisions ofa court or deliberative

assembly, it is not possible to deduce any definite collusion re-

specting the correctness ofthe individualjudgments of its members.

Though this Proposition may appear to express but the con-

viction ofunassisted good sense, it will not be without interest to

show that it admits of rigorous demonstration.
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Let U8 suppose the case of a deliberative assembly consisting

of n members, no hypothesis whatever being made respecting

the dependence or independence of their judgments. Let the

lo^cal symbols a:,, os,, . . a:, be employed according to the fol-

lowing definition, viz. : Let the generic symbol Xi denote that

event which consists in the uttering of a correct opinion by the

i’* member, Ai of the court. We shall consider the values of

Prob. Xi, Prob. a^, . . Prob. z„, as the quasita of a problem, the

expression of whose possible data we must in the next place

investigate.

Now those data are the probabilities of events capable of

being expressed by definite logical functions of the symbols x,

,

Xi , . . X, . Let X, , X,, . . Xm represent the functions in question,

and let the actual system of data be

Prob. X, = a,
, Prob. X, = a, Prob. X* =

Then from the very nature of the case it may be shown that

X, , X,, . . X*, are functions which remain unchanged if

Xi, X,, . . Xn are therein changed into 1 - x,
,

1 - x,, . . 1 - x,

respectively. Thus, if it were recorded that in a certain pro-

portion of instances the votes given were unanimous, the event

whose probability, supposing the instances suflSciently numerous,

is thence determined, is expressed by the logical function

Xi X, . . X, + (I - X,) (I - X,) .
.
(1 - X,),

a function which satisfies the above condition. Again, let it be

recorded, that in a certiun proportion of instances, the vote of an

individual, supposed,, dififers from that of all the other mem-
bers of the court. The event, whose probability is thus given,

will be expressed by the function

X, (1 - Xj) . . (1 - x„) + (1 - X,) X, . . X,

;

also satisfying the above conditions. Thus, as agreement in

opinion may be on agreement in either truth or error ; and as,

when opinions arc divided, either party may be right or wong ;

it is manifest that the expression of any particular state, whether

of agreement or difference of sentiment in the assembly, will

depend upon a logical function of the symbols x,, x,, . . x,.
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which similarly involves the privative symbols 1 -Xi, 1 -

. . 1 - z.. But in the records of assemblies, it is not presumed

to declare which set of opinions is right or wrong. Hence the

functions X,, X,, . . X,, must be solely of the kind above de-

scribed.

7. Now in proceeding, according to the general method, to

determine the value of Prob. z,, we should first equate the func-

tions X,, . . Xm to a new set of symbols t,, . . From tlie

equations

Xi = tif X, = . X„ =

thus formed, we should eliminate the symbols z,, z„ . . z,, and

then determine z, as a developed logical function of the symbols

tit tit • • expressive of events whose probabilities arc given.

Let the result of the above elimination be

Exi + £' (1 - z,) - 0

;

E and £' being function of Then

E
*"°E-E'

0)

(2)

Now the functions X,, X„ . . X* are symmetrical with re-

ference to the symbols z,, . . x, and 1 - z,, . . 1 — z,. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that in the equationE must be identical with E.

Hence (2) gives

E

and it is evident, that the only coefficients which can appear in the

development of the second member of the above equation are

? and The former will present itself whenever the values

assigned to t,, . . in determining the coefficient ofa constituent,

are such as to make E the latter, or an equivalent result, in

every other case. Hence we may represent the development

under the form

(
3)

C and D being constituents, or aggregates of constituents, of the

symbols t,, t,, . . t..
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Passing then from Logic to Algebra, we have

Prob. X, =^ = c,
c

the function V of the general Rule (XVII. 17) reducing in the

present case to C. The value of Prob. x, is therefore wholly ar-

bitrary, if we except the condition that it must not transcend

the limits 0 and 1. The individual values ofProb. x,, . . Prob.x.,

are in like manner arbitrary. It does not hence follow, that

these arbitrary values are not connected with each other by ne-

cessary conditions dependent upon the data. The investigation

ofsuch conditions would, however, properly fall under the me-

thods of Chap. XIX.

If, reverting to the final logic;il equation, we seek the inter-

pretation of c, we obtain but a restatement of the original pro-

blem. For since C and D together include all possible consti-

tuents of t, , t,, . . , we have

C + = 1

;

and since D is affected by the coefficient -, it is evident that on

substituting therein fort,, their expressions in terms of

X,
, Xj, . . X, , we should have Z) = 0. Hence the same substitution

would give C = 1. Now by the rule, c is the probability that if

the event denoted by C take place, the event x, will take place.

Hence C being equal to 1 , and, therefore, embracing all possible

contingencies, c must be interpreted as the absolute probability of

the occurrence of the event x,

.

It may be interesting to determine in a particular case the

actual form of the final logical equation. Suppose, then, that the

elements from which the data arc derived arc the records of

events distinct and mutually exclusive. For instance, let the

numerical data a,, be the respective probabilities of

distinct and definite majorities. Then the logical functions

X,, X,, . . X. being mutually exclusive, must satisfy the con-

ditions

X, X, = 0, . X, x« = o, x,x.
Whence we Imvc,

=> 0, “ 0, &C.

2 c
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Under these circumstances it may easily be shown, that the

develojied logical value of a;, will be

Xi = — (flT, • * • • Ti,, • . + j

+ constitutents whose coefficients are

In the above equation 7, stands for 1 - <i, &c.

These investigations are equally applicable to the case in

which the probabilities of the verdicts of a jury, so far as agree-

ment and disagreement of opinion are concerned, form the data

of a problem. Let the logical symbol to denote that event or

state of things which consists in the guilt of the accused person.

Then the functions A',, X, . . X„ of the present problem are

such, that no change would therein ensue from simultaneously

converting to, t,

,

x, . . ar, into o, 7, , 7,, . . x« respectively.

Hence the final logical value of to, as well as those ofXi, x,, . . x,

will be exhibited under the same form (3), and a like general

conclusion thence deduced.

It is therefore established, that from mere statistical docu-

ments nothing can be inferred respecting either the individual

correctness of opinion of a judge or counsellor, the guilt of an

individual, or the merits of a disputed question. If the deter-

mination of such elements as the above can be reduced within

the province of science at all, it must be by virtue cither of

sonic assumed criterion of truth furnishing us with new data, or

of some hypothesis relative to the connexion or the independence

of individual judgments, which may warrant a new form of the

investigation. In the examination of the results of different

hypotheses, the following general Proposition will be of im-

portance.

Proposition II.

8. Givefi the probabilities of the n simple events x,, .r,, . . x„,

viz .
;

—

Prob. Xi = c„ Prob. x, = c,, . . Prob. x, = c,
; (1)

also the probabilities ofthe rn - 1 compound events X, , X, , . . X* . ,

,

viz ,
:

—

Prob. X, = n„ Prob. X, = a„ . . Prob. X„, , = (2)
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the latter events X, . . being distinct and mutually exclusive;

required the probability ofany other compound event X.

In this proposition it is supposed, that Xi, X%, .. as

well as X, are functions of the symbols Xi, Xt, . . alone.

Moreover, the events Xi, X,, . . X^.i, being mutually exclusive,

we have

Xi Xt = 0, . . Xi Xm-i = 0, Xt X, c= 0, &c.
; (3)

the product of any two members of the system vanishing. Now
assume

Xi ti, Xm.i = tm-n X = t. (4)

Then t must be determined as a logical function of X| , . . z,

,

lit • •

Now by (3),

— 0, ti tm. j
~ 0, t, 0, &C, t (5)

all binary products of vanishing. The developed ex-

pression for t can, therefore, only involve in the list of constitu-

ents which have 1, 0, or
^

for their coefficients, such as conttun

some one of the following factors, viz. :

—

tit% . . 7in_i , t, . . 7i»_ I , . . 7"i . . tm.% tg,.,
^ ^6)

ti standing for I - , &c. It remains to assign that portion of

each constituent which involves the symbols z, .

.

z. ; together

with the corresponding coeffiments.

Since Xt <= t{ (i being any integer between 1 and m - 1 inclu-

sive), it is evident that

Xi ti •

.

r«,.i — 0,

from the very constitution of the functions. Any constituent

included in the first member of the above equation would, there-

fore, have
^

for its coefficient.

Now let

Xm = 1 — Xi . . — Xm-I ; (7)

and it is evident that such constituents as involve F, . . F„.t, as

a factor, and yet have coefficients of the form 1, 0, or ^,must be

2 c 2
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included in the expression

A'«T. . 7».,.

Now may be resolved into two portions, viz., XX„ and

(1 - X) X^, the former being the sum of those constituents of

X„ which are found in A', the latter of those which are not found

in X. It is evident that in the developed expression of t, which

is equivalent to X, the coefficients of the constituents in the

former portion XX^ will be 1, while those of the latter portion

(1 - A") X* will be 0. Hence the elements we have now con-

sidered will contribute to the development of t the terms

XX, 7. . . 7... + 0 (1 - A-) X, 7. . . 7».i

.

Again, since A, = /,, while X, t, = <,<,= 0, &c., it is evident

that the only constituents involving 7, . . 7m. |
as a factor which

have coefficients ofthe form 1 , 0, or ^ , will be included in the ex-

pression

X
I 7, . . ^*,,1

5

and reasoning as before, we see that this will contribute to the de-

velopment of t the terms

XXi tiTg . . + 0 (^1 - X) Xj ti ti . . tig. I

,

Proceeding thus with the remaining terms of (6), we deduce

for the final expression of t,

i = XX, ti , . i,.\ + AXiti 7j . . 7*. I . . + t, . . 7m- 2 fm-i

+ 0(1— A) Ab, ti • • tn-i + 0(1— X) X| t| • ^m-\ + (8)

+ terms whose coefficients are -.

In this expression it is to be noted that XX, denotes the sum

of those constituents which arc common to X and A'^, timt sum

being actually given by multiplyingX and X« together, according

to the rules of the calculus of Logic.

In passing from Logic to Algebra, we shall represent by

(XX,) wliat the above product becomes, when, after effecting

the multiplication, or selecting the common constituents, we

give to the symbols x, , . . x, , a quantitative meaning.
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With this understanding we shall have, by the general Rule

(XVII. 17),

Prob. t

(XX«) . . f«,_i+(XAi) • tai.i . .+ (XX*. i) ti .. ^*.2/*

V (9)

V«= X* t| . . t*-! + Xi <1 . . Tm- 1
• • + X*_1 ?1 . • ^m-l ^m-1 ( 19)

whence the relations determining . x„, f,, . . will be of

the following type (i varying from 1 to n),

(^i X„) <1 . . f„.| 4 (jif Xij t| . . r*.i . . f (ji| A„_i) ti . . <*.2 <*.i

Ci

X| ^ . . f*_i X*.
I

r, . • r*_3 ^*.1

G*. I

- = K ( 11 )

From the above system we shall next eliminate the symbols

^1 > • • 1 •

We have

_ — Gl P - T Om.l F
ti tj • ' ^Bl-l J t| . . T*_2 ^*.1 = "VP .

Al ^Vm>l

Substituting these values in (10), we find

F=X« 7. ..F*., + a,F.. + a„.,F.

Hence,

( 12)

F. . . F«.,
(1 - a, . . - o*.,)

Now let

then we have
a* =1 — a, . . — a*_i

,

«-F
=
X*-

(13)

(14)

Now reducing, by means of (12) and (14), the equation (9),

and the equation formed by equating the first line of (11) to the

symbol F ; writing also Prob. X for Prob. (, we have

Prob. X=
A| A2 Am

Oi (ji,' Xi) a, (Xj'A'a)
_

a*(xjAn,)
Y V *

* V **
1

..V*

wherein A'* and a* are given by (7) and (13).

(15)

(16)
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These equations involve the direct solution of the problem

under consideration. In (16) we have the type of n equations

(formed by giving to i the values 1, 2, . . n successively), from

which the values of j;,, . . x,, will be found, and those values

substituted in (15) give the value of Prob. X as a function of

the constants a,, c,
, &c.

One conclusion deserving of notice, which is deducible from

the above solution, is, that if the probabilities of the compound

events X,, . . Xn.,, are the same as they would be were the

events x,, . . x« entirely independent, and with given probabi-

lities C|, . . c,, then the probability of the event X will be the

same as if calculated upon the same hypothesis of the absolute

inde{iendence of the events x,, . . x,. For upon the hypothesis

supposed, the assumption Xi r, , x„ °° c, , in the quantitative

system would give X, = U|, X. «= a., whence (15) and (16)

would give

Prob. X - (XX.) + (XX,) . . + (XX,), (17)

(x, X.) + (x, X,) . . + (x, X,) = c.
. (18)

But since X. + A', . . + X, = 1, it is evident that the second

member of (17) will be formed by taking all the constituents that

are contained in X, and ^ving them an algebraic signiRcance.

And a similar remark applies to (18). Whence those equations

respectively pve

Prob. X (logical) = X (algebraic),

Xj = Cj

.

Wherefore, if X = (^ (x,, x,, . . x,), we have

Prob. X ^ ^8, . . Cb),

which is the residt in question.

Hence too it would follow, that if the quantities c, , . . c.

were indeterminate, and no hypothesis were made as to the

jxissession of a mean common value, the system (15) (16) would

be satis6ed by ^ving to those quantities any such values,

X., X,, . . Xb, as would satisfy the equations

X. = a, . . A,.. = «Bi-i, A = a,

supjiosing the value ofthe element n, like the values ofa.,. . Ubi-u

to be given by experience.
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9. Before applying the general solution (15) (16), to the

question of the probability ofjudgments, it will be convenient to

make the following transformation. Let the data be

= Cj .... Xn = Cfty

namely,

Prob. Xi •= Oi .... Prob. = o,.,

;

and let it be required to determine Prob. A”..!, the unknown

value of which we will represent by a»_i. Then in (15) and (16)

we must change

X into A«.| , Prob. X into a*.,,

A*. I into An. I, Gn.i into On-I*

Xn mto Xn -1 + Xn, An IntO On-i + On ;

with these transformations, and observing that (Xn., Xr) ° 0,

except when r = m - 1, and that it is then equal to Xn.i, the

equations (15) (16) give

_ (fln-l + On) Xn-i
“ y j. y ’

^n.a (^t (flai. I + Am) + Xj

Xn-. Xn-.+ X.

Now from ( 19) we find

Xn-l Xn Xn-l + Xn
S - y

by virtue of wliich the last term of (20) may be reduced to the

form

^m-l (^iXn.,) An (^i An)

Xn-. ^ X.
•

With these reductions the system (17) and (18) may be replaced

by the following symmetrical one, viz.

:

V V
= (21)

"»-l

a, (.CiX,) «,(jT,X.) a„(x, .V„)
_

Y V V
“

.'l .V. .\n

These equations, in connexion with (7) and (13), enable us to
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determine os a function of c, . . c*, a, . . a».,, the numerical

data supposed to be furnished by experience. We now proceed

to their ajiplication.

Proposition III.

10. Given any tystem ofprobabilities drawn from recorded

instances of unanimity, or of assigned numerical majority in the

decisions ofa deliberative assembly ; required, upon a certain deter-

minate hy{u>thesis, the mean probability of correct judgment for a

member ofthe assembly.

In what way the probabilities of unanimous decision and of

specific numerical majorities may be determined from exjierience,

has been intimated in a former part of this chapter. Adopting

the notation of Prop. i. we shall represent the events whose pro-

babilities are given by the functions A,, Aj, . . A*.,. It has

appeared from the very nature of the case that these events are

mutually exclusive, and that the functions by which they are re-

presented are symmetrical with reference to the symbols x„ z„ ..x„.

Those symbols we continue to use in the same sense as in Prop, i.,

viz., by Xi we understand that event which consists in the for-

mation of a correct opinion by the »'* member of the assembly.

Now the immediate data ofexperience are

—

Prob. A'l = a,, Prob. A, = a,, . . Prob. A'*., = a„.,, (1)

Prob. A»., = «u.,. (2)

A'l . . A"*. I being functions of the logical symbols x„ x„ to the

probabilities of the events denoted by which, we shall assign the

indeterminate value c. Thus we shall have

Prob. X, = Prob. a;, . . = Prob. x„ = c. (3)

Now it has been seen, Prop, i., that the immediate data(l)

(2), unassisted by any hypothesis, merely conduct us to a re-

statement of the problem. On the other hand, it is manifest that

if, adopting the methods of Laplace and Poisson, we employ the

system (3) alone as the data for the application of the method of

this work, finally comparing the results obtained with the expe-

rimental system (1) (2), we are relying wholly upon a doubtful

hypothesis,—the independence of individual judgments. But
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though we ought not wholly to rely upon this hypothesis, we
cannot wholly dispense with it, or with some equivalent substi-

tute. Let us then examine the consequences of a limited inde-

pendence of the individualjudgments ; the conditions of limitation

being furnished by the apparently superfluous data. From the

system (1) (3) let us, by the method of this work, determine

Prob. X*.i, and, comparing the result with (2), determine c.

Even here an arbitrary power of selection is claimed. But it is

manifest from Prop. i. that something of this kind is unavoidable,

if we would obtain a definite solution at all. As to the principle

of selection, I apprehend that the equation (2) reserved for final

Com]>ari8on should be tliat which, from the magnitude of its nu-

merical element a..,, is esteemed the most important of the pri-

mary series furnished by experience.

Now, from the mutually exclusive character of the events

denoted by the functions A,, A,, . . A*.,, the concluding equa-

tions of the previous proposition become applicable. On account

of the symmetry of the same functions, and the reduction of the

system of values denoted by c,- to a single value c, the equations

represented by (22) become identical, the values of a:,,arj,..x,

become equal, and may be replaced by a single value x, and we

have simply.

A,.. A„
Um-X «’ (4 )

a, (j;A,) fl2(^Aj) Um (x Am)

"a; ^ A, ^ xT~

The following is the nature of the solution thus indicated :

The functions A,, ..A„.,, and the values a, being

given in the data, we have first,

A'm = 1 — A’,.. - Am-i,

«» = 1 - «i • • - «--f

From each of the functions A,, Aj, . . A'm thus given or de-

termined, we must select those constituents which contain a par-

ticular symbol, as x„ for a factor. This will determine the func-

tions (xA,), (xA,), &c., and then in all the functions we must

change x,, x,, . . x„ individually to x. Or we may regard any
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algcbnuc function Xj in the system (4) (5) as expressing the

probability of the event denoted by the logical function Xj, on

the supposition that the logical symbols Xi, Xt, . .x, denote in-

dependent events whose common probability is x. On the same

supposition (xXj) would denote the probability of the concur-

rence of any particular event of the series z,, x,, . . x. with Xf.

The forms of Xj, (xXi), &c. being determined, the equation (4)

gives the value of x, and thb, substituted in (5), determines the

value ofthe element c required. Ofthe two values which its so-

lution will ofTer, one being greater, and the other less, than the

greater one must be chosen, whensoever, upon general conside-

rations, it is thought more probable that a member ofthe assembly

will judge correctly, than that he will judge inoorrectly.

Here then, upon the assumed principle that the largest of

the values a„.i shall be reserved for final comparison in the

equation (2), we possess a definite solution of the problem pro-

posed. And the same form of solution remains applicable should

any other equation of the system, upon any other ground, as that

of superior accuracy, be similarly reserved in the place of (2).

1 1 . Let us examine to what extent the above reservation has

influenced the final solution. It is evident tliat the equation (5)

is quite independent of the choice in question. So is likewise

the second member of (4). Had we reserved the function A'„

instead of X..,, the equation for the determination of z would

have been
X.

“i a-
’

but the value of x thence determined would still have to be sub-

stituted in the same final equation (5). Wo know that were

the events z„ x^, . . z« really independent, the equations (4),

(6), and all others of which they are types, would prove equi-

valent, and tliat the value of x furnished hy any one of them

would be the true value of c. This affords a means of verifying

(5). For if that equation be correct, it ought, under the above

circumstanees, to be satisfied by the assumption c = x. In other

words, tlie equation

«, (xX,) rt,(xA',) f/„(xX„)
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ought, on solution, to give the same value of x as the equation

(4) or (6). Now this will be the case. For since, by hypothesis,

a,
“

a,
' a.

’

we have, by a known theorem,

^ ^ ^ ^^ ^
+ X...+ X,

^ j
a, o,

'

' a. a, + a, . . + a„

Hence (7) becomes on substituting a, for Xi, &c,

(xX,) + (xX,) . . + (xX„) = X

a mere identity.

Whenever, therefore, the events x„ x,, . . x, are really inde-

pendent, the system (4) (5) is a correct one, and is independent

of the arbitrariness of the first step of the process by which it

was obUuned. When the said events are not independent, the

final system of equations will possess, leaving in abeyance the

principle of selection above stated, an arbitrary element. But

from the persistent form of the equation (5) it may be inferred

that the solution is arbitrary in a less degree than the solutions

to which the hypothesis of the absolute independence of the in-

dividual judgments would conduct us. The discussion of the

limits of the value of c, as dependent upon the limits of the value

of X, would determine such points.

These considerations suggest to us the question whether the

equation (7), which is symmetrical with reference to the func-

tions X|, X„ . . X„, free from any arbitrary elements, and rigo-

rously exact when the events x,, x,, . . x. are really independent,

might not be accepted as a mean general solution of the problem.

The proper mode of determining this point would, I conceive, be

to ascertain whether the value ofx which it would afford would,

in general, fall within the limits of the value of c, as determined

by the systems of equations of which the system (4), (5), presents

the type. It seems probable that under ordinary circumstances

this would be the case. Independently of such considerations,

however, we may regard ( 7 ) as itself the expression of a certain

principle of solution, viz., that regarding X,, X„ . . X* as ex-

clusive causes of the event whose probability is x, we accept the
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probabilities of those causes «„ . . from experience, but form

the conditional probabilities of the event as dependent upon such

causes,

&c. (XVII. Prop. I.)

on the hypothesis of the independence of individual judgments,

and so deduce the equation (7). I conceive this, however, to be

a less rigorous, though possibly, in practice a more convenient

mode of procedure than that adopted in the general solution.

12. It now only remains to assign the particular forms which

the algebraic functions X„ {xX^, &c. in the above equations as-

sume when the logical function X, represents that event which

consists in r members of the assembly voting one way, and n - r

members the other way. It is evident that in this case the alge-

braic function A'( expresses what the probability of the supposed

event would be were the events x„ x,, . . x, independent, and

their common probability measured by x. Hence we should

have, by Art. 3,

n(n - !)..(»- r + 1)
+ (1 -x)«

Under the same circumstances (xA"j) would represent the pro-

bability of the compound event, which consists in a particular

member ofthe assembly forming a correct judgment, conjointly

with the general state of voting recorded above. It would,

therefore, be the probability that a particular member votes cor-

rectly, while of the remaining 7i - 1 members, r - 1 vote cor-

rectly ; or that the same member votes eorrectly, while of the

remaining n - 1 members r vote incorrectly. Hence

(«-l)(n-2)..(n-r + l)_, (n - 1) (n - 2) .. (n - r)

1.2 . .r-1 1 . 2 . . r
'

Proposition IV.

13. Given any system ofprobabilities drawnfrom recorded in-

stances ofunanimity, or ofassigned numerical majority in the de-

cisions of a criminal court ofjustice, required upon hypotheses

similar to those ofthe last proposition, the mean probability c of
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correct jttdfftnent for a member ofthe court, and the general pro-

bability k ofguilt in an accused person.

The solution of this problem differs in but a slight degree

from that of the List, and may be referred to the same gencnil

fonnulas, (4) and (5), or (7). It is to be observed, that as there

are two elements, c and A, to be determined, it is necessary to

reserve two of the functions X„ Xj, . . A'„.„ let us suppose A'l

and Xn-i, for final comparison, employing either the remiuning

wi - 3 functions in the expression of the data, or the two respec-

tive sets A',, X„ . . A„.„ and A'„ A'„ . . . A'„.,. In either case

it is supposed that there must be at least two original indepen-

dent data. If the equation (7) be alone employed, it would in

the present instance furnish two equations, which may thus be

written

:

n,(xA.) a,(xA,)
,

a„(xX„)

A. A,
•

a,(AA,) a, (A A,)

A> ^ A,
*

( 1 )

(2 )

These equations are to be employed in the following manner ;

—

Let a’l, Xj, . . X, represent those events which consist in the for-

mation of a correct opinion by the members of the court respec-

tively. Let also to represent that event which consists in the

guilt of the accused member. By the aid of these symbols we
can logically express the functions* A"^,, A'„ . . A'„.i, whose proba-

bilities are given, as also the function A'„. Then from the func-

tion A, select those constituents which contain, as a factor, any

particular symbol of the set x„ x,, . .x,, and also those consti-

tuents which contain as a factor to. In both results change

x„ x„ . . X, severally into x, and to into h. The above results

will give (xA^) and (A A,). Effecting the same transformations

throughout, the system (1), (2) will, upon the particular hypo-

thesis involved, determine x and A.

14. We may collect from the above investigations the fol-

lowing facts and conclusions

:

1st. That from the mere records of agreement and disagree-

ment in the opinions of any body of men, no definite numerical

conclusions can be drawn respecting cither tlic probability of cor-
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rect judgment in an individual member of the body, or the merit

of the questions submitted to its consideration.

2nd. That such conclusions may be drawn upon various dis-

tinct hypotheses, as— 1st, Upon the usual hypothesis of the abso-

lute independence of individual judgments ; 2ndly, upon certain

definite modifications of that hypothesis warranted by the actual

data ; Srdly, upon a distinct principle of solution suggested by

the appearance of a common form in the solutions obtained by

the modifications above adverted to.

Lastly. That whatever of doubt may attach to the final re-

sults, rests not upon the imperfection of the method, which

adapts itself equally to all hypotheses, but upon the imcertainty

of the hypotheses themselves.

It seems, however, probable that with even the widest limits

of hypothesis, consistent with the taking into account of all the

data ofexperience, the deviation of the results obtained would be

but slight, and that their mean values might be determined with

great confidence by the methods of Prop. iii. Of those methods

1 should be disposed to give the preference to the first. Such a

principle ofmean solution having been agreed upon, other consi-

derations seem to indicate that the values of c and k for tribunals

and assemblies possessing a definite constitution, and govenied

in their deliberations by fixed rules, would remain nearly con-

stant, subject, however, to a small secular variation, dependent

upon the progress of knowled|;e and of justice among mankind.

There exist at present few, if any, data proper for their determi-

nation.
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CHAPTER XXII.

ON THE NATURE OF SCIENCE, AND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE

INTELLECT.

1. ^^THAT I mean by the constitution of a system is the
* ' aggregate of those causes and tendencies which pro-

duce its observed character, when operating, without interference,

under those conditions to which the system is conceived to be

adapted. Our judgment of such adaptation must be founded

upon a study of the circumstances in which the system attains its

freest action, produces its most harmonious results, or fulfils in

some other way the apparent design of its construction. There

are cases in which we know distinctly the causes upon which the

operation of a system depends, as well as its conditions and its

end. This is the most perfect kind of knowledge relatively to

the subject under consideration. Tliere are also cases in which

we know only im{)eriectly or partially the causes which are at

work, but are able, nevertheless, to determine to some extent

the laws of their action, and, beyond this, to discover general

tendencies, and to infer ulterior purpose. It has thus, I think

rightly, been concluded tliat there is a moral faculty in our na-

ture, not because we can understand the special instruments by

which it works, ns we connect the organ with the faculty of sight,

nor upon the ground that men agree in the adoption of universal

rules of conduct ; but because while, in some form or other, the

sentiment of moral approbation or disapprobation manifests itself

in all, it tends, wherever human progress is observable, wherever

society is not either stationary or hastening to decay, to attach

itself to certain classes of actions, consentaneously, and after a

manner indicative both of permanency and of law. Always and

everywhere the manifestation ofOrder affords a presumption, not

measurable indeed, but real (XX. 22), of the fulfilment of an cud

or purpose, and the exi.stence of a ground of orderly causation.
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2. The particular question of the constitution of the intellect

has, it is almost needless to say, attracted the efforts of speculative

ingenuity in every age. For it not only addresses itself to that

desire of knowledge which the greatest masters ofancient thought

believed to be innate in our species, but it adds to the ordinary

strength of thi.s motive the inducement of a human and personal

interest. A genuine devotion to truth is, indeed, seldom partial

in its aims, but wliile it prompts to expatiate over the fair fields of

outward observation, forbids to neglect the study of our own fa-

culties. Even in ages the most dcvote<l to material interests,

some portion of the current of thought has been reflected in-

wards, and the desire to comprehend that by which all else is

comprehended has only been bafiSed in order to be renewed.

It is probable that this pertuuicity of effort would not have

been maintained among sincere inquirers after truth, had the

conviction been general that such speculations are hojiclessly

barren. We may conceive that it has been felt that if something

of error and uncertainty, always incidental to a state of partial

information, must ever be attached to the results of such in-

quiries, a residue of positive knowledge may yet remmn ; that

the contradictions which arc met with are more often verbal than

real ; above all, that even probable conclusions derive here an in-

terest and a value from their subject, which render them nut

unworthy to claim regard beside the more definite and moi-c

splendid results of physical science. Such considerations seem

to be perfectly legitimate. Insoluble as many of the problems

connected ivith the inquiry into the nature and constitution of

the mind must be presumed to be, there are not wanting others

ujion which a limited but not doubtful knowledge, others ujion

which the conclusions of a highly probable analogy, are attain-

able. As the realms ofday and night are not strictly contenni-

nous, but are separated by a crepuscular zone, through which the

light of the one fades gradually off into the darkness ofthe other,

so it may be said that every region of positive knowledge lies sur-

rounded by a debateable and speculative territory, over which it

in some degree extends its influence and its light. Thus there

may be questions relating to the constitution of the mtellect

which, though they do not admit, in the present state of know-
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ledge, of an absolute decision, may receive so much of reflected

information as to render their probable solution not difficult ; and

there may ah*o be questions relating to the nature of science, and

even to particular truths and doctrines of science, upon which

they who accept the general principles of this work cannot but be

led to entertain positive opinions, differing, it may be, from those

which are usually received in the present day.* In what fol-

lows I shall recapitulate some of the more deflnite conclusions

established in the former parts of this treatise, and shall then

indicate one or two trains of thought, connected with the gene-

ral objects above adverted to, which they seem to me calculated

to suggest.

3. Among those conclu-sions, relating to the intellectual con-

stitution, which may be considered as belonging to the realm of

positive knowledge, we may reckon the scientific laws of thought

and reasoning, -which have formed the basis of the general me-

thods of this treatise, together with the principles. Chap, v., by

which their application has been determined. The resolution of

the domain of thought into two spheres, distinct but coexistent

(IV. XI.) ; the subjection of the intellectual operations within

those spheres to a common system of laws (XI.); the general

mathematical character of those laws, and their actual expression

(II. III.) ; the extent of their affinity wdth the laws of thought in

the domain of number, and the point of their divergence there-

from ; the dominant diameter of the two limiting conceptions of

universe and eternity among all the subjects of.thought with

which Logic is concerned ; the relation of those conceptions to

the fundamental conception of unity in the science of number,

—

these, with many similar results, are not to be ranked as merely

* The following illustration may suffice:

—

It is maintaiued by some of the highest modern authorities in grammar that

conjunctions connect propositions only. Now, without inquiring directly whe-

ther this opinion is sound or not» it is obvious that it cannot consistently beheld

by any who admit the scientihe principles of this treatise; for to such it would

seem to involve a denial, either, 1st, of the possibility of ptTfarming^ or 2odly, of

the possibility of erpre9$ing^ a mental operation, the laws of which, viewed in

both these relations, have been investigated and applied in the present work

(Latham on the English Language; Sir J»»hn St«»ddart*H Universal Gram-

mar, &c.)

2 D
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probable or analogical conclusions, but are entitled to be re-

garded as truths of science. Whether they be tenned meta-

physical or not, is a matter of indifference. The nature of the

evidence upon which they rest, though in kind distinct, is not

inferior in value to any which can be adduced in supjwrt of the

general truths of physical science.

Again, it is agreed that there is a certain order observ-

able in the progress of all the exacter forms of knowledge.

The study of everj' department of physical science begins with

observation, it advances by tlic collation of facts to a presump-

tive acquaintance with their connecting law, the validity of

such presumption it tests by new experiments so devised as to

augment, if the presumption be well founded, its probability in-

definitely ; and finally, the law of the phienomenon having been

with sufficient confidence determined, the investigation of causes,

conducted by the due mixture of hypotliesis and deduction,

crowns the inquiry. In this advancing order of knowledge, the

particular fiiculties and laws whose nature has been considered

in this work bear their part. It is evident, therefore, that if we

would Impartially investigate either the nature of science, or

the intellectual constitution in its relation to science, no j>art of

the two series above presented ought to be regarded as isolated.

More csjKJcially ought those truths which stand in any kind of

supplemental relation to each other to be considered in their mu-

tual bearing and connexion.

4. Thus the necessity of an exjjcrimcntal basis for all positive

knowledge, viewed in connexion with the existence and the

peculiar character of that system of mental laws, and principles,

and operations, to which attention has been directed, tends to

throw light upon some imfiortant questions by which the world

of speculative thought is still in a great measure divided. How,

from the particular facts which experience presents, do we arrive

at the general propositions of science ? What is the nature of

these propositions? Are they solely the collections of experi-

ence, or does the mind supply some connecting principle of its

own? In a tvord, what is the nature of scientific truth, and

what are the grounds of that confidence with which it claims to

be received?
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That to sucli questions as the above, no single and general

answer can be given, must be evident. There areciises in which

they do not even need discussion. Instances are familiar, in

which general proiiositions merely express per enumerationem

simplicetn, a fact established by actual observation in all the

cases to which the proposition applies. The astronomer as-

serts upon this ground, that all the known jilancts move from

west to east round the sun. But there arc also cases in which

general propositions are assumed from observation of their truth

in particular instances, and extension of that truth to instances

unobserved. No principle of merely deductive reasoning can

warrant such a procedure. VMieu from a large number of ob-

servations on the planet Mars, Kepler inferred that it revolved

in an ellipse, the conclusion was larger than liis premises, or in-

deed than any premises which mere observation coukl give.

What other element, then, is necessaiy to give even a prospective

validity to such generalizations as this ? It is the ability in-

herent in our nature to appreciate Order, and the concurrent pre-

sumption, however founded, that the phamomena of Nature are

connected by a princiide of Order. Without these, the general

truths of physical science could never have been ascertained.

Grant tliat tlie procedure thus established can only conduct us

to probable or to approximate results ; it only follows, that the

larger number of the generalizations of physical science possess

but a probable or appro.xiinate truth. The security of the tenure

of knowledge consists in this, that wheresoever such conclusions

do truly represent the constitution of Nature, our confidence in

their truth receives indefinite confirmation, and soon becomes

undistinguishable from certainty. The existence of that prin-

ciple above represented as the basis of inductive reasoning

enables us to solve the much disputed question os to the neces-

sity of general propositions in reasoning. The logician affirms,

that it is impossible to deduce any conclusion from particular

premises. Modern writers of high repute have contended, that

all reasoning is from particular to particular truths. They in-

stance, that in concluding from the possession of a projierty by

certain members of a class, its possession by some other member,

it is not necessary to establish the intermediate general conclu-

2d2
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sion which affirms its possession by all the members oi'the class

in common. Now whether it is so or not, that principle of

order or analogy upon which the reasoning is conducted must

either Ije stated or apprehended as a general truth, to give vali-

dity to the final conclusion. In this form, at least, the necessity

of general propositions as the basis of inference is confirmed,—

a

necessity which, however, I conceive to be involved in the very

e.xistcnce, and still more in the peculiar nature, of those faculties

whose laws have been investigated in this work. For if the pro-

cess of reasoning be carefully analyzed, it will appear that al)-

straction is made of all peculiarities of the individual to which

the conclusion refers, and the attention confined to those pro-

perties by which its membership of the class is defined.

6. But besides the general propositions which are derived by

induction from the collated facts of e.xiierience, there c.xist others

belonging to the domain of what is termed necessary truth. Such

are the general propositions of Arithmetic, as well as the propo-

sitions expressing the laws of thought upon which the general

methods of this treatise are founded ; and these propositions

are not only capable of being rigorously verified in particular

instances, but are made manifest in all their generality from the

study of particular instances. Again, there exist general pro-

positions expressive of necessary truths, but incapable, from the

imperfection of the senses, of being exactly verified. Some, if

not all, of the propositions of Geometry are of this nature ; but

it is not in the region of Geometry alone that such propositions

are found. The question concerning their nature and origin

is a very ancient one, and as it is more intimately connected

with the inejuiry into the constitution of the intellect than any

other to which allusion has been made, it will not be irrelevant

to consider it here. Among the opinions which have most

widely prevailed upon the subject are the following. It has

been maintained, that propositions of the class referred to exist

in the mind independently of experience, and that those concep-

tions which are the subjects of them arc the imprints of etcnial

archetypes. With such archetypes, conceived, however, to pos-

sess a reality of which all the objects of sense are l)Ut a faint

shadow or dim suggestion, Plato furnished his ideal world. It
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has, on the other hand, been variously contended, that the

subjects of such propositions are copies of individual objects of

experience ; tliat they are mere names ; that they are individual

objects of ex[>erience tlieinselvcs
;
and that the propositions which

relate to them are, on account ofthe imperfection of those objects,

bnt partially true; lastly, that they are intellectual products

formed by abstraction from the sensible perceptions of individual

things, but so formed as to become, what the individual things

never can be, subjects of science, i. e. subjects concerning which

exact and general propositions may be affirmed. And there ex-

ist, perhaps, yet other views, in some of which the sensible, in

others the intellectual or ideal, element predominates.

Now if the last of the views above adverted to be taken (for

it is not proposed to consider either the purely ideal or the

purely nominalist view) and if it be inquired what, in the

sense above stated, arc the proper objects of science, objects in

relation to which its propositions arc true without any mixture

of error, it is conceived that but one answer can be given. It

is, that neither do individual objects of experience, nor with all

probability do the mental images which they suggest, possess

any strict claim to this title. It seems to be certain, that neither

in nature nor in art do wc meet with anything absolutely agreeing

with the geometrical definition ofa straight line, or of a triangle,

or of a circle, though the deviation therefrom may be inappre-

ciable by sense ; and it may be conceived as at least doubtful,

whether we can fonu a perfect mental image, or conception, with

which the agreement shall be more exact. But it is not doubtful

that such conceptions, however imperfect, do point to something

beyond themselves, in the gradual a[)proach towards which all

imperfection tends to disappear. Although the perfect triangle,

or square, or circle, exists not in nature, eludes all our powers of

representative conception, and Is presented to us in thought

only, as the limit of an indefinite process of abstraction, yet, by

a wonderful faculty of the understanding, it may be made the

subject of propositions which arc absolidehj true. The domain of

reason is thus revealed to us as larger than that of imagination.

Should any, indeed, think that we are able to picture to ourselves,

with rigid accuracy, the scientific elements ofform, direction, niag-
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nitude, &c., these things, os actually conceived, will, in the view

of such persons, be the proper objects of science. But if, as

seems to me the more just opinion, an incurable imperfection

attaches to all our attempts to realize with precision these ele-

ments, then we can only affirm, that the more external objects

do approach in reality, or the conceptions of fancy by abstraction,

to certain limiting states, never, it may be, actually attained, the

more do the general propositions of science concerning those

things or conceptions approach to absolute truth, the actual devi-

ation therefrom tending to disappear. To some extent, the same

observations are applicable also to the physical sciences. What
have been termed the “ fundamental ideas” of those sciences as

force, polarity, crystallization, &c.,* are neither, as I conceive,

intellectual products independent of experience, nor mere copies

of external things ; but while, on the one hand, they have a ne-

cessary antecedent in experience, on the other hand they require

for their fonnation the exercise of the power of abstraction, in

obedience to some general faculty or disposition of our nature,

which ever prompts us to the research, and qualifies us for the

appreciation, of order.t Thus we study approximately the effects

of gravitation on the motions of the heavenly bodies, by a re-

ference to the limiting supposition, that the planets are perfect

* Whcwell’s Philosophy of the Intiuctivc Sciences, pp. 71, 77, ‘213.

t Of the idea of order it has been profoundly said, that it carries within itself

its own justification or its own control, the very trustworthiness of our faculties

being Judged by the conformity of their re.sults to an order which satisfies the

reason. “ L'idto dc I’ordre a cela de singulier et d'eminent, qu’ellc porte en elle

m^mc sa justification ou son contrfile. Pour trouver si nos autres facultis nous

trompent ou nous ne trorapent pas, nous examinons si les notions qu'elles nous

donnent s’enchatnent on ne s'enchatneht pas suivant un ordre qui satisfasse la

raison."— Cournot, Essai sur Usfomlements de nos Connaissances. Admitting this

principle as the guide of those powers of abstraction which we undoubtedly pos-

sess, it seems unphilosophical to assume that the fundamental ideas of the

sciences are not derivable from experience. Doubtless the capacities which

have been given to us for the comprehension of the actual world would avail us

in a differently constituted scene, if in some form or other the dominion of

order was still maintained. It is conceivable that in such a new theatre of spe-

culation, the laws of the intellectual procedure remaining the same, the funda-

mental ideas of the sciences might be wholly different from tho,se with which we

are at present acquainted.
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spheres or spheroids. We determine approximately the path

of a ray of light through the atmosphere, by a process In which

abstraction is made of all disturbing influences of temperature.

And such is the order of procedure in all the higher walks of

human knowledge. Now what is remarkable in conne.xion with

these processes of the intellect is the disposition, and the cor-

resjKmding ability, to ascend from the imperfect representations

of sense and the diversities of individual e.xperience, to the per-

ception of general, and it may be of immutable truths. Where-

evcr this disposition and this ability unite, each series of con-

nected facts in nature may furnish the intimations of an order

more exact than that which it directly maniiests. For it may

serve as ground and occasion for the exercise of those powers,

whose oflBce it is to apprehend the general truths which are in-

deed exemplified, but never with perfect fidelity, in a world of

changeful phamomena.

6. Tlie truth that the ultimate laws of thought arc mathe-

matical in their form, viewed in connexion witli the fact of the

possibility of error, establishes a ground for some remarkable con-

clusions. If we directed our attention to the scientific truth

alone, we might be led to infer an almost exact pandlclism be-

tween the intellectual operations and the movements of external

nature. Suppose any one conversant with physical science, but

unaccustomed to reflect upon the nature of his own faculties, to

have been informed, that it had been proved, that the laws of

those faculties were mathematical ; it is probable that after the

first feelings of incredulity had suhsided, the impression would

arise, that the order of thought must, • therefore, be ns neces-

sary as that of the material universe. We know that in the

realm of natural science, the absolute connexion between the

initial and final elements of a problem, exhibited in the mathe-

matical form, fitly symbolizes that physical necessity which binds

together effect and cause. The necessary sequence of states and

conditions in the inorganic world, and the necessai'y connexion

of premises and conclusion in the processes of exact demonstra-

tion thereto applied, seem to be co-ordinate. It may possibly be

a question, to which of the two series the primary application of

the term “necessary” is due; whether to the observed constancy of
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Nature, or to the indissoluble counexion ofpropositions in all valid

reasoning upon her works. Historically we should perhaps give

the preference to the former, philosophically to the latter view.

But the fact of the connexion is indisputable, and the analogy to

which it points is obvious.

Were, then, the laws of valid reasoning uniformly obeyed, a

very close parallelism would exist between the operations of the

intellect and those of external Nature. Subjection to laws ma-

thematical in their form and expression, even the subjection of

an absolute obedience, would stamp upon the two series one

common character. The reign of necessity over the intellectual

and the physical world would be alike complete and universal.

But while the observation of external Nature testifies with

ever-strengthening evidence to the f.ict, that uniformity of

operation and unvarying obedience to appointed laws prevail

throughout her entire domain, the slightest attention to the pro-

cesses of the intellectual world reveals to us another state of

things. The mathematicid laws of reasoning are, properly speak-

ing, the laws of right reasoning only, and their actual transgres-

sion is a perpetually recurring phienomcnon. Error, which has

no place in the material system, occupies a large one here. We
must accept this as one of those ultimate facts, the origin ofwhich

it lies beyond the province of science to determine. We must

admit that there exist laws which even the rigour of their ma-

thematical forms does not preserve from violation. We must

ascribe to them an authority the essence of which does not con-

sist in power, a supremacy which the analogy of the inviolable

order of the natural world in no way assists us to comprehend.

As the distinction thus pointed out is real, it remains un-

affected by any peculiarity in our views respecting other portions

of the mental constitution. If we regard the intellect as free,

and this is apparently the view most in accordance with the gene-

ral spirit of these speculations, its freedom must be viewed as

opposed to the dominion of necessity, not to the existence of a

certain just supremacy of truth. The laws of correct inference

may be violated, but they do not the less truly exist on this ac-

count. Equally do they remain unaffected in character and au-

thority if the hypothesis of necessity in its extreme form be
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adopted. Let it be granted that the laws of valid reasoning,

such as they are determined to be in this work, or, to speak more

generally, such as they would finally apjiear in the eonclusions of

an exhaustive analysis, form but a part of the system of laws by

which the actual processes of reasoning, whether right or wrong,

arc governed. Let it be granted that if that system were known

to us in its completeness, we should perceive that the whole in-

tellectual procedure was necessary, even as the movements ofthe

inorganic world are necessary. And let it finally, as a conse-

quence of this hypothesis, be granted that the phsenoniena of in-

correct reasoning or error, wheresoever presented, are due to the

interference of other laws with those laws of which riyht reason-

ing is the product. Still it would remain that there exist among

the intellectual laws a number marked out from the rest by this

special character, viz., that every movement of the intellectual

system which is accompli.shcd solely under their direction is

right, that every interference therewith by other laws is not in-

terference only, but violation. It cannot but be felt that this

circumstance would give to the laws in question a character of

distinction and of predominance They would but the more

evidently seem to indicate a final purjiose which is not always

fulfilled, to possess an authority inherent and just, but not

always commanding obedience.

Now a little consideration will show that there is nothing

analogous to this in the government of the world by natural law.

The realm of inorganic Nature admits neither of preference nor

of distinctions. We caimot separate any portion of her laws

from the rest, and pronounce them alone worthy of obedience,

—

alone charged with the fulfilment of her highest purpose. On
the contrary, all her laws seem to stand co-ordinate, and the

larger our acquaintance with them, the more necessary does their

united action seem to the harmony and, so far as we can com-

prehend it, to the general design of the system. How often the

most signal departures from ap|>arcnt order in the inorganic

world, such as the perturbations of the planetary system, the in-

terruption of the process of crystallization by the intrusion of a

foreign force, and others of a like nature, either merge into the

conception of some more exalted scheme of order, or lose to a
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more attentive and instructed gaze their abnormal aspect, it is

needless to remark. One explanation only of these facts can be

given, viz., that the distinction between true and false, between

correct and incorrect, exists in the processes of the intellect, but

not in the region of a physical necessity. As we advance from

the lower stages of organic being to the higher grade of conscious

intelligence, this contrast gradually daw'iis upon us. Wherever

the plucnomena of life are manifested, the dominion of rigid law

in some degree yields to that mysterious principle of activity.

Thus, although the structure of the animal tribes is conformable

to certain general types, yet are those types sometimes, jierhaps,

in relation to the highest standards of beauty and proportion,

always, imperfectly realized. The two alternatives, between

which Art in the present day fluctuates, are the exact imitation

of individual forms, and the endeavour, by abstraction from all

such, to arrive at the conception of an ideal grace and expression,

never, it may be, perfectly manifested in fonns of earthly mould.

Again, those teleological adaptations by which, without the or-

ganic type being sacrificed, species become fitted to new con-

ditions or abodes, arc but slowly accomplished,—accomplished,

however, not, apparently, by the fateful power of external cir-

cumstances, but by the calling forth of an energy from within.

Life in all its forms may thus be contrasted with the passive fixity

of inorganic nature. But inasmuch as the perfection of the types

in which it is coqwrcally manifested is in some measure of an

ideal character, inasmuch as we cannot precisely define the

highest s'uggested excellency of form and of adaptation, the con-

trast is less marked here tliau that which exists between the in-

tellectual processes and those of the jiurely material world. For

the definite and technical character of the mathematical laws by

which both are governed, places in stronger light the fundamental

difference between the kind ofauthority wliich, in their capacity

of government, they respectively exercise.

7. There is yet another instance connected with the general

objects of this chapter, in which the collation of truths or facts,

drawn from dlflcrent sources, suggests an instructive train of re-

flection. It consists in the compaiison of the laws of thought, in

their scientific expression, with the actual forms wdiich physical
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speculation in early ages, and metaphysical speculation in all

ages, have tended to assume. There are two illustrations of this

remark, to which, in particular, I wish to direct attention here.

1st. It has been ‘shown (III. 13) that there is a scientific

connexion between the conceptions of unity in Number, and the

universe in Logic. They occupy in their respective systems the

same relative place, and are subject to the same formal laws.

Now to the Greek mind, in tliat early stage ofactiGty,—a stage

not less marked, perhaps not less necensury, in the progression of

the human intellect, than the era of Bacon or of Newton,— when

the great problems of Nature began to unfold themselves, while

the means of observation were as yet wanting, and its necessity

not understood, the terms “ Universe” and “The One” seem to

have been regarded as almost identical. To assign the nature of

that unity of which all existence was thought to be a manifesta-

tion, was the first aim of jihilosophy.* Thales sought for this

fundamental unity in water. Ana.ximencs and Diogenes con-

ceived it to be air. Hippasus of Metapontum, and Heraclitus

the K|)hcsian, pronounced that it was fire. Less definite or

less confident in his views, Parmenides simply declared that all

existing tilings were One; Melissus that the Universe was infi-

nite, unsusceptible of change or motion. One, like to itself, and

that motion was not, but seemed to be.| In a spirit which, to the

reflective mind of Aristotle, apjicarcd sober when contrasted

with the nvshness of previous speculation, Anax.agoras of Clazo-

mcna:, following, perhaps, the steps of his fellow-citizen, Hermo-

timus, sought in Intelligence the cause of the world and of its

order.J The pantheistic tendency which pervaded many of these

speculations is manifest in the language of Xenophanes, the

founder of the Elcatic school, who, “ surveying the expanse of

* See yarioas passages in Aristotle's Metaphysics, Book i,

f *Ec6icfi avrt^ r6 vav dwtipov ilpoi, xai avaWoiutroVy xal aKivfjroi% rai

o/ioiov iavrtfi Kai jrXtjptQ. Kivtjviv re firj elvai foKttv tlvai.— Dioff, iMcrt. ix.

cap. 4.

J NoPv It} r«c iiTtop iptlvatf xaBdirtp ip ro7g cat ip rj 0u<r«t, t6v

airiop rttv Konpov tai tt}C rd^ttpc Jraar/c olop vtj^mp i<f>dpt} vap* iiVy Xtyovrof

rovg ^portpop. awpwf pip ovp *Apalnyopap tffptp d^'dpivop rovrotp rdtp \6-

ywj', aiVirtv irptJrepov

6

KXaCo/itvtof itfrm'.

—

Arist. Met. I. 3.
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heaven, declared that the One was God.”* Perhaps there are few,

if any, of the forms in which unity can be conceived, in the ab-

sti-act as numerical or rational, in the concrete as a passive sul>-

stanee, or a central and living principle, of which we do not

meet with applications in these ancient doctrines. Tlie writings

of Aristotle, to which I have chiefly referred, aiiound with allu-

sions of this nature, though of the larger number of those who

once addicted themselves to such speculations, it is probal)le that

the very names have perished. Strange, but suggestive truth,

that while Nature in all but the aspect of the heavens must have

appeared as little else than a scene of unexplained disorder, while

the popular belief was distracted amid the multiplicity of its gods,

—the conception ofa primal unity, ifonly in a rude, material form,

should have struck deepest root ; surviving in many a thought-

ful breast the chills of a lifelong disappointment, and an endless

search !f

2ndly. In eqiuilly intimate alliance with that law of thought

which is expressed by an equation of the second degree, and

which has been termed in this treatise the law of duality, stands

the tendency of ancient thought to those forms of philosophical

speculation which are known under the name of dualism. The
theory of Enq>edoclcs,J which explained the apparent contradic-

tions of nature by referring them to the two opposing principles

* Stvo^avtj^ t6v o\ov ovpavoy diro^Xi^j/aCt rb Jiy tiyat fri9i rop

6i6v.— 76.

f The following linen, preserved by Sextus Empiricus, and ascribed to Timon

the Sillograph, are not devoid of pathos :

—

rai iyutv b<p(\ov irvKivov v6ov dvTt^oXijffat

apportpoiiXtiTToQ (^oXiy b' bc(p iltwarti9t}V,

irpfclivyfvbt cai avafi^rfpt<rro^ diratrijg

9Ktirro9vvri£' pirwij ydp ipbv voov tipv9aifiit

fi( iu r* avrb ri wdv dvtXvtro*

1 quote them from Ritter, and venture to give the following version

Be mine, to partial views no more confin'd

Or sceptic doubts, the truth-illumin*d mind t

For, long deceiv'd, yet still on Truth intent.

Life’s waning years in wand'rings wild are spent.

Still restless thought the same high quest essays.

And still the One. the All. eludes roy gaze.

J Arist. Met i. 4. 0.
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of “strife” and “friendship;” and the theory of Leucippus,*

which resolved all existence into the two elements of a plenum

and a vacuum, are of this nature. The famous comparison of the

universe to a lyre or a bow,t its “ recurrent hannony” being the

product of opposite states of tension, betrays the same origin.

In the system of Pythagoras, which seems to have been a combi-

nation of dualism with other elements derived from the study of

numbers, and of their relations, ten fundamental antitheses are

recognised: finite and infinite, even and odd, unity and multitude,

right and left, male and female, rest and motion, straight and

curved, light and darkness, good and evil, the square and the

oblong. In that of Alcmajon the same fundamental dualism is

accejited, but without the definite and numerical limitation with

which it is connected in the Pythagorean system. The grand

development of this idea is, however, met with in that ancient

XIanichtean doctrine, which not only fonned the basis of the re-

ligious system of Persia, but spread widely through other regions

of the East, and became memorable in the history ofthe Christian

Chureh. The origin of dualism as a speculative opinion, not

yet conneeted with the personification of the Evil Principle, but

naturally succeeding those doctrines which had assumed the

primal unity of Nature, is thus stated by Aristotle :—“ Since

there manifestly existed in Nature things opposite to the good,

and not only order and beauty, but also disorder and deformity ;

and since the evil things did maififestly preponderate in number

over the good, and the defonned over the beautiful, some one

else at length introduced strife and IHcndship as the respective

causes of these diverse phtenomena.”J And in Greece, indeed,

it seems to have been chiefly as a philosophical opinion, or as an

adjunct to philosophical speculation, that the dualistic theory ob-

tained ground.§ The moral application of the doctrine most in

• Arist. Met. i. 4, 9.

f waXeVrpoTTog afiixovit} OKtt>g wtp ro^ov rai Xi/pijf.— //crar/iYw*, quoted in

Origenh PhUoaophumena, ix. 9. AUo Plutarch^ De hide et Osiride.

J ’Eiril a Kai rdpavna rot^ AyaOoiQ Ivovra t^aiptTO tV rg Kai ov

fi6yop rti^tg xai rb Ka\bv dXXd cat dralia cai aifr^pov, cai TrXitu^ ru irard

rutp dyaOiiv Kai ra ^avXa riby tcaXuiVt oi/rwp dXXof ^iXiav fiaifvtyKt rai v#T-

roc»<rdrfpov tKariptay atrtov tovtuiv.—Arist. Metapftysira^ I. 4.

i Witness Aristotle's well-known derivation of the eleiiients from the qnalU
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accordance with the Greek mind is preserved in the great Pla-

tonic antithesis of “ being and non-being,”—the connexion of the

former with whatsoever is good and true, with the eternal ideas,

and the archetypal world : of the latter with evil, with error,

with the jieribhable pluenomena of the present scene. The two

forms of speculation which we have considered were here blended

together ; nor was it during the youth and maturity of Greek

pliilosophy alone that the tendencies of thought above described

were manifested. Ages of imitation caught up and adopted as

their own the same spirit. Especially wherever the genius of

Plato exercised sway was this inilueucc felt. The unity of all

real being, its identity with truth and goodness cou.sidered

as to their essence ; the illusion, the profound unreality, of all

merely phaenoinenal existence ; such were tlie views,—such the

dispositions of thought, which it chiefly tended to foster. Hence

that strong tendency to mysticism which, when the days of re-

nown, whether on the field of intellectual or on that of social en-

terprise, had ended in Greece, becjime prevalent in her schools

of philosophy, and reached their culminating point among the

Alexandrian Platonists. The supposititious treatises of Dionysius

the Areojttigite served to convey the same influence, much modi-

fied by its contact with Aristotelian doctrines, to the scholastic

disputants of the middle ages. It can furnish no just ground of

controversy to say, that the tone of thought thus encouraged was

as little consi.stent with genuthe devotion as with a sober phi-

losophy. That kindly influence of human affections, that homely

intercourse with the common things of life, which form so large

a part of the true, because intended, discipline of our nature,

would be ill replaced by tlie contemplation even of the highest

object of thought, viewed by an excessive abstraction as some-

thing concerning which not a single intelligible proposition could

either be aflBrmed or denied.* I would but slightly allude to

those connected speculations on the Divine Nature which ascribed

tics “ warm,” and “ dry," and their contraries. It is characteristic that Plato

connects their generation with mathematical principles.~ TVjnffvss cap. x\.

• Avrbe rai vTrip Offnv i<rri xai dpatptirty.^J)iOH. Artop. De Divinii Ao-
minibutf cap. ii.
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to it the perfect union of opposite qualities,* or to the remarkable

treatises of Anselm, designed to establish a theory of the imiverse

upon the analogies of thought and bcing.f The primal unity is

there represented as having its abode in the one eternal Truth.

The conformity of Nature to her laws, the obedience of moral

agents to the dictates of rectitude, are the same Truth seen in

action; the world itself being but an expression of the self-reflect-

ing thought of its Author.^ Still more marked was the revival

of the older forms of speculation during the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. The friends and associates of Lorenzo the

Magnificent, the recluses known in England as the Cambridge

Plafonists, together with many meditative spirits scattered

through Eurojic, devoted themselves anew, either to the task of

solving the ancient problem, De Uno, Vero, Bono, or to that of

proving that all such inquiries are futile and vain.§ The logical

elements which underlie all these speculations, and from which

they appear to borrow at least their form, it would be easy to

trace in the outlines of more motlern systems,—more especially

in that association of the doctrine of the absolute unity with the

distinction of the ego and the non-ego as the type of Nature,

which forms the basis of the philosophy of Hegel. The attempts

of speculative minds to ascend to some high pinnacle of truth,

from which they might survey the entire framework and con-

• See especially the lofty strain of tfildcbcrt beginning ** Alpha et Q magno
Dous.” (Trench’s Sacred Latin Poetry.) The principle upon which all these

speculations rest is thus stated in the treatise referred to in the last note.

Oirciv UUP drowov^ aftvcpwv uruvtuv iirl to irdvruiy alriop dpa/?dvraCi virtp-

KOOfitoic o^daX/ioic 9futpri<rai vdurn iv rtp tovtmv diri^, rat rd dWfjXoic ivav^

rta povoit^wc ftai */ptu/if rwe*— DiriMts A'bmtnt&us, cap. v. And the kind of

knowledge which it is thus sought to attain is described as a darkness beyond

light/' vTip^otToi Tkeoloyia, cap. i.) Milton has a simi-

lar thought

—

“ Dark with excessive bright Thy skirts appear."

Par. Lo9t^ Book lu.

Contrast with these the nobler simplicity of 1 John, i. 5.

t Monologium, Prosologium, and De Veritate.

t
** Idcirco com ipse suinmus spiritus dicit seipsum dlcit omnia qme facta

sunt."

—

Monolog, cap. xxm.

§ See dissertations in Spinoza, Picus of Mirandula, H. More, Ac. Modern

discussions of this nature are chiefly in connexion with cesthetics, the ground of

the application being contained in the formula of .Xugustine : “ Oimiis porro

pulchritudinis forma, uiiUas cst."
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nexion of things in the order ofdeductive thought, have differed

less in the forms of theory which they have produced, than

through the nature of the interpretations which have been as-

signed to those forms.* And herein lies the real question as to

the influence of philosophical systems upon the disposition and

the life. For though it is of slight moment that men should

agree in tracing back all the forms and conditions of being to a

primal unity, it is otherwise as concerns their conceptions of

what that unity is, and what are the kinds of relation, beside

that of mere causality, which it sustains to themselves. Herein

too may be felt the powerlessness ofmere Logic, the insufficiency

of the profoundest knowledge of the laws of the understanding,

to resolve those problems which lie nearer to our hearts, as pro-

gressive years strip away from our life the illusions of its golden

dawn.

8. If the extremely arbitrary character of human opinion be

considered, it will not be expected, nor is it here maintained, that

the above are the only forms in which specidative men have

shaped their conjectural solutions of the problem of existence.

Under particular influences other forms of doctrine have arisen,

not unfrequently, however, masking those portrayed above.

t

* For instance, the learned mysticism of Gioberti, widely as it differs in its

spirit and its conclusions from the pantheism of Hegel (both being, perhaps,

equally remote from troth), resembles it in applying both to thought and

to being the principles of unity and duality. It is asked Or non k egli

chiaro che ogni discorso si riduce in fine in fine alle idee di Dio, del raondo, e

della creaxione, Tultima delle quali h il legame delle due prime ?** And this ques-

tion being affirmatively answered in the formula, “I’Ente crea )e esistense,” it

is said of that formula,— ** Essa abbraccia la rcaltii universale nella dualita del

necessario e del contingente, esprime il vincolo di questi due ordini, e collocan-

dolo Delia creazion sostanziale, riduce la dualita reale a un principio unico, all

uniU primordiale delT Ente non astratto, complessivo, e gcnerico, ma concreto,

individuato, assoluto, e creatorr.”—Z>e/ Bello e del Buono^ pp. 30, 31.

f Evidence in support of this statement will be found in the remarkable

treatise recently published under the title (the correctne.ss of which seems doubt-

ful) of Origenis Philo$ophumena. The early corruptions of Christianity of which

it contains the record, though many of them, as is evident from their Ophite

character, derived from the very dregs of paganism, manifest certain persistent

forms of philosophical speculation. For the most part they either belong to the

dualistic scheme, or recognise three principles, primary or derived, between two

of which the dualistic relation may be traced

—

Orig. Phil., pp. 135, 139, 150,

235, 253, 264.
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But the wide prevalence of the particular theories which we have

considered, together with their manifest analogy with the ex-

pressed laws of thought, may justly be conceived to indicate a

connexion between the two systems. As all other mental acts

and procedures arc beset by their peculiar fallacies, so the opera-

tion of thatlaw of thought termed in this work the law of duality

may have its own peculiar tendency to error, exalting mere want

of agreement into contrariety, and thus form a world which we
necessarily view as formed of parts supplemental to each other,

framing the conception of a world fundamentally divided by op-

posing powers. Such, with some large but hasty inductions from

phenomena, may have been the origin of dualism,— indepen-

dently of the question whether dualism is in any form a true

theory or not. Here, however, it is of more importance to con-

sider in detail the bearing of these ancient forms of speculation,

as revived in the present day, upon the progress of real know-

ledge; and upon this point I desire, in pursuance of what has

been said in the previous section, to add the following remarks

:

1st. All sound philosophy gives its verdict agtunst such spe-

culations, if regarded as a means of determining the actual con-

stitution of things. It may be that the progress of natural

knowledge tends towards the recognition of some central Unity

in Nature. Of such unity as consists in the mutual relation of

the parts of a system there can be little doubt, and able men
have speculated, not without grounds, on a more intimate corre-

lation of physical forces than the mere idea of a system would

lead us to conjecture. Further, it may be that in the bosom of

that supposed unity are involved some general principles of di-

vision and re-union, the sources, under the Supreme Will, ofmuch

of the related variety of Nature. The instances of sex and po-

larity have been adduced in support of such a view. As a sup-

position, I will venture to add, that it is not very improbable

that, in some such way as this, the constitution of things without

may correspond to that of the mind within. But such corres-

pondence, if it shall ever be proved to exist, will appear as the

last induction from human knowledge, not ns the first principle

. of scientific inquiry. The natural order of discovery is from the

particular to the universal, and it may confidently be affirmed

2 E
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that we have not yet advanced sufficiently far on this track to

enable us to determine what are the ultimate forms into wliich all

the special differences of Nature shall merge, and from which

they shall receive their explanation.

2ndly . Wore this correspondence between the forms ofthought

and the actual constitution of Nature proved to exist, whatso-

ever connexion or relation it might be supposed to establish be-

tween the two systems, it would in no degree affect the question

of their mutual indc{)cndcncc. It would in no sense lead to the

consequence that the one system is the mere product ofthe other.

A too great addiction to metaphysical sjieculations seems, in

some instances, to have produced a tendency toward this species

of illusion. Thus, among the many attempts which have been

made to explain the existence of evil, it has been sought to assign

to the fact a merely relative character,—to found it upon a species

of logical opposition to the equally relative element of good. It

suffices to say, that the assumption is purely gratuitous. What
evil may be in the eyes of Infinite wisdom and purity, we can at

the best but dimly conjecture ; but to us, in all its forms, whe-

ther of j)ain or defect, or moral transgression, or retributory wo,

it can wear but one aspect,—that of a sad and stem reality,

against which, upon somewhat more than the highest order of

prudential considerations, the whole preventive force of our

nature may be exerted. Now what has been said upon the

particular question just considered, is equally applicable to many
other of the debated points of philosophy ; such, for instance,

as the external reality of space and time. We have no Avar-

rant for resolving these into mere forms of the understanding,

though they unquestionably detennine the present sphere of

our knowledge. And, to speak more generally, there is no war-

rant for the extremely subjective tendency of much modem spe-

culation. Whenever, in the view of the intellect, different

hypotheses arc equally consistent with an observed fact, the

instinctive testimony of consciousness as to their relative value

must be allowed to possess authority.

3rdly. If the study of the laws of thought avails us neither

to deteraiine the actual constitution of things, nor to explain the

facts involved in that constitution which have perplexed the wise
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and saddened the thoughtful in all ages,—still less does it enable

us to rise above the present conditions of our being, or lend its

sanction to the doctrine which affirms the possibility of an in-

tuitive knowledge of the infinite, and the unconditioned,—whe-

ther such knowledge be sought for in the realm of Nature, or

above that realm. We can never be said to comprehend that

which is represented to thought as the limit of an indefinite

process of abstraction. A progression ad infinitum is impos-

sible to finite powers. But though we cannot comprehend the

infinite, there may be even scientific grounds for believing that

human nature is constituted in some relation to the infinite. We
cannot perfectly express the laws of thought, or establish in the

most general sense the methods ofwliich they form the basis, with-

out at least the implication ofelements which ordinary language

expresses by the terms “ Universe” and “ Eternity.” As in the

pure abstractions of Geometry, so in the domain of Logic it is

seen, that the empire of Truth is, in a certain sense, larger than

that of Imagination. And as there are many special departments

of knowledge which can only be comi)letely surveyed from an ex-

ternal point, so the theory ofthe intellectual processes, as applied

only to finite objects, seems to involve the recognition of a

sphere of thought from which all limits are withdrawn. If then,

on the one hand, we cannot discover in the laws of thought and

their analogies a sufficient basis of proof for the conclusions of

a too daring mysticism ; on the other hand we should err in re-

garding them as wholly unsuggestive. As parts of our intellec-

tual nature, it seems not improtmble that they should manifest

their presence otherwise than by merely prescribing the condi-

tions of formal inference. Whatever grounds we have for con-

necting them with tlie peculiar tendencies of physical speculation

among the Ionian and Italic philosophers, the some grounds

exist for associating them with a disposition of thought at once

more common and more legitimate. To no casual influences, at

least, ought we to attribute that meditative spirit which then

most delights to commune with the external magnificence of

Nature, when most impressed with the consciousness of sempi-

ternal verities,—which reads in the nocturnal heavens a bright

manifestation of order ; or feels in some wild scene among the
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hills, the intimations of more than that abstract eternity which

had rolled away ere yet their dark foundations were laid.*

9. Refraining from the further prosecution ofa train ofthought

which to some may appear to bo of too speculative a character,

let us briefly review the positive results to which we have been led.

It has appeared that there exist in our nature faculties which

enable us to ascend from the particular facts of experience to the

general propositions which form the basis of Science ; as well as

faculties whose office it is to deduce from general propositions

accepted as true the particular conclusions which they involve.

It has been seen, that those faculties are subject in their opera-

tions to laws capable of precise scientific expression, but invested

with an authority which, as contrasted with the authority of the

laws of nature, is distinct, generis, and underived. Further,

there has appeared to be a manifest fitness between the intel-

lectual procedure thus made known to us, and the conditions of

that system of things by which we are surrounded,—such condi-

tions, I mean, as the existence of species connected by general

resemblances, of facts associated under general laws ; together

with that union of permanency with order, which while it gives

stability to acquired knowledge, lays a foundation for the hope

of indefinite progression. Human nature, quite independently

of its observed or manifested tendencies, is seen to be constituted

in a certain relation to Truth ; and this relation, considered as a

subject of speculative knowledge, is as capable of being studied

in its details, is, moreover, as worthy of being so studied, as are

the several departments ofphysical science, considered in the same

aspect. I would especially direct attention to that view of the

constitution ofthe intellect which represents it as subject to laws

determinate in their character, but not operating by the jiower of

necessity; which exhibits it as redeemed from the dominion of

fate, without being abandoned to the lawlessness of chance. We
cannot embrace this view, without accepting at least as probable

the intimations which, upon the principle ofanalogy, it seems to

furnish respecting another and a higher aspect of our nature,—its

subjection in the sphere ofduty os well as in that of knowledge to

* Psalm xc. 2.
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fixed laws whose authority does not consist in power,—its con-

stitution with reference to an ideal standard and a final purpose.

It has been thought, indeed, that scientific pursuits foster a dis-

position either to overlook the specific differences between the

moral and the material world, or to regard the former as in no pro-

per sense a subject for exact knowledge. Doubtless all exclusive

pursuits tend to produce partial views, and it may be, that a mind

long and deeply immersed in the contemplation of scenes over

which the dominion ofa physical necessity is unquestioned and su-

preme, may admit with difficulty the possibility ofanother order of

things. But it is because ofthe exclusiveness of this devotion to a

particular sphere of knowledge, that the prejudice in question

takes possession, if at all, of the mind. The application of

scientific methods to the study of the intellectual phaenomeno,

conducted in an impartial spirit of inquiry, and without over-

looking those elements of error and disturbance which must be

accepted os facts, though they cannot be regarded as laws, in

the constitution of our nature, seems to furnish the materials of

a juster analogy.

10. If it be asked to what practical end such inquiries as the

above point, it may be replied, that there exist various objects,

in relation to which the courses of men’s actions are mainly de-

termined by their speculative views of human nature. Educa-

tion, considered in its largest sense, is one of those objects. The

ultimate ground of all inquiry into its nature and its methods

must be laid in some previous theory of what man is, what are

the ends for which his several faculties were designed, what

are the motives which have jmwer to influence them to sustained

action, and to elicit their most perfect and most stable results.

It may be doubted, whether these questions have ever been

considered fully, and at the same time impartially, in the rela-

tions here suggested. The highest cultivation of taste by the

study of the pure models of antiquity, the largest acquaintance

with the facts and theories of modem physical science, viewed

from this larger aspect of our nature, can only appear as parts of

n perfect intellectual discipline. Looking from the some point

of view upon the means to be employed, we might be led to in-

quire, whether that all but exclusive appeal which is made in
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the present day to the spirit of emulation or cupidity, does not

tend to weaken the influence of those more enduring motives

which seem to have been implanted in our nature for the imme-

diate end in view. Upon these, and upon many other questions,

the just limits of authority, the reconciliation of freedom of

thought with discipline of feelings, habits, manners, and upon

the whole moral aspect of the question,—what unflxedness of

opinion, what diversity of practice, do we meet with ! Yet, in

the sober view of reason, there is no object within the compass

of human endeavours which is of more weight and moment than

tliis, considered, as I have said, in its largest meaning. Now,
whatsoever tends to make more exact and definite our view of

human nature, in any of its real aspects, tends, in the same pro-

portion, to reduce these questions into narrower compass, and

restrict the limits of their possible solution. Thus may even

speculative inquiries prove fruitful of the most important prin-

ciples of action.

1 1 . Perhaps the most obviously legitimate bearing of such

speculations would be upon the question of the place of Mathe-

matics in the system of human knowledge, and the nature

and office of mathematical studies, as a means of intellectiud

discipline. No one who has attended to the course of recent

discussions can think this question an unimportant one. Those

who have maintained that the position of Mathematics is in

both respects a fundamental one, have drawn one of their strongest

arguments from the actual constitution of things. The mate-

rial frame is subject in all its parts to the relations of number.

All dynamical, chemical, electrical, thermal, actions, seem not

only to be measurable in themselves, but to be connected with

each other, even to the extent of mutual convertibility, by nu-

merical relations of a perfectly definite kind. But the opinion

in question seems to me to rest upon a deeper basis than this.

The laws of thought, in all its processes of conception and of

reasoning, in all those operations of which language is the ex-

pression or the instrument, are of the same kind os are the laws

of the acknowledged processes of Mathematics. It is not con-

tended that it is necessary for us to acquaint ourselves with those

laws in order to think coherently, or, in the ordinary sense of
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the terms, to reason well. Men draw inferences without any

consciousness of those elements upon which the entire procedure

depends. Still less is it desired to exalt the reasoning faculty

over the faculties of observation, of reflection, and ofjudgment.

But upon the very ground that human thought, traced to its

ultimate elements, reveals itself in mathematical forms, we have

a presumption that the mathematical sciences occupy, by the

constitution of our nature, a fundamental place in human know-

ledge, and that no system of mental culture can be complete or

fundamental, which altogether neglects them.

But the very same class of considerations shows with^equal

force the error of those who regard the study of Mathematics,

and of their applications, as a suffleient basis either ofknowledge

or of discipline. Ifthe constitution of the material frame is ma-

thematical, it is not merely so. If the mind, in its capacity of

formal reasoning, obeys, whether consciously or unconsciously,

mathematical laws, it claims through its other capacities of sen-

timent and action, through its perceptions of beauty and of

moral fitness, tlirough its deep springs of emotion and afiection,

to hold relation to a diflPerent order of things. There is, more-

over, a breadth of intellectual vision, a power of sympathy with

truth in all its forms and manifestations, which is not measured

by the force and subtlety of the dialectic faculty. Even the

revelation of the material universe in its boundless magnitude,

and pervading order, and constancy of law, is not necessarily the

most fully apprehended by him who has traced ivith minutest

accuracy the steps of the great demonstration. And if we em-

brace in our survey the interests and duties of life, how little do

any processes of mere ratiocination enable us to comprehend the

weightier questions which they present ! As truly, therefore, as

the cultivation of the mathematical or deductive faculty is a part

of intellectual discipline, so truly is it only a part. The pre-

judice which would either banish or make supreme any one

department of knowledge or faculty of mind, betrays not only

error of judgment, but a defect of that intellectual modesty

which is inseparable from a pure devotion to truth. It assumes

the office of criticising a constitution of things which no human
appointment has established, or can annul. It sets aside the
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ancient and just conception of truth ns one though manifold.

Much of this error, as actually existent among us, seems due

to the special and isolated character of scientific teaching

—

which character it, in its turn, tends to foster. The study of

philosophy, notwithstanding a few marked instances of exception,

has jailed to keep pace with the advance of the several depart-

ments of knowledge, whose mutual relations it is its province to

determine. It is impossible, however, not to contemplate the

particular evil in question as part of a larger system, and connect

it with the too prevalent view of knowledge as a merely secular

thing, and with the undue predominance, already adverted to, of

those motives, legitimate within their proper limits, which are

founded upon a regard to its secular advantages. In the extreme

case it is not difficult to see that the continued operation of

such motives, uncontrolled by any higher principles of action,

uncorrected by the personal influence of superior minds, must

tend to lower the standard ofthought in reference to the objects

of knowledge, and to render void and ineffectual whatsoever ele-

ments ofa noble fiuth may still survive. And ever in proportion

as these conditions are realized must the same effects follow.

Hence, perhaps, it is that we sometimes find justcr conceptions

of the unity, the vital connexion, and the subordination to a

moral purpose, ofthe different parts of Truth, among those who
acknowledge nothing higher than the changing aspect of col-

lective humanity, than among those who profess an intellectual

allegiance to the Father of Lights. But these are questions

which cannot further be pursued here. To some they will ap-

pear foreign to the professed design of this work. But the

consideration of them has arisen naturally, either out of the

speculations which that design involved, or in the course of

reading and reflection which seemed necessary to its accomplish-

ment.

THE END.
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